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FOREWORD

This yearly workshop focuses on applications of thermal and fluids analysis in the

aerospace field. Its purpose is to bring industry, academia, and government together to

share information and exchange ideas about analysis tools and methods. Originating

from the Glenn Research Center, this was the first year the Thermal Fluids and Analysis

workshop was held at the Marshall Space Flight Center.

While each workshop contains short courses, hands-on classes, and product

overview lectures, only the technical papers and presentations are included in this
document.

The organizers of this year's workshop consider it a privilege to participate in

such an event. We would like to thank all the authors, presenters, and industry

representatives who contributed to this year's success.

James W. Owen Sheryl L. Kittredge
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SPACE SCIENCE PAYLOADS

OPTICAL PROPERTIES MONITOR (OPM)

MISSION FLIGHT ANOMALIES THERMAL ANALYSES

Craig P. Schmitz

AZ Technology, Inc.

Huntsville, Alabama

ABSTRACT

The OPM was the first space payload that measured in-situ the optical properties of materials and had data

telemetered to ground. The OPM was EVA mounted to the Mir Docking Module for an eight-month stay where

flight samples were exposed to the Mir induced and natural environments. The OPM was comprised of three optical

instruments; a total hemispherical spectral reflectometer, a vacuum ultraviolet spectrometer, and a total integrated

scatterometer. There were also three environmental monitors; an atomic oxygen monitor, solar and infrared

radiometers, and two temperature-controlled quartz crystal microbalances (to monitor contamination).

Measurements were performed weekly and data telemetered to ground through the Mir data system. This paper will

describe the OPM thermal control design and how the thermal math models were used to analyze anomalies which

occurred during the space flight mission.

BACKGROUND

In 1986, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Office of Aeronautics and Space

Technology (OAST) released an Announcement of Opportunity (AO) under the In-Space Technologies Experiment

Program (IN-STEP). This AO was issued to seek new experiments for space flight that were under development by

contractors or new experiments that were unable to be developed because of cost constraints. In response to this

AO, the OPM experiment was proposed as an in-space materials laboratory to measure in-situ the effects of the space

environment on thermal control materials, optical materials, and other materials of interest to the aerospace

community. The OPM was selected and funded.. The Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) in Huntsville, Alabama

managed the proj ect.

The OPM was launched on STS-81 on January 12, 1997. Mounted in a SpaceHab Double Rack, the OPM

was Intravehicular Activity (IVA) transferred into the Mir Space Station on January 16, 1997. It was stowed for two

and one-half months before deployment and powered up on the Mir Docking Module by the first joint Russian-

American Extravehicular Activity (EVA) on April 29, 1997. On June 25, 1997, the OPM lost power because of the

Progress collision into Mir's Spektr module and did not regain operational status until September 12, 1997. The

OPM continued operation until January 2, 1998 when the OPM was powered down in preparation of the

January 8, 1998 EVA to retrieve the OPM. After a successful Russian EVA retrieval, the OPM was later transferred

IVA into the Shuttle (STS-89) and returned to Kennedy Space Center (KSC) on January 31, 1998.

A detailed description of the OPM Experiment including an overview of the system design and mission

performance is provided in the "Optical Properties Monitor (OPM) System Report" [1]. Figure 1 is a photograph of

the deployed OPM. The OPM is seen near the 2 o'clock position on the Docking Module. Figure 2 illustrates the

OPM mounting orientation on the Mir Space Station. The baseline layout of the internal hardware is illustrated in

Figure 3. This layout shows the locations of the electronics boxes, experiment subsystems, and sample carousel.



Figure 1: OPM on MIR (Docking Module End View).

Figure 2: OPM Mounting Orientation on the Mir.
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Figure 3: Layout of the Internal Hardware of the OPM.

OPM THERMAL CONTROL

The OPM experiment was modeled using SINDA'85/FLUINT [21 and TRASYS TM to calculate the

conduction and radiation heat transfer between the internal OPM components as well as its external environment. To
assist in the accuracy of the model predictions, the OPM was added to the integrated Mir/Docking Module thermal
models obtained from NASA/JSC [4'5]. The results of the predicted thermal values dictated how the OPM thermal

design was achieved for hot, cold, and nominal operating conditions. Further, the OPM timeline was analyzed to
minimize peak input power requirements (kilowatts [kW], not kilowatt-hour [kWh]) and assess the internal
temperature fluctuations to the OPM. These predicted thermal extremes were not to exceed the component minimum

and maximum operating temperatures. Indeed, the OPM timeline was changed to modify the proposed measurement
sequence which decreased the component temperature extremes and peak power (kW). However, the measurements
sequence duration increased, increasing the total kWh.

Based on model predictions and the modified weekly timeline, the OPM was designed for passive thermal

control with active heaters to maintain a minimum temperature of 0°C. The heaters maintained thermal control
during the quiescent periods of operation when the OPM was operating in monitor mode (i.e. not performing
measurements). During the measurement sequence, the heaters were switched off and the external thermal control

coatings coupled with the thermal capacitance of the OPM provided sufficient thermal control. The OPM heater
system design, located on the emissivity plate, consisted of two heater circuits with two 15-watt heater elements
mounted in parallel in each circuit. Heater control was effected by using thermistors on this plate to thermostatically

control their operation. Heater setpoints were selected approximately at 4°C (on) and 7°C (off). Thermal control
was evaluated for materials exposed directly to the space environment as well as those not exposed. For exposed

surfaces, the temperature control was achieved by the combination of various types of thermal control coatings, some
having low solar absorptance or high solar reflectance coupled with either low thermal emittance (AZT custom
coating) or high thermal emittance (white coating) in order to control absorption of direct solar irradiance and
reflected solar irradiance from Mir and/or the earth (albedo). Low thermal emittance coatings were used to minimize

radiation from selected OPM panels while high thermal emittance coatings were used on other panels to maximize
the thermal radiation. The unexposed surfaces were covered with MLI to minimize heat transfer. The combination
of materials provided the necessary thermal control to match the measurement sequence and overall timeline with the

expected Mir environment.



The _Thermal Data Book for the OPM Experiment" _61documents the details of the OPM thermal control

system design including the TRASYS geometric math models, the S1NDA thermal math models, the design analyses,

and the thermal vacuum test program which was used to verify the math models. The _Mission Thermal Data Book

for the OPM" [7]documents the OPM thermal flight data including the use of the thermal math models to evaluate the

flight anomalies. A typical thermal profile, predicted by the models for the measurement sequence and compared to

flight data, is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: OPM Reflectometer Thermal Profile for the Measurement Sequence

INSTRUMENTATION

The OPM thermal instrumentation consisted of 31 thermistors. Each of the 31 thermistors is either epoxied

directly to the OPM structure or epoxied into an aluminum-mounting block mechanically attached to the OPM

structure. Table 1 provides a description of the 31-thermistor mounting locations.

Temperature data was recorded for each of the 31 thermistors throughout each of the 27 OPM measurement

sequences/timelines. The nominal OPM measurement cycle timeline is shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the

combined set of 27 measurement cycle temperature profiles for Thermistor T28 located on the OPM Base Plate.

Temperature data was recorded for each of the 31 Thermistors throughout the mission while in the

monitoring mode. Temperature monitor data was recorded using two different time intervals. For one two-hour

period each day the monitor data was recorded using two-minute intervals. Figure 7 is an example of the two-minute

monitor data for May 6-7 1997. This data provides information on the temperature variations that occur during a

single 90-minute orbit. For the remainder of the day the monitor data was recorded using a two-hour time interval.

This data provides information on the temperature variations that occur over a twenty-four hour period (sixteen

orbits). The two-minute and two-hour monitor data have been combined into a single overall monitor data set.

All of the critical electronic components are mounted on either the Base Plate or the Emissivity Plate.

During the monitoring mode (non-measurement cycle) all of the component temperatures are driven by one of these

two locations. Figure 8 presents the temperature monitor data for the OPM Base Plate Thermistor (T28) and

Emissivity Plate Thermistor (T09) for the month of June 1997.



Table 1: OPM Thermistor Mounting Locations.

Thermistor

#

TOO

T01

T02

T03

T04

T05

T06

T07

T08

T09

T10

Tll

T12

T13

T14

T15

Description Location Thermistor Description Location
#

Thermistor VR1 Carousel Tray 6 T 16 Top Panel- TQCM Side
Thermistor VR2 Carousel Wheel 6 T17

Encl. Top Panel #1

Encl. Top Panel #2
Reflectometer # 1

Top Panel - AO Side
Thermistor VR3 Carousel Wheel 7 T 18 Flex Mirror Mount

Thermistor VR4 Carousel Tray 7 T19 Reflectometer #2 Monochromator Motor
Mount

Thermistor VR5 Carousel Tray 8 T20 VUV
Carousel Wheel 8Thermistor VR6

Carousel Tray 1
Carousel Wheel 1

E-Plate

T21

T22

T23

Thermistor VR7

T24

TIS #1

TIS #2

AO

DAC S

Thermistor VR8

E-Plate T25 PSC

E-Plate T26 PAC

E-Plate T27 TQCM
Carousel Motor Enc. Base Plate

Main Support Bracket

Green LASER (532 nm)

Emissivit_ Plate #1

Emissivit_ Plate #2

Emissivit_ Plate #3

Emissivit_ Plate #4
Carousel Motor #1

IR LASER (1064 nm)
AO Motor Mount

T28

Carousel Motor #2 Carousel Motor T29 Enc. Side Panel Left Left Side Panel

Encl. Top Cover # 1

Encl. Top Cover #2

Top Cover Top Rib

Top Cover Front
Rib

T30 Enc. Side Panel Right

DACS Mountin_ Flange

PSC Top Cover

PAC Top Cover

TQCM Mountin_ Plate
Base Plate

Right Side Panel

40 -.

3O

m,

2O

10

TIS

f

V]fV Reflectometer Calorimeter

:
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Figure 5: Nominal OPM Measurement Cycle Timeline.
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OPM THERMAL VACUUM TEST

The OPM was designed for passive thermal control with supplemental active resistance heating to maintain

an internal thermal environment between 0 and 40°C. The anticipated and documented Mir attitude orientation was

gravity gradient for seventy to eighty percent of the time. To simulate this environment, the OPM was placed in a

thermal vacuum chamber. Heat lamps were used to simulate the incident solar energy on the OPM. Based on

thermal analyses for the OPM mounted on the Mir Docking Module, minimum and maximum operating temperatures

were predicted for the "mission." These thermal set points corresponded to OPM Base Plate temperatures of -5 and

+5°C at the beginning of a measurement cycle. Multiple thermal cycles were conducted while at vacuum with

functional tests performed at the minimum and maximum set points. Figure 9 illustrates the OPM Thermal Vacuum

Test Cycles. Figure 10 is the OPM in the thermal vacuum chamber.
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Figure 10: OPM in the Thermal Vacuum Chamber.



The thermal vacuum test began with a functional test at ambient pressure and temperature to ensure the

OPM systems were setup and working properly• The chamber was evacuated to test pressure of at least lxl04 Torr

(typically 3x10 -_ Torr) and a second functional test conducted to check experiment operation at vacuum prior to

beginning testing• The OPM was subjected to hot and cold survival temperatures, while non-operational, followed

by a functional test at ambient temperature• Four thermal cycles were conducted, with the first concurrent with a

thermal balance check to calibrate the thermal analyses to the actual hardware performance• Figure 11 is an example

of the thermal balance temperature comparison between the thermistors located on the Reflectometer instrument and

the OPM thermal models• The criterion for acceptable thermal balance was agreement within 5°C. The OPM proto-

flight hardware successfully passed the thermal vacuum tests•
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Figure 11: Thermal Balance Temperature Comparison for OPM Reflectometer Instrument.

OPM MISSION THERMAL DATA

For most space systems the primary purpose for development of thermal models is as a design tool.

However, as the OPM program demonstrates, the thermal models in conjunction with flight temperature data can be

extremely useful tools for evaluating the system performance and health•

One of the primary features of the OPM thermal control system is the use of Kapton-backed etched-foil

electric heaters to maintain temperatures above the minimum limit temperature of 0°C. Figure 12 shows a typical

temperature profile for the emissivity plate during two cycles of heaters "On" and "Off." The OPM heater "On" set

point is 6500f2 that converts to 4.2°C. The OPM heater "Oft _' set point is 6000f2 which converts to 6.7°C. Note that

the average of the emissivity plate thermistors T08 and T09 are used for controlling the heaters• The Figure 12 data

is used as evidence that the heater system functioned within the design criteria•
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Figure 12: Typical OPM Heater Thermal Performance

In addition to evaluating specific components of the thermal control system, like the heater elements, the

thermal data obtained from the OPM flight has been used to characterize the overall thermal performance of the

OPM Thermal Control System. Figure 13 is an example of the temperature monitor data for the month of

May, 1997. During this first month of deployment the system temperatures, represented by the base plate and

emissivity plate thermistor data, was maintained between design limits (0-40°C). Figure 8, which summarizes the

monitor data for June, shows the base plate temperature exceeds 40°C on June 3rd.

The thermal event on June 3 resulted in an anomaly investigation of the orbital attitude of the Mir space

station. Figure 14 is an example of how the OPM thermal data was used to characterize the orbital attitude effects on

OPM System temperatures. The 38 °C rise in base plate temperature on June 3r4 is directly related to the attitude

change of Mir. In this example the solar vector changed from 120 degrees from vertical, which is 30 degrees below

the plane of the OPM sample carousel, to 25 degrees from vertical. In addition, this thermal event occurs during the

four day period from June 3r4 to June 7 th during which the Mir orbit is 100 percent in the Sun (no Earth shadow).

This set of orbital conditions describes the worst case hot orbital environment experienced by OPM. The preflight

Mir attitudes used for design of OPM were Mir X-axis gravity gradient (70%), Mir X-axis solar inertial (20%) and

undefined (10%). Since this attitude falls within the 10% undefined, the OPM design criteria was to maintain system

temperatures below the maximum limit temperature (40°C) for a duration of 2.4 hours (10% of 1 day). The OPM

base plate temperature after 2.4 hours is approximately 35°C which is below the design limit (40°C). The actual Mir

attitude change lasted for 7.6 hours which exceeds the preflight design criteria and results in base plate temperatures

of 60°C. Although the OPM base plate temperatures exceeded the design criteria on eight occasions (6/2, 6/13,

6/24, 11/3, 11/4, 11/27, 12/25, and 12/26) during monitoring mode and on three occasions (5/20, 6/3, and 6/24)

during measurement cycles the only known temperature/external environment related failures of OPM hardware

during the Mir mission is the radiometer sensor which failed on June 3ra.

10



Monitor Data for May 1997
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Figure 13: OPM Temperature Monitor Data for May 1997
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Figure 14: OPM Thermal Response to Mir Attitude Change on June 2, 1997
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The first significant mission anomaly was the failure of the VUV instrument. The first indication of an

anomaly with the VUV instrument occurred upon review of the first data transfer from Mir on April 30, 1997. This

first data set included raw data from the measurement timeline which occurred on April 29. Included in this data

were the raw data from the VUV instrument. This data was not within the expected measurement range.

Immediately a fault analysis, and fault analysis tree were performed to determine possible causes for failure and

possible courses of action for correcting the problem. The resulting fault tree resulted in a large number of possible

causes for failure including bad detectors, VUV lamp sources, carousel position, data management software, etc. No

direct evidence of the cause of the VUV failure was available real time during the mission. Visual inspection was

the only methodology for evaluating many of the possible failure modes. However, the thermal data proved to be a

very convincing indirect source of evidence pointing at the Deuterium Lamp as the most probably cause for failure.

Figure 15 is a comparison of the OPM April 29 th Flight Data Thermistor T20 with parametric temperature

profiles generated using the OPM SINDA thermal math model. Three parametric models were generated using

S1NDA. The first model assumes that the VUV was fully functional (20W lamp, 10W lamp heater and 4.5W stepper

motors), the second model assumes that the lamp was not functional (10W lamp heater and 4.5W stepper motors),

the third option assumes that both the lamp and the lamp heater are not functional (4.5W stepper motors). The

model with both the lamp and lamp heater not functional shows excellent agreement with the flight data. This data

was included in the VUV anomaly fault analysis which was performed during the OPM mission prior to retrieval.

This thermal evidence was one of the key factors that identified the lamp as the most probable cause of the VUV

anomaly. Post flight inspection of the OPM VUV confirmed that the lamp did not function due to a broken lamp
heater element.
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Figure 15: Typical VUV Thermal Profile.

The other major OPM mission anomaly was the loss of Mir power. This anomaly affected OPM in two

significant ways. The first is the loss of power to OPM itself. The second is the resulting reduction in attitude

control of Mir which continued to occur throughout the remainder of the OPM Mir mission.
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TheOPMexperimentwasflownonMir withoutarealtimeclock.Missionelapsedtimewasrecorded
usinganelapsedtimeclock.Theresultisthatsignificanterrorsbetweenthemissionelapsedtimeandrealtimewere
producedduringeachof theOPMpowerlosses.Themostsignificantof thesepowerlossesresultedfromthe
Progresscollisionwith Spektr on June 25 th. The collision occurred on June 25, 1997 on the Mir Station while

practicing manual rendezvous procedures. Upon collision, the crew reacted quickly to seal off the leaking Spektr

module and to conserve power. The OPM power was then severed in order to conserve battery power. The power

remained off until September 12, 1997, when the OPM was officially repowered. Later, the OPM Team discovered

the OPM power was not shut down by turning the power breaker to the "Ofl _' position in the Docking Module and/or

in the Krystal module. Instead, once the Krystal module was repowered, the power to OPM began cycling. In fact,

the OPM experiment was powered up when the Mir Station entered the sunlight, and went off (unpowered) when it

went beyond the terminator. When this was realized, the OPM was powered down at the power breaker until ready

for official power up. Figure 16 shows the estimated power on/off status chart for the period between September 12

and October 12, 1997. The OPM did not have a real-time clock, only an elapsed timer so the exact times cannot be

determined. The time is given in Decreed Moscow Time (DMT) - the time used by the Mir crew.

The OPM temperature data combined with the Mir attitude data (Figure 17) and the OPM _ON" timeline

(Figure 16) obtained from the Mir daily activity reports has been used to adjust the OPM mission elapsed time to a

best estimate of real time. Table 2 summarizes the correction factors which have been applied to the mission elapsed

time beginning with the powering _ON" of OPM on September 9, 1997. No correction has been applied to the

period between September 9 and 15 due to a lack of significant Mir attitude events or accurate OPM Power status

information. Figure 18 is an example of how the OPM base plate responded to Mir attitude changes on November 6

- 11, 1997. This data incorporates the seven-hour correction to the timeline as shown in Table 2. Note that _loss of

power" is an anomaly that was beyond the scope of the OPM mission. The OPM design was shown to be capable of

fully recovering from this condition. Sufficient thermal data was recorded to allow a reconstruction of the mission

timeline within the accuracy of the 2-hour monitoring data. No science data was lost or rendered unusable due to the

inaccuracy of the reconstructed mission timeline.

The OPM experiment lost Mir power on several occasions after the June 25th collision. On at least six

occasions the OPM was restarted from a "Cold Soak" condition (Base Plate below -10°C). Four of the restarts were

immediately followed by an OPM measurement cycle (9/12, 9/14, 9/24, and 11/23). Two of the restarts occurred

during monitoring mode (-9/9 and 10/21). Figure 19 shows the rate at which the OPM recovers to nominal

temperatures after a cold restart on October 21, 1997. Both the base plate and the emissivity plate are above 0°C

within five hours of restart. Note that "loss of power" is an anomaly which was beyond the scope of the OPM

mission. However, the OPM design was shown to be fully capable of recovering from this condition.
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Figure 16: OPM "ON" TIME - Measurement Timeline
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Figure 17: OPM/MirAttitude Data for November, 1997.

Table 2: OPM Mission Elapsed Time Correction.

MET Correction Corrected Timeline

Start End hrs :min: sec Start End

9/9/97 17:15 9/15/97 17:18 0:00:00 9/9/97 17:15 9/15/97 17:18

9/22/97 1:41 9/22/97 3:41 56:00:00 9/24/97 9:41 9/24/97 11:41

9/23/97 1:10 9/28/97 23:18 36:00:00 9/24/97 13:10 9/30/97 11:18

10/1/97 0:18 10/10/97 1:37 -10:53:00 9/30/97 13:25 10/9/97 14:44

10/10/97 21:05 10/19/97 15:13 14:00:00 10/11/97 11:05 10/20/97 5:13

10/19/97 15:13 10/20/97 23:15 56:22:00 10/21/97 23:35 10/23/97 7:37

10/23/97 1:16 10/24/97 21:33 8:22:00 10/23/97 9:38 10/25/97 5:55

10/25/97 11:33 11/21/97 18:03 7:00:00 10/25/97 18:33 11/22/97 1:03

11/22/97 11:55 12/31/97 15:22 42:23:00 11/24/97 6:18 1/2/98 9:45
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Figure 18: OPM Thermal Response to Mir Attitude change on November 6-11, 1997.
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Figure 19: OPM Restart Temperature Response on October 21, 1997.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A thermal control system was designed for the OPM Experiment. Detailed S1NDA and TRASYS models

were developed for the OPM which were used to evaluate system health and performance. Thermal flight data and

thermal analysis techniques were demonstrated to be critical sources of information in the evaluation of flight
anomalies.
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THERMAL ANAL YSIS OF A FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

IN A RADIATION DOMINATED ENVIRONMENT

Arthur T. Page

National Aeronautics And Space Administration

George C. Marshall Space Flight Center

MSFC, AL 35812

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a brief overview of thermal analysis, evaluating the University of Arizona mirror design, for the
Next Generation Space Telescope (NGST) Pre-Phase A vehicle concept. Model building begins using Thermal
Desktop TM, by Cullimore and Ring Technologies, to import a NASTRAN bulk data file from the structural model of
the mirror assembly. Using AutoCAD ® capabilities, additional surfaces are added to simulate the thermal aspects of
the problem which, for due reason, are not part of the structural model. Surfaces are then available to accept
thermophysical and thermo-optical properties. Thermal Desktop TM calculates radiation conductors using Monte
Carlo simulations. Then Thermal Desktop TM generates the SINDA input file having a one-to-one correspondence
with the NASTRAN node and element definitions. A model is now available to evaluate the mirror design in the
radiation dominated environment, conduct parametric trade studies of the thermal design, and provide temperatures
to the finite element structural model.

INTRODUCTION

The NGST, Figure 1, is NASA's planned successor to the Hubble Space Telescope. NGST is being designed as a
large imaging and spectroscopic instrument capable of observing sources in the near infrared (IR) wavelengths.
Marshall Space Flight Center's (MSFC) role in this evolving program includes feasibility studies and technology
development demonstrations for the optical telescope assembly (OTA). MSFC's Thermal Control Systems Group
also supports the program office at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) as a member of the integrated analysis
team. The University of Arizona (UofA) is one of several participants in the NGST Mirror System Demonstrator
contracts developing technology for large, lightweight optics. Each of the participant's mirror designs will
eventually be evaluated for relative performance by the integrated analysis team using a baseline Telescope design
commonly referred to as the "yardstick" design.

Figure 1: GSFC Pre-Phase A NGST conceptual design 1



TELESCOPE DESCRIPTION

The NGST Telescope is composed of four major subsystems, Figure 2, which include the Sunshade, Primary Mirror
(PM) Assembly, Secondary Mirror (SM) with mast, and the Integrated Scientific Instrument Module (ISIM). The
Sunshade is a deployable structure basically acting as multi-layer insulation (MLI) to block direct solar energy from
the OTA. The PM assembly is also a deployable structure too large to launch in a fixed position. The central petal
is fixed and surrounded by deployable petals. Once deployed, the PM assembly has a diameter of approximately 8.5
meters. The SM is mounted at the end of a composite mast attached to the central petal of the PM.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Since the Telescope investigates near IR sources, the primary mirror must be maintained at stable temperatures near
35 Kelvin. The NGST baseline orbit is at the 'L2' Lagragian point, Figure 3. The L2 point is located at an altitude
of approximately 3 times the distance from the earth to the moon. It remains on the anti-sun side of the earth. This
orbit, along with the Sunshade, provides a cold environment at very stable conditions

Figure 3: Lagrangian Points relative to the sun and earth orbit 1



The NGST attitude is defined relative to the solar vector. Figure 4 shows how the attitude changes from having the

Sunshade normal to the solar vector, which is the hottest attitude, by slewing to as much as +/- 27 ° off axis, which is
the coldest attitude.

i !i':

::i!i: i ?iiii:

Figure 4: NGST slew maneuver

Figure 5 shows the UofA demonstrator mirror design for a single petal. The mirror is hexagonal shaped. Structural

models of this mirror are scaled up to about 3 m flat-to-flat to fit the "yardstick" Telescope design. The front mirror

surface is glass approximately 2 mm thick. The glass is held in place by a complex assembly of linkages attached to

the backside of the mirror on one end and the actuators on the other end. Behind the glass mirror is the Reaction

Structure. The Reaction Structure is an open-cell honeycomb composite. It includes a front and back face but

remains open-cell as an assembly. Actuators are mounted inside the cells of the reaction plate.

Glass

Reaction

Structure

Figure 5: University Of Arizona NGST Demonstrator Mirror 2



ANALYTICAL OBJECTIVES

Mirror temperature effects are integrated into stress analysis, along with dynamic loading. The combined effects are

inputs to the optical analysis which evaluates performance of the individual petals and overall assembly. This

integrated analysis effort is used to compare relative performance of the various mirror designs, requirements for

individual components such as the actuators, and effects of other subsystem conceptual designs such as the SM mast

and ISIM. This effort also evaluates the necessity for cryo-figuring, effects of material selection, and effects of

mounting techniques.

More specifically, the first objective for the thermal analysis is to determine the maximum mirror temperatures

during the hot case attitude. This data is used to determine mirror deformations from ambient conditions and

evaluate the requirement for cryo-figuring. The second major objective is to determine the mirror temperature

response to a slew maneuver from the hot case attitude to the cold case attitude. This data is used to evaluate mirror

performance following the slew to determine when perturbations to the optical performance stabilize. The data is

also used to determine the required travel for actuators to correct for thermal deformations. Another major objective

is to compare temperatures and eventually stress magnitudes, dynamic response, and optical performance between

the detailed petal and the corresponding simplified petal. This data is used to determine the amount of surface detail

necessary in the integrated model to accurately evaluate overall performance criteria among the various disciplines.

In order to meet these objectives, the thermal analysis process follows a simple path. Sunshade temperatures are

provided as boundary conditions from GSFC for the hot and cold attitudes. The NASTRAN FEM model is

imported into Thermal Desktop TM and converted to thermal entities. Thermophysical properties, thermo-optical

properties, and surface thicknesses are defined. Surfaces/solids are added as necessary. The SINDA thermal

network is constructed and radiation conductors calculated. Temperatures are calculated using SINDA. Steady-

state temperatures are calculated at the hot attitude and then the boundary conditions are changed to reflect the slew

maneuver and a transient solution is completed. Temperatures are exported back to the NASTRAN FEM with a

one-to-one correspondence between calculated temperatures and grid points. Although this is a simple path, the

analytical process is not without significant challenges. These are discussed in the next section.

ANALYTICAL CHALLENGES

NGST performance and environmental requirements pose challenges to the integrated analysis effort that only a few

years ago would have been insurmountable. Previous telescopes, with strict optical performance requirements, often

chose to maintain mirror elements near ambient conditions with strict requirements on the thermal control system

(TCS) design. Optical performance can then rely on stable temperatures that remain near manufacturing conditions

of the mirror elements. Likewise, mirror elements are usually mounted inside a spacecraft structure allowing TCS

designs to dampen temperature excursions due to environmental changes. Such luxuries are not afforded NGST.

Due to NGST IR imaging requirements, optical elements must be near 35 K during operation, thereby making

thermal effects over a large temperature span play a major role in optical performance. NGST also requires a large

mirror assembly which necessitates lightweight, deployable elements. Mirror elements are too large to be enclosed

in a spacecraft structure. The thin surfaces, naturally, have large temperature gradients. In summary, integration

analysis and most notably thermal analysis becomes much more important for the NGST design and performance
evaluation.

Integration analysis passes thermal and dynamic responses to stress models which combine the various loads into

final mirror deformations. The deformations are then passed on to optical models to evaluate final performance.

Therefore, the stress model serves as the primary gateway of data sharing among disciplines. Several challenges

exist for this integration. First, there must be a routine interface between the stress FEM and the thermal model to

evaluate changing designs. There are many mirror designs, optical assembly designs, TCS designs, etc. Likewise,

the use of structural FEM in thermal analysis almost always dictates a large number of surfaces and grid

points/nodes. Second, the thermal model must evaluate temperatures of surfaces with specular optical properties,

driven by a radiation dominated environment.



Historically,thermalsoftwarepackagesthatinterfacewithFEM'scannotperformfullradiationanalysistocalculate
radiationconductors,orbitalheating,andaddsurfacesaspartoftheTCSdesign.Somedonotprovideameansto
calculatenon-lineartemperatureresponses.In addition,mostof thesepackagesdonotprovideaninterfaceto
S1NDAwhichremainsthetriedandtrueworkhorseofthermalanalyststhroughoutNASA.Thepackagesthatdo
provideaninterfacearesometimesnotviableforcontinuouslychangingdesignsordesignsdrivenbyradiation.
Therefore,agapresultswhichgreatlyhindersintegratedthermalanalysis.

Withinrecentyearsaveryfewsoftwarepackageshaveevolvedthatdoprovide,toonedegreeoranother,interfaces
toFEM'susedbyotheranalyticaldisciplines,interfacestoCADpackagesusedbydesigners,andfinally,theyare
capableof fullthermalanalysiswithradiation.ThermalDesktopTM, which runs within AutoCAD ® , is one of the

most notable developments that does provide these capabilities. Thermal Desktop TM is used for NGST because of

its capability to import NASTRAN FEM's, calculate radiation conductors for a very large number of surfaces, add

thermal design features, quickly change material properties and geometry, evaluate surfaces with specular

properties, and post-process temperatures for direct export back to NASTRAN. There are many other features

within the package that are not used for NGST analysis. Some of the more notable features are the capability to

evaluate articulating surfaces and the capability to reduce the number of surfaces in the model while maintaining the

original interface to FEM's grid points.

THERMAL/STRUCTURAL MODEL

With the Sunshade added, the NASTRAN FEM has 2,015 elements (surfaces) and 1,466 grid points (nodes) once

imported into Thermal Desktop TM, Figure 6. The detailed mirror has 785 elements (surfaces) while the simplified

mirrors have only 26 elements (surfaces) per petal. The FEM includes the Sunshade, PM Petals, SM Mast, and SM.

The FEM also includes the Reaction Structure for the detailed petal. This NASTRAN FEM serves as the basic

model used to share data among the various disciples conducting integrated analysis. Post-processed results from

the thermal analysis provide temperatures for each of these grid points in the NASTRAN FEM. The ISIM is not

included in this model because the baseline model used for comparison had no ISIM. This model does not include

elements for the Reaction Structure behind the simplified petals.

_:..?<2: -.: :5
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Figure 6: NASTRAN FEM of NGST with the UofA mirror design

Thermal analysis must consider radiation between the mirror petals and Reaction Structure and between the

Reaction Structure and Sunshade, Figure 7. Modeling the open-cell structure is discussed below. Using AutoCAD ®

features, the simplified petal surfaces are copied and translated behind the mirror providing new surfaces for a

simplified Reaction Structure with identical detail, Figure 8. Using Thermal Desktop TM the new surfaces are put in a

separate submodel. Once the simplified Reaction Structure is added, the thermal model has 2,219 surfaces and

1,689 nodes.



Figure 7: Radiation interchange toward the backside of the Mirror

Figure 8: Reaction Structure surfaces added to the thermal model

The next step in developing the thermal model is defining thicknesses and material properties of the various planer
surfaces. Thicknesses and material properties are used to calculate nodal thermal capacitance and linear conductors
to adjacent nodes. Surfaces are selected using a multitude of options within either AutoCAD ® or Thermal
Desktop TM. The PM is borasilicate glass while the Reaction Structure and SM Mast are laminated composites.

Properties are given in Tables 1 & 2. If material properties near 30 K are available they are used. Otherwise,
properties are set to those used in the "yardstick" analysis. The PM surfaces are set to the actual glass thickness of 2
mm. The SM Mast surfaces are set to the actual thickness of 3 mm. The Reaction Structure surfaces are set to the

actual thickness of the single facesheet toward the PM which is 0.76 mm. This simplifies the honeycomb assembly
and provides conservative predictions on lateral temperature gradients. However, the material density of the
Reaction Structure is increased to include the total thermal capacity of the two facesheets and honeycomb webs.
This maintains accuracy for the transient analysis.
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Table l: Thermophysical Properties Table 2: Surface Emissivity

The next step before beginning calculations is selecting the necessary surfaces to be included in the radiation
analysis and defining optical properties for those surfaces. This is a simple task for all structures except one. A
difficult situation exists with the honeycomb Reaction Structure. The structure is open-cell. Therefore, the backside
of the PM glass "sees" through the Reaction Structure to the Sunshade, Figure 7. A detailed model of each
individual cell would require too many surfaces to handle in the radiation analysis. As a common alternative,
simplifying assumptions are used. Optical properties for this structure include 11% transmissivity in the IR
wavelength. The transmissivity value is determined by importing design drawings of the facesheet. Again, using
AutoCAD ® techniques, the relative surface area of the open-cells to facesheet is calculated.

Radiation conductors are now calculated and a S1NDA network file is generated. The final analysis uses a total of
414,945 radiation conductors and 5,179 linear conductors.

RESULTS

As a checkout procedure, the temperatures are first calculated using only the radiation network. In this case only the
front mirror surface is active. This helps evaluate the radiation network and gives a quick comparison of the
detailed petal, to the left, and simplified petal, to the right. Mirror temperatures, Figure 9, show symmetry across the
PM assembly along a vertical axis as expected. It also shows good agreement between the detailed and simplified
petal. There is a shadow of the SM Mast toward the top of the PM assembly as it blocks radiation from the warmer
Sunshade below.
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Figure 9: Results from a checkout run with radiation only



With the checkout complete the conduction network is added to the S1NDA model. Calculations for the hot case

attitude show a maximum mirror temperature around 32 K, Figures 10 & 11. The temperature gradient across the

PM assembly is about 10 K. The central petal has the largest gradient of any single petal.
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Figure 10: Final hot case results- isometric view
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Figure 11: Final hot case results- front view

There is a large gradient at the interface between petals. Eventually, latches and/or hinges will be included that may

have significant effects on these gradients. It should be noted that these temperatures are not considered the best

possible with the UofA mirror design. Future analysis, to improve performance, should consider options to

eliminate direct radiation from the backside of the Mirror to the Sunshade. Gradients can be easily reduced with the

addition of insulation, for example. Temperatures for the entire vehicle are given in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Final hot case results- entire vehicle

During the maximum slew maneuver Sunshade temperatures decrease about 2 K on average. Figure 13 shows how

the Mirror and OTA structure respond to the different environment. Although the Mirror is lightweight, the

radiation coupling to the Sunshade is small. Therefore, Mirror temperatures continue to decrease for a long time

following the slew. Transient temperatures are used in the stress analysis to provide thermal deformations over a

period of time following the slew. This information is used to determine when optical stability is achieved.

Although Mirror temperatures continue to change many days following the slew, the rate of temperature change

decreases a great deal after about 36 hours, Figure 14.
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Figure 13 Slew Maneuver- Temperature Change From Initial Conditions



Figure14:SlewManeuver-Rateof TemperatureChange

CONCLUSIONS

Initial calculations show that the L2 orbit combined with the Sunshade design result in Mirror temperatures at or
below 32 K. Temperatures of the simplified petal show the same degree of fidelity in gradients as the detailed petal.
Therefore, the simplified petals do reflect the required amount of detail to accurately evaluate temperatures. Mirror
temperatures continue to decrease many days following a 27 ° slew maneuver. As a result of this effort, a thermal
model now exists to conduct parametric trade studies that evaluate various design changes to reduce gradients and
improve the optical performance. The thermal model can be quickly modified to reflect design changes as the

project matures.

This effort also demonstrates that Thermal Desktop TM is a useful tool to perform thermal analysis on FEM models in
an environment dominated by radiation interchange. The release of Thermal Desktop TM is a major advancement in

tools available to the thermal analysis. Thermal analysis can now play a more active role in the integrated analysis
and concurrent engineering design effort.
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE THERMAL CHALLENGES
OF DESIGNING MICROGRAVITY FURNACES

Douglas G. Westra
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center

ABSTRACT

Marshall Space Flight Center is involved in a wide variet_ of microgravity projects that require furnaces,
with hot zone temperatures ranging from 300 °C to 2300 C, requirements for gradient processing and rapid

quench, and both semi-condutor and metal materials. On these types of projects, the thermal engineer is a

key player in the design process.

Microgravity furnaces present unique challenges to the thermal designer. One challenge is designing a

sample containment assembly that achieves dual containment, yet allows a high radial heat flux. Another

challenge is providing a high axial gradient but a very low radial gradient.

These furnaces also present unique challenges to the thermal analyst. First, there are several orders of

magnitude difference in the size of the thermal %onductors" between various parts of the model. A second

challenge is providing high fidelity in the sample model, and connecting the sample with the rest of the

furnace model, yet maintaining some sanity in the number of total nodes in the model.

The purpose of this paper is to present an overview of the challenges involved in designing and analyzing

microgravity furnaces and how some of these challenges have been overcome. The thermal analysis tools

presently used to analyze microgravity furnaces and will be listed. Challenges for the future and a

description of future analysis tools will be given.

INTRODUCTION

Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) is the Lead Center for NASA's Microgravity Research Program and

manages microgravity research projects at Marshall and other NASA Centers. One of the disciplines that

Marshall is responsible for managing is materials science. A fundamental goal of microgravity materials

science research is to better understand how buoyancy driven convection and sedimentation affect the

processing of the materials. By suppressing these gravity driven phenomena in the microgravity

environment of low earth orbit (LEO), other phenomena normally obscured by gravity may be investigated.

Studying the phenomena normally obscured by gravity allows the gravity driven phenomena to be better
understood as well.

Scientists from the academic and research communities apply to NASA to become Principal Investigators in

various materials science disciplines. The materials science discipline that is discussed here is directional

solidification processing of metals and semi-conductors. This specific discipline requires high temperature

furnaces that must meet challenging thermal requirements. These thermal requirements include providing a

large thermal gradient in the sample, a rapid quench at the end of processing, and very stringent isothermal

specifications within certain sections of the sample, to name a few. While meeting these thermal

requirements, containment of (sometimes-hazardous) materials and all other safety requirements must be

met. Many times, meeting the safety requirements makes meeting the thermal requirements extremely

difficult. Temperature measurement and other types of instrumentation issues are also significant furnace

design challenges.



Thermalmathematicalmodelingisveryimportantinthedesignofthesehightemperaturefurnaces.
Thermalmathematicalmodelingisusedinthepreliminarydesignofthefurnace,aidsinthedesignprocess,
andisusedtodiagnosetestdatafromthefurnace.Thethermalmathematicalmodelsmustincludethe
numericalrepresentationofthePI'ssampleaswellasthefurnaceinordertoassessthesample'simpacton
thethermalperformanceofthefurnace.Thispresentsmanychallengesaswell:adequatelycharacterizing
thesamplewithoutgeneratingahugeamountofnodes,severalordersofmagnitudedifferencebetween
thermalconductorsinthemodel,anddealingwithfurnacecontrolissues.

Themainfocusofthispaperistodiscusstheabovereferencedchallenges.Asanintroductionto
microgravitymaterialsscienceprocessingofmetalsandsemiconductors,twotypesoffurnaceswill be

described. Following, some examples of sample systems and their containment will be described. Next,

furnace processing and control will be outlined. Then, the challenges associated with furnace design and

analysis will be discussed. Solutions that have been implemented and that are being considered will be

included. Finally, conclusions will be discussed.

DESCRIPTION OF TWO TYPES OF MICROGRAVITY FURNACES

There are a wide variety of furnaces that are used for materials processing. However, there are two types

that have been used for most of the furnaces designed and built by Marshall for metal and semi-conductor

processing. These two furnaces are related: 1) Bridgman-Stockbarger and 2) Bridgman furnaces.

Figure 1 shows a cutaway view of a Bridgman-Stockbarger furnace. This particular furnace operates in an

inert gas environment; however, Bridman-Stockbarger furnaces may also be designed to operate in a

vacuum environment.

There are three main zones in this furnace: a hot zone, an adiabatic zone, and a cold zone. The hot zone is

designed to add heat to the sample radially such that the sample melts. Heat is radially extracted from the

sample in the cold zone such that the sample re-solidifies. Ideally, there is no radial heat transfer in the

adiabatic zone. The temperature difference between the hot zone and cold zone produces the required axial

gradient in the sample. The optimally designed furnace will operate such that the location of the solid-

liquid interface is located in the gradient zone. This is normally the gradient specified by the PI. It is

desirable that this gradient is in the adiabatic zone for the following reason: since there is (ideally) no radial

heat transfer in the adiabatic zone, the shape of the solid-liquid interface is flattest in the adiabatic zone.

Since the furnace is designed so that the design gradient is located in the adiabatic zone, this zone is also

commonly called the gradient zone.

A Bridgman-Stockbarger furnace has a "heated" cold zone as a distinguishing characteristic. The cold zone

is only "cold" relative to the hot zone. That is, the required axial thermal gradient is achieved by operating

the hot zone at temperatures on the order of 1200 - 2200 C, while the cold zone operates on the order of

400 - 1000 °C. Bridgman-Stockbarger furnaces are typically used for semi-conductor directional

solidification processing.

Figure 2 shows a Bridgman furnace design. This furnace operates in an inert gas environment. As with a

Bridgman-Stockbarger, a Bridgman furnace may also be designed to operate in a vacuum environment. The

Bridgman furnace has the same main components as the Bridgman-Stockbarger furnace: a hot zone, a

gradient or adiabatic zone, and a cold zone. However, a Bridgman furnace has an actively cooled cold

zone. The cold zone extracts heat from the sample at temperatures slightly warmer than ambient or cooler if

necessary. There are other features on the particular furnaces shown: a quench block is on both and a

vacuum block is shown on the furnace in Figure 2. On this Bridgman furnace, a water spray is used to

quench or rapidly cool the sample. The vacuum block is used to remove the water and steam mixture that

results when water is sprayed at a hot surface.
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Figure 1 Bridgman-Stockbarger Furnace that operates in an inert gas environment.
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Figure 2: Bridgman Furnace that operates in an inert gas environment.
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EXAMPLES OF SAMPLE CONTAINMENT ASSEMBLIES (SCA)

Figure 3 shows two sample containment assemblies (SCAs). The one on the left is that of a double-

contained system. The sample is contained directly within an ampoule. Common ampoule materials are

ceramics such as aluminum oxide (alumina), aluminum nitride, and graphite. The outer container is called

the cartridge, normally constructed of metals. There is a gap between the ampoule and the cartridge. The

materials or design of this gap will be explained in detail later on in this paper. The cartridge is affixed to

the support structure of the SCA.

The right side of Figure 3 shows a single-contained SCA, or simply, a crucible. The crucible is made of the

same materials as ampoules: ceramics such as aluminum nitride, etc. The SCA support structure is attached
to the crucible material in this case.

Figure 3: Two different Sample Container Assembly (SCA) Designs.
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FURNACEPROCESSING AND CONTROL

Furnace processing normally begins by inserting the sample into the hot zone such that the entire sample is

melted. The sample is left to %oak" in the hot zone for several hours so that it is of uniform temperature

and composition. This is especially important with alloy materials.

After the soak period, the furnace is translated with respect to the sample so that in effect, the sample is

_removed" from the furnace. Note, translating the furnace rather than the SCA is preferred so that the

furnace, not the sample, absorbs any disturbances associated with this translation. The translation rate is on

the order of millimeters per minute. As the sample is translated into the gradient (adiabatic) zone and then

into the cold zone, the molten sample material solidifies. There are transients due to end effects, but the

translation rate is often slow enough such that heat transfer can be characterized as a quasi-steady-state

process. Some scientists will vary the translation rate during one sample run, which then produces a break

in the quasi-steady-state process.

The structure and morphology of the solid-liquid front is very dependent on the material, the magnitude of

the gradient, and the translation speed. An entire paper could be written on this subject, but this is beyond

the scope of this paper. The phenomenon occurring at the solid-liquid interface and the resulting

microstructure are what the PI controls via his science requirements. A point should be made that in alloys,

the phase change is not isothermal. That is, the phase change takes place over a finite temperature range.

Therefore, there is not a distinct spatial solid-liquid interface. Rather, there is a finite length of sample over

which the phase change takes place. The length of the sample that contains both liquid and solid

components is known as the mushy zone.

The characteristics of the solid-liquid interface or mushy zone cannot be seen while it is being processed.

The nature of the solid-liquid interface or mushy zone may be predicted from the solidified microstructure

after processing, but it cannot be known exactly. Therefore, it is desirable to take a snapshot of what is

going on at the solid-liquid interface or mushy zone. This can be accomplished via rapid cooling or quench.

When a quench occurs, the materials at the solid-liquid interface do not have time to change into their

equilibrium morphology. The rapidness of the quench determines the quality of this snapshot. Therefore, it

is desirable to make this quench as rapid as physically possible.

Refer back to the Bridgman-Stockbarger furnace, Figure 1. Notice that within the hot zone, there are four

heaters shown: the hot guard heater, the main and redundant heaters, and the booster heater. The main and

redundant heaters occupy most of the axial length of the hot zone, with the main heater radially inside the

redundant heater. The redundant heater, as its name implies, is available in case the main heater fails.

However, to lengthen the life of the main heater, both main and redundant are often operated

simultaneously. With the redundant heater on, the main heater can operate at a lower power level, thus

increasing its expected operating life.

The guard heater, located on the bottom or cold end of the hot zone, is designed to operate at a higher

power density than the main/redundant heater. This helps to _guard" the sample from cooling due to heat

losses out the end of the furnace. The higher power density that the guard heater provides helps keep the

temperature profile at the end of the sample equal with the rest of the sample.

The booster heater, located adjacent to the gradient (adiabatic) zone, is also designed for a high power

density. By _boosting" the heat going into the sample, the axial gradient in the sample may be increased

exactly where it's needed.

The cold zone in the Bridgman-Stockbarger furnace shown has main and redundant heaters and a guard

heater, for the same reason as in the hot zone. A booster heater is not necessary in the cold zone. The

main/redundant heater setpoint can be adjusted for optimum thermal gradient.
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AlthoughthislevelofdetailisnotshowninFigure2,thehotzoneofmostBridgmanfurnacesisdesigned
withaguardheater,amainandredundantheaterset,andaboosterheater.Theactivelycooledcoldzone
onBridgmanheatersobviouslycontainsnoheaters.ThereispresentlyaBridgmanfurnacebeingdesigned
withtwoseparatelycontrolledboosterheaterstoallowforevenbettercontrolandoptimizationofthe
thermalgradientinthesample.

FURNACEAND SCA DESIGN CHALLENGES

The design and operation of the furnace and SCA are very interdependent. Therefore, this section includes

challenges associated with SCA design as well as furnace design.

FURNACE DESIGN CHALLENGES

There are several furnace design challenges that are critical to meeting the science requirements outlined by

the PI. The challenges listed here are hot zone design, gradient (adiabatic) zone design, cold zone design,

quench system design, control of multiple heaters in the hot zone, and temperature measurement.

Hot Zone Design

The purpose of the hot zone is to add heat to the sample radially to effect melting of the sample. There are

two major challenges to this. The first is to control the hot zone inner diameter temperature so that the

sample is driven to the temperature profile required by the PI. This issue is addressed below. The second

challenge is to achieve the required temperature profile with as little power as possible. Therefore,

sophisticated insulation design is required. Gas furnaces are insulated with high performance ceramic

insulation such as Zirconium Oxide. The best performing insulation will often not withstand the extreme

temperatures at the center of the hot zone. Therefore, a lower performing high temperature insulation is

used in the center, with the higher performing (lower maximum temperature) towards the outside of the

furnace. Refer back to Figure 1 to see the different insulation layers in the hot zone of an inert gas furnace.

Vacuum furnaces require high performance radiation shields, and many layers of them. Multiple shields

with a low emissivity are used to restrict radiation heat transfer. Structural mechanisms for the heater

substrate and for the radiation shields must be designed to minimize the thermal conduction path as well as
to minimize radiation heat transfer.

Gradient (Adiabatic Zone) Design

The gradient zone should be designed to optimize the location and shape of the solid-liquid interface.

Obviously, the gradient zone also serves as an insulation barrier between the hot zone and cold zone.

Design features beside thermal insulation have been added to some furnaces at Marshall. For instance, in

the Crystal Growth Furnace (CGF), a thermal shunt was used. The gradient zone had load-bearing structure

within it; therefore, it could not be made entirely of low conductivity insulation. The thermal shunt

conducted heat out radially, decreasing the cooling load of the cold zone. This shunt gave the furnace

flexibility to accommodate multiple PIs with varying thermal requirements.

Cold Zone Design

The cold zone has the role of removing heat from the sample so that solidification occurs and so that the

gradient requirement may be met.
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ThecoldzonesetpointtemperatureinaBridgman-Stockbargerfurnaceisusuallyhighenoughthatradiation
heattransferiseffective.Therequiredgradientmaybeachievedbyloweringorraisingthecoldzone
setpointtemperature.

ABridgmanfurnacecoldzoneusuallyoperatesatmuchcoolertemperaturesthanaBridgman-Stockbarger
furnace.Waterisaneffectiveandcommoncoolantforthecoldzone.Radiationheattransferattheselower
temperaturesisineffective;therefore,itcannotberelieduponformeetinggradientrequirements.
ConductionheattransferisthemosteffectivemeansoftransferringheatfromtheSCAtothecoldzoneat
theserelativelylowtemperatures.

OnemeansofeffectingconductionheattransferfromtheSCAtothecoldzoneistodesignthefurnacesuch
thataverysmallgapexistsbetweentheoutsidediameteroftheSCAandtheinsidediameterofthecold
zone.Theentirefurnaceisthenoperatedinaninertgassuchashelium.Theheliumservesasthe
conductionpathinthesmallannulargapbetweentheSCAandcoldzone.Heliumgasisanattractive
choicebecauseamonginertgases,ithasoneofthehighestthermalconductivities(otherthanhydrogen,
whichisnotusedforobviousreasons).However,aheliumgasenvironmenthasthedisadvantageof
severelydegradingthethermalpropertiesofhotzoneinsulation.Therefore,anothersolutionhasbeen
implementedinanumberofBridgmanfurnacesatMarshall.Thissolutionistouseeitheranargongas
environmentoravacuumenvironmentwithvel-therminthecoldzone.Vel-thermprovidesasliding
thermalcontactinterface.It iscompliantandreliable.Argongaswiththevel-thermthermalinterface
providesaslightlybetterthermalconductancethanheliumgasbyitself.Usingargonratherthanhelium
resultedin50%savingsinpowerappliedtothehotzoneofaparticularBridgmanfurnaceatMarshall.

Quench System Design

This is one of the most challenging design issues. The goal of a quench system is to radially remove as

much heat as possible from the outside surface of the SCA. There are a number of quench systems that

have been used. Others are being considered. Table 1 lists these systems, along with their

advantages/disadvantages and their nominal heat transfer rate.

Water spray has a high surface heat transfer rate, however, this high heat transfer rate occurs when the

surface temperature is between the boiling point and the leidenfrost temperature of the coolant. The

leidenfrost temperature is the temperature at which the cooling mechanism transforms to nucleate boiling: a

very effective means of phase change cooling. The initial surface temperature of the quenched section will

be centered at the phase change temperature of the sample material, well above the leidenfrost temperature

for most PI materials (approximately 200 C for water). At temperatures well above leidenfrost, a vapor

barrier will form around the SCA surface, which is the reason for the severe degradation in heat transfer

rate. Marshall has funded a Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Contract to optimize water spray

characteristics and overcome some of the degradation that occurs at high temperatures. The SBIR

contractor has made significant progress by optimizing water spray pattern, water droplet size, and water

droplet velocity, such that the water droplets penetrate the steam barrier. Through these efforts, the heat
o

transfer coefficient can be increased at temperatures well above 200 C by raising the leidenfrost

temperature. Despite these efforts, water spray still has some inherent problems: the water/steam must be

recovered, there are concerns about water coming in contact with the furnace heater core, and issues with

material contamination.

With a high-pressure gas quench, gas is stored at high pressure in a container outside the furnace enclosure.

The gas is released into the annulus between the SCA and its enclosure. The high pressure and small cross-

sectional area cause the gas to achieve sonic velocity in the annulus. This heat transfer rate achieved is up

to 10,000 W/mA2-K. Gas quench is very attractive, not only because it has less operating problems than

water, but also because it has the potential of operating in-situ. That is, rather than translating the SCA
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(orfurnacerelativetotheSCA)sothatthesolid-liquidfront/mushyzoneisinthecoldzoneoraseparate
quenchzone,thesampleisquenchedinplace.Thesolid-liquid/mushyzoneislocatedinthegradientzone
andthequenchingmechanismisbroughttoit,inthegradientzone.Doingawaywiththepre-quench
translationavoidsatimedelayandthevibrationthatmaycompromisetheintegrityofthemorphologytobe
preservedwith the quench.

Clamp-on devices have also been investigated. The basic concept is to press down on the quenched surface

with a device that has a high heat capacity. One example is a collett mechanism made of copper. Thus far,

clamp-on devices without a phase change material have not resulted in high enough surface heat transfer

rates. The challenge is to effect an adequate heat transfer path between the clamp-on device and the

quenched surface (the SCA outer diameter) without damaging the quenched surface or introducing

excessive vibration. Plans are under way to improve the design of these devices using compliant materials

that also allow adequate heat transfer from the clamp-on device to the quenched surface.

MSFC is also testing clamp-on devices that use a phase change material to serve as the thermal interface

mechanism between the clamp-on device and the quenched surface. The phase change material becomes

compliant to offer low thermal resistance as it changes phase from solid to liquid. In addition, the phase

change material absorbs much of the heat, right at the quenched surface. At high initial quench surface

temperatures such as in metal solidification processing, liquid metals are the only materials that can

withstand the temperatures. On-going tests show that these devices hold a lot of promise.
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Multi-Heater Control

As mentioned earlier, a hot zone has up to five separately controlled heaters: one or two boosters, a set of

main and redundant heaters, and a guard heater. A cold zone may have up to three heaters. These heaters

are coupled to each other. For example, if more heat is applied to the booster heater, the control

measurement of the main heater will be affected as well as the booster heater. Therefore, very sophisticated

heater control is necessary. In addition, tight isothermal requirements in the hot zone
o

(r 1 C) can make heater control even more difficult.

Temperature Measurement

Temperature measurement is very critical in microgravity furnaces. Two examples are heater control

temperature measurement and furnace / sample performance characterization to assure that science

requirements are met. Problems and solutions are discussed here.

Thermocouples are the most common measurement device for heater control. Control thermocouples can

be stressed due to thermal expansion and exposure to high temperature over long periods of time.

Thermocouples can lose calibration over time, especially at high temperatures. Therefore, heater control

temperature measurement should have at least one level of redundancy; this allows continued operation if

one of the control thermocouples fails. An alternative to using thermocouples is optical fiber thermometers,

which transport and analyze the blackbody radiation being absorbed by a probe placed at the desired

temperature measurement location. This method of temperature measurement also has its challenges,

including having to be very careful about placement of the optical fiber.

Sample measurement can be extremely difficult. Depending on the sample, a thermocouple can be

destroyed when it reacts with the sample. Liquid aluminum, for example, is extremely corrosive and can

destroy a thermocouple after a relatively short exposure time. On double-contained SCA configurations,

thermocouples can be placed in the annular gap between the ampoule and the cartridge, with the

thermocouple bead bonded to the ampoule. This type of measurement provides good steady state or quasi-

steady-state temperature measurement but is very limited for transient temperature measurement of the

sample. Thermal analysis is often used to correlate the temperatures measured on the outside of the

ampoule to the desired temperature measurement within the sample.

SCA DESIGN CHALLENGES

The design of the SCA is probably one of the most important and challenging design considerations for

furnace design. Its design will affect the quality and magnitude of the gradient and even more so, the

success of the quench.

Effect of SCA Gap on Gradient

Figure 4 shows a detailed cross-section of a two containment level SCA design. The thermal heat path

down the SCA in the axial direction affects the thermal gradient in the sample. If the axial conductance of

the SCA is on the order of or higher than that of the sample, more heat will flow from the hot zone to the

cold zone through this path, and the magnitude of the axial thermal gradient will be reduced significantly.

The quality of the thermal axial gradient can also be affected by the thermal properties of the SCA. If the

thermal conductance through the SCA is much greater than that of the sample, the solidification front will

be closer to the cold zone near the wall than in the sample center. The opposite effect will occur if the
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thermalconductanceoftheSCAismuchlessthanthatofthesample.ThethermalconductanceoftheSCA
cannotbematchedexactlytothatofthesample,butmeasuresshouldbetakentominimizethiseffect.

Effect of SCA Gap on Quench Rate

The SCA thermal conductance affects quench rate significantly. Here, the conduction path in the radial

direction is very important. Referring back to Figure 4, there are three major resistances between the

quench medium on the outside of the cartridge to the sample: the cartridge wall, the filler gap, and the

ampoule wall. The major challenge is the gap between the inside of the cartridge and the outside of the

ampoule. Figure 5 shows the overall thermal conductance versus the gap heat transfer coefficient for three

different ampoule materials. The figure shows that up to a gap heat transfer coefficient of 1000 W/mA2-K,

the ampoule material is irrelevant. That is, for a gap thermal conductance of 1000 W/mA2-K or below, the

thermal resistance of the cartridge wall and of the ampoule wall are insignificant compared to that of the

gap between them.

Figure 4: Sample Container Assembly (SCA) Cross-section.

Marshall has investigated the use of liquid metals such as certain indium alloys or crushed powers like

alumina or boron nitride as heat transfer "filler" in the SCA gap. However, implementation of these

design solutions has been impractical. Problems with thermal expansion of the liquid metals and too low of

an effective thermal conductivity with the ceramic powders have been problems thus far.

Applying a metal coating to a ceramic ampoule material via Vacuum Plasma Spray (VPS) is an option

being investigated. The metal coating has the purpose of holding the SCA together in case of ceramic

failure during quench or other stress causing events. Whether this type of system meets safety requirements

for hazardous materials is still being assessed.
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Figure 5: SCA Conductance vs. Gap Heat Transfer Coefficient for a 1.0 mm Gap.

FURNACE THERMAL ANALYSIS DESIGN CHALLENGES

Bridgman and Bridgman-Stockbarger furnaces have a cylindrical geometry, which lends itself to two-

dimensional (2-D) axisymmetric thermal models. Figure 6 shows an example of a 2-D axisymmetric model

of a Bridgman furnace.

A 2-D axisymmetric model has the advantage of requiring much fewer nodes than a 3-D model. Obviously,

this type of model assumes isothermality in the theta (0) direction. Even though most furnace and sample

components are cylindrical and therefore axisymmetric, even the best-designed furnace will have some non-

axisymmetric features (i.e., heater wire connections, thermocouples, water lines, structural components,

insulation split down the middle for ease of construction, etc.). Assumptions and simplifications must be

made to account for these deviations from axisymmetry. A 3-D model of some or the entire furnace may be

necessary to assess the effect of these deviations on isothermality in the theta direction.

MULTI-HEATER CONTROL

Thermal analysis plays a key role in heater control. The cross coupling of heaters with each other can be

modeled. The design setpoints can be programmed into the thermal model and the power required by each

heater may be predicted. Accurate representations of the heater winding locations and heater winding

density are critical for accurately predicting the power drawn by each heater. Thermal contact resistance

between heater winding substrates and thermal properties are very important for accurate thermal modeling.

FINE MESH IN SAMPLE

Oftentimes, Principal Investigators depend on accurate and detailed predictions of their samples' operating

temperatures. Therefore, a high level of fidelity is required in the sample. The modeled representation of

the furnace may not require as much fidelity. Therefore, to avoid an enormous model, methods must be
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Figure 6: A Thermal 2-D Axisymmetric Model of a Bridgman Furnace.

employed to reduce the node spacing from sample to furnace level in the thermal model. Most modern

mathematical modeling tools have mesh generators that allow either a gradual change in model fidelity or

discontinuities in the mesh, with internal interpolation schemes communicating across the discontinuous

interface.

An alternative to modeling the sample in detail in the furnace model is to model the sample at the lower

fidelity of the furnace, and also in a separate more detailed model. Boundary conditions from the

furnace/sample model are used as input for the more detailed sample model. This modeling scenario does

allow one to run smaller furnace/sample models but has the disadvantage of requiring a lot of data

manipulation. Iterations may be required so that the two models converge to one solution.

LARGE ORDER OF MAGNITUDE DIFFERENCE IN THERMAL "CONDUCTORS"

The nature of an axisymmetric thermal model contributes to large geometric variations between thermal

conductors in the center of the model versus those near the outer diameter. The variation of thermal

properties between the sample and the furnace insulation and the general practice of high fidelity modeling
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of the sample (in the center of the model) and lower fidelity modeling of the furnace insulation (near the

outer diameter of the model), adds to the problem.

THERMAL PROPERTIES

Thermal properties for samples, particularly alloys, are notoriously hard to come by. In fact, the purpose of

some investigations is to determine thermal properties. In addition, there is often a large change in

properties between liquid and solid with the mushy zone properties very hard to come by.

The thermal properties of ceramic insulation are often hard to find, or are defined only at one or two

temperatures. In vacuum furnaces, the surface thermal properties are often very temperature dependent but

known only at one or two temperatures. Manufacturing processes of ceramics (pyrolitic graphite vs.

_normal" graphite) can also make for huge differences in thermal properties.

THERMAL TOOLS FOR MICROGRAVITY FURNACE: PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE

The most common thermal modeling tool used for microgravity furnaces is the Systems Improved

Numerical Differencing Analyzer (SINDA), both S1NDA _85 and GASKI S1NDA. Graphical interfaces to

SINDA, such as Thermal Desktop have improved its use and flexibility. Thermal Radiation Analysis

System (TRASYS) is still used, but is giving way to better, more modem tools. RADCAD is an example.

PATRAN has become popular as a furnace design tool in the last few years. It has the advantage of being

very quick for modeling simple furnaces or individual furnace components, yet allows a high degree of

sophistication and detail when necessary. PATRAN has its own thermal (including radiation) modeler, but

also has S1NDA and TRASYS interfaces.

FIDAP has some of the advantages of PATRAN, but also has fluid analysis capabilities, allowing the user

to model sample liquid convective flows. FIDAP also has excellent pre-processing and post-processing

capabilities.

A tool that is going to be implemented for furnace design soon is ProCAST. ProCAST has been developed

by the metal casting industry, and will allow transient modeling of a sample/furnace system as the sample is

translated out of the furnace. ProCAST was developed for the metal casting industry and includes much of

the detailed calculations that metallurgists are interested in.

CONCLUSIONS

Microgravity furnace design and analysis present unique challenges to the thermal designers. Particularly,

the high temperatures, steep science requirements, and stringent safety requirements make the job of the

thermal designer very difficult. This paper explains some of these challenges and presents some solutions.

However, there is much to be done and much to be learned.
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ABSTRACT

Issues regarding the use of optical fiber thermometers to control heater settings in a microgravity vacuum
furnace are addressed. It is desirable to use these probes in environments such as the International Space
Station, because they can be operated without re-calibration for extended periods. However, the analysis
presented in this paper shows that temperature readings obtained using optical fiber thermometers can be
corrupted by emissions from the fiber when extended portions of the probe are exposed to elevated
temperatures.

INTRODUCTION

The Quench Module Insert (QMI) is a platform for conducting solidification experiments in a microgravity
environment. Current plans call for the installation of the QMI in the Microgravity Science Research Rank
# 1 on the International Space Station. The design of the QMI is similar to that of a Bridgman furnace and
consists of a heater core, insulation jacket, instrumentation, coolant loop components, and a quench
system. The QMI hot zone assembly is shown in Figure 1. The heater core contains four heated zones:
Booster 1, Booster 2, Main and Guard. The sensor plate is cooled in order to maintain the optical fiber
thermometers (OFT) and other instrumentation at acceptable operating temperatures The quenching occurs
in a water-cooled chill block (not shown) which is located adjacent to Booster 1. This design produces the
high thermal gradients required for directional solidification processing experiments.

Precise thermal control is necessary to perform the candidate experiments for the QMI, and there is concern
that thermocouples will drift due to exposure to cyclical thermal environments during the extended period
of time it is planned to have the QMI in orbit. This concern led to the inclusion of OFT in the design of
the QMI. Preliminary designs call for the installation of Accufibers with sapphire blackbody sensors.
Accufibers are a brand of OFT manufactured by LUXTRON Corporation. Product literature available from
LUXTRON indicates that Accufibers have an accuracy of 0.2% at 1000 C and a resolution of 0.01 C. In



addition,Accufibersdemonstrateexcellentlong-termstabilityandareimmuneto electromagnetic
interference.IntheproposedQMIdesign,thesapphirefiberisalignedwiththeaxisoftheQMIandan
extendedportionofthefiberisexposedtoelevatedtemperatures.Theanalysispresentedinthispaper
indicatesthatOFTreadingswillbecorruptedundertheseconditions.Resultsobtainedfromathermal
modeloftheQMIareusedtopredictthetemperaturereadingsofanOFTprobe.Thesepredictionsare
consistentwithreadingsobtainedduringthetestingofaQMIprototype.

• W_i_i_)iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii¸

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i_i_×-,ar_

: i
Figure 1: QMI Hot Zone (Heater Elements) Assembly.

OVERVIEW OF OPTICAL FIBER THERMOMETRY

This section summarizes the basic principles of OFT 2. An Accufiber sapphire blackbody sensor is
illustrated in Figure 2. The probe consists of a sapphire (A1203) fiber whose sensing tip is given a metallic
coating. The sensing tip of the fiber is essentially an isothermal cavity, so the emission from this cavity
will be approximately equal to the emission from a blackbody. The other end of the fiber is attached to the
OFTdetection system.

To 1,91 L P,.I

Figure 2: Schematic diagram for an Accufiber sapphire blackbody sensor. The sensing tip (z=0) is coated
with a thin metallic film to create a small isothermal cavity at a temperature of To. The radiative flux
emitted by the cavity, E_(0), is approximately equal to the spectral emissive power of a blackbody, Eb)_(To).

Modeling the sapphire fiber as a non-scattering medium, the radiative flux propagating along the fiber is
governed by
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whereE_isthespectralradiativeflux(W/m2btm), Ka_ is the spectral absorption coefficient (mm -1) and
Eb_.(T(z)) is the spectral emissive power of a blackbody at a temperature of T(z). If the spectral absorption
coefficient is independent of temperature, it is convenient to use the optical depth as the independent
variable

tx = K_xz (2)

Eq. (1) then becomes

dE--_ + E;v = Etx(T(t;v )
dtx

(3)

Assuming that the sensing tip of the probe emits like a blackbody, the appropriate boundary condition for
Eq. 3 is

Ex(0)= Ebb(To ) (4)

The solution to Eq. 3, subject to the boundary condition given by Eq. 4 is

t_L

Ebb(To )= Ex(tzs)exp{txL}- I Eb_(T0)_))exp{t)_ }dtx
0

(5)

where t_ = KarL. The spectral radiative flux measured by the Accufiber detection system, M_, is related to
the spectral radiative flux at the end of the sapphire fiber.

MX = Ex(tzs)A;_C (6)

where A;_ is the width of the band pass filter used by the Accufiber probe and C is a correction factor to
account for various losses in the detection system. Substitution of Eq. 6 into Eq. 5 gives

Ebg(To)= MKet_ txLA;_C - I Ebx(T(tx))exp{tx} dtx
0

(7)

The integral on the right hand side of Eq. 7 represents the portion of the measured spectral radiative flux
that is due to emission by the fiber. This integral can be neglected if sapphire is a poor emitter at the
wavelengths of interest (K_x << 1) or if the fiber is at a low enough temperature to ensure that the emission
by the fiber is negligible at the wavelengths of interest (T(tx) << To).

The spectral emissive power of a blackbody at a temperature of T is given by Planck's equation.

Etx(T) - Cl

Ks[exp{Cy£_T}- 1]

(8)

where the radiation constants are c 1= 3.7413x108 Wgm 4/m 2 and c2 = 14388blmK 3. For the wavelengths

used by the Accufiber probe (;_1 = 0.80btm, ;_2 = 0.95btm) and the temperature range of interest (400 - 1700

K), the exponential term is much larger than one. Therefore, Eq. 8 is well approximated using Wein's
limit.

Etx(T) - cl
;_5exp{CtT } (9)
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ThetemperaturereadingobtainedbytheAccufiberprobe,Tin,iscalculatedbyneglectingtheintegralin
Eq.7. SubstitutionofEq.9intoEq.7thengives

exp{--_Tm} = ;_M_et_L (10)
ClA;_C

Using the measurements at two wavelengths and Eq. 10, the following ratio can be formed.

exp{- C_lT m} = ( _.._.)5(C A;2) ](_

exp{--/k_2Tm } _ ;22J _,CA;21J_M)_2 e tz_

Assuming that A;_l = A;_2and that the losses in the

wavelength, Tm is given by

Tm = ca
Fr \7

' _l Mxl e t_'lL _/

(11)

Accufiber detection system do not depend on

(12)

ANALYSIS OF ERRORS DUE TO EMISSION BY THE FIBER

Clearly, temperatures obtained using Eq. 12 will only be accurate when the approximations employed in
the derivation are satisfied. In particular, emission by the fiber will change the value of the radiative flux
measured by the OFT detection system and result in inaccurate measurements when large portions of the
sapphire fiber are at elevated temperatures.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN To AND Tm

Recall that the measured temperature is the temperature obtained when the integral in Eq. 7 is neglected.
The relationship between the measured spectral radiative flux and the measured temperature is

M)_etzL Cl
A;_C - ;_5exp{ -cSTm } (13)

Substituting Eq. 13 into Eq. 7 and solving for Tm gives

Tm = l+xp{ - C_lT0} + f(;_l,T(tal))]- ln[exp{- _2To} + f(_,T(t _2))] (14)

where

_5 t zi_

=- (f(_,T(t;_)) ;Eb; _ T(t;_ ex t)_ t)_ (15)

c 1 o

and T(tx) is the temperature profile along the sapphire fiber.
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InordertoevaluateEq.14andassestheerrorsduetoemissionbythefiber,it isnecessarytoknowthe
temperatureprofilealongthefiberandtheabsorptioncoefficientofA1203 at the wavelengths of interest.
The following sections address these matters.

TEMPERATURE PROFILE ALONG THE OPTICAL FIBER THERMOMETER

The OFT probes are inserted in a boron nitride sleeve that surrounds the heated core of the QMI. The
probes are coupled radiatively to the sleeve in which they are housed. There is also a conduction path
along the fibers to the sensor mounting plate. A SINDA model of the thermal environment of each fiber
was developed to estimate the temperature profile along the fiber. A description of the geometry of the QMI
and the SINDA thermal model is given elsewhere 1.

The SINDA model was used to calculate simulated OFT readings for the probes that are aligned with the
Booster 1, Booster 2 and Main heating elements for the six cases listed in Table 1. The set points refer to
the temperatures settings of the heating elements. Since the sensing tips of the OFT are positioned in the
boron nitride sleeve and away from the heating elements, the set points are 10 to 40 C higher than the
temperatures of the sensing tips. Figures 3 - 5 show the estimated temperature profiles for each of the three
OFT probes.

Table 1. OMI Heater Set Points

Case Booster 1

Set Point (C)

Booster 2

Set Point (C)

Main

Set Point (C)

Guard

Set Point (C)

1 600 600 600 600

2 600 600 650 650
3 900 900 900 900

4 900 900 950 950

5 1100 1100 1100 1100
6 1200 1150 1100 1100

1200 .... , .... , .... , .... , .... , ....

.-.: .-'..:= ....... ._,_
i000 _ _ _

"_ "__":-"::-" -'-"-" -" _."2,"....... 'X

800 _,,_ ,_

%,.
T(C) 600 ...... '--,,-, g '_.

400 _'.,o . _'_._
- -- Case 3 .... Ca_ 5

200 ----Caselcase 2 --_- "_''-" _ "_

0 .....

0 50 100 150 200 250 300

0 )Z nlnl

Figure 3: Estimated temperature profiles for Probe 1.
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Figure 4: Estimated temperature profiles for Probe 2.
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Figure 5: Estimated temperature profiles for Probe 3.

OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF SAPPHIRE

Brewster 3 lists values for the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index a function of wavelength. At 1

btm, the imaginary part of the refractive index is k = 6 x 10 -8. Assuming that the refractive index does not

vary significantly with wavelength, the absorption coefficients at 0.80 and 0.95 btm can be calculated.

4gk _ 9.42x10_ 4_]in_l (16)
Ka£1- _1

4rgc = 7.94x10_ 4mm- 1 (17)

These values are consistent with the data published by Gryvnak and Burch 4 as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure6: Spectralabsorptioncoefficientofsinglecrystalsapphire(A1203)atelevatedtemperatures4.

COMPARISONOFToANDTm

UsingtheestimatedtemperatureprofilesshowninFigures3- 5andthespectralabsorptioncoefficients
givenbyEq.16andEq.17,theintegralinEq.15wasevaluatednumerically.EstimatesforTmwerethen
calculatedforeachoftheOFTtemperatureprofiles.Thesevaluesarecomparedwiththetemperatureatthe
sensingtipoftheOFTinTable2.

Table2. ComparisonofOFTReadingsandSensingTipTemperatures
Probe ] Case ] OFTReadings(C) ] OFTSensin_TipTemperature(C)

1 1 598 594
1 2 616 604
1 3 900 890
1 4 916 896
1 5 1102 1087
1 6 1171 1167
2 1 595 592
2 2 621 612
2 3 898 891
2 4 920 903
2 5 1100 1087
2 6 1145 1142
3 1 563 561
3 2 618 616
3 3 869 866
3 4 924 920
3 5 1075 1071
3 6 1085 1080

ComparisonofthepredictedOFTreadingswiththeestimatedsensingtiptemperaturesindicatesthaterrors
duetofiberemissionincreaseasthelengthoffiberexposedtoelevatedtemperaturesincreases.These
resultsalsoshowthattheerrorsincreaseastemperaturesincrease.
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COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND MEASURED OFT TEMPERATURES

A prototype version of the QMI was tested at various heater settings, and the OFT readings were obtained

for the six cases listed in Table 1. These measured values are compared with the predicted values in Table
3.

Table 3. Predicted and Measured OFT Temperature Readings

Probe I Case I Predicted OFT Temperature Readin_ (C) I Measured OFT Temperature Readin_ (C)

1 1 598 586

1 2 616 591

1 3 900 873

1 4 916 879

1 5 1102 1064

1 6 1171 1132

2 1 595 612

2 2 621 639

2 3 898 910

2 4 920 938

2 5 1100 1115

2 6 1145 1146

3 1 563 576

3 2 618 620

3 3 869 857

3 4 924 904

3 5 1075 1052

3 6 1085 1059

The agreement between the measured and predicted OFT readings is somewhat imprecise. The

measurements obtained from probe 1 are consistently lower than the predicted values. Measurements

obtained using probe 2 are consistently higher than the predicted values. Since the temperatures in the

boron nitride sleeve vary considerably, these results indicate that the location of the probe's sensing tips

in the QMI prototype may differ from their location in the SINDA model. In addition, uncertainties

regarding the thermal coupling between the OFT probes and their environment in the SINDA model make

a precise interpretation of these results difficult.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The analysis presented in this paper demonstrates that an elevated temperature profile along the fiber will

increase the temperature read by an OFT system due to radiative emission by the fiber. An expression that

quantifies the errors due to fiber emission has been derived. The results presented in this paper show that

the difference between the measured and tip temperatures decreases as the length of fiber exposed to elevated

temperatures decreases. Also, the errors generally increase as temperatures increase.

Predictions of the OFT readings based on a SINDA model of the probes thermal environment were

compared with OFT readings obtained during the testing of a prototype of the QMI. The agreement

between the predicted and measured values is not exact, but is consistent with uncertainties regarding the

exact position of the sensing tips of the probes and the thermal coupling between the probes and their

surroundings. Efforts to more accurately characterize the thermal environment of the OFT are currently

being made.
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ABSTRACT

A compliant, thermal interface material is tested to evaluate its thermal behavior at elevated temperatures, in

vacuum conditions, and under varying levels of compression. Preliminary results indicate that the thermal

performance of this polymer fiber-based, felt-like material is sufficient to meet thermal extraction requirements

for the Quench Module Insert, a Bridgman furnace for microgravity material science investigation. This paper

discusses testing and modeling approaches employed, gives of a status of characterization activities and provides

preliminary test results.

Introduction

A common type of furnace used in Microgravity material science investigations is a Bridgman furnace consisting

of hot zone for melting a long, thin, cylindrical sample (typically a metal alloy), and a cold zone for extracting

heat from the sample to resolidify it. The primary function of this configuration is to induce a large temperature

gradient along the length of the sample at approximately the location of the interface of the solid and liquid

regions of the sample. Additionally, this furnace translates relative to the sample such that the translation rate of

the furnace is equal to the rate at which the solid liquid interface moves (this corresponds to the solidification

rate). An example of this type of furnace, currently being developed, is the Quench Module Insert (QMI), [Ref].

The QMI furnace will be installed as part of the Microgravity Science Research Facility (MSRF); one of the first

science facilities planned to fly aboard the International Space Station (ISS).

In the current QMI design, the cold zone consists of the water-cooled outer section surrounding a conical shaped

insert. On the inner diameter of this insert is a felt or velvet-like material that serves as the primary thermal

interface with the sample assembly.

Figure 1. Schematic of Replaceable Cold Zone.

This felt is composed of carbon polymer fibers, which are perpendicularly attached to a substrate, which is then

affixed to the replaceable cold zone insert. This material is a product called Vel-Therm and is produced by a



companyinCaliforniacalledEnergySciencesLab,Inc.Thisvelvet-likematerialisbothcompliant,allowingthe
materialtobrushagainstthesampleassemblysurfaceduringtranslation,andhighlythermallyconductive,
providingforhighheatextractionratesbythecoldzone.Thesehighheatextractionrates,inturnproducehigh
samplethermalgradientsrequiredbythescientificinvestigations(>100°C/cmforsomeQMIinvestigations)that
willusethisfurnace.

iii!iiiii _i). ?

ii_ii...... ".: ,:i_ii_i=_[iiiiii?i!i!i_ililili_il)i:i!

Figure 2. Isometric View of Oriented Fibers and Substrate Comprising the Vel-Therm felt.

This conductive couple is particularly important for QMI due to the vacuum environment in which it operates.

Without this conductive couple, heat would have to be extracted from the sample via only radiation across the

vacuum gap between the cold zone and sample assembly. At the temperatures required for the investigations

using QMI, this would severely limit the heat extraction and consequently the attainable sample thermal

gradients.

The Vel-Therm material was developed via a Small Business Innovative Research Contract, [ref]. In this early

development work the thermal performance of the material was characterized in an air environment at low

temperatures. In addition, since that early investigation the vendor, ESLI, has made substantial improvements in

the material. Consequently, additional testing was required to characterize the thermal behavior of the new

material and to do so in conditions resembling those of QMI, namely higher temperature and vacuum. The data

derived from this activity is to be used to evaluate the material's performance sensitivity to various QMI design

parameters and to provide quantitative data for use in the QMI thermal models. In addition, the data will be used

to help select the appropriate Vel-Therm and set proper operating limits. This paper outlines the approach and

results of this characterization.

Test Matrix

The test results of two different Vel-Therm types are presented in this paper. In designing the test setup,

parameters were selected to simulate the actual furnace specifications as closely as possible. For example, the

temperature the felt would be exposed to ranged from 100 to 600 °C in the furnace. Therefore, the setpoint

temperatures bound this range. Also, for each felt tested, we wanted to examine different initial gap size settings.

These gap settings were typically based on a percentage of felt height, which is the sum of fiber length, thickness

of substrate and thickness of the adhesive.

Table 1. Vel-Therm Characterization Test Matrix

Felt Type

J80G

Set Point Temp
(°C)

100 - 600

Gap Size

(mils)
95, 55

Gap Size as % of

felt height

99, 40

J120G 100 - 600 120, 114 99, 95

Test Objectives and Approach

The main focus of this test is to measure the heat extraction rate of the Vel-Therm felt as specified by the

effective heat transfer coefficient. This effective heat transfer coefficient, h_d; is defined by the following

equation:
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heft --O-//A(THo,_ Too,d)

Where Q is the heat extracted by cold zone through the felt interface; A is the area of the felt interface; T;qotand
TColdare the temperatures of the hot and cold surfaces, respectively, being coupled via the felt. More

importantly, Thor simulates the temperatures seen by the sample assembly and Tcolasimulates the chill block
temperatures.
The primary means of establishing the power being conducted through the felt was to measure the energy

transferred to the water passing through the cold side assembly. Consequently, the effective heat transfer in terms
of the measured parameters is given in the following equation.

heft = thCp(T°ut - T_n)
A(T>m - Tcozd)

Where fil and Cp are the mass flow rate and the specific heat, respectively, of the cooling water. To,t and Tin are
the outlet and inlet temperatures of the cooling water. A is the surface area over which the Vel-Therm felt is
applied. T_ot is the average temperature of the hot (or heated) surface and TColdis the average temperature of the
cold (or cooled) surface. This assumes that the heat lost to the surroundings, either through conduction or

radiation, from the cold surface is negligible. It was assumed, and confirmed via analysis, that each surface was
approximately isothermal under the specific test conditions.
Test Fixture

Again, we wanted to measure the temperature delta across the water as our means of characterizing the heat

transfer performance of the Vel-Therm. Therefore, the test fixture was designed to measure the heat transferred
from the top surface of the hot side assembly, to the bottom surface of the chill block, which is actively cooled by
a helical fluid loop just under the surface. Both the hot side assembly and the chill block are made of copper.

The hot side assembly temperature was targeted to represent those typical of QMI sample assembly and the chill
block was controlled to temperatures typical of the QMI cold zone. The two surfaces are coupled with the Vel-
Therm, which is bonded to the chill block surface. The gap between the Hot Side Assembly and the Cold Side
Assembly was positioned by a scissor-supported plate, which supports the Cold Side Assembly from above.

_._/Top Base Plate
f/

Cold Side Mount _ __ _" _

PAN Interface -'_ L-_

_C____S_ Cold Side Assembly

Hot Side Assembly-__

Hot Side ASS.I.Y Support

Bottom Base Plate_

Figure 3. Isometric View of VEL-THERM Test Setup (not to scale)

We also wanted to minimize heat transfer to the chill block in areas other than the Vel-Therm interface.

Therefore, to reduce heat loss from the bottom and sides of the Hot Side Assembly, a 6-layer molybdenum

radiation shield was constructed around the circumference of the Hot Side Assembly. Additionally, the mating
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surfaces of the chill block and hot copper were highly polished in order to minimize radiative coupling between

the two surfaces. Furthermore, aluminized tape was adhered to the chill block's circumference to help prevent

radiative gains in the chill block thereby further reducing inaccuracies in measured heat load.

Lastly, appropriate instrumentation was applied and the whole assembly was housed in a bell jar and vacuum

conditions (P< 10-4mbar) imposed. Temperatures of the test assembly were monitored by twelve Type K

thermocouples. RTD's were used to measure the water inlets and outlet temperatures.

Thermal Model

While some initial thermal analysis was performed via spreadsheet based hand calculations, the bulk detailed

analysis is being performed using PATRAN and P3Thermal. P3Thermal is a geometry-based thermal analysis

tool that uses PATRAN as the geometry modeler and mesh generator. P3Thermal accommodates conductive,

radiative, and convective transfer in solids and also provides capabilities to assess advective heating of the

coolant flow. Details of the PATRAN and P3Thermal are provided in reference 7. The geometric model of the

test apparatus is depicted in Figure 4. The molybdenum shields are not shown so that the hot and cold copper

assemblies may be viewed.

Figure 4. Isometric View of 3D Test Apparatus Test PATRAN/P3THERMAL Model without Radiation Shields.

A number of boundary conditions were applied to the model to simulate the important heat flow paths and

thermal sinks. Using P3Thermal, we were able to use multiple enclosures to capture the radiative exchange and
heat loss. The area where the VEL-THERM felt is adhered to the chill block and in contact with the heated

copper has a convection between regions boundary condition imposed. To accurately simulate the heat transfer

to the chill block's helical fluid loop an advective boundary condition was imposed.

The main focus of this on-going analysis is to predict the heater power levels and losses, water cooling rates and

temperatures at key locations throughout the test apparatus. This model was also used to validate the

isothermality of the chill block area where the Vel-Therm is applied.
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Results and Error Assessment

JSOGVeI-Therm Heat Transfer Coefficient
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Figure 5. J80O VEL-THERM Heat Transfer Coefficient vs. Hot Side Surface Temperature

The data for the J80G is presented as a function of the hot side temperature and initial gap size. Data was

recorded at four temperatures, ranging from 100 to 600°C. The cold surface temperature was maintained between

35 and 40°C. In the first run (55 mil gap size), the fibers are bent to conform to a gap size that is almost half of

the fibers' length. It was supposed that increasing the compression could theoretically result in an increase in

effective heat transfer coefficient. As the gap shrinks relative to the fiber length, more of the fiber is bent over.

The result would be increased surface contact between the fiber the hot side surface and possibly increased

contact pressure due to bending the fibers. This increased area and pressure could increase contact conductance.

Results for the 55 mil gap size case, however, were actually lower than the second run which had a larger gap

size, indicating that h might actually increase with an increasing gap size. The 55 mil gap could have been

excessive, damaging some of the fibers.

The gap size for the second run was set to 95 mils such that the fibers were in contact with the hot copper but not

bent to the naked eye. Both cases show significant dependence on temperature. This fact could have arisen from

increased radiation at elevated hot surface temperatures.

The following sets of curves summarize the results obtained for the second VEL-THERM type tested, the J120G.

Figure 6. J80G VEL-THERM Heat Transfer Coefficient vs. Hot Side Surface Temperature

J120G Vel Therm Heat Transfer Coefficient
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Now,wecanseethatthedataindeedshowsatrendindicatingthattheeffectiveheattransfercoefficientincreases
asgapsizeincreases.It isnotintuitivewhythisishappeningandfurthertestingisneededtoinvestigatethis
trend.Again,theresultsindicatetemperaturedependence.ComparingthedifferentVel-Thermtypes,the
J80G'sperformanceissuperior.

ErrorAssessment
Toprovideanerrorassessment,theheattransfermeasuredacrossthewaterwascomparedtotheheatprovided
bythepowersupply.Attemptsweremadetoquantifytheheatlossfromtheheaterthatoccurredinplacesother
thanthefeltinterface.TheonlysignificantconductionheatpathswerethosefromtheheaterleadsandtheHot
SideSupportStructure.Handcalculationsweredonetoquantifytheheatlossinthisarea.
TheJ80Gfat600°Crunwaschosenforcomparisonasaworstcasescenario.Comparingthewattagefromthe
powersupplytotheqintothewater,theheaterpowerwas119Whigher.Theheattransferdownthetwoheater
leadsaccountedfor27W.Theheattransferdownthefoursupportrodsaccountedforanother30W.
TheonlysignificantradiationheattransferwasthatemittedbytheHotSideAssembly.Thetestsetup
configurationemploysmolybdenumradiationshieldstoinsulatetheHotSideAssembly.Inaddition,thecopper
blockencasingtheheaterelementwaspolishedreducingtheemissivityandtheradiativelossesfurther.
Radiationfromthehotcopper,supportrodsandshieldswascalculatedusingtheequationforinfiniteconcentric

q12=_Ai_(T__I4- T_24)

[1/gl + 1-g2/g2] (rl/r2)

cylinders. This identified another 19 W of heat loss.

The heater leads were encapsulated with insulation to exclude interference with the base plate. This insulation

provided a heat leak that accounts for 6W. Another possible source of heat loss is into the copper tubing that

connects the fluid loop to the flexible tubing of the water pump. Also, radiation from the exposed portions of the

surfaces of the copper cylinder where the VEL-THERM is applied may contribute. This accounted for

approximately 5 W. This still leaves approximately 30 watts unaccounted for. A possible explanation may be

error associated with the measurement devices, either measuring the water flow or the heater output. The

unidentified heat loss is less than 10% of the calculated heat transfer into the water. This error may relate to the

curve discussed earlier which indicates that heff actually increases as gap size increases. This issue is under

investigation.

In addition to the hand calculations, the modeling effort is on going to investigate this heat loss. The test setup is

well instrumented, therefore, we are looking at temperatures at various locations to find where the energy loss is

occurring. Insights gained from this error assessment will aid in a redesign of the test setup.

Conclusions

Overall, the performance J80G VEL-THERM was in performance, as it had been in the room environment

testing. Also, significant temperature dependence was observed in both Vel-Therm types. The results do seem to

suggest that the effective heat transfer coefficient increases as gap size increases. Therefore, lower compression

rates would be recommended. This trend is not fully understood and will be investigated further. One benefit of

utilizing lower compression rates is decreasing the possibility of damaging the fibers. Another benefit of using

the lower compression rates is avoiding the misalignment problems caused between the interior surface of the

furnace bore and the exterior surface of the SACA during the high processing temperatures when material

properties change and expansion occurs.

A possible explanation of the surprising results is the lack of fiber density control. The fiber packing fraction

would impact performance by affecting the amount of contact area provided. If it varies from one batch to

another more than slightly, the ability to repeat earlier performance is lost. This raises the question of how to

control or test each batch before accepting it into inventory. This is an important area of concern and will require

future work to resolve.

A great deal of work remains to be done to characterize the heat extraction capability of VelTherm. Namely,

resolving the energy balance problem and possibly redesigning the test fixture. Also, examination of the trend

indicating that h increases with gap size, since this is not intuitive.
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Inthispaper,theprocessofphasechangeheattransferisinvestigated.Tosimplifytherepresentationofthe
interfacebetweenphases,astandardphase-qualitybasedmethod(equivalenttoanenthalpymethod)isimplementedto
describetheenergyconservationprocess.Thisequationdescribesanequivalenceofthetime-rateofchangeofthe
continuousphase-qualityx to the diffusive energy transport via a Laplacian of the continuous temperature field T.

Because of the mixture of terms (x, T), relaxation techniques are usually employed to solve the descretization of the

energy equation for a continuous geometry. In this manner, the quality is solved iteratively and applied to a constitutive

relationship for temperature in order to survey the temperature field and reveal the diffusive heat flow term. In the

present study these equations are extended for implementation of alternating direction implicit (ADI) techniques in a

direct solution with the main goal of decreasing computational wall-clock time. The formulation allows a descretized

model to possess both phase change nodes and solid diffusion nodes, the former defaulting to basic diffusion above and

below the melt point of the material in question. This expands the utility in conjugate heat transfer modelling, e.g. as in

heat exchangers employing phase change materials. In the present study, one set of equations is used to represent all

diffusion nodes. By relating the temperature to the phase quality with two coefficients which adjust as a function ofx

and physical properties, the descretized equations are converted to the form A x = f where x is the phase quality

vector, thus producing the sought-after conversion from a temperature solution to a quality based solution. The equations

are developed for both the 3D splitting and 3D Brian ADI methods. Because the overall heat transfer process involves

transient solidification or melting, the time-space variations in the quality field cause the diagonals of A to change in

time. In this fashion, the tri-diagonal matrix that is extracted from the thermal diffusion network of laterally connected

nodes in a sweep direction must be computed at every time step. This forces and additional LDU decomposition at each

time step. These incremental expenses of an ADI implementation can be significant; however, for the case study

presented, the overall ADI technique is nearly x30 faster than conventional relaxation methods. The current method is

validated against analytical solutions of 2D flat and cylindrical solidification front propagation. A pseudo code is

presented to assist the reader in algorithmic implementation.



NOMENCLATURE

A,B

Ci

hj._

phj._

r

ro

r

t

t

T

AT

linear temperature coefficients

heat capacity, specific to phase for g

latent heat of fusion

specific latent heat of fusion p h fg = log hg - p f h f

radius of solidification front

radius of solidification front, time initial value

radius of solidification front, nondimensional F --
F

Fo

heat generation applied to node

time

a
time, nondimensional, I -- I for cylindrical geometry and --

2

Fo

temperature

two phase equilibrium temperature

temperature conversion function

AT*

x (n-l), U, V

An

x, Ez

X

(_ vi

a

AX 2
I for fiat front geometry

subcooling

AT
subcooling, nondimensional, /_ T* -

Tjg

succession of intermediate states applied in ADI equation splitting en route to solution x (_)

node thickness, n = X,, Y, Z

Cartesian coordinate directions

phase quality, X = 0 implies 100 % phasef X = 1 implies 100 % phase g

volume of node i

GREEK

a

6

effective thermal diffusivity, 19/ --

thickness of solidification front

k, Tjg

P hj_

thickness of solidification front, nondimensional _ --

p density

5

AX

VECTORS AND TENSORS

A tri-diagonal coefficient matrix



f
G

q

r

7"

X

p,

forcing vector

conductance tensor

heat flux vector

spatial domain

temperature in spatial domain

phase quality in spatial domain

gradient operator



1. INTRODUCTION
Phasechangeheattransferprocessesarecommoninmanyindustrialapplications.Generallyspeaking_phase-

changeprocessesdonotproceedunconstrained.Rather_ they occur in contact with some solid structure such as a heat

exchanger case or conductive fin. These solid diffusive structures can be thought of a thermal shunt which brings the

boundary conditions to bear on the phase change materials. These diffusive components interact with the phase change

material creating a conjugate heat transfer process - conjugate in the sense that there is a coupling between diffusive-

diffusive and diffusive-phase-change mechanisms. The need for efficient numerical techniques to simulate t]ae conjugate

heat transfer processes has stimulated the development of many models. These are reviewed in [1]. In many cases_ the

complexities of tracking the interface can be collapsed by adopting a homogeneous model and applying a phase quality to

represent the fractional content of a two-phase region. This is more commonly referred to as the enthalw-porosity

method and appears to have established a satisfactory level of acceptance within the thermal community.

There are several forms to the discrete enthalw-porosity equations. The energy equations can be parabolized

with temperature as the primary state_ carrying along phase quality to apply to a logical model to assess the heat capacity

in the field. As the temperature penetrates a narrow bandwidth around the discrete melting point_ the heat capacity of a

control volume is set to near infinite values_ hence emulating the nature of latent energy takeup (e.g. see [2_ 3]). In

another form_ the continuous enthal W field is parabolized and the time-rate of the quality field is carried as a source term_

activated with a Heaviside operator on the quality (e.g. see [4]). These discretized forms are cumbersome to work with

because of the multiplicity of states_ variables and logical elements in assessing thermal properties and switched source

terms for each node. A residual form is usually applied to represent each thermal control volume. The residual describes

an excess energy content of the node_ basically an numerical energy imbalance which is driven to near-zero values

through the application of successive over relaxation (SOR) methods. The functional dependence of the phase change

aspect can be coded quite readily with this approach and tends to reinforce a marriage between enflaalpy-porosity models

and iterative solution methods.

In most instances_ the application of SOR methods for large node-count 3D problems incurs slow transient

solution rates_ and the addition of phase change phenomenon degrades matters worse_ if only through the additional

computations described above. The emergence of direct inversion techniques such as alternating direction implicit (ADI)

methods would appear to be an attractive approach. However_ it is not entirely clear how ADI methods_ which require

the discretized equations in vector form AX = f with a single definitive state x for which to solve_ are to be adopted

to the enthalw-porosity model. Indeed_ relevant studies of ADI adaptations to phase change heat transfer are uncommon

in comparison to ADI treatments of diffusion transport alone. Voller [4] presented a discretized enthal W representation

which was solved with a tri-diagoual matrix algorithm. Voller describes the regeneration ofmatrixA at each time step;

however_ the particular algorithm_ whether splitting_ conventional_ Douglas etc_ was not specified. Mampaey [5]

described a Peachman and Rachford ADI method to predict multidmensional solidification. The temperature field was

parabolized and phase change was modelled by adjusting the specific heat of the melt at the onset of solidification.

Temperature oscillations were observed at the onset of a prediction_ thought to be the effect of extreme temperature

gradients between a melt and a sand casting boundary; this lead to the development of a revised scheme for 3D

simulations which was effective in predicting total solidification times for a casting. More recently Ismail and Goncalves

[1] describe the application of an ADI method to enthalw-based equations to predict the performance of a cylindrical

phase change storage unit. The specific method_ equations and implementation were not presented_ the paper_ instead_

focusing on parametric results.



Rationale and Approach

An ADI implementation to predict phase change heat transfer appears to be practical but within these studies,

the following deficiencies are noted. First, the matrix inversion routine requires a single target state; the selection of this

state, be it phase quality x or other variable, and subsequent modification of the conservation equations is not well

described. Second, the coefficient matrix A will adjust when a thermal node transfigures from a single-phase to a two-

phase and back to a single-phase state; the algorithmic approach to the reconfiguration induced by these regime shifts is

not described systematically. Third, the unconditional solution stability obtained with a diffusionally-designed ADI

method may be compromised by these regime shifts; the extent or existence of this stability degradation has not been

studied. Fourth with the ensemble of ADI methods available, there is little mention of a best method to use. Fifth, a

systematic validation of an ADI-derived phase-change simulation is lacking. Sixth, the motivation for ADI

implementation - computational expedience compared to relaxation methods - has not been established in a practical

application study.

The objectives of the present study echo these. The descretized energy equation is derived in §2 and using a

temperature conversion function derived in §2.1, is converted to a quality-based equation in §2.4. This equation is

adapted to both 3D splitting and 3D Brian ADI methods in §3, further summarized by extracting the tri-diagonals and

forcing coefficients in §3.1. A pseudo-code is presented in §3.2, along with a discussion of regime-shift stability issues

and a suggested approach to recomputation of the coefficient matrixA, the forcing vectorf The solutions derived with

the 3D splitting method is compared to analytical solutions of flat front solidification in both one and two dimensions,

and to a cylindrical two dimensional solidification in §4.1 and §4.2, respectively. The computational performance of the

both ADI methods is compared to a SOR-derived solution of a 3D conjugate heat transfer problem in §5.

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

In this paper, the terms control volume and node are synonymous. Each describes a fixed geometric volume, a

Cartesian-based six sided parallel-piped, which exchanges energy with adjoining nodes through Fourier-originated

thermal diffusion. A enthalw-quality method will be adopted to predict the transient energy content in a thermal node.

The primary state will be the phase quality x which will range continuously from negative to positive values. The energy

equation for a node i is written as an equivalence between the substantial derivative of enthalpy, to thermal diffusion and

-q*dA+ gidv= /9 h- dv+ phV.dA
CS CS

a source heating term:

Neglecting the advection of enthalpy by a velocity field V, kinetic and potential energy changes, and assuming the

material to be incompressible, the energy equation for a node of fixed volume is simplified:

Iqji O dAj At- Si = pi 6vi -

CS] &

where the left side terms read as the total heat flow by diffusion into node i and the source heating. The integration of the

heat flux vector qji over the control surfaces residing about node i can be rewritten as a heat flow into node i:



b'Q,=- SqjiedAj
CSj

Next, the enthalpy is referenced to a continuous function of the phase quality and the f-phase enthalpy and latent heat of

fusion:

h= hi + x hi.

where Diand Digare understood to depend on pressure through a coexistence curve. Taking the time-partial derivative

_t _t
(hi+xhi.)

and observing the compressiblity constraint:

_x
= hfg --

_t

p, hi. 6v, -6Q,+s,
_t

which when combined with the heat flow rate and the original expression, yields:

2.1 Temperature Conversion Function

The phase quality is related to temperature through the conversion function 7'(X). To derive this function, a

range of constraints must be observed. The function must return the unique equilibrium melting temperature

T(X) = Tfg for 0 _ x _ 1. Outside this quality range, the function must return subcooled and superheated

hi + C_(T- Ti.)= hi + x hi.

temperatures. In the subcooled region (X % 0 ) the temperature follows the approximation:

h. + C_. (T - T i.) = hi + x hi.

and in the superheated region ( X > 1):

which upon combining and inverting yields the following linear relationship:



T (x, i) = Ai x + Bi

Ai z

(
x < 0"hjg

CPi

0 O<x<l

x>l

j

Bi z

hfg
Tfg -m

Cp_

x<O

x>l

)

for which the coefficients are defined:

Coefficients A and B are subscripted with the node index number, indicating they are unique for each node. These vary

in two ways. First, a model may possess different phase change materials; each node may be associated with a different

set of phase change properties Tfg, hfg, Cp s , Cp_ 1. Second, during the course of a thermal simulation, the quality

field will evolve naturally and A and B will change from node to node, reflected by the composite nature of the function.

2.2 Diffusion Term

The thermal diffusion between adjoining nodes is specified by a thermal conductance, itself determined by

thermal conductivity of the material in question and the geometry of the two nodes. As described in Appendix A, the

conductance between two adjoining nodes is determined by the geometric mean of the respective half-node conductances,

enabling nodes of dissimilar thermal conductivity to be modelled. The heat flux vector is determined by a product of a

conductance tensor G (made up of these values) and a unit vector, either +ex, +ey, +ez, proportional to the temperature

difference between respective nodes:

1
Because both phase-change and conventional diffusion nodes can be grouped and solved together, the ADI solution requires that each

node have a defined set of phase change properties. For conventional diffusion nodes, these properties are meaningless, basically reflecting the fact

that the phase change process is out of reach of the temperature penetrating the node. In this case, the values Tfg, hfg, Cp i , Cpx can be

set to 1. Practical experience show-s that this has no effect on the solution.



1
qji - G ej (Ti- Tj)

aji

In the present study, the use of Cartesian-based nodes restrict the j-indices from lto 6, i.e. the six faces of a three

dimensional parallel-piped. Thus, at node i, and in a particular direction, exfor example, the value of heat flux acrossX-

1
q×j,- G ex (Ti- Tj)

Aji

_ Gji (Ti- Tj) e×j
Aji

directed faces is derived:

which when applied in the control surface integration, yields the amount of X-directed heat flow into the node:

aQi(T, e×) =- (Zi - Zj) exj • Aki ekj

2

= Eaji (Zj -- Zi)

j=l

That is, the first 2 j-indices of the conductance tensor are reserved forX-directed sweeps. This can be written in the more

familiar form, referencing forward and backward directed nodes in the ex direction:

Qi(T, e×) = Gi+l×,i (Ti+l×,i - Ti) q- Gi_l×,i (Ti_l×,i - Ti)

The notation i -}- 1x indicates nodes which adjoin node i on the 4- ex directions. A similar notation is to be presumed

for sweeps in the Y and Z directions.

2.a General Flow Term

The conductance tensor, specified by both material and geometry, can be treated as a fixed quantity. As such,

the process of heat flow can be extended to aflow of any general field quantity. In this manner, a flow of an arbitrary

general source term % as effected by the conductance tensor, can be written:



2 4

_Qi(_, en) = ex'en _aji (_j - _i) + eY'en _aji

j=l j=3

6

(_j -- _i) + ez" en E;

j<;

That is, field property q_induces a net flow into node i, in the en direction. As presented below, this convention will

allow the basic ADI equations to be streamlined and simplified for the various methods. As described below, the flow

termwill operate onthe temperature coefficients A, B. Thus, flowterms willbe presented in the form _ Qi(B, ex)

which read as the flow caused by the coefficient B, affected and controlled by the conductance tensor, directed in the ex

direction. The form of these terms and there operative direction depend ultimately on the sweep direction and the

specific ADI method.

2.4 Discretized Quality Equation

Upon collecting the above equations, the final form of the discrete energy equation at node i is given by the

following:

P, hx. 6 v,- -
_t

- 6Q,(T,e×)+ _Qi(T, ey) + _Qi(T, ez) + Si

As discussed above, this equation is a function of both T and x, not of a form suitable for the ADI implementation. By

referencing heat flow terms through the temperature conversion function, this equation can be rewritten:

P, hi. 6 v, c_x, _ 6 Q,(T(x), e×) + c_Qsubi(T(x), eY) + 6 Qi (r(x), e_) + Si
?t

with the phase quality now appearing throughout the left and right hand sides. Because the diffusion function _Qi is a

linear operator, the conversion to a quality-based equation is made by combining this equation with the linear temperature

conversion function (9):

p, hxgcYv, - 6Q,(A,x,,e×.eY.e_)+ 6Qi(Bi.e×.e_.e_)+_3i
c_t

While the coefficients A, B themselves depend on the quality state, the goal of isolating a single target state is achieved

with this equation. It is this basic equation which will be adapted to the various methods.

3. ADI IMPLEMENTATION

The basic ADI equations are adapted from the Chang et al. [6] paper which describes the splitting and Brian

ADI methods (in addition to conventional, Douglas and modified splitting methods). In the following equations, as

identified in the nomenclature, three successive ADI sweep levels operate on the intermediate quality states,

(n-l)
X ,/_jr V, en route to the solution of the future-time quality, x (").



At
Splitting Method: The splitting method operates on time levels offset by-- . In Equation 19, the source

3

term is combined with the diffusive transport of the B coefficient. The diffusive transport of the quality term is then split

into respective X,, Y, Z components creating the three implicit equations:

(X - Sweep) Pi hjg 6 vi
(n-I)

U_ - x_

At

3

3 6.Q_(A_U. ex)=6.Qi(Bi,ex,eY,ez)+_;i

(Y-Sweep) /3i h_ 6 Vi --

Vi - Ui

At

3

3 6.Qi(Ai Vi, eY) = 6.Qi(Bi, ex, eY, ez) + Si

(Z - Sweep) Pi hfgb"Vi

(n)
Xi - Vi

At

3

3 6. Qi(Ai Vi, ez) = 6. Qi(Bi, ex, eY, ez) + Si

At
Brian Method: The Brian method operates on levels of --. As opposed to splitting the diffusion of the

2

quality, the Brian method applies the intermediate quality states in the following manner:
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(X - Sweep) Pi hjg 6 vi
(n-I)U_ - x_

At

2

5Q_(A_U.e×)=SQi(Ai (n-l_Xi , eY, e2

(Y - Sweep) Pi hf_6 vi

(n-l)
gi - xi

At

2

-_Qi(Ai Vi, e,:)= _ Qi(Ai Ui, ex) q- _Qi(Ai

(n)

(Z - Sweep) Pi hfg6 vi xi - Vi
At

2

_ Qi (Ai xi(n), ez) = _Qi(Ai Ui, ex) _1_ _Qi( A

3.1 Coefficient Extraction

A general tri-diagonal sweep equation can be extracted from each of these sweep equations:

b,_,_,_,+a,_,_,+ci_,_,+,= f, forn=X, KZ

where g represents either U, V,,x (n),respective toX, Y, Z sweep directions. Table 1 summarizes the coefficient extraction

ofA andf for each sweep direction, method-specific. The convention ()Lr reads, the coefficient value O at node i, in

sweep directionX. Similarly, the indexing notation i-lx reads as the west-facing node connecting node i, while i-lr reads

as the south-facing node connecting node i, and so forth.

Method

- 3 G_-;x,__ - 3 Gi+;x,_
pSw h_g,+ 3 A_(G__;.

At�3

PSwh_, + 3 Ai(G__;_.
At�3

pSv_h_, + 3 A_(G__;_.
At�3

-3 Gi+;.

-3Gi+lz.i

P6 w h_, (n-l) 2Si + x_ +3
At�3 1

• Si +

p6 w h_,
At/3 Ui + 3 _C

1

p6 v, h_g
At/3 ' V, + 3 _G

1
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I I I I

- Gilx,i Ai

- Gil_,iAi

- Gilz,i Ai

p6v_h_, + A_(G___,_
At�2

p6v_ h_, + A_(G___,__
At�2

- G_+_,_A_

P6w h_, + A_(G___,__
At�2

- G_+_,_A_

- Gi+lz,iAi

p6 w h_, (_-_)
x_ + _-'_G

At�2
6

(_-1)

3

6

At�2 x_ + ,

2

1

6

+ -
5

6

pd w h_, _-'Gsl
At�2 V, + ,

2

1

4

3

Table 1. Summary of coefficient extraction for general sweep matrix equation.
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3.2 Solution Algorithm

The following text block describes a pseudo code to execute a thermal solution over one time step. As alluded

to above, regime shifts require that the tri-diagonals be recomputed on each time step. The second step in the p-loop

(denoted with _) indicates that the temperature coefficients are to be recomputed using the current available sweep level

state, i.e. X-sweep has available the x (n-v quality state and is applied to the functions for coefficientsA, B. Similarly, the

U quality state is applied in the Y-sweep and Vfor the Z-sweep. This can be arranged in the coding by creating a simple

sub-pointer as shown in the pseudo code. It has been found that simulations using the x (n-v quality state to compute the

coefficients just once, to apply to all three sweeps, will produce temperature oscillations. This is apparent from Figure

lwhich shows a simple time-space representation of a temperature field for a 1D slab which is melting under the

imposition of hot wall boundary conditions, as the normally isothermal field, post melting, is littered with standing

temperature oscillations. The adjoining contour plot shows the stable melting of the solid derived using updated

coefficients. The temperature oscillations are more extensive with the Brian mefllod, apparently due to the more complex

arrangement for the forcing coefficientsfi in comparison to splitting. Even so, both methods are shown to benefit from

using current quality level information for the update.

66mP i6temp aiur ) ffii6 ti A{O[p])and B BfO[p])i   ifi)
f6_i sub{ eve {

rnp )f 0 ihe fo __i_ _ve _ __ ffie ient _f )_ _N O!_ )e _ifi _i _we 0pair 0_i

pply T hpmaS a!gp_it _ive_ AI)_lutm _[p] X ]

6a_numb_iSg
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4. VALIDATION of ADI METHOD

The ADI phase change model is validated by comparing the numerical simulation to an analytical solution of

freezing fronts in two simple geometries. Table 2 presents the details for the numerical-analytical model comparisons.

The analytical models are derived by simplifying the transient solidification-diffusion process by assuming a non-

capacitvie diffusion process across the accumulating solidified region. Under these conditions, a control volume

formulation can be applied to predict the time-dependent size of the solidification region as a function of an effective

thermal diffusivity a and the subcooled temperature of the boundary. As derived in Appendix B, the transient

* *d = AT*t

propagation of the flat and a cylindrical solidification fronts is determined, respectively:

1  ln(r*) 1(/2 1)=AT.t.-ffF - -

solidification front: geometry and thermal physical

properties

material water

h>i_ 333.7 x 10 a J/kg K

C 4220J/kg K •

k>; kg 0.566 W/m C •

T>i: 273.15 K

p 1000 kg/m 3

• both phases set equal for comparison to analytical model

- note this is for convenience only and not required by the

method

numerical simulation model

/_/_y node size 1 cm

At 2000 s

t>- 5x10 5

x(r, O) initial quality field set to 1.0, corresponding to

saturated liquid

T(r, O) initial temperature field set to 273.15 K

T(O, 0 cold wall boundary temperature maintained at

AT = 10 °C below Te,

x_,t node represents solidification front when

xi<0.5

ADI scheme 3D splitting method applied in respective 2D

domains, Z-direction split included in solution

Table 2. Description of parameters applied in numerical prediction of solidification front and

comparisons to analytical models.
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4.1 Flat-Front Solidification

The flat-front geometries applied in the simulation are depicted in Figure 2. The fundamental geometry is a one-

dimensional mesh. A two-dimensional variation is created by rotating the 1D mesh by 45 degrees. Figure 3 presents a

comparison of the ADI-numerical and analytical solutions for these model variants. The linear 1D and rotated 2D node

configurations should yield the identical numerical prediction of the advance of the solidification front. However, the

rotated mesh invokes diffusion in both directions, testing the solutions of the intermediate quality states at the time levels

t +/-At, t + X-At. asshown, the results compare to within 5 percent ofthe flat front analytical solution. The

3 3

numerical predictions fall below the predictive line, suggested to result from including finite capacitance in the

solidifying regions in the numerical model which retards the discharge of the energy accumulated in the solid to the cold

wall boundary condition. Equivalently speaking, the analytical model predicts a higher propagation rate because

capacitance in the solid phase is nullified. The quality field for the rotated slab is presented in Figure 4. The adiabatic

edges of the slab model and notched descretization creates a slight disturbance which causes the solidification front,

expectantly flat, to exhibit a slight curvature near the adiabatic boundaries.

4.2 Cylindrical-Front Solidification

The cylindrical front simulation is performed by approximating a cylinder with a select number of Cartesian

nodes. Figure 5 illustrates the Cartesian node geometry applied to the vary node densities. The corresponding predictive

comparison is presented in Figure 6. As shown, the ADI model predicts the position of the solidification front to within 5

percent, despite the apparently crude descretization of the initial cylinder forming the cold wall boundary condition.

In contrast to retardation of the growth for the flat front (owed to neglect of capacitance in the analytical model),

the cylindrical front data lie above the predictive line and are explained on the basis of the conversion of the descrete

field problem from a linear to a cylindrical geometry with increasing node density. Basically, in the limit of one center

node, the numerical model nearly represents a flat front solidification, however, not exactly because diffusion still occurs

in bothX, Y directions. With increasing node density, the quasi-flat front solidification is incrementally converted to a

cylindrical expanse. With this incremental conversion, the data form increasingly better comparisons with the analytical

predictions. Eventually, at some point, the capacitive terms retained in the numerical prediction tend to offset this aspect

as is the case in the flat front prediction. The quality field is presented in Figure 7, displaying a sharp transition from

solid to liquid across the solidification front and showing the expected circular expanse of solidification.

5. APPLICATION STUDY

Figure 8 illustrates the geometry applied in this conjugate problem, which consists of an aluminum-cased phase

change module (PCM) which is coupled between a simulated electronics heat source and a temperature boundary

condition. The boundary condition varies sinusoidally from +10 °C above and below the melting point of 0 °C with a

period of 10 seconds. The simulated electronics apply a total of 9 Watts over the 9 nodes. A quarter-symmetry section is

modeled with each node described by a cube, measuring 2 mm on edge. Figure 9 describes the evolution of wall clock

time versus the simulation time. The wall clock time is normalized using the end-value of wall clock time measured with

the ADI-Brian method in order to offer results of a general nature which are to an extent, independent of processor speed

and coding techniques. The ADI simulation proceeds at about a factor of x30 faster than the SOR-derived solution.

Figure 10 shows the time-temperature trace of several points in the solution domain and also the temperature field at time

t = 100 s, derive with the ADI-Brian method. These results indicate the computational savings offset the expense of

recomputing A andfby a significant factor.
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6. CONCLUSION

The present study presents an adaptation of the splitting and Brian ADI methods to effect a direct solution oft_e

quality-based conservation equations to predict phase change heat transfer. It has been shown that the equations can be

constructed with a single target state. The application of a temperature conversion function allows both conventional

diffusion nodes and phase change nodes to be mixed in a simulation with no special considerations or restrictions. The

method appears to be numerically stable for 3D simulations, compares well with analytical solutions and is significantly

faster than conventional relaxation methods. The incremental expenses introduced by the quality representation, i.e.

matrix recomputation, LDU decomposition, can be readily forfeited given a near two order of magnitude increase in

algorithmic speed obtained with the new method.
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Appendix A

Determination of Thermal Conductance Values

From Figure B. 1, the thermal conductance between two nodes is determined by the following half-node

ki Ayz

Gi,i+_o- c_xi

2

conductance values:

The half-node conductance values for any two connecting nodes are combined in a geometric average to represent the

overall thermal conductance between nodes:

G2,1 z

1

1 1

Gl, l+%o GZ2-%o
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Appendix B

Analytical Model of Propagation of Solidification Front

In this analysis, a transient control volume is used to capture the energy conservation of an expanding

solidification front. As illustrated in Figure B. 1, the control volume encompasses and expands with the solidified region.

c_,I-q'dA=ac! /P)-/?t I
/9 h- dv+ phV.dA

CS

The energy equation can be expressed as:

For simplification the following constraints and stipulations are placed: the density is constant across the two phases; the

substances are incompressible; the capacitance of the accumulating solid phase is neglected in the time-partial integral.

Because the control volume contains the entire solid region, the enthalpy flux is determined by the portion of the liquid

IphV,dA:-phgA(t)_
CS

phase advecting into the surface:

The energy equation can be simplified applying a Fourier term for the heat flux vector:

As shown below, the final solution to the cylindrical front degenerates to the flat front when the initial radius is made very

large. Exploiting this generality, the analysis will proceed specific to the cylindrical geometry to avoid the redundant

- H 2 zcr ?
at

analysis. The time-partial of volume can be simplified:

kj AT(r --_ ro) 2 _ ro = p hjg 2 _ r?

which when combined with the energy equation, produces the following ODE:

Prior to separating and integrating this equation, the temperature gradient at ro, i.e. the gradient imposed by the

cold wall boundary condition. As stipulated that the solid or f-phase is non-capacitive, the temperature distribution

throughout the solid must be conducive to preserving the total heat flow through the differential rings which comprise the

cylinder. A simple analysis will show that the contraction of the the cross sectional area nearing the inner cold wall

cylinderforcesthetemperatureprofileto followa logarithmicdistributionoftheformT(r) = m ln(r) b.+

Applying the two boundary conditions across the extent of the solid phase yields two equations which with to solve for m

and b:

19



Ti_ = m ln(r) + b

Ti_-AT=mln(ro)+b

Upon solving these equations, the gradient at ro is expressible:

Equations B. 5 and B. 8 are then combined with an expression for the effective thermal diffusivity to yield the following

ODE:

AT
r In/r/_ =

AT�_ . _ J\r_±AT Tit
_1 If --7 Yo,I -- _1 ro'n(rl

\ro/

7  roj--4(/-r ):eTT-db fxt
which upon separating can be integrated to yield:

l .2 l t*
_r ln(r*)-_(r*2-1)=AT *

and nondimensionalized according the definitions put forth in the nomenclature:

For the analysis of cylindrical fronts, this analytical solution is solved numerically to yield the time-dependent radial

position of the freezing front.

For flat fronts, the analytical objective is instead the determination of the front thickness 8. By making the

+Order =AT* _ t

substitution F -- 1 + ¢_*-- and expanding, in Taylor series, terms of 8*, Equation 11 can be approximated:

As the inside cold wall radius tends to infinity Fo (( 1 the geometry becomes a flat front. Balancing terms of like-order

2O



requires that ¢2_

6_/2_AT*t

N_- and the front thickness 8 can therefore be approximated:
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The flat front solution (in the absence of a convection boundary condition) lacks a characteristic length scale

suitable for the nondimensionalization. Thus, in the flat front simulations and data comparisons, the removal of length

solution with A B coefficients derived

with current sweep level pointer e[p]
A

A = A (e[p])
A

B = B (e[p])

,[
time

I

solution with A B coefficients derived

with first sweep level pointer 1t[1]

A = A (x (n-l))
t,.

B = B (x (n-1) )

produces spatial temperature variations
-- which emanate from front and rebound

\\, continuously off boundaries
\

\,
\

2 outer boundaries maintained at
super-melt temperatures

/
/

/

1 D Slab initially //

at melt temperature T fg

and time units is affected by applying the discrete node thickness AN- used in the simulation, producing the following

expression:
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Tfg ......................................i

T C ATsc

solid phase liquid phase

_- interface

_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii)_

slab (1D): solidification front propogates in

e x direction only

slab (1 D) rotated (45 degrees) creates 2D

grid, solidification front propogates in e x and

e y directions

]9
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[] Heater Nodes

l_[ 9 W total

[] Aluminum Casing Nodes
[] Phase Change Nodes

[] Boundary (T) Nodes

Phase Change Nodes

k = 1.080 W/m C

p = 1000 kg/m3
C = 1000 J/kgC

Tfg = 273.15 K

h fg = 70.26E3 J/kg
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REUSABLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR NOZZLE JOINT -4

THERMAL ANALYSIS

J. Louie Clayton

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Marshall Space Flight Center

Huntsville, Alabama

Abstract

This study provides for development and test

verification of a thermal model used for prediction

of joint heating environments, structural

temperatures and seal erosions in the Space

Shuttle Reusable Solid Rocket Motor (RSRM)

Nozzle Joint-4. The heating environments are a

result of rapid pressurization of the joint free

volume assuming a leak path has occurred in the

filler material used for assembly gap close out.

Combustion gasses flow along the leak path from

nozzle environment to joint O-ring gland resulting

in local heating to the metal housing and erosion

of seal materials. Analysis of this condition was

based on usage of the NASA Joint Pressurization

Routine (JPR) for environment determination and

the Systems Improved Numerical Differencing

Analyzer (S1NDA) for structural temperature

prediction. Model generated temperatures,

pressures and seal erosions are compared to hot

fire test data for several different leak path

situations. Investigated in the hot fire test

program were nozzle joint-4 O-ring erosion

sensitivities to leak path width in both open and

confined joint geometries. Model predictions

were in generally good agreement with the test

data for the confined leak path cases. Worst case

flight predictions are provided using the test-

calibrated model. Analysis issues are discussed

based on model calibration procedures.

List of Symbols

A normal surface area

C specific heat

D passage hydraulic

e Euler constant

f Moody friction factor

gc gravitational constant
h convection film coefficient

H enthalpy

L flow path length

M molecular weight

m mass

p pressure

Q heat rate

R gas constant

T temperature

U internal energy
t time

V volume

W work

Greek

A difference operator

Subscripts

g gas
i inlet

o outlet

p constant pressure
w wall

v constant volume

Summars!

First, an overview of the RSRM nozzle

joint-4 configuration and process history will be

presented. JPR 1 methodology fundamentals are

covered next by providing a cursory look at

governing equations and modeling techniques

used for computation of heating environments.

Incorporation with S1NDA 2 as a finite element

thermal solver is briefly discussed. Results of
model calibration with data obtained from test

program "ETP-1385 Joint-4 Hot Gas Test" 3 are

discussed. Finally, the test calibrated joint-4

model will be used for prediction of worst case

flight results using nozzle joint-4 boundary

conditions and current gland geometry. In

closing analysis issues, results and conclusions

are presented.



Introduction

Nozzle Joint-4 Information

RSRM Nozzle Joint-4, Fig. 1, is located aft

of the throat in the supersonic region of the
nozzle. Liner materials at this location are a

carbon phenolic ablator backed by glass phenolic

insulator, which is secondarily bonded to a steel

housing. Operational environments are estimated

to be -150 psia static pressure at a local recovery

temperature of-5100°R. The primary O-ring is a

face seal housed in a glass phenolic gland and the

opposing sealing surface is the aft end of the steel

throat assembly. The joint-4 secondary O-ring is

a bore seal and contained entirely in the aft end of

the throat housing structure.

Contributions to joint free volume come

from the primary and secondary gland, the

chamfer region and assembly gaps in the liner

materials. After the housings are bolted together,

the assembly gaps are back-filled with room

temperature vulcanizing silicon (RTV). The RTV

is injected radially penetrating the length of the

assembly gap typically with depth irregularities

adjacent to the primary O-ring gland. Post-flight

observation of typical RTV penetration depths has

allowed for an average assembly gap volume
contribution to be estimated at -0.5 in 3. Nominal

primary gland volume is -2.2 in 3, chamfer region

is estimated at 5.5 in 3 and secondary gland has a

nominal volume of -4.2 in 3. As an assembly aid

HD-2 grease is applied to mating surfaces and has

the effect of a volume filler. Based on the post-

flight data, about one cubic inch of grease

typically occupies joint volume. Accounting for

all individual contributions, total joint-4 free
volume on a nominal basis is about 11.4 in 3 .

Carbon Cloth

Phenolic

Glass Cloth Throat Inlet

Phenolic Assembly

Forward Exit Cone

- Assembly

Secondary

O-ring

Fig. 1. RSRM Nozzle Joint-4 Cross Section

Nozzle Joint Back-Fill Process

There are two ways of dealing with

assembly gaps that can potentially communicate

motor environments with joint sealing surfaces.

The first is to vent the joint. No back-fill

materials are used in the gaps. Pressurization of

the primary gland is rapid and heating to the

sealing surfaces a result of compression of the

gases at the stagnation point. This design is used

in many solid rocket motor joints with perhaps

addition of a permeable "slag barrier" to trap hot

particulate matter. The second method fills the

assembly gaps with a "filler" material, which is

the process used in the RSRM program. Early in

the motor program, application of RTV was a

one-step procedure involving radial injection into

the assembly gap. The procedure had the

characteristic of producing "tail voids" at the

circumferential location where the injection

process began. It was determined voids were a

result of the close- out phase of the back-fill

process. When the injection process clocked 360

degrees and was "closing-out", air was being

trapped and compressed. Over time the trapped

air would work its way out of the joint through

the uncured RTV. Tail voids are formed

extending from gland inboard to flame surface.

If the void terminates before it reaches the free

surface, it has potential for being exposed during

motor operation. For this scenario, a confined

leak path pressurizes the primary gland usually

resulting in local heat affects and seal erosion.

This specific anomaly happened in nozzle joint-3

of motor flight sets 44 and 45 where minor

amounts of primary seal erosion occurred.

Programmatic evolution of the back-fill

process has led to qualification of a two-step

procedure. The joint gaps are filled, partially

excavated, and then re-filled. Due to the

geometry involved in joint-4, the excavation (a

digging process) is performed to the first turn.

The excavated portion of the gap is then re-filled

with RTV. A vacuum close-out procedure is

used to minimize trapped air. This process

change transpired on RSRM-48 nozzle flight set

and since that time, there has been no evidence

of gas penetration into the joints as a result of a
tail void.

A problem with the current procedure is that

excavation can only be performed in the first leg

to the inflection point. If a void exists in the

second leg of the assembly gap, there is a finite

chance of exposure resulting in a confined jet

pressurization of the primary gland. Based on



linerchar/erosionstatisticsatthisnozzlestation,
the3-c_charlinepassestheinflectionpointat
-104secondsintomotoroperation.At thistime
chamberpressuresareover400psia-thusthereis
potentialfor primarysealdamageshouldthis
conditionoccur.

Gas Dynamic/Thermal Modeling

Environment Prediction

Determination of the pressurization-heating

environment was accomplished with the NASA

JPR computer program. Calculation strategy is

based on a detail inlet simulation (leak path)

connected to a pressurizing volume (O-ring

gland). This scheme has sufficed for the majority

of gland filling problems due to characteristics of
the heat transfer and influence on the overall

pressurization transient. Most heat transfer occurs

near the inlet while gland pressurization takes

place with relatively cool gasses. The JPR

method is efficient in terms of nodalization in that

a detail grid is used to resolve thermal gradients

where necessary and a course grid where heat

transfer is not as significant. The JPR numerical

scheme is based on a resistor-capacitor (R-C)

formulated flow network, Fig. 2, which solves

concurrently with a detail SINDA conduction

grid. This scheme allows for flow-thermal-

structural couplings to be simulated.

JPR uses the Lapple Tables 4 for computation

of compressible gas flow rates based on flow path

inlet-exit conditions. The basic form of the flow

equation for constant area is given as;

_ __L Po,

m=pi V -7?7J 7,7 ) (1)

where; f(L,__o. ). is atable lookup factor

During the volume filling process,

instantaneous values of inlet-exit pressure and

temperature constitute the known conditions of

the state variables in Eq. (1). Evaluation of flow

rates by this method assumes that pressure and

friction forces control flow rate magnitude at any

instant in time (quasi-steady solution).

The limitation of constant flow path area in

Eq. (1) necessitated formulation of a procedure

that solves for a system of connected paths. By

applying continuity of mass and energy at path

inlet-exit, Eq. (1) expands into a system of

equations that can be solved simultaneously to

describe the system flow rate. This method of

solution allows for inclusion of secondary head

loss terms such as turns, expansion/contractions

in proper serial order in the direction of flow.

Inlet Boundary
Arithmetic

P(t), W(t)

PN(&Ld T_ P

\ ] el,T1 Flow

_¢_ Conductance

Z,--a2g-v=,a-

Diffusion Nodes

Transient P(t), T(t)

Fig. 2. Gas Flow R-C Network Formulation

Calculations of the thermodynamic conditions in
the volumes are based on bulk formulation of the

unsteady form of the mass and energy

conservation equations. They are given as:

dm _ (,i,
dt-v i-rho) (2)

Q+H i =d(mU)+Ho+W (3)

where; (_ = hA(Tg -Tw)

AU = CvAT

AH = C pAT

pV = mRT (4)

Eqs. (2) and (3) are finite differenced by fully

implicit methods and applied to the number of

volumes involved in the simulation.

Temperature and composition dependent specific

heats are used for enthalpy and internal energy

terms in Eq. (3). Gas compositional chemistry

was assumed frozen below 2500°F and in

equilibrium above this value. Aluminum Oxide

(Al203) contributions to mixture properties were

excluded below 3700°F. There was no attempt

at modeling constituent deposition along the

flow path. The ideal gas law, Eq. (4), was used



to relatetotalpressureto volumetricmassand
bulktemperature.Equivalentmolecularweights
wereusedintheevaluationofthegasconstant.

JPRinternallysolvesfor volumetricheat
lossby usingconvectiveboundaryconditions
coupledtoa 1-Dconductiongrid. Thebuilt-in
conductiongridallowsforefficientcalculationof
heatlossinglandregionsawayfromtheleakpath
inlet. Detailsof JPRcomputationalprocedures
arefoundinRef.[1].

Detail Temperature Prediction

A feature of JPR is the concurrent solution

of a detail conduction grid describing heat transfer

along the inlet leak path. For this study a 3-D

finite element grid, Fig. 3., was constructed using

MSC/PATRAN 5. The grid region contained

thermal mass sufficient to capture the heat transfer

events associated with joint pressurization. Along

the inlet to the primary gland, heat losses to the

lateral sides were sub-modeled with a finite

difference grid. Lateral heat transfer (z-direction)

was accounted for and a numerically simplified

treatment of flow path ablation easily

implemented. Given path rectangular aspect

ratio's and duration of a typical filling event,

conduction comer effects have a second order

influence on gas temperature prediction.

Leak Path Inlet Leak

Le Path

Leak Patl_
Leg-3

condary
Gland _,

Leak Path

Leg- 1

Primary
Gland

Fig. 3. Nozzle Joint-4 Finite Element Grid

Conductivity and heat capacitances for

liner materials were temperature and density

dependent. The material was assumed to be fully

charred at temperatures above 1000°F and no

accounting for kinetic decomposition rate was
considered. Directional conductivites were used

and ply angles fixed at 45 ° from nozzle centerline.

Steel and O-ring material properties were input as

functions of temperature. The O-ring material is

elastomeric fluorocarbon (V1115) and has an

ablation temperature of-805°F. Surface erosion
rates have been measured _ and correlated in

terms of heat transfer coefficient. Model

predictions of O-ring erosion are performed on a

fine grid sub-model using internally calculated
environments and the 1-D surface erosion data.

Jet Spreading and Computational Fluid

Dynamics (CFD) Sub-Modeling

Several test configurations include regions

where the leak path is not confined. The flow is

free to spread laterally before entering an O-ring

gland. Several of the primary gland tests were

configured with leg-3 open over the length of the

article. Gas flows along a confined rectangular

path in legs-1 and -2 and enters the unconfined

leg-3 where a partial free jet forms. The width of

the jet increases and centerline velocity
decreases in the direction of flow z. There is a

generally a reduction in centerline mass velocity

accompanied by lower gas temperatures at the

impingement point.

For the secondary gland cases, jet

spreading occurs in the chamfer region outboard

of the primary seal. Leakage past the primary

seal will result in pressurization of both chamfer

and secondary gland. Assuming flow past a

leaking primary is localized, flow enters the

chamfered region and spreads laterally before

entering the secondary gland. It was determined

by CFD analysis most of the flow traverses the

chamfer paths before entering the secondary

groove. Three-dimensional CFD models of both

leg-3 and joint chamfer-secondary regions were

constructed using the Finite Difference Navier-

Stokes (FDNS 3-D) code. 8

An approximate method of quantifying
relative amounts of flow involved in heat transfer

in a spreading region was devised and based on

CFD sub-modeling. The rate of gland

pressurization and inlet mass flow can be

sufficiently calculated with traditional 1-D

internal flow equations. Spreading regions are

treated as a secondary loss (sudden expansion) in

the global flow solution. The globally computed

mass flow, temperature and pressure of gas

entering a spreading region provide in-flow

boundary conditions for a CFD sub-model. The

technique involves capturing time slices of the

inlet conditions and performing steady CFD
solutions of the flow field. Results are tabulated

where the dependent variable is the ratio of

centerline mass velocity versus mass flow rate



anddistancefromoriginofjet. Thismethodof
correlationisincorporatedintoatransientS1NDA
thermalmodelto determinetimebasedflow
fractionsusedin specificlocationsof the
conductiongrid.

Results

WorkperformedunderEngineeringTest
Plan(ETP)-1385_TortuousPathThermalTest
Bed"generatedusableresultsfor mosttesting
performed.Earlytestsweredevelopmentalin
natureandresultsconsiderednothighlyreliable.
Fig.4 depictsa crosssectionof thetestarticle
showingcenterlinemeasurementlocations.

P 1 ,P2

T1,T2

gas thermochemistry was considered comparable

to flight. Details of hardware, measurements and

results are found in Ref. [3].

The following section provides a brief

description of the test configuration followed by

a comparison of analysis results versus test
measured data.

Configuration- 1

The leak path was machined and width

fixed at 150 mils confined to the primary gland.

Gaps along the path ranged from 50-60 mil, at

the entrance, to 30-40 mils adjacent to the gland.

Total volume was -3.8 in 3. Shown in Fig. 5-7

are predicted and measured pressures,

temperatures and erosion.

P1 1,Tll T15

Fig. 4. Test Article Measurement Locations

The assembly measured eight inches in the lateral

direction and to simulate O-ring glands of a flight

joint, 55-mil ID tubes were attached to the sides

of the test article. This set-up allowed for flow

impingement inside the detail section of the

assembly and traversal of gas flow in two lateral

directions. The tubes were 5 feet long, made of

stainless steel, and had fill bottles attached to the

end. The fill bottles contained the additional free

volume necessary to match the free volume

contained in a flight-configured joint-4. Original

intent of the tubing was to simulate flow friction

and heat transfer associated with a pressurizing

gland.
Delivered environments were consistent

with inlet pressure measurements averaging -200

psia. Several attempts were made at measurement

of inlet gas temperature but were generally

considered unsuccessful. The test article grain

was cast from shuttle propellant TP-H1148 thus

theoretical flame temperatures and combustion
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Fig. 5. Configuration-l, Leak Path and Fill

Bottle Pressure Comparison
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Fig. 6. Configuration-l, Leak Path Gas and

Metal Temperature Comparison
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Fig. 7. Configuration-l, Primary O-ring
Erosion Comparison

Pressure transients, thermocouple data and
primary seal erosions compare well. There is
generally less than 20% error in the predicted
versus measured temperatures. Nominal erosion

prediction was within scatter of measured erosion.

Configurations-2,6

Fill volumes and inlet gaps are nominal. Path
width has been reduced to 100 mils.

Configuration-6 uses an RTV formed inlet.
Provided in Figs. 8-10 are results for test
configuration-2. Fig. 10 shows the nominal
erosion for configuration-6.
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Fig. 8. Configuration-2, Leak Path and Fill
Bottle Pressure Comparison
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Fig. 9. Configuration-2, Leak Path Gas and
Metal Temperature Comparison
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Fig. 10. Configuration-2/6, Primary O-Ring
Erosion Comparison

Pressure transients, thermocouple data and seal
erosions compare well. In-depth bond line
temperatures are cooler than predicted but gas
temperature comparison is good. Nominal
erosion prediction was within scatter of
measured erosion.

ConfAiurations-3,4,11,14

For these configurations leg-3 is open in
the lateral direction. Joint gaps and fill volumes
are nominal. Varied were leg-l/2 widths and
path materials. Two tests with 150 mil inlet (one
machined and one RTV'ed) and two tests with a
100 mil inlet. All results for these cases are

similar thus comparisons for only one
configuration are presented. Shown in Figs. 11-
13 are results for configuration-4.
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Fig. 13. Configuration-4, Primary O-Ring
Erosion Comparison

For the unconfined cases predicted bottle
pressures compare well, implying that computed
mass flow rates are accurate. Centerline pressures
in leg-3 did not compare well. Temperature
predictions were generally lower than measured

by 20-40%. The lower 2-c_ erosion prediction is
the best match with the measured data.

Secondary Gland Filling Cases

Four tests were conducted with a flawed

primary seal, allowing pressurization of the
chamfer and secondary gland. Results for
configuration-8 are presented. Geometry is
similar to a flight-configured joint-4 and
measurable secondary O-ring erosion was
produced. Configuration-8 had a confined 150
mil machined path to the primary. The primary
seal had a _dog-bone" defect aligned with the
inlet path. Fill volume for the primary gland was
nominal. The chamfer contained _5.41 in3 and

secondary --4.21 in3. Leading into the secondary
gland, the metal gap measured 5 mils. Shown in
Figs. 14-17 are comparisons for bottle pressures,
inlet gas/metal housing temperatures and
secondary O-ring erosion.
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Fig. 14. Configuration-8, Secondary Gland Case
Fill Bottle Pressure Comparison
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Fig. 17. Configuration-8, Secondary Gland Case

Secondary O-ring Erosion Comparison

Flight Configured Joint Modeling

To account for differences between the test

article and full-scale joint, the following modeling

modifications were made. Effective joint-4 gland

flow areas, hydraulic diameters, flow path lengths

and volumes were calculated using current

configuration data. These calculations accounted

for curvature of a seated O-ring and effect of

assembly grease. Full-scale nozzle environments

adjusted for the joint-4 location were used. Early

in motor operation static pressures at the joint are

-150 psia. A temperature of 5100°R was assumed

for gas available for pressurization. Standard

chamber data was used for adjustment of local

pressure and temperature as a function of time.

Two cases were investigated. The first

assumes a pre-existing leak path to the secondary

at motor ignition. Geometry of the leak path was

the same as test configuration-8. For this case,

pressures, temperatures and secondary seal total

erosion is presented. The second case deals with

the smart void scenario. Analysis begins at 104

seconds when the char line has penetrated the first

turn and exposes a smart void. For this case,

pressures, temperatures and primary seal erosions

are presented for various leak path widths.

.4

_2

Provided in Figs. 18-20 are results for the

secondary gland pressurization. The analysis

assumes a 150 mil leak path and 150 mil dog-

bone in the primary at motor ignition.
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Fig. 20. Gas Path to Secondary @ Ignition

Secondary O-ring Erosion

Gland pressure response is similar to test results.

The joint volume fill time is -3 seconds. Metal

surface temperatures adjacent to the gas path

range from 1100°F next to the primary to 600°F

in the secondary metal gap. Outboard surfaces



remainambient. Secondarysealerosionis
predictedtobe5mils.

ShowninFigs.21-23areparametricresults
forprimaryglandpressurizationassuminga30,
50and100mil smartvoid. Inletpressuresare
approximately80psia.Fillingoftheglandoccurs
in lessthantwosecondsfor all cases.Peak
housingtemperaturesaregenerallylessthan
500°Ffor all cases.Maximumprimaryseal
erosionof20milsispredictedwitha50milleak
path.
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Fig. 23. Smart Void Case, Predicted Primary
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Conclusions

Based on results presented in this study, the

following conclusions / observations are made;

(1) Test configurations-1,-2 provided calibration

benchmarks for inlet gas temperature. By

machining the leak path, flow areas
remained constant over time. There was no

flow spreading to be accounted for in

determination of mass velocities at the jet

origin. These configurations provided the

least amount of guesswork in quantifying

the effect of impingement gas temperature

on seal erosion. Inlet gas temperature of

_5100°R gave the best fit to erosion and

thermocouple data.

(2) Methodologies used for prediction of fill

bottle pressurization rates were accurate

without use of empirically derived factors to

account for comparison mismatches. The

gas flow network global method of solution

provided good estimates of total mass flow

and hence a solid basis for the sub-model

procedures used.

(3) Temperature comparisons were acceptable

given the nature of the measurements, e.g.,

large gradients, tiny gaps and millisecond

time scales. Gas temperature measurements

were difficult to match and required sub-

modeling of the thermocouple junction. Sub-

model results indicate gas temperatures may

be in error as much as 1000°F during peak

flow rate conditions.

(4) Seal erosion predictions were in good

agreement for the confined jet cases.

Erosion coefficients for a planar jet 9 best fit

the measured data. Nominal predictions

usually were bounded within the scatter of

the data. The impingement film coefficient

relationships contained in Ref. [6] were

slightly modified to account for 2-D velocity

decay dependencies.

(5) Largest comparison inaccuracies occurred in

non-confined geometry where the flow field

is multidimensional and CFD sub-modeling

required. The analysis tendency was to

over-predict seal erosions with CFD

computed flow fractions. Based on nominal

geometry, the fractions were reduced by a
factor of 2-3 to best fit the data. Parametric

CFD analyses shows that varying the



secondarymetalgapfromthenominal5mils
to 3 mils yieldsapproximatelythe right
magnitudefortheflowfraction.Theover-
predictiontendencymaybeanartifactof
assemblytolerancesor soot/ condensable

deposition all of which contribute to off-

nominal geometry.

(6) Primary O-ring erosion for all _unconfined"

configurations ranged between 5 and 12 mils.

Model results suggest that venting leg-3

complete circumference and adding this

volume back into total system volume would

result in double the primary erosion (10-25

mil range). Model response indicated peak

flow rate magnitudes remained about the

same, occurred at the same time but fill times

increased. The time increase was

proportional to the volume increase, which

was proportional to the erosion increase

(about double). Recall the 100 mil confined

test produced seal erosion on the order of 90-

100 mils, about 10 times the erosion amount

of the spreading cases. This observation

suggests that a vented leg-3 is more tolerant
of seal erosion in the worst case scenarios.

(7) The issue of inlet leak path width and what is

considered _worst case" was assessed. For

the smart void case, it was determined that a

maximum primary seal erosion of 20 mils

occurred with a 40-50 mil initial leak path

size. Below this threshold, total erosions

decreased as a function of decreased width.

Albeit fill times are longer, decreasing

impingement gas temperatures are controlling

seal erosion rates at the smaller gas path
widths.

(8) Test results provided in ETP-1385 are

conservative due to the following; test free

volumes were larger, gland geometry more

constrictive and source pressures were high.
The results are non-conservative due to the

lack of testing at smaller leak path widths.

Parametrics were performed to evaluate the

relationship between inlet leak path width and

secondary seal erosion. Findings indicate a

maximum secondary erosion of 16 mils

occurs at path widths of 40-50 mils. Again,

as path widths decrease below 40 mils, gas

temperature reduction effects on seal erosion
rate control total erosion and not the overall

fill time.
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Thermal / Pyrolysis Gas Flow-Analysis of Carbon Phenolic Material
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ABSTRACT

Provided in this study are predicted in-depth temperature and pyrolysis gas pressure distributions for carbon

phenolic materials that are externally heated with a laser source. Governing equations, numerical techniques and

comparisons to measured temperature data are also presented. Surface thermochemical conditions were determined

using the Aerotherm Chemical Equilibrium (ACE) program. Surface heating simulation used facility calibrated

radiative and convective flux levels. Temperatures and pyrolysis gas pressures are predicted using an upgraded form of

the SINDA/CMA program that was developed by NASA during the Solid Propulsion Integrity Program (SPIP). Multi-

specie mass balance, tracking of condensable vapors, high heat rate kinetics, real gas compressibility and reduced

mixture viscosity's have been added to the algorithm. In general, surface and in-depth temperature comparisons are

very good. Specie partial pressures calculations show- that a saturated water-vapor mixture is the main contributor to

peak in-depth total pressure. Further, for most of the cases studied, the water-vapor mixture is driven near the critical

point and is believed to significantly increase the local heat capacity of the composite material. This phenomenon if

not accounted for in analysis models may lead to an over prediction in temperature response in charring regions of the

material.

NOMENCLATURE

A -area

B' -dimensionless mass loss rate

CH -Stanton Number, Heat Transfer

CM -Stanton Number, Mass Transfer

C -specific heat

E -activation energy

F - 1st generic coefficient

O -2 nd generic coefficient

h -enthalpy

J -mass source/sink rate

k -thermal conductivity

K -permeability

m -mass

lay -mass flow- rate

mf -mass fraction

n -number of reactions

M -Molecular weight

P -total pressure

Q -heat transfer rate

R -gas constant
-recession rate

S -source term

t -time

T -temperature

u -velocity
V -volume

w -weight fraction

x -spatial coordinate

z -compressibility factor

Z -difthsional driving potential

c_ -surface total absorptivity

!3 -pre-exponential factor

-surface total emissivity

F -resin volume fraction

-dynamic viscosity

d_ -porosity

p -density

_/ -coefficient for Forchiemer extension

Subscripts:

c -carbon

cn -condensation

e -edge

f -final

g -gas

i,j -free indices

o -original

p -constant pressure

r -recovery

rad -radiation

s -solid material

sc -solid conduction

t -total

v -virgin

vp -vaporization

w -wall



INTRODUCTION

TheSpaceShuttleReusableSolidRocketMotors(RSRM)havenowprovidedthemainpropulsionsourcefor
over95missions.Duringthistimeaveryextensivedatabaseofmotoroperationalperformancehasbeenamassed
whichincludesparameterssuchasnozzleinsulationerosionrates.Thesedataareunderstoodstatisticallytotheextent
thatvariationsontheorderoftenthsofaninchareindicatorsthatachangehasoccurredineithermaterialsa_d/or
processesusedintheirrefurbishment.ThelefthandnozzleoftheRSRM-56flightsetdisplayedanomalouserosion
(pocketing)aftofthethroat(Fig.1)affectingthefullcircumferenceofthemotorandmeasuringasmuchas0.5"deeper
thanexpectedmeanvalues.Basedonstatistics,theeventwasapproximatelya6-_occurrenceandthuscouldnotbe
discardedwithoutfurtherunderstanding.

Fig.1.RSRMNozzleShowingPocketingRegion

Thedegradedmaterialperformancewasbelievedtobeattributabletothe"pocketing"phenomenonthatis
distinctlydifferentfromtypicallyoccurringthermochemicalerosion.Atthislocationinthenozzlethroatringmaterial
plyanglesare45° to motor centerline and about 70 ° to the conducted isotherms. It is known that in-pla_e (with ply)

fibers oriented orthogonal to the isotherms are more likely to pocket. It was therefore suspected that for the RSRM-56

nozzle, process variation had produced fiber orientations approaching 90 ° to the flame surface and was likely the

primary cause of the increased erosion. Additionally, other factors related to materials and/or process variation were

considered potential contributors thus it was decided to initiate a comprehensive test program aimed at gaining a better

understanding of material thermostructural behavior.

The resources of the Laser Hardened Material Evaluation Laboratory (LHMEL) facility were utilized to examine

pocketing activity as a function of fiber orientation and other material variations such as resin content, moisture content

and ply distortions. LHMEL has the major advantages of a relatively large spatially flat surface heating distribution of

precise magnitude, rapid turn-around test time and direct measurement of surface temperature. Disadvantages of the

LHMEL are total pressures, thermochemistry and surface recession does not compare well with the actual RSRM.

Average recession rates are about one-forth of that experienced in the RSRM nozzle at the location of interest. There is

some debate and conflicting data [1] that seems to suggest that the effect of active surface thermochemistry may be

important in terms of suppression of pocketing. Notwithstanding these data, the decision was made to test at LHMEL

based on the belief that pocketing is an "in-depth" phenomena and not strongly dependent on surface recession.

The following provides a description of modifications incorporated into the SINDA/CMA computer code which

was developed by the author [2] during the Solid Propulsion Integrity Program (SPIP). Upgrades include multi-specie

mass balance, real gas equation of state using generalized compressibility data, reduced mixture viscosity, resin

weight fraction Arrhenius formulation, high rate TGA coefficients and a condensation/vaporization simulation for

vapors in the pyrolysis gas mixture. Basic formulations of the energy and momentum equations remain essentially

unchanged but will be covered for completeness.



GoverningEquations

In-depthtemperatureandpyrolysisgaspressurecalculationsarebasedonsimultaneoussolutionof1-D
conservationequationsformass,momentumandenergyalongwitharealgasequationofstateandkineticrate
equation.Thefollowingbasicassumptionswereincorporatedintothemathmodel:

1)Local thermal equilibrium exists between pyrolysis gas and solid thus one energy equation can

describe thermal response of both.

2) Pyrolysis gas motion is governed by the Darcy-Forcheimer equation. Permeability and porosity data

was correlated as a function of degree of char. Data was assembled from Clayton TMand Stokes [4].

3) Temperature and pressure gradients are 1-dimensional thus material aaaisotropy can be simulated by

use of effective properties. Rule of mixtures was used for determination of properties in the charring

region.

4) Transport of condensable species through the pore network occurs in the vapor phase. Liquid

occupying pore volumes was assumed to be stationary and in equilibrium with its respective vapor in

the mixture. Condensation and vaporization rates are governed by the amount of a specie that can be

thermodynamically accommodated in the mixture relative to saturation over a given time step.

5) Condensed phase species residing together in a pore volume are assumed not to interact with each

other chemically or physically. Gas phase permeability remains unchanged due to the presence of

liquid in the pore volumes.

6) Mixture specie concentrations, in the pore free volumes, were determined by "origin" generation,

condensation/vaporization rates and upstream advection. Equilibrium and/or kinetic rate reactions

within the gas and reactions with the char layer are currently not modeled.

Surface Energy Balance

Surface heating conditions are determined by consideration of combined convective, radiative and

thermochemical loading. The LHMEL is unique, and different from the RSRM in that surface response is driven by

the incident radiation emitted from a CO2 laser and is convectivly cooled by air flow-. Oxidation of carbon in the char

layer is present and averages about one mil/sec depending on incident heat rate and location on the sample.

Components of the surface heat flux are depicted in Fig. 2.

thermochemically N_

eroding surface

boundary

layer edge

net chemical

/\

incident

radiation re-radiation

backside in-depth

advected conduction
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Fig. 2. Thermochemically Eroding Surface Boundary Conditions

During testing, surface radiometer data was collected and used for model calibration of surface optical properties.

Backfitting model response to measured data across the range of incident flux levels, surface absorptivity was found to

be independent of temperature while re-radiated energy levels were controlled by a temperature dependent emissivity.

The backfit suggested that c_ - 0.97 and _ was - 0.85 @ 3000°F and increased linearly to _ 0.96 @ 5000°F. Forced

convective cooling of the sample was imposed by a 0.5 Mach air flow-directed parallel to the heated surface. Facility

airflow- calibration data was used for determination of convective heat and mass transfer coefficients and average values

of these quantities input into the SINDA/CMA model. Surface oxidation rate was correlated in familiar b-prime table

format and estimated by an ACE [5] solution for standard air environment. Surface recession rates average about one



mil/secandvarysubstantiallyalongtheheatedsurfacewiththeleadingedgehavingthegreatesterosion.Arithmetic
summationofrespectivefluxesidentifiedinFig.2.givesthefollowingexpressionforthesurfaceenergybalance:

PeUeCH(hr-hew)+PeUeCM['_(Zi*-Z_w}1Tw-B'hw]+mchc+riaghg

+°_wqrad- F°'gwT; - qsc=0
(1)

Termslefttorightareidentifiedasfreestreamconvection,surfacethermochemical,backsideadvectivefluxes,
radiationincident/emittedandconductionintothematerial.Numericalsolutionforthesurfaceenergybalance[2]is
implicitwithrespecttotemperaturecalculationsbutexplicitintimerelativetomassflow-calculatedquantities.Net
fluxvaluesareloadedintothesourcetermofthesurfacenodeduringiterativeconvergenceoftheglobaltemperature
andpressurecalculations.ThisnumericalmethodisdifferentfromthestandardCMAapproachbutthetwomethods
comparewellwithadifferenceoflessthan1/2%incomputedsurfacetemperature[2].

In-Depth Thermal Solution

Invoking the assumption of gas-solid equilibrium, leads to the standard CMA [6] formulation for energy

conservation given by Eq. 2. For this study an additional term that accounts for pyrolysis gas capacitance has been

added to the equation per the general formulation provided by Keyhani [7]. Inclusion of gas capacitance has heretofore

been considered unnecessary due to order of magnitude considerations however based on findings presented in this

study, it is believed this term can become significant in charring regions of the material. Terms left to right are energy

storage, conduction, decomposition, grid movement, pyrolysis gas flow- and latent phase change rates. The last two

terms were added to account for the phase energy of saturated water and phenol compounds.

(PsC s ,_T s 1 k(kA_T/+(hg__)__+_pC _T ' Iilg _hg .... Qvp
+ _)9gCg) _ - Ac_x\ c_x) 'a v _ ± -A-_ -- ± v_cn

(2)

A finite element scheme was used for discretization of the energy equation. The computational grid consist of

one dimensional first order elements with applied front/back face boundary conditions, Fig. 3.

front face

11 ] ] ] ] ]ntl_lement] backface

net external //[ [ [ [ [ [ boundary

heat flux "''tl_+_ I_ _ _ _ _ _ conditions

"////// pl In

Fig. 3. One Dimensional Finite Element Grid

Surface recession is accommodated by movement of the grid relative to a fixed coordinate and applying a

correction term to account for the induced advected energy into the element(s). As with the baseline CMA technique,

the last element (furthest from the heated surface) shrinks to accommodate surface recession. If eroded total depth

exceeds elemental thickness it is dropped from the active network and the adjacent element now absorbs the recession

and so on. Determination of the elemental "stiffness" matrix is based on trapezoidal rule numerical quadrature which

evaluates material heterogeneous and temperature dependencies explicitly in time. Temperature and pressure elemental

integration points are coincident with a density field "nodlet" grid. Use of a nodlet grid for the density calculations is

similar to the CMA technique and is generally necessitated by the exponential behavior of the Arrhenuis equation.



In-Depth Pyrolysis Gas Pressure Solution

Pyrolysis gas pressure distributions are calculated using a Darcy-Forcheimer form of the momentum equation

substituted into the conservation of mass equation. Real gas effects for the mixture are simulated by application of a

generalized compressibility factor to the ideal gas law-. Pseudocritical temperatures and pressures Is] are calculated for

the mixture based on mole fractions and the individual specie data. These "reduced" properties are used as

independent variables for table lookup to determine the z factors. Mixture viscosity calculations [9] incorporate the

effects of pressure, temperature and molecular polarity and are functions of mole fraction data and the pseudocritical

reduced properties. Expression of gas properties in terms of mixture equivalents, i.e., gas constant, viscosity's, etc.,

permits use of Darcys equation for computation of total gas pressures. Specie partial pressures are simple functions of

the mole fraction data which result from the multi-component mass balance. Terms left to right in Eq. (3) are

functionally identified as gaseous mixture storage, total diffusive mass flux, total rate of pyrolysis gas generation,

coordinate set movement correction, total multi-specie vaporization and condensation.

cgt\ zRT )=_ _ (pg)A-_- -AOG+a _x vp cn
(3)

Eq. (3), the "pressure" equation, is analogous in formulation to the energy equation and is thus numerically solvable by

the same finite element techniques used for temperature calculation. Assembly of the pressure elemental stiffness

matrix relies on explicit quadrature of spatially dependent properties using the same procedure derived for the thermal

calculations. Details of discretization of the diffusive term, treatment of source/sink terms and numerical degree of

coupling are developed and discussed in Ref. [2].

In-Depth Kinetic Decomposition

A resin based weight fraction formulation of the Arrhenius equation was employed for the in-depth material

decomposition simulation. Kinetics coefficients were developed by Clayton [1°] and computed from high rate TGA data

derived by Southern Research Institute (SoRI). The weight loss curve fit considered three reactions and was based on

the 3000°C/minute data. The Arrhenius relationship used in the SINDA/CMA code has the following form:

g i

dw i n 1 ni( w )ni[_ieR _- (4)-- , i -- Wf idt i=_-w°

A thermal decomposition "nodlet" grid was implemented for refined description of variation in material density

along the 1-D coordinate. This grid is fixed and contains time based composite material density resulting from

integration of Eq. (4). A simple Euler scheme was applied in which integration time steps are set equal to the transient

solution time step for the temperature and pressure calculations. Updating of temperature in the calculation occurs

explicitly and the resultant pyrolysis gas flow-rates are used explicitly in temperature and pressure calculations (loosely

coupled). Quadrature involved in evaluation of stiffness matrices assumes a piecewise linear distribution of density

described by integration of Eq. (4) at the fixed nodlet sites. Conversion of resin weight fraction data to composite

density was based on the following relationship

os= ov(i wi)+ (5)

Multi-Component Mass Balance

A multi-component mass balance allows for tracking of individual molecular species evolved during the in-depth

thermal decomposition process. The procedure utilizes a control volume aligned with elements in the pressure grid,

Fig. 4. Total rate of decomposition and thus pyrolysis gas generation is determined by Eq. (4) and is assumed strictly a

function of temperature and local char state. Mole fraction data that describes molecular species evolved as a function



ofdegreeofchartakenfromClaytonTMwasusedtodeterminethe"origin"generationrate.Atotalofeightmolecular
specieswereconsidered;water,carbondioxide,carbonmonoxide,methane,hydrogen,phenol,cresolandxylenol.Of
theseeight,waterandphenolhavecriticaltemperatureshighenoughandoccurinsufficientconcentrationsthat
condensationandvaporizationhastobeconsideredifaccuratetotalpressuremagnitudesaretobecalculated.

Pi+l m fijr}l t[ out
Pi-1

Fig. 4. Multi-Component Mass Balance

At the boundaries of the control volume are the advected fluxes of the individual species. Depending on computed

direction of flow- upstream contributions contribute to a weighted average type calculation of pore volume specie

concentration. Equivalent molecular weights, gas constants, mixture viscosity's, specific heats are all functions of the

mixture mole fraction calculations. Tracking partial pressures of individual species allows for simulation of

condensation and vaporization. The computational procedure involves comparing specie partial pressure to its

saturation pressure for the local temperature, Fig. 5. Below- critical temperatures for the given specie, if its partial

pressure tries to exceed the saturation pressure, an instantaneous rate of condensation is calculated that will keep the

specie partial pressures equal to its saturation pressure (T_ to T 3 ). Time integration of the rate of condensation gives

the total amount of liquid that has accumulated in the open pore volumes. This liquid is available for vaporization

when conditions are such that the mixture can thermodynamically accommodate its presence. Vaporization rates are

computed based on the premise that the gas mixture remains saturated until all the liquid in the pore volume is

removed(T_ to T 5 ). Above critical temperatures gas mixture PVT behavior is described by the ideal gas law-using

generalized compressibility factors. The technique employed is similar to that used by Clayton TM.

partial

pressure

critical

T'_ t _ point

saturation T3 _ ] _ T6
boundary _ /[ ] _ j

\ /'1 A 1____---_T_ T;

T3

__"_l conT3nsation vaporization

I2 m ij =0 I 12(Jn-Jvp) At 12(Jn-Jvp) At 12 m ij =0

temperature

Fig. 5. Condensation and Vaporization Simulation

NUMERICAL SOLUTION

As previously discussed, discretization of energy and mass conservation equations was based on a finite element

formulation employing a nodlet grid for integration of the Arrhenius equation. Time integration of the non-steady

behavior of the diffusion equations, i.e., pressure and temperature, was performed by a Crank-Nicholson procedure.

Eqs. (2) and (3), are cast into the following generic form:



(5)

where; • is temperature or total pressure

Eq. (5) is solved by iteration for the dependent variable A_ i. A successive point (Gauss-Seidel) scheme is

applied which uses dependent and source term damping. Coupling is fully implicit between pressure, temperature and

surface energy balance meaning that all quantities are converged together along with their respective coefficients and

source terms at every time step. The Arrhenius equation is not iterated with temperature and pressures. A simple

explicit updating is performed using "old" time step data values. The global method of solution is described in detail

by Clayton [2] but will be summarized here to include the phase change logic. The overall numerical procedure goes as

follows:

1) Initialize temperature, pressure, density and nodal coordinates. Compute coefficients in Equation (5).

2) Increment boundary information and solve for temperatures and pressures by iteration.

3) Using converged data in Variables 2, interpolate temperatures onto density grid and integrate Arrhenuis

equation across the time step. Store decomposition data into an array versus position.

4) Recalculate coefficients in Eqn. (5) based on new-properties data, i.e., conductivity' s, permeability' s, mass-

energy source and sink rates, coordinate system location, etc...

5) Perform nodal mass balance as function of converged flow-conditions for current time step. Compute mass

and mole fractions, partial pressures, mixture equivalent properties.

6) Compare partial pressures with saturation pressure @ temperature for condensable species. If partial pressure

is greater, using real gas law- compute amount of mass removal necessary to make the two equal. Accumulate

this mass as liquid in the control volume. If partial pressure is less than saturation, using real gas law- compute

amount of mass necessary to saturate mixture and vaporize accumulated liquid (if there is any). Adjust mass

source terms in pressure network to reflect local rates of condensation/vaporization.

7) Perform grid movement logistics, if current time is less than end time return to step #2

Steps #3-#7 are performed in Variables 2 of the SINDA/CMA model thus all procedures described in these steps are

explicitly coupled in time to the pressure and temperature calculations in step #2.

RESULTS

Spatial distributions for in-depth temperature and pyrolysis gas pressure for various incident radiant heating rates

are presented in Figs. 6-14. For these cases ply angles are fixed at 90 ° and time slices at 3, 10 and 20 seconds are

provided. For clarity, partial pressures of only major contributors such as water vapor, carbon dioxide and monoxide

are presented. For the 300 Watt case, surface temperatures range from 2900°-3700°F and increase monatonically

during the test. Peak total pressures range from 140-180 atmospheres with the maximum occurring at the 10 second

time slice. Water vapor is the dominant pyrolysis gas specie in the charring regions of the material with mixture mole

fractions approaching 99%. Gas flow-s are driven in-depth and to the heated surface depending on proximity relative to

the peak pressure location. In the cooler material, carbon dioxide becomes the dominant specie. As the mixture is

driven in-depth, the water vapor is condensed out leaving only species with critical temperatures low- enough to exist as

a gas at the given total pressure and temperature. For the 500 Watt cases, Figs. 9-11, surface temperatures range from

3600°-4300°F, increasing during the test. Peak total pressures range from 130-190 atmospheres with the maximum

occurring at 3 seconds (earlier in test compared to 300 Watts). Specie distributions followthe same general trends.

Looking at the 1000 Watt cases, Figs. 12-14, surface temperatures now- vary from 4600°-5100°F and increase during

the test. Peak total pressures range from 200-220 atmospheres with the maximum occurring at 10 seconds. Clearly

observable trends in Figs. 6-14 are overall increase in material temperatures and total pressures with increasing surface

heat flux.
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Provided in Figs. 15 and 16 are comparisons of predicted material thermal response to the laboratory measured

data. Surface temperature data was obtained by radiometry while in-depth measurements were gathered by secondarily

bonded thermocouples. Thermocouple depths were 0.125, 0.250 and 0.375 inches; a constant spacing of one-eighth

inch. Adjustment of surface optical properties, per the discussed procedure, allowed for very good correlation in

predicted response to the measured data. A good temperature match at the surface is a necessary starting point for

understanding comparisons made at the in-depth locations. In general, the in-depth calculated quantities compare well

with measured data and some discernible trends were evident. For the 300 Watt case at the 0.25" location, the

measurement strays from the prediction at _10 seconds. Comparisons at locations on both sides of this thermocouple

are very good thus it is believed that the measurement may be inaccurate to some extent. High surface heating rate

(1000 Watt case) comparisons are provided in Fig. 16. Unfortunately, lower capability thermocouples were used for

this test and the in-depth measurements fail at _2100°F. A general tendency for this test, and others in a series of

_1100 tests, is that model predictions lead measurements in the 700-1500°F range. Laboratory measured specific

heats, for virgin and char material, were used for results presented in Figs. 15 and 16 to demonstrate this over

prediction trend. Addition of saturated water pressure and temperature dependent specific heats into the energy

equation would produce a better temperature comparison at the in-depth locations.
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CONCLUSIONS

Based on findings presented in this study the following conclusions are made:

1) Surface thermal simulation was best backfit by assuming a constant absorptivity and temperature

dependent emissivity. At surface temperatures approaching 6000°R the two are equal at - 0.97 while

at the lower temperatures, emissivity values were estimated to be - 0.85. It is recognized these

backfit values are sensitive to the assumed radiometer values used during testing.

2) In-depth thermal response is not strongly dependent on detail calculation of the pyrolysis gas flow-

field. Somewhat satisfactory results have been obtained for years assuming gas flow- is always

directed to the heated surface and vapor condensation not a factor. The reason for the "weak"

coupling is that in-depth thermal response is driven primarily by conduction into the material.

Pyrolysis gas flow- contributions to the overall energy balance are second order effects.

3) The trend of increasing total pressures with increasing surface heat rate is attributable to material

"kinetic shift" meaning basically that at the higher heat rates, the material has a tendency to be less

charred at higher temperatures. Trapped volatile's and initially evolved gases are dealing with higher

temperatures and logarithmically smaller shifts in permeability thus pressure build up is greater.

4) Not accounting for pyrolysis gas reactions with carbon in the char layer seems to be a reasonable

approximation at temperatures < 2000-2500°F. This premise is supported by findings presented by

April [11] were specie concentration data was obtained for gas flow- through char layers at various

temperatures. Peak magnitudes of pyrolysis gas pressure build up, see Figs. 6-14, take place in

partially decomposed material where local temperatures are in the 700-1100°F range. Water-carbon

reactions within the char layer could potentially increase local permeability and thus affect pressure

magnitude and distribution obtained from the global solution. The exact extent of influence is

unknown at this time and suggest that permeability may be correlated versus actual material density

rather than the degree of char parameter. This method of correlation could potentially capture the

effect of residual char density changes due to heat rate dependence and/or enhanced pyrolysis gas

reactions with carbon.

5) For a given heat flux, calculated gas pressures for ply angles less than 90 ° are greater than pressures

calculated for the 90 ° case. This is a result of the across-ply permeability component coming into

play in the effective 1-D property calculations, i.e., across-ply << in-plane permeability's at

temperatures less than _ 750°F. Gas generation rate is essentially unchanged while flow- resistance

has increased thus in-depth pressure build-up is greater. This trend is based on the premise that

permeability is a function of degree of char only which is how-the data was correlated in the thermal

model. Its is known that permeability can be a function of compressive load which has the

implications that the overall solution will necessarily have to couple thermal and structural response.

6) Formulation of the energy equation includes the local heat capacity of pyrolysis gas as contributing to

the storage of energy in the material. The advective terms have always been included in CMA type

codes but storage terms neglected on the premise of being second order. Results provided by the

multi-specie calculations indicate that a liquid water-vapor mixture can exist during the

decomposition process and that the mixture can be driven near critical conditions. In theory, a
[12]substance at the critical point has an infinite heat capacitance and the asymptotes, near the

singularity, are finite and are thermodynamically obtainable to a fixed extent. Historically, there has

been a tendency to over predict in-depth temperature response using laboratory measured thermal

properties. Many theories have been proposed to explain the differences which include kinetics,

dynamic conductivity' s, instrumentation, but it is believed by findings presented herein that part of

the in-accuracy may be a result of not considering the thermodynamic state of water and implications

of its pressure and temperature history.
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LOX SYSTEM PRESTART CONDITIONING ON X-34

Brian K. Goode

Marshall Space Flight Center

ED25 Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer Group

ABSTRACT

The X-34 is a reusable launch vehicle that will be carried underneath an airplane to altitude of 35000 feet

where it will be launched. It utilizes a single Fastrac 60K rocket engine for propulsion. This engine burns

RP-1 and Lox as propellants and has a single shaft Lox and RP-1 turbopump. With these features there are

three important requirements that must be met during the prestart thermal conditioning of this engine and

feed system. First, the Lox temperature prior to starting the engine must be cold enough to be in the

predefined start box at that pressure. Second, the RP-1 in the single shaft turbopump in close proximity to

the lox must not freeze significantly where it effects turbopump or engine operation. Third, the chill phase

of the prestart countdown has been allocated 7001b of Lox which if exceeded starts to effect mission

performance. Extensive testing and analysis has been performed to evaluate the chill characteristics of the

Fastrac Engine as well as test facilities and X-34 Lox feed and bleed systems.

INTRODUCTION

The captive carry phase of the X-34 launch is the period that the X-34 is attached to the L 1011 aircraft and

the aircraft is airborne. During development of the Fastrac engine, it has been thermally conditioned before

start, using many different procedures and with many different facility configurations. None of which have

exactly duplicated the X-34 captive carry flight conditions. The X-34 feed line is smaller than any in the

ground test program. The flight environment as well as the helium supply to the turbopump buffer seal is

expected to be much colder. A thermal model is being developed to assist in determining the flight chill

procedure and to show that the requirements can be met given the vehicle configuration and the colder

conditions.

Experiments have been performed to characterize the RP-1 freezing hazard and to determine Lox and LN2

boiling heat transfer coefficients. A thermal model using SINDA has been created that simulates the chill

down of all the mass in the feed system, turbopump, and bleed system. An integral flow model of the Lox is

included to get the transient flow rate through the system. Logic is included which will simulate each of the

ground test facilities and X-34, Lox or LN2, and with actual valve sequences and tank pressure profiles.

FUNDAMENTAL TESTING

RP-1 FREEZING CHARACTERISTICS

Simple tests were performed to provide an experimental basis for some aspects of this problem. All that

was known of frozen RP-1 was the freezing temperatures listed in text books and property books. RP-1 was



frozeninanaluminumtrayusingliquidnitrogenandastheRP-1thawedthetemperaturewasmeasuredand
physicalpropertieswereobserved.Theresultsindicatedthatthereisno freezingtemperaturebuta
transitionthatoccursbetweenthetemperaturesof400Rand350R.Astemperatureisreducedbelow350R
thesolidwaxincreasesinhardness.Thesetemperaturesareapproximatebecauseduringthawtherewere
manyphases,andtemperaturesexistingsimultaneouslyinthetray.Thistestshowedconclusivelythat400
Rwouldbeasafelowerlimit,andthat335Rrepresentsasignificantrisktoturbopumpoperation.RP-1is
shownin figure1withatemperatureof373R(-87F). Table1liststhetemperaturesandcorresponding
physicalobservations.

Figure1:FreezingRP-1InaTray Figure2:FreezingRP-1onTubeWall

A secondtestwasperformedto determinehowmuchfrozenRP-1wouldaccumulateona coldwall
submergedinwarmRP-1.LN2flowedthroughthetube,andthewalltemperaturewasmeasuredtobe160
R. Againtherewasnosolidliquidboundarybutatransitionthatoccurredasthedistancefromthewall
increased.Thismadethicknessmeasurementsrathersubjective.Thistestshowedthatif bulkRP-1
temperaturesremainedwarmnosignificantbuildupofsolidRP-1cantakeplace.Aconservativeapproach
tocalculatingfrozenthicknesswasdeveloped.Figure2showsathicknessmeasurementbeingtakeninthis
experimentandtable2showsthevaluesforfourseparatemeasurementsandanaverage.

Table 1: Frozen RP-1 Observations Table 2: Steady State Thickness Values

Temperature Description Measurement Value
302 R Hard wax A. .044 inches

335 R Solid wax, softening some B. .082 inches

350 R Soft wax C. .074 inches

355 R Gel D. .024 inches

380 R Gel, thick liquid, rapid warm up average .056 inches

420 R Liquid RP-1 with some solid present
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BOILINGHEATTRANSFERCOEFFICIENTS

Twoexperimentswereperformedto investigateBoilingHeatTransferCoefficients(HTC).Thefirsttest
measured17impellersurfacesasit waschilledinliquidnitrogen.Figure3showsachilledimpellerina
verticalorientation.Figure4 showstheimpellerbeingsubmergedin liquidnitrogenin ahorizontal
orientation.Thesecondtestmeasuredthesurfacetemperaturesoftwosteelplateschilledinliquidoxygen.
Figure5showstheplatesinloxandfigure6showstheinstrumentedplatesonthetable.Aonedimensional
thermalmodelwasusedtoderivetheboilingHTCasafunctionofsurfacetemperaturefromthemeasured
data.Theimpellertestshowednosignificantvariationwithorientation.ThistestshowsthatwhenLN2
envelopestheimpellerthatallsurfaceswerechilledin140seconds.Figure7showsthemeasureddatafrom
animpellertest.Figure8showspredictedimpellersurfacetemperaturesformetalof differentthickness
usingthederivedLN2boilingHTCcurve.Figure9showsthederivedcurvesforLoxandit isanaverage
of theseloxcurvesthatisusedinthethermalmodel.Thecriticalboilingcharacteristicsapparentfrom
testingwerethefilmboilingHTCandthetransitionregionfromminimumtomaximumheatflux.

Figure3:ChilledLoxImpeller Figure4:ChillingLoxImpellerinLN2

Figure5:ChillingSteelPlatesinLox Figure6:InstrumentedSteelPlates
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COMPONENT AND ENGINE TESTING

The first component test series had the turbopump only with an upper lox line bleed and a turbopump bleed

for thermal conditioning prior to start. There were many pressure and temperature measurements in the lox

system and on the external surfaces of the turbopump. There was no flow meter installed which could

measure the low bleed flow rates during chill. The first attempt to chill through the turbopump bleed was

much to slow so an alternate plan to chill through the Lox throttle valve was incorporated. This valve at

40% open and a 4.5 inch diameter line simulates the main oxidizer valve on the engine. There was a

temperature probe installed in the fuel bearing coolant line to measure the fuel temperature behind the

impeller. Many changes were made to the model after this first series. The tests revealed that the 9 tooth

Kel-F labyrinth seal ring and the warm helium are important in maintaining warm fuel temperatures.

External thermocouples on the IPS housing matched well with the model predictions.

The first engine level testing occurred on the Horizontal Test Facility. This series provided the first flow

rate data through the engine bleed which was critical information for model correlation. This facility also

had many pressures and temperatures measured in the lox system. The 9 tooth labyrinth seal ring material

changed to nickel 200 which had a larger operating clearance than the Kel-F. To maintain warm fuel

temperatures helium cavity pressure was raised in the Inter Propellant Seal (IPS). Another significant chill

test was performed on HTF where the engine and lower feed line were chilled with flow through the main

oxidizer valve only. The actual flow rate was 43 lbm/sec which was lower than expected. There was an

unexpected 30 psi pressure drop between pump inlet and discharge which happened when the pump spun to
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2000rpm.Turbomachineryprovidedthenegativeheadportionofthepumpmapandit wasincorporated
intothethermalmodel.Anotherunexpectedresultwastheslowrateatwhichthemaininjectorloxdome
temperaturedecreasedafterdroppingbelowthesaturationtemperature.Horizontaltestfacilityandthe
componenttestinghassuppliedvastamountsof datafor modelcorrelation.Figure10showsthe
turbopump.

Turbine FuelPump IPS LoxPump LoxInlet

60K TPA LAYOUT

23 OCTOBER 1997

Figure 10: Turbopump Cross Section

X-34 SYSTEM AND ENVIRONMENTS

There are significant differences between the flight and ground test experience in terms of configuration and

environments. The flight lox feed line has much less mass and is shorter than HTF or the Component

Stand. The bleed line on X-34 has an inner diameter of 0.62 inches and is 5 to 6 feet long. At the end is a

check valve with an Equivalent Sharp Edge Orifice Diameter (ESEOD) of .43 inches. On HTF the Engine

bleed line is 0.884 inner diameter and 20 feet long with no check valve. The engine with the HTF bleed

configuration flows approximately 3.5 lbm/sec of lox with 67 psia at the engine interface. Helium, Fuel and

ambient air temperature has always been warm in ground testing. The flight cold case helium temperature

is 417 R, fuel temperature 460 R and engine compartment purge temperature reaches a low of 449 R at

engine start. Bleed exit pressure on the ground has been 14.7 psia where flight will be 3 psia at an altitude

of 35000 feet. To alleviate some of the cold environments the X-34 will have a warm purge on the ground.

In addition, a turbopump heater will add 200 watts to the IPS fuel side flange on the ground and 100 watts

during the captive carry phase.
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THERMAL MODEL

A thermal model was created to determine the important parameters that drive the thermal conditioning of

the turbopump prestart. It encompasses the feed line, bleed lines, and most of the turbopump. There is

detailed modeling of the lox also since transient flow rates and lox quality are such important aspects of this

problem. The approach taken is to model the ground test hardware, environments, valve sequences,

pressures and correlate the model. Only then can the X-34 condition be predicted with confidence. As more

test data has been produced the model has evolved to be more complex to match the data. The following

major changes to the model have taken place in chronological order. The first improvement was the

detailed modeling of the Inter Propellant Seal to match the warm fuel seal drain temperature that was seen

on the component stand. These changes include a variable clearance in the 9 tooth labyrinth seal and fluid

nodes with heat transfer for the helium. Then heaters were added along with logic to simulate the flight

designed thermostat set points and tolerances. Then the necessary logic to model all facilities with all the

flow circuits was added with the capability to run complicated pressure and valve position profiles.

Properties and lox temperatures are determined from calculated enthalpy to better model the saturated and

subcooled fluid and the heat transfer occuring in the lox system.

INTEGRAL FLUID MODEL

The fluid in the lox feed and bleed system has been divided in to approximately 60 nodes. At each location

the state of the lox is dependent on the energy balance including the stored energy, energy in and out from

mass flow, and the convective energy transferred to the fluid in the volume. The enthalpy is calculated and
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usedtodeterminethefluidproperties.Fornodeswhichcontainsaturatedliquidandvapor,allproperties
arecalculatedbasedonvolumefractionofvapor,andsaturatedvaporandliquidproperties.Theapproach
tocalculatingheattransfercoefficient(HTC)is tocalculateavaporandliquidHTCandthenaveragethe
twobasedonthevaporfractionbyvolume.
Theflowratecalculationhasproventobethemostdifficult.Thefirstapproachwassimpleandusedloss
factorsandBemoulli'sequationtoiterateonaflowrateineachbleedpath.Thedifficultyhascomefrom
thefactthattherearelargevariationsindensityandHTCthatoccur,causingtheflowratepredictiontobe
unstable.Atapressureof50psiasaturatedliquidis77timesmoredensethanvapor.Nucleateboiling
HTCis ashighas1800btu/ft2/hr/Fandfilm boilingHTCis aslowas20btu/ft2/hr/F.Theflow
calculationwasstabilizedanda goodcorrelationwasachievedforanenginebleedonlychillonHTF.
CorrelationtotheMOVchillonHTFhoweverhasbeendifficult.Thecurrentversionofthechillmodel
hasamorecomplicatedsolutionthatincludesconductorsforchokedflowandcavitation.It isincomplete
atthistime.

HARDWARETEMPERATUREPREDICTIONS

All themasswhichmustbechilledorthatmaytransferheattoanyoftheloxflowcircuitsisincludedinthe
model.Theturbopumpis modeledin greaterdetailin orderto addressthefuelsidetemperature
requirementsaswellasmatchanyIPSandturbopumpsurfacetemperaturesmeasuredin thegroundtest
program.Thefeedlinesandbleedlinesaremodeledsimplywithapproximately60nodes,eachwith the

correct surface area and mass. External heat transfer is included or disabled if the line is insulated.

RESULTS FOR HTF AND X-34

The results presented in this paper are from a version of the model which correlated well with an engine

bleed test on HTF and then was used to predict the X-34 chill. This version of the model did not correlate

well with the HTF test where the engine, feed and bleed system were chilled through the Main Oxidizer

Valve (MOV). The results presented here are for illustration of what the model capabilities are, recognizing

that more features are required to match all the test data.

On HTF the chill sequence typically involves a low pressure chill of the upper feed line through the upper

feed line bleed. When cold liquid is evident upstream of the prevalve, the prevalve is opened beginning the

chill of the lower feed line through the lower feed line bleed and engine bleed. Shortly after prevalve

opening the upper feed line bleed is closed and the tank is pressurized taking the engine interface pressure

from 18 psia to 68 psia. Figures 12 shows the predicted mass flow rate. The first hump in this curve is the

low pressure upper feed line chill. The second hump is lower feed line chill with both lower valves open

and engine interface pressure at 80psia. Flow rate drops in half to 4.5 lbm/sec when the lower lox line

bleed is closed. The next drop in flow rate occurs when the tank is vented. While vented the lower lox line

bleed is opened again and at approximately -1700 seconds the tank is pressurized to 68 psia. Shortly after

pressurization the lower lox line bleed is closed again. Figures 13 and 14 show analysis and test data

respectively for engine interface temperature and how it compares to saturation temperature at that pressure.

Figures 15 and 16 show predicted and measured gallons of lox in the tank. Figures 17 and 18 show

predicted and measured fuel seal drain temperature. It is interesting to note how this temperature rises at -

3200 seconds when tank pressure is reduced and how it drops again at -1700 seconds when the tank

pressure is increased again.

The X-34 analysis is much more simple in terms of tank pressurization and valve sequences. Tank pressure

starts at 13 psia and the prevalve and engine bleed are opened at 0 seconds. Soon the tank pressure is

ramped to 58 psia which is the start pressure for the engine. Figure 19 shows the engine interface

temperature as well as the saturation temperature at the interface pressure. The plot shows the engine

interface temperature constraint being met at 410 seconds. The lox consumption curve is shown in figure
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20andwiththischillprocedureshows700lbconsumedat710seconds.Thestartwindowthenwilloccur
between410and710seconds.Figure21showsthatinthiswindowthefuelsealdraintemperatureatan
acceptablelevelandconsistentwiththegroundtestexperienceof400R. Figure22showsthepredicted
transientflowratefortheX-34bleedlineatthelowexitpressure.

FUTURETESTINGANDANALYSIS

ThereisaplannedtestonHTFwithasimulatedX-34bleedline. DownstreamoftheEngineInterface
Paneltherecurrentlyisableedline20feetlongwith inner diameter of ..884 inch. The last 5.5 feet of this
line is to be modified to inner diameter of .62 inch and with an orifice at the end with diameter of .43 to

simulate a check valve which is in the X-34 bleed line. The X-34 vehicle itself is scheduled to ground

tested with an engine firing included so there will be chill data for the flight feed and bleed system prior to

first flight.

The thermal model is currently being modified to include flow conductors to calculate choked flow and

cavitating flow for valves and orifices in the lox feed and bleed system. Once that version is operational

and predicting stable flow rates, correlation to test data will begin.
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Figure 17: Predicted Fuel Seal Drain Temperature
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CONCLUSIONS

Current analysis indicates that all the prestart thermal conditioning requirements can be met although the

exact procedure and timing for the start window can't exactly be determined. There is some flexibility in

the procedure in that the MOV can be opened to accelerate the opening of the start window. Also, once the

liquid starts flowing in the bleed line the tank pressure can be reduced to reduce consumption and delay the

closing of the window.
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STS-93 SSME NOZZLE TUBE RUPTURE INVESTIGATION

W. Dennis Romine, Senior Engineering Specialist
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INTRODUCTION

STS-93 was launched on July 23, 1999. There was an anomaly at the end of the

launch in that the Space Shuttle Main Engines (SSME) shut down 0.16 second early

because sensors detected a low level of oxidizer in the LOX tank (actually the duct from

the tank to the vehicle). This resulted in a cutoff velocity for the vehicle that was 16

ft/sec low. It should have been 25872 ft/sec. An investigation was immediately initiated
into the cause of this LOX tank low level cutoff.

It was noticed during the launch that the turbine temperatures for Main Engine 3

(E2019) were approximately 100°F higher than the preflight prediction. Linear Engine

Model matching of the data indicated that a nozzle leak best fit the data. Post launch

review of the data showed, that at approximately five seconds into the start, numerous

parameters indicated small anomalous shifts. These shifts were all consistent with a

rupture of nozzle tubes.

Post launch review of the films showed that just after SSME ignition and just

prior to liftoff a streak is seen in the exhaust plume of E2019. Just after liftoff the streak

can be seen emanating from the nozzle wall. This photo confirmed that a leak was

coming from the nozzle tubes. Based on the photo, the axial location of the leak was
estimated to be 28" from the aft end of the nozzle. The streak continued to be visible

during the launch (Figure 1).

Almost immediately upon landing a visual inspection was made of the nozzle. It

was confirmed that three nozzle tubes were ruptured at the suspected location (Figure 2).

The focus then turned to the cause of the tube ruptures. Prior to landing, a hardware

review revealed that two main injector LOX posts had been deactivated prior to the

flight. This is done by inserting pins in the orifices located in the interpropellant plate of

the main injector (Figure 3). Therefore, once the engine was available, a high priority

was to inspect for these pins. Indeed one of two pins was missing. A pin is

approximately 0.9" long by 0.1" in diameter, weighs 1.5 grams, and is gold plated. Also,

there was a ding in the Main Combustion Chamber (MCC) in line with this post at a

location 2.5" upstream of the MCC throat. The tube ruptures are located approximately

30 ° in the azimuthal direction from the post with the missing pin.

The ruptured tubes were sectioned from the nozzle and subjected to an evaluation

in the Materials laboratory. The overall length encompassed by the tube ruptures was

consistent with the size of a deactivation pin. The key finding from this investigation was



thatthediscolorationnotedattheruptureswasindeedgoldandhadachemical
compositionidenticalwith thatof thegoldplatingusedonthepins. Thesamegoldwas
alsofoundatthedentin theMCCwall. Theothersignificantfindingwasthatthe
rupturingof thetubesoccurredduringtheimpactandwasnota delayedevent.This
evaluationconfirmedthattheejectedpin causedthetuberuptures.

As aresultof thisconclusion,thefollowingaerothermalquestionsweregenerated
with regardtothepin.

• Whatis thetrajectoryof thepin?

• Whatis thevelocityof thepin asit impactsthenozzle?

• Whatis theprobabilitythatanejectedpin will impactthenozzle?

• Whatis theprobabilitythatthepin will damagethenozzleif it hitsthenozzle?

• Wasthistheworstdamagethatthepin couldcause?
• Wouldthepinhit thenozzleif it is ejectedfrom adifferentlocationonthefaceof

theinjector?

• How muchdamagecanthepin dototheMCC?

At first it wouldseemtobeadifficult taskto answerthesequestionsfor a
seeminglyrandomevent.However,it wasfoundthatarelativelysimplecomputermodel
usingbasicflow principlescouldbedevelopedto providereasonablefirst orderanswers
to thesequestions.

TRAJECTORYCALCULATIONMETHODOLOGY

In orderto attemptanytypeof trajectoryanalysisfor thepin,thecombustiongas
flow field mustbedefined.Thisinformationwasgeneratedwhenthechamberand
nozzlecontourswereinitially developed.Theseparametersare

• Thecombustionchamberandnozzlecontourprofiles.

• ThecombustiongasMachnumber.

• Thecombustiongasvelocity.

• Thecombustiongasstaticpressure.

• Thecombustiongasstatictemperature.

• Thecombustiongasdensity.

trajectory.
thepin.

With this information,asimplemodelcanbesetup for calculatingthepin
Thefundamentalequationfor thismodelis theequationfor thedragforceon

F = CD*AN* p(VG-Vp)2/2



Using this fundamental equation, the following procedure is used to calculate the

axial component of the pin traj ectory.

1. The initial coordinates of the pin are selected (axial and radial location).

2. An initial pin velocity (speed and angle or, equivalently axial and radial components

of velocity) is selected.

3. Values for the axial and radial drag coefficients are selected.

4. Values for the pin area normal and parallel to the combustion chamber axis are
determined.

5. An incremental axial position is selected (initial X + _).

6. The combustion gas density and axial speed are determined for the average axial

position (initial X + _/2).

7. An initial guess is made for the pin axial speed after it has traversed the axial length
increment.

8. The average axial speed of the pin for the axial increment is calculated by taking the

average of the starting and ending speeds.

9. From the relative axial speed and the density, the pressure [p(gGx-gpx)2/2] acting on

the pin in the axial direction is calculated.

10. The average axial force over the axial length increment is calculated from the axial

pressure acting on the pin, the drag coefficient, and the pin area normal to the
chamber axis.

11. From the initial axial speed, the average force, the pin mass and the axial length

increment, the time for the pin to traverse the axial length increment is determined.

12. From the initial axial speed, the time increment, the mass of the pin, and the average

axial force on the pin, the axial speed of the pin at the end of the axial increment is
calculated.

13. Using this axial speed at the end of the axial increment, Steps 8 through 12 are

repeated until the axial speed converges.

14. Steps 5 through 13 are repeated until the desired final axial position is reached.

Once the axial component of the trajectory has been calculated, the radial

component can be calculated using the following similar procedure.

1. Starting at the initial position of the pin and the initial axial increment, the average

radial component of the combustion gas velocity is determined.

An initial guess is made for the pin radial speed after it has traversed the axial length
increment.

3. The pin radial speed at the average axial position is calculated by averaging the

starting and ending radial speeds.

From the relative radial speed and the density, the pressure [p(VG_-Vp_)2/2] acting on

the pin in the radial direction is calculated.

.

.



5. The average radial force over the axial length increment is calculated from the radial

pressure acting on the pin, the drag coefficient, and the pin area parallel to the
chamber axis.

6. From the initial radial speed, the time increment, the mass of the pin, and the average

radial force on the pin, the radial speed of the pin at the end of the axial increment is
calculated.

7. Using this radial speed at the end of the axial increment, Steps 3 through 6 are

repeated until the radial speed converges.

8. Using the average radial speed and the time for traversing the axial increment, the

change in radial position is calculated and added to the radial position at the start of

the increment to get the radial position at the end of the increment.

9. Steps 1 through 8 are repeated until the desired final axial position is reached.

Using this procedure, starting parameters can been iterated to determine the

values required to impact the nozzle as a specific location.

DRAG COEFFICIENT

To make the above calculations, the drag coefficients for the pin in both the axial

and radial directions must be determined. The drag coefficient is a function of the Mach

number, the Reynolds number, the object shape, and the orientation of the object within

the flow field. The Reynolds number for the pin as it travels in the combustion gas flow
field is calculated to be in the range from 103 to 10 5. The two extreme positions for the

pin orientation are for the pin axis to be either normal or parallel to either the axial or

radial component of the combustion gas velocity.

For the pin axis normal to the flow field, the pin can be approximated as a

cylinder in cross flow. The drag for this configuration has been studied extensively for

an infinitely long cylinder and is available as a function of Reynolds number in standard

texts. For this configuration in the Reynolds number range of interest, the drag

coefficient is between 0.9 and 1.2. For a cylinder of finite length the drag coefficient will

be lower. For a cylinder with an aspect ratio of 9:1 (approximately that of the pin), the

drag coefficient is approximately 2/3 that for an infinitely long cylinder. Applying this

ratio to the infinitely long cylinder results gives a drag coefficient range from 0.6 to 0.8.

The area of the pin normal to its axis is approximately 0.09 in 2. This will result in a

maximum drag coefficient times area of 0.072 in 2.

For the pin axis parallel to the flow field, the pin can be approximated as either a

square ended cylinder or a projectile depending on which way the pin is oriented. The

projectile will have the lower drag coefficient. The minimum drag coefficient for a

projectile is 0.2. Multiplying this by the pin approximate cross sectional area of 0.015 in 2

gives a minimum drag coefficient times area of 0.003 in 2.



Thepin couldalsoberotatingand/ortumbling.Rotationcancreatelift.
However,calculationsindicatethatthepin wouldhaveto developasignificantrotation
rateto generateanappreciablelift. It is notexpectedto dothis. Anytumblingwill cause
thedragcoefficienttimesareavalueto varywith time. Thecalculatedrangeof values
for thedragcoefficienttimesarea(0.003in2to 0.072in2)areintendedto providea
generalrangeof thevaluesthatcanbeexpectedfor thepin asit is travelingthroughthe
combustiongasflow field.

TRAJECTORYTOMCCIMPACT

Oncethepin dislodgesfromtheorificeit will traveldowntheLOX postuntil it
exitstheinjector.FromtheLOX pressureandthegeometry,theforceonthepin canbe
estimatedandthevelocitycalculated.FromtheMaterialsevaluationit isknownthatthe
tubesrupturedwhenthepinhit them. Thedataindicatesthatthetubesrupturedat
approximatelyfive secondsafterignition,whichis onesecondinto100%powerlevel
operation.Therefore,thepin wasdislodgedduring100%powerleveloperation.Froma
numberof calculationsit wasdeterminedthatareasonableestimatefor thevelocityof the
pin asit exitsthepostis 100ft/sec.Thepin initial radialpositionwill beapproximately
0.4" fromtheMCC wall. Mostlikely it will betravelingwith thepin axisparallelto the
flow. Itsdragcoefficienttimesareain theaxialdirectionshouldbeclosetothe
minimumcalculatedvalue0.003in2. In thenormaldirectionit will becloseto the
maximumvalueof 0.072in2.

A parametricanalysiswasmadeto determinetheconditionsrequiredfor thepin
to impacttheMCC ata location2.5"forwardof thethroat. Parametersvariedwerethe
axialdragcoefficienttimesarea,radialdragcoefficienttimesarea,initial velocity,and
exit anglefromLOX post. Thefollowingconclusionsweremadefromthisparametric
analysis.

• Themostsignificantresultwasthattheminimuminitial trajectoryanglefor thepin
hadtobeapproximately10° in orderfor thepinto impact2.5" forwardof thethroat.
Thisminimumanglewasindependentof thecombinationof otherconditions
required.Any anglelessthan10° will causethepin to impactmoreforwardof the
throat.

• Foraninitial velocitylessthan100ft/sec,theaxialdragcoefficienttimesarea
becomessmallerthanwhatappearsto beaminimumrealisticvalue. Thiswould
imply thatthe100ft/secis areasonablevaluefor theinitial speedof thepin whenit
exitstheLOX post.

• A pin in oneof theoutertworowsof elements(rows12or 13,whicharemostlikely
to haveapin)of themaininjectorwill haveahighprobabilityof strikingtheMCC.

• Theimpactangleof thepin relativeto theMCC wall is shallow(lessthan10° with a
typicalvalueof 5°). Thisis consistentwith theobserveddamageto theMCC.

• Thevelocityof thepin whenit hits theMCC isprimarilyafunctionof theinitial
velocity. This isbecausetheaccelerationof thepin isrelativelysmallupto thetime



it hitstheMCC. Theaxialvelocityatimpactis lessthan50ft/secgreaterthanthe
initial velocityfor therangeof conditionsanalyzed.

Thetimefromexpulsionof thepinto impactwith theMCC will beafunctionof the
axialvelocitywhich,in turn,isaprimarilyafunctionof theassumedinitial velocity.
Foraninitial velocityof 100ft/sec,thetimeis approximately10milliseconds.

TRAJECTORYFORNOZZLEIMPACT

After thepin impactstheMCC,it continuestravelingin thecombustiongasflow
field until it impactsthenozzleata location28" forwardof theaftmanifold. It isnot
knownpreciselyhowtheimpactof thepin with theMCCaffectsthepin trajectory.It
canbeexpectedtherewill beareductionin thepinvelocityasaresultof it hittingthe
MCC. Theshallowimpactanglesuggeststhatthepin trajectoryanglewhenit leavesthe
MCC will besimilarto thatof theMCC wall atthepointof impact(25°). It isknown
thatthepin impactedthenozzleatanazimuthalangle30° from the MCC impact point.

This could imply that the impact with the MCC gave the pin a velocity component in the
azimuthal direction.

A parametric analysis was also made for the trajectory of the pin from when it

grazed the MCC to when it impacted the nozzle. Parameters varied were the axial drag

coefficient times area, radial drag coefficient times area, initial speed and angle after

grazing the MCC. The following conclusions were made from this analysis.

• For reasonable values of the initial speed and angle after grazing the MCC, these

parameters do not significantly affect the trajectory (Figure 4).

• The pin velocity at impact is on the order of 700 to 900 ft/sec depending on the

assumed set of conditions. This is roughly an order of magnitude less than the

combustion gas velocity. A structural analysis estimated that an axial component of

the velocity of 300 ft/sec and a radial component of 600 ft/sec are required to produce

the observed damage to the nozzle tubes. This is equivalent to a pin velocity of about
700 ft/sec. The calculated velocities are consistent with this structural evaluation.

• The pin impacts the nozzle at an angle of typically 13° to 15 ° relative to the nozzle
wall.

• The time from impact with the MCC to impact the nozzle is on the order of 20 to 30

milliseconds depending on the assumed set of conditions.

PROBABILITY OF PIN HITTING THE NOZZLE

Using the trajectory calculation model, the combination of conditions required for

the pin to hit the nozzle can be determined. This is done by first determining the

combination of conditions (radial and axial drag coefficient time area) that will result in

the pin hitting at the aft end of the nozzle. This set of conditions represents the dividing

line between impacting and not impacting the nozzle (Figure 5). Any combination of



axialdragcoefficienttimesareaandradialdragcoefficienttimesareabelowthelinewill
resultin thepin hittingthenozzle.

Next therangeof axialdragcoefficienttimesareaandradialdragcoefficient
timesareathatcanoccurfor thepin canbedetermined.Thiswasdiscussedearlier.The
minimumaxialdragcoefficienttimesareathatcanbeexpectedis0.003in2. Forthis
conditiontheradialdragcoefficienttimesareawouldbeatits maximumvalueof 0.072
in2. Themaximumvaluefor axialdragcoefficienttimesareawouldbethe0.072in2
value.Forthisconditiontheradialdragcoefficienttimeareacouldrangefromthe
minimumof 0.003in2tothemaximumof 0.072in2dependingonthepin orientation.
Theserangesresultin atriangularregionof possibleaxialandradialdragcoefficient
timesareas(Figure5). If thereisanequalprobabilityof anypointwithin thetriangle,
thentheprobabilityof thepin hittingthenozzleis theratioof thehit areaof thetriangle
to thetotalareaof thetriangle.Thisratiois 12%,whichis equivalentto aonein eight
chanceof thepin hittingthenozzle.

However,ratherthananequalprobabilityof anyconditionwithin thetriangle
occurring,it is expectedthattherewill beaprobabilitydistributionfor boththeaxialand
radialcomponents.Thepin shouldwantto alignits axisgenerallyto thatof thenozzle
centerline.Thiswouldcauseaskewedprobabilitydistributionwheretheaxialdrag
coefficienttimesareawouldmostprobablybeatthelow endof itsrangeandtheradial
dragcoefficienttimesareawouldmostprobablybeatthehighendof its range.

A lognormaldistributionappliedto boththeaxialdragcoefficienttimesareaand
theradialdragcoefficienttimesareacanbeusedto approximatethisexpectedskewness
(Figure4). Whentheseprobabilitydistributionsarefactoredintothecalculation,the
probabilityof thepin hittingthenozzleincreasesto 64%orapproximatelytwo in three.

PROBABILITYOFPIN RUPTURINGA NOZZLETUBE

Startingwith asetof conditionsthatresultsin thepin impactingthenozzleatthe
aft end,theaxialdragcoefficienttimesareacanbeincrementallyreducedto resultin the
pin impactingfartherandfartherforwardin thenozzle.Thevelocityof thepin atthe
variousimpactlocationsisapartof thetrajectorycalculation.As expected,theimpact
velocityof thepin decreasesastheimpactlocationmovesforward.Thekineticenergyof
thepin asit impactsthenozzleis expectedto betheprimaryfactorin determiningif the
pin will ruptureanozzletube. Simplistically,sincethesquareof thevelocityis
proportionaltothekineticenergyof thepin, thereshouldbeaminimumpin velocity
requiredto causeatubeto rupture.In reality,otherfactorsneedto beconsideredsuchas
pin orientationatimpact,theradialandaxialcomponentsof thevelocity,thetube
geometryatthe impactlocation(tubediameterandwall thicknessdecreasesgoing
forwardin thenozzle),andthetubetemperature(increasesgoingforwardin thenozzle).

Linesof constantvelocitycanbedeterminedandthenoverlaidontheparametric
analysisresults(Figure5). Theareawithin thetrianglebetweenaconstantvelocityline



andthelineof demarcationbetweenhittingandnothittingthenozzle,is thesetof
conditionsthatwill resultin thepin impactingator greaterthanagivenvelocity.
Assuminganequalprobabilityfor anypoint,theprobabilityof thepin hittingator
greaterthanagivenvelocityis theratioof areas.Again,theprobabilitydistributionscan
alsobefactoredin. Theseprobabilitiescanthenbeplottedasafunctionof velocity
(Figure6).

Thestructuralevaluationindicatedthatminimumrequiredpin velocityto cause
therupturesisontheorderof 700ft/sec. Applyinga50ft/secuncertaintyto this
calculationresultsin arangefrom650ft/secto 750ft/sec.Thehotfire experienceis that
onein eighteen(5.6%)ejectedpinscausedaruptureof nozzletubes.Becauseof the
smallsample,the95%confidencelimits for thisstatisticare1.4%to 27%. Thisboxof
conditionscanbeoverlaidonthecalculation(Figure6). Fromthis it canbeseenthat,
despitethesimplificationsandassumptionsthatwentinto themodel,themodelcanmake
reasonableprobabilityassessments.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary,asimplegenericmodelfor determiningthetrajectoryandother
conditionsof anobjectin thecombustionchamberandnozzlehotgasflow field of a
rocketenginehasbeendeveloped.Thismodel(process)canbeusedfor anyanalysisof a
rocketenginewhereit is desiredto estimatetheimplicationsof asolidcontaminantthat
hasbeenintroducedinto thecombustiongasflow field.

Forthespecificcaseof theLOX postdeactivationpin thatwasejectedduringthe
launchof STS-93,it wasfoundthattheresultsof themodelwereconsistentwith the
hardwareobservations.Additionally,themodelwasusedto makeprobability
predictions,whichwerealsoconsistentwith thehot fire experience.



NOMENCLATURE

AN z

CD =

F =

LOX =

MCC =

SSME =

STS =

go =

VGR ----

VGX --

gp =

VpR --

gpx --

X =

Area normal to flow

Drag coefficient

Force

Liquid oxygen

Main Combustion Chamber

Space Shuttle Main Engine

Space Transportation System

Velocity of combustion gas

Component of combustion gas velocity in radial direction

Component of combustion gas velocity in axial direction

Velocity of particle

Component of particle velocity in the radial direction

Component of particle velocity in the axial direction

Axial position

AX = Axial position increment

p = Density



Figure 1. Nozzle Leak During Launch
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Figure2. NozzleTubeRuptures
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ZERO GRAVITY CRYOGENIC VENT SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT

The capability to vent in zero gravity without resettling is a technology need that involves practically all

uses of sub-critical cryogenics in space, and would extend cryogenic orbital transfer vehicle capabilities.

However, the lack of definition regarding liquid/ullage orientation coupled with the somewhat random

nature of the thermal stratification and resulting pressure rise rates, lead to significant technical challenges.

Typically a zero gravity vent concept, termed a thermodynamic vent system (TVS), consists of a tank mixer

to destratify the propellant, combined with a Joule-Thomson (J-T) valve to extract thermal energy from the

propellant. Marshall Space Flight Center's (MSFC's) Multipurpose Hydrogen Test Bed (MHTB) was used

to test both spray-bar and axial jet TVS concepts. The axial jet system consists of a recirculation pump heat

exchanger unit. The spray-bar system consists of a recirculation pump, a parallel flow concentric tube heat

exchanger, and a spray-bar positioned close to the longitudinal axis of the tank. The operation of both

concepts is similar. In the mixing mode, the recirculation pump withdraws liquid from the tank and sprays

it into the tank liquid, ullage, and exposed tank surfaces. When energy extraction is required, a small

portion of the recirculated liquid is passed sequentially through the J-T expansion valve, the heat exchanger,

and is vented overboard. The vented vapor cools the circulated bulk fluid, thereby removing thermal energy

and reducing tank pressure. The pump operates alone, cycling on and off, to destratify the tank liquid and

ullage until the liquid vapor pressure reaches the lower set point. At that point, the J-T valve begins to

cycle on and off with the pump. Thus, for short duration missions, only the mixer may operate, thus

minimizing or even eliminating boil-off losses.



TVSperformancetestingdemonstratedthatthespray-barwaseffectiveinprovidingtankpressurecontrol
withina6.89kPa(lpsi)bandforfill levelsof90%,50%,and25%.Completedestratificationoftheliquid
andullagewasachievedatthesefill levels.Theaxialjetwaseffectiveinprovidingtankpressurecontrol
within the same pressure control band at the 90% fill level. However, at the 50% level, the system reached

a point at which it was unable to extract enough energy to keep up with the heat leak into the tank. Due to a

hardware problem, the recirculation pump operated well below the axial jet design flow rate. Therefore, it

is likely that the performance of the axial jet would have improved had the pump operated at the proper

flow rate. A CFD model is being used to determine if the desired axial jet performance would be achieved

if a higher pump flow rate were available. Testing conducted thus far has demonstrated that both TVS

concepts can be effective in destratifying a propellant tank, rejecting stored heat energy, and thus,

controlling tank pressure.

NOMENCLATURE

CdA

h

Lohm

P

0
S

T

t

U

X

ziP

equivalent flow area

heat of vaporization

enthalpy

viscojet flow resistance

mass flow rate

pressure

heat leak rate

specific gravity at viscojet inlet

temperature

time

internal energy

viscojet exit quality

pressure drop across viscojet

INTRODUCTION

The development of high-energy cryogenic upper stages is essential for the efficient delivery of large

payloads to various destinations envisioned in near term chemical propulsion programs. Also, many

advanced propulsion systems, including solar thermal and nuclear fission, use hydrogen as a working fluid.

Some of these systems are intended for long duration missions. A key technology challenge for all of these

applications is cryogenic fluid management (CFM) advanced development, specifically, the long term

storage of cryogens in space. In response to this challenge, MSFC has initiated an advanced
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development/technologyprogramtobroadentheCFMexperience/database.Duetothecostof,andlimited
opportunitiesfor,orbitalexperiments,groundtestingisbeingemployedtothefullestextentpossible.
Therefore,amajorobjectiveoftheMSFCprogramhasbeentoperformgroundbasedadvanced
developmenttestingonCFMsystemsforspacetransportationapplications.

A significantchallengeassociatedwithlongtermstorageofcryogensinspaceismaintainingpropellant
tankpressurecontrolwhileminimizingpropellantboiloffloss.Auxiliarythrustersaretraditionallyusedto
settlethepropellantsinordertoaccomplishtankventing.Suchsystemsincurincreasingweightpenalties
associatedwith the propellant and hardware required to perform the settling burns. In addition, tank

venting may become necessary at an inopportune time in the mission timeline. The thermodynamic vent

system (TVS) concept enables tank pressure control through venting without resettling. A TVS typically

includes a Joule-Thompson expansion device, two-phase heat exchanger, and a mixing pump to destratify

and extract thermal energy from the tank contents without significant liquid losses.

However, TVS implementation has been constrained by the lack of opportunities for on-orbit experience,

mainly due to funding constraints. Analytical modeling of such systems is difficult due to the complex

combination of micro-gravity heat transfer, thermodynamic, and fluid mechanic phenomena involved, and is

further complicated by the lack of on-orbit data to correlate with the models.

SPRAY-BAR CONCEPT

The spray-bar TVS concept, developed by Boeing (Reference 1), was the first TVS concept tested in

MSFC's Multipurpose Hydrogen Test Bed (MHTB) (Reference 2). An illustration of spray-bar TVS

concept is provided in Figure 1. One advantage of this concept is that the active components (J-T

expansion valve, subsystem pump, and isolation valve) are located outside of the tank. Such an approach

simplifies component installation and enables modification or changeout of TVS components without

entering the tank. Also, this configuration supports feed line and engine thermal conditioning during micro-

gravity coast. The second, and perhaps more important advantage, is the longitudinal spray-bar, which is

used to achieve both liquid bulk and ullage gas thermal destratification through mixing. Since the liquid

bulk and ullage are destratified regardless of position, and the self induced heat transfer mechanisms are

based on forced convection, the spray-bar concept lends itself to verification in normal gravity. Therefore,

there is the potential for minimizing the dependence on costly micro-gravity experimentation.
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JT Valve

Pump

Figure 1: Spray-Bar TVS Concept

In the mixing mode, fluid is withdrawn from the tank by the pump and flows back into the tank through a

spray-bar positioned along (or near) the tank longitudinal axis. The fluid is expelled radially back into the

tank through the spray-bar, which forces circulation and mixing of the tank contents regardless of liquid and

ullage position, assuring destratification and minimum pressure rise rate. For missions lasting from a few

days to weeks, depending on the insulation performance, tank mixing may be sufficient to control the tank

pressure with no propellant loss. When pressure control can no longer be achieved with mixing alone, a

portion of the circulated liquid is passed through the J-T valve, where it is expanded to a lower temperature

and pressure, passed through the heat exchanger element of the spray-bar, and finally is vented to space.

Therefore, the vented fluid removes thermal energy from, and thus cools, the bulk fluid circulated through

the mixing element of the spray-bar.

In an orbital propellant transfer scenario the spray-bar concept can be used to assist tank refill. By filling

through the spray-bar/heat exchanger, the in-flowing fluid can be cooled and used to mix the tank contents,

thus resulting in a "no-vent fill" process with minimal propellant losses. Additionally, if capillary liquid

acquisition devices (LAD) are used for micro-gravity propellant expulsion, the liquid within the LAD can

be conditioned by the spray-bar TVS. By withdrawing liquid from the capillary liquid acquisition device,
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coolingit throughtheJ-Tdevice,andreturningittotheLAD,thermalconditioningoftheLADliquidis
achieved.ThusheatentrapmentwithintheLADcanbeminimizedorperhapseliminated.

AXIAL JET CONCEPT

The axial jet TVS system, provided by the Glenn Research Center, was the second TVS concept tested in

the MHTB. A schematic of the axial jet concept is included in Figure 2. The advantage of this concept is

simplicity. For the most part, the hardware does not require precise and complicated design and fabrication,

as with the spray-bar concept.

Figure 2: Axial Jet TVS Concept

The operation of the axial jet concept is very similar to that of the spray bar concept. The main differences

are the configuration of the heat exchanger and the way the cooled bulk liquid is returned to the tank

(axially versus radially). As with the spray-bar concept, the axial jet TVS can be used to condition the

propellant within the LAD. Such a configuration, with an axial jet TVS, was recently tested in Boeing's

Solar Thermal Upper Stage Test Demonstrator (STUSTD) ground test at MSFC (Reference 3). During the

testing, the axial jet TVS was able to subcool the liquid within the LAD. A similar configuration is

proposed to fly aboard the Solar Orbit Transfer Vehicle (SOTV).
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TESTSETUP

Themajortestarticleelementsconsistof thetesttankandenvironmentalshroudwithsupporting
equipment,cryogenicinsulationsubsystem,andtestarticleinstrumentation.Thetechnicaldescriptionof
eachoftheseelementsispresentedinthefollowingsections.

TESTTANKANDSUPPORTINGEQUIPMENT

TheMHTBaluminumtankiscylindricalwithaheightof 3.05m,adiameterof 3.05mand2:1elliptical
domesasshowninFigure3. It hasaninternalvolumeof 18.09m3 and a surface area of 34.75 m 2. The

tank is ASME pressure vessel coded for a maximum operating pressure of 344 kPa and was designed to

accommodate various CFM concepts. The low heat leak composite legs and other tank penetrations are

equipped with LH2 heat guards so that more accurate measurement of the tank insulation performance can

be made.

Lin °n __ !

Figure 3: MHTB Tank and Support Equipment

The tank is enclosed within an environmental shroud which contains a ground hold conditioning purge,

(similar to a payload bay) and imposes a range of uniform temperatures on the insulation external surfaces

during orbit hold simulations. The shroud is 4.57 m high with a diameter of 3.56 m, and contains a purge

ring for distributing dry nitrogen.
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CRYOGENICINSULATIONSUB-SYSTEM

TheMHTBinsulationconsistsofa%pray-on"foam/multilayercombination.Thefoamelementenablesthe
useofapayloadbaytypepurgeduringgroundholdperiodsandthe45layermultilayerinsulation(MLI)
providesthermalprotectionwhileatvacuumconditionsin orbit. Asreportedin Reference4, which
describestheinsulationperformanceinmoredetail,thecombinedeffectsoftheMLIvariabledensity,large
ventholepattern,andinstallationtechniqueyieldsubstantialperformanceimprovements.However,inthis
application,theinsulationsystemiscompromisedbytheTVShardwareinstallationandtaken_asis"aspart
oftheMHTBtankconfiguration.

INSTRUMENTATION

Thetankinstrumentationconsistsprimarilyofthermocoupleandsilicondiodestomeasureinsulation,fluid,
andtankwalltemperatures.TheMLIinterstitialpressureismeasuredattheSOFI/MLIinterfaceusinga
thinwalledprobethatpenetratestheMLI.Theprobeisalsoequippedwithaportforbothdewpointand
gasspeciessampling.Twoofthefourcompositelegs,thevent,fill/drain,pressurization,pressuresensor
probe,andmanholepump-outpenetrationsareinstrumentedtodeterminethesolidconductioncomponent
of heatleak.Thetankis internallyequippedwith two silicon diode rakes, which provide temperature

gradient measurements within both ullage and liquid. The TVS systems are instrumented with pressure and

temperature measurements throughout, in order to determine the pump flow rate, gas state in the vent lines,

and vent gas mass flow rate. These measured values are used to quantify the performance of the two TVS

concepts.

TEST FACILITY

Testing was performed at the MSFC East Test Area thermal vacuum facility, Test Stand 300. The

cylindrical vacuum chamber has usable internal diameter of 5.5 meters and height of 7.9 meters. The

chamber pumping train consists of a single stage gaseous nitrogen (GN2) ejector, three mechanical roughing

pumps with blowers, and two 1.2 meter diameter oil diffusion pumps. Liquid nitrogen cold walls surround

the usable chamber volume providing cryopumping and thermal conditioning. The facility and test article

-8

shroud systems in combination enabled simulation of orbital conditions (vacuum levels as low as 10 torr

and insulation surface temperatures ranging from 80 to 300 K).

A key facility capability was the test article pressure control subsystem used to maintain the steady-state

tank ullage pressure necessary during the boiloff tests, which are described in the next section. The

subsystem was composed of several flow control valves (located in the MHTB vent line), each of which
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wasregulatedthroughaclosedloopcontrolsystem.Thiscontrolsystemadjustedthevalvepositionsbased
onacomparisonbetweenthemeasuredtankullagepressureandadesiredsetpoint.

TESTPROCEDURES

Two types of tests were performed with the TVS system in the MHTB. The first type was referred to as the

boiloff test, and the second was the TVS performance test. A more detailed description of each type of test

is provided in the following subsections.

BOILOFF TESTING

Boiloff testing was conducted to determine the ambient heat leak into the MHTB tank and to set up

consistent initial conditions for each of the TVS tests. The first test series was conducted with the vacuum

chamber LN2 cold walls operating to produce a minimum heat leak condition. The second series was run

without the LN2 cold walls, thereby providing a high ambient heat leak condition. Details relating to the

performance of boiloff testing were reported in Reference 4. Maintenance of constant ullage pressure and

steady state insulation temperatures was necessary during this test. The boiloff vent flow rate was typically

recorded for 6 hours after steady state was achieved.

The ambient heat leak is expressed as an energy balance across the tank boundary where the boiloff heat

transfer is equal to the sum of the heat transfer through the insulation, the tank penetrations, and the rate of

energy storage, if any, as seen in the following equation:

: + Q e.etra o.,+ --
A Usystem

At

The terms Qboiloff and Qpe,_traao,_,, are defined using the test data. Specific calculation of these parameters

can be found in Reference 4. The thermal storage term AU_y_,t_m / At represents the energy flow into or out

of the test tank wall, insulation, and fluid mass. It is driven by the fluid saturation temperature, which varies

as ullage pressure varies. Since the ullage pressure is held within a tight control band (+/- 0.0069 kPa), this

term is considered negligible. The Qi,_,ul_ao, term can then determined using the defined quantities listed

above.
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TVSPERFORMANCETESTING

Thespray-barwasevaluatedat90%,50%,and25%fill levelsinthefirsttestseries.Inthesecondseries,
boththespray-barandaxialjetconceptsweretestedat90%and50%fill levels,butwithanelevatedheat
leakcondition.TheambientheatleakwaselevatedduringSeries2duetotheaxialjetTVShardware
addition,andbecausethefacilitycoldwallswerenotoperated.

Foreachfill level,afterboilofftestingwascomplete,thetankwaslockedupandallowedtoselfpressurize
untiltheullagepressure(P4)reachedthemaximumtankpressuresetpointof138kPa.Uponreachingthis
pressure,therecirculationpumpwasturnedon,andmixingcontinueduntiltheullagepressurereached131
kPa,thetankminimumsetpoint.Uponreachingtheminimumsetpoint,thepumpwasturnedoffandthe
tankwouldselfpressurizeforthenextcycle.Thisautomatedoperationcontinueduntilthetankliquid
saturationpressure(PSA1)reachedthelowerpressuresetpoint.Atthispoint,theJ-Tdevicewasusedto
extractheatenergyfromtheliquidwheneverthepumpoperated.BothTVSsystemconceptsoperatedin
thismanneruntilthetestsconcluded.ThisTVScontrollogicisillustratedinFigure4.

...................... MAX PRESSURE

TANK PRESSURE
-- -- MIN PRESSURE

VAPOR PRESSURE

ON

P =OP==TlONIIIllIIIIlo,,

ON

Figure 4: TVS Control Logic Illustration

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The baseline heat leak, mixing or destratification performance, and thermal energy removal, for both TVS

concepts, are discussed in the following sections.
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TANKHEATLEAK

Theresultsfromtheboilofftests,presentedinTable1,indicatedthattheambientheatleakforSeries1was
lessthanhalfthatofSeries2. TheheatleakforSeries2wasgreaterduetoadditionalheatleakthroughthe
axialjetTVShardware(notpresentduringseries1),andbecausethevacuumchambercoldwallswerenot
operating.Asonewouldexpect,theheatleakmagnitudehadasignificantinfluenceontheventcycle
operation,whichwasdiscussedinsomedetail,forthespray-barconfiguration,inReference5.

Table1:AmbientHeatLeakDataFromBoiloffTests

FillLevel (%)

90

50

25

Ambient Heat Leak, Test

Series 1, (Watt)

20.2

18.7

18.8

Ambient Heat Leak, Test

Series 2, (Watt)

54.1

51.0

PROPELLANT TANK DESTRATIFICATION

Spray-Bar

The test data confirmed that the spray-bar was effective in destratifying the tank ullage and liquid, as can be

seen from the plot of the silicon diode rake temperatures in Figure 5. The percentages listed with each

silicon diode designation represent the liquid fill level. During tank lock-up, the ullage became significantly

stratified. When the spray-bar was activated, the ullage rapidly destratified, regardless of fill level. For the

50% fill level in Series 1, the tank destratified such that the liquid and gas temperatures were within 0.4 K

of each other. These results were significant since they represented the worst case gravity environment of

1-g. In micro-gravity, the spray-bar would be even more effective in mixing the tank contents, since there

would be no significant gravitational force to pull the sprayed fluid out of the ullage. The spray-bar was

also effective in chilling down warm tank walls regardless of propellant position, which would be beneficial

in tank fill operations. For example, during the 50% fill test illustrated in Figure 5, the tank dome cooled

approximately 2 K during spray-bar operation.
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Figure 5: Plot Illustrating Tank Stratification/Destratification for the Spray-Bar, 50% Fill, Series 1

Axial Jet

The axial jet did not appear to destratify the ullage as can be seen by the plots in Figures 6 and 7. However,

there was not a significant rise in temperature during the tank lock-up between TVS cycles. One

explanation for the lack of destratification was that the liquid jet did not penetrate the liquid/ullage

interface, and thus was unable to cool the ullage. However, due to a hardware problem, the axial jet

recirculation pump operated at approximately 38 lpm, one third of its rated flow rate of 114 lpm. A CFD

model of the axial jet was constructed in order to investigate whether or not, the higher flow rate would

have significantly improved the axial jet performance. Preliminary results from that model are discussed

later in this paper.

One observation that was counter-intuitive, was the tank lock-up time between TVS cycles, for the axial jet

versus the spray-bar. The tank lock-up time for the axial jet was expected to be less than for the spray-bar

since it was not as effective in cooling the ullage as the spray-bar. It was expected that the warm, stratified

ullage would lead to a pressure rise rate much greater than for the cool, destratified ullage created by the

spray-bar. However, the tank lock-up times for the axial jet were actually longer for both fill levels tested in

Series 2. Some potential causes for this phenomenon have been identified, and are being investigated.

Potential causes include: larger ullage volume (lower fill level) during axial jet tests, evaporation of liquid

deposited on tank surfaces by the spray bar, and less efficient destratification of the tank liquid by the spray-
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bar compared to the axial jet. CFD models planned for both TVS concepts will clarify this phenomenon,

and the results of these analyses will be published at a later date.
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HEATENERGYEXTRACTION

ThemostimportantmeasureofTVSperformanceisitsabilitytoextractthermalenergyfromthetank
propellant.Oncethepropellanthasreachedthesaturationtemperatureattankoperatingpressure,theTVS
systemmustbeabletoextractenoughenergytooffsettheambientheatleakintothetankandmaintaintank
pressurecontrol.Theheatextractedbytheventflowiscalculatedbythefollowingequations:

• _, , lopen,
Qave = {]vent(--)

[total

Given the duty cycle (valve open time divided by the sum of valve open plus valve closed time) for a

particular test, the value of vent heat extraction is averaged ( Qav¢ ) over a selected interval, during steady

state operation, of each test in order to yield valid comparisons of TVS performance from test to test.

Table 2: Calculated Heat Extraction and Mass Flow Rates for Both TVS Concepts

Test Series Mixer Type Fill Level (%) Ovent (Watt) Oa_¢ (Watt) /h_em (kg/s)

1 Spray Bar 90 1444 15.9 0.0034

1 Spray Bar 50 1486 16.3 0.0035

1 Spray Bar 25 1507 17.5 0.0036

2 Spray Bar 90 ** ** **

2 Spray Bar 50 2108 40.6 0.0048

2 Axial Jet 90 215.8 109.3 0.000485

2 Axial Jet 50 223.4 77.3 0.000499

** Hardware )roblem, not enough J-T cycles to calculate heat extracted.

Spray-Bar

The vent mass flow rate for the spray-bar TVS is calculated using the compressible flow equation for a gas

through a sonic orifice shown in the following equation:
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O.14( CdA ) P

mvent --

The assumption that gas was flowing through the orifice was verified with the test data, which indicated that

the heat exchanger completely vaporized the two-phase mixture exiting the J-T valve.

Table 2 summarizes the average heat extraction rates for all of the spray-bar tests conducted, both in 1996

and 1998. When comparing Q_e values to the ambient heat leak values for the same test, in all cases, the

Qaw value is lower than the corresponding ambient heat leak value. The maximum difference, 21%,

occurred in test Series 1 at the 90% fill level. In reality, the thermal energy removed by the TVS equaled

the ambient heat leak into the tank. Otherwise, the tank pressure would not have remained within the

prescribed pressure control band and the liquid saturation pressure would have continued to rise.

Potential sources for the difference between the heat extraction rate and the ambient heat leak were

investigated. One source considered, but ruled out, was instrumentation uncertainties. The error in

measured quantities would had to have been much larger than the instrumentation uncertainties to yield the

additional enthalpy necessary to raise the heat extraction rate to the ambient heat leak value. The small

magnitude of the vent mass flow rate and its calculation sensitivities made it the most likely candidate to

account for any difference between the ambient heat leak and the TVS heat extraction calculation.

Axial Jet

The vent flow rate for the axial jet was calculated using an the following equation for the mass flow rate

through the viscojet:

10000
&v_nt = 0.9(-7---7_, )(AP * S) 1/2(1- X).

LOHm

Further detail on this flow rate equation is supplied in Reference 6. The comparison of the heat extraction

calculations for the axial jet in Table 2, to the ambient heat leak values in Table 1, reveals a 102%

difference for the 90% fill case, and a 52% difference for the 50% fill case. These differences are even

greater than those observed for the spray-bar configuration. As with the spray-bar tests, the most likely

candidate for these differences lies again in the vent mass flow rate calculation. The equation was originally

formulated for a liquid or two phase mixture flowing through the viscojet. Temperature and pressure data at
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the viscojet exit indicated that the state was a gas, the quality of which is X=I. Since at X=I, the vent flow

rate becomes zero, the (1 -X) term was discarded and the vent flow rate was calculated based on a liquid

state. This would lead to a much larger calculation for mass flow rate, and thus a greater heat extraction

rate. As with the spray-bar cases, the heat extraction calculation is irrelevant if the TVS is able to maintain

the propellant tank pressure within the subscribed control band. One can conclude that the TVS is able to

remove heat energy at a rate equal to the ambient heat leak. Such was the case for the axial jet at the 90%

fill level. However, at the 50% fill level, the TVS was unable to remove enough heat energy to maintain the

tank ullage pressure within the control band. As the TVS continued to operate, tank ullage pressure

continued to increase.

CFD MODELING

Since the axial jet concept, due to a hardware problem, ran at less than its designed capacity, any

comparison of the test data alone is incomplete. In order to gain a more valid comparison of the two

concepts, a CFD model of the axial jet configuration was assembled. The tool used was CFX-4, a CFD

code distributed by AEA Technology, Inc. In addition to the fluid dynamics modeling, CFX is capable of

modeling ambient heat leak into, as well as heat and mass transfer within, a system.

Two CFX cases were modeled, at the 50% fill level, with pump flow rates of 114 lpm (30 gpm) and 38 lpm

(10 gpm). Ambient heat leak and mass transfer within the tank were not taken into account. The initial

temperature conditions for each case were identical and based on actual test data. Temperature contours

from the two cases were included in Figures 8 and 9. The preliminary results show that the liquid jet barely

penetrated the liquid/ullage interface for the 38 lpm case, as seen in Figure 8. The temperature contour

indicated a stratified ullage, which is unaffected by the jet. This was confirmed by the ullage temperature

data, which remained stratified and almost constant, as shown in Figure 7. For the case run at the rated flow

rate of 114 lpm, the liquid jet penetrated the liquid/ullage interface and hit the tank dome, as shown in

Figure 9. The temperature contour indicated that some ullage cooling took place, although the very top of

the ullage was still quite warm. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the axial jet performance would

have been improved had the mixer been able to run at the rated flow rate. However, the performance

cannot be quantified at this time since the CFD case modeled the fluid dynamics only. Results with ambient

heat transfer and mass transfer effects will be published at a later date.
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CONCLUSIONS

The test data dramatically illustrate that the spray-bar TVS configuration was very effective in destratifying,

and removing heat energy from, the propellant tank contents. This was evidenced by the fact that the spray-

bar maintained ullage pressure within the prescribed control band, for all fill levels and heat leak values

tested. The axial jet was ineffective in destratifying the tank ullage, and failed to maintain the tank ullage

pressure within the control band for the 50% fill case. Preliminary CFD models indicated that the hardware

problem limiting the mixer flow rate to almost 1/3 of its rated value, was a factor in the reduced

performance of the axial jet. Had the mixer liquid jet penetrated the ullage, some de stratification would

have taken place. Unfortunately, that amount of destratification is difficult to quantify at this time.

However, future CFD modeling with heat and mass transfer should provide some insight into whether or not

the axial jet would have performed nominally at the rated mixer flow rate.
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THERMAL ANALYSIS OF THE FASTRAC

CHAMBER/NOZZLE

Darrell Davis

Marshall Space Flight Center

ABSTRACT

This paper will describe the thermal analysis techniques used to predict temperatures in the film-cooled

ablative rocket nozzle used on the Fastrac 60K rocket engine. A model was developed that predicts char

and pyrolysis depths, liner thermal gradients, and temperatures of the bondline between the overwrap and

liner. Correlation of the model was accomplished by thermal analog tests performed at Southern Research,

and specially instrumented hot fire tests at the Marshall Space Flight Center. Infrared thermography was

instrumental in defining nozzle hot wall surface temperatures. In-depth and outboard thermocouple data

was used to correlate the kinetic decomposition routine used to predict char and pyrolysis depths. These

depths were anchored with measured char and pyrolysis depths from cross-sectioned hot-fire nozzles. For

the X-34 flight analysis, the model includes the ablative Thermal Protection System (TPS) material that

protects the overwrap from the recirculating plume. Results from model correlation, hot-fire testing, and

flight predictions will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The Fastrac program provides a low-cost, 60,000 lb (60K) thrust, rocket engine to the aerospace

community. Part of this low-cost design is an ablative chamber/nozzle assembly that is actively film-cooled

with RP1. The chamber/nozzle is designed for one time use only and will be replaced after every flight.

The baseline chamber/nozzle consists of a tape-wrapped silica phenolic liner with a filament-wound carbon

epoxy overwrap added for extra strength. A filament wound glass phenolic overwarp is also being tested as

part of a parallel verification effort. The flight nozzles will have a 30:1 area ratio. However, most of the

nozzles that have been ground tested have a 15:1 area ratio since the 30:1 nozzle is underexpanded at sea
level.

The concerns during the design phase included: effects of the film cooling, degree of surface recession and

the ability to maintain the liner to overwrap bondline below 300 F. The insulative properties of the silica

phenolic protect the bondline during firing (typically 150 seconds), however the "soakback" effect causes

the bondline to exceed the limit after shutdown and to potentially create a debond. The soakback effect was

mentioned as a design problem at the Preliminary Design Review. To address this, as well as the other

desing concerns, extra tests were added to the test plan to assist in gathering data to refine the thermal

model. As the design progressed, it was obvious that the liner had to be thicker to protect the bondline.

This was an undesirable solution since it increased the weight of the nozzle. The solution was to thicken the

liner as much as possible only at the attach rings and add to shear pins to distribute the load into the nozzle

in case the rings still came loose. This resulted in the baseline configuration shown in Figure 1. Table 1

presents the design thicknesses at key locations.
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Figure 1: Fastrac Chamber/Nozzle Baseline Configuration.

Silica Phenolic Graphite Epoxy

Thickness Thickness

Chamber 0.987 0.253

Throat 0.850 0.807

Nozzle Near-Throat 0.852 0.316

Attach Ring 1.349 0.123

Nozzle Thin Section 0.801 0.072

Aft Ring 1.194 0.062

Table 1 Fastrac Chamber/Nozzle Design Thickness.
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MODELDESCRIPTION

A one-dimensional SINDA model was developed to predict in-depth temperature response and bondline

temperatures for ground tests and for flight conditions. The S1NDA model consisted of 45 finite element

nodes across the thickness of the silica phenolic liner and 5 nodes through the graphite epoxy overwrap. A

non-linear grid was used to capture the high gradients near the surface while minimizing the overall number

of nodes. Material properties for the virgin and charred silica phenolic were obtained through testing at

Southern Research, Inc. (SORI) in Birmingham, AL. Preliminary hot gas temperature predictions were

provided by the CFD group at the Marshall Space Flight Center. SINDA/CMA 1, a kinetic decomposition

routine, based on the Arrhenius equation, was added to account for the effect of material decomposition and

pyrolysis gas formation. Cork was added to the external nozzle surfaces to protect the graphite epoxy from

the plume recirculation environments during flight. ABL 2, an in-house developed code that can be coupled

with S1NDA, was used to size the cork. ABL uses a empirically derived recession rate versus heat rate

curve to calculate surface recession of the cork while tracking thermal capacitance and conduction path

lengths to calculate heat transfer through the receding material. This is the first model generated at MSFC

that has incorporated SINDA/CMA and ABL to account for material decomposition of two different

materials experiencing two different environments.
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Figure 2: Schematic Representation of SINDA Model

TESTING

Preliminary material testing was performed at MSFC's Improved Hot Gas Facility (IHGF) and Wright

Patterson Air Force Base's Laser Hardened Material Evaluation Laboratory (LHMEL). These tests did not

provide much data that could be used to validate the in-depth model predictions, however they verified the

assumption that the surface would not recede at the expected hot-fire conditions. The first data used to

correlate the model came from Thermal Analog tests performed at SORP. The test provided one-

dimensional heating of a 2.0" x 2.0" x 0.85" coupon of silica phenolic/graphite epoxy lay-up by exposing

the coupon surface to a resistively heated graphite heater. The coupon surface was heated at rates that

simulated actual engine firings. A schematic of the basic facility is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure3:SchematicofSORIAnalogTests

Atotalofthreesamplesweretested.Thefirsttwotestsrunswerefor150secondsandthethirdwasfor230
seconds.Temperatureof the surface,backside,andfive in-depthlocationswererecordedwith
thermocouples.DepthsoftheimbeddedthermocouplesweredeterminedbyCTtechniques.Therecorded
surfacetemperaturewasusedasaninputto theS1NDAmodelandtemperatureswerepredictedatthe
measuredthermocoupledepths.Becauseofuncertaintyin thecharproperties,andtheunknownmaterial
propertiesinthepyrolysisregion,materialpropertieswereadjusteduntiltheS1NDAmodelresultsmatched
theresultsfromtheThermalAnalogTests.Charandheat-affecteddepthswerealsotakenfromthese
samples.Thisdatawasusedtoanchorthekineticdecompositionroutine.
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Figure 4: Model Comparison to SORI Analog Tests
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A significantamountofdatawasgatheredfromhotfirecomponenttestingperformedatMSFC'sTestStand
116.ThesewerestaticteststoveritythedesignoftheThrustChamberAssembly(TCA).Thepropellants
werepressure-fedinsteadofusingtheactualFastracturbomachinery.Duringthisseriesoftests,anattempt
wasmadeto gatherasmuchdataasresourceswouldallow.Thisdatawouldprovevaluableto the
validationofthethermalmathmodel.

All statictestshadtwothermocouplesinstalledinholesdrilledthroughtheaft-facingsurfaceofthesilica
phenolic.OnewasabareTypeCthermocouplemountedflushwiththelinersurfacetomeasuresurface
temperature,theotherwasashieldedTypeCthermocouplemountedwiththebeadabout0.125"intothe
flowtomeasurethelocalhotgastemperature.Aninfraredscannerwasalsousedtodeterminetheinterior
surfacetemperature.Theresultsfromthesetwomethodsmatchedwell andenabledthesurface
temperaturesusedinthemodeltobelowered.

Figure5:InfraredImageofFastracNozzleShowingSoakbackEffect
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Figure 6: Comparison of Temperatures from Thermocouples and Infrared
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Intwooftheearlytests,designated60K#1and60K#2,thermocoupleplugswereusedtomeasurein-depth
temperatureresponse.Thisprocesswasdevelopedduringearliertechnologydevelopmentprogramsat
MSFC.Theplugswere0.25"silicaphenoliccylindersintowhichwereimbeddedthreethermocouples.

ThermocoupleLeads

RTV

Thermocouple
Plug

GraphiteEpoxy
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FlameSurface

Figure7:SchematicofThermocouplePlug

Theplugswerelaidupinthesamemannerasthelinermaterial.Carehadtobetakenduringinstallationto
ensureproperplacementofthethermocoupleleadswithintheplug.A holewasdrilledintothesilica
phenoliclinerfromthebacksidetowithin a nominal 0.100" from the surface and the plugs were installed

into these holes. Plugs were placed at four axial locations and two radial locations for each axial location.

_-_ Type C thermocouples

Thermocouple Plug Locations

Figure8: Thermocouple locations on 60K # 1 and 60k #2
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All of the thermocouples in the A plugs were Type S while the B plugs used a combination of Type K and

Type S. Because of the low conductivity of the silica phenolic, a steep thermal gradient exists in the liner
and it was necessary to know the exact depths of the thermocouples. Depths of these thermocouples were
again obtained by using CT techniques. However, the Type K thermocouples were invisble to CT. The
Type K thermocouple data also tended to have more noise in the data and tended to open during the firing.

Therefore the data from the Type S thermocouples in the A plugs was used in model verification. In the
60K # 1 test, two Type S thermocouples failed, and during the 60K #2 test, a leak path developed around
plug 2A and invalidated the thermocouple readings from that plug. Both tests were planned 150 second
duration tests, however due to test anomalies, 60K # 1 ran for 28 seconds and 60K #2 ran for 130 seconds.

Thermocouple measurements versus model predictions are presented in the figures below
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Figure 11 : Model versus Test Data for Test 60K # 1, Plug 3A
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Figure 12: Model versus Test Data for Test 60K # 1, Plug 4A
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60K #2 Plug 1A
Solid lines represent test results

Dotted lines represent model prediction
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Figure 13: Model versus Test Data for Test 60K #2, Plug 1A
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Figure 14: Model versus Test Data for Test 60K #2, Plug 3A
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Figure 15: Model versus Test Data for Test 60K #2, Plug 4A

The 60K #1 and 60K #2 nozzles were sliced axially and post-test char and heat-affected depths were

measured. Data from these tests also confirmed that there was no surface recession of the silica phenolic

even during a 130-second test.

Since multiple short-duration tests were to be performed on each nozzle, the model was relied upon to

verify that the bondline had not exceeded its temperature limit, and could be tested again. Therefore all

static tests also had exterior thermocouples placed at key axial locations. These thermocouples provided

data to anchor the model for each test and ensured reliable bondline predictions.

The next series of tests performed on the Fastrac nozzle occurred at the Stennis Space Center (SSC) in

Pascagoula, Mississippi. These tests were system level validation tests that incorporated the

turbomachinery with the TCA. Since drilling was not allowed on these nozzles, and the test stand does not

provide adequate placement for the infrared scanner, external thermocouples are the only source of data on
the tests at SSC.
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Figure 16: Thermocouple Placement on the H2 Series Tests at SSC

The H2 series tests were performed on a 15:1 nozzle with a glass phenolic overwrap. Results from thermal

analysis and test data showed that the glass phenolic and graphite epoxy overwraps would perform very

similarly thermally. Test H2A-2B and Test H2B-2 both ran for the planned full duration of 24 and 155

second, respectively• Comparison of model results with exterior thermocouple data is presented in the

figures below• The model predictions tend to agree well with the thermocouple data. Most of the

disagreements are caused by purges on the test stand cooling the nozzle surface after shutdown. While the

model can account for this effect, the timeline and temperatures of these purges are not easily obtained•
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Figure 17: Fastrac Chamber Model Results versus Test Data for H2 Series Testing
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H2 Series Tests at SSC - Nozzle Near Throat
Solid lines represent test results

Dotted lines represent model predictions
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Figure 18: Fastrac Nozzle Near-Throat Model Results versus Test Data for H2 Series Testing
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H2 Series Tests at SSC - Attach Ring
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Figure 19: Fastrac Attach Ring Model Results versus Test Data for H2 Series Testing
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H2 Series Tests at SSC - 15:1 Exit Plane

Solid lines represent test results

Dotted lines represent model predictions
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Figure 20: Fastrac Exit Plane Model Results versus Test Data for H2 Series Testing

These nozzles are also instrumented with strain gauges to allow structural analysts to verify their models.
Data from these strain gauges can show where a debond has occurred. Figure 19 shows strain gauge and
thermocouple data plotted together at the exit plane, where a visual examination confirmed a debond.
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Figure 21: Thermocouple and Strain Gauge Data From Test H2B-2

The spike in the strain gauge data indicates a debond occurred at that time. At the same time, the
thermocouple data changes slope. This is also an indication of a debond. When the graphite epoxy
overwrap debonds from the liner, the conduction path from the liner to overwrap is broken. The overwrap
is then more heavily influenced by convective cooling from the ambient temperature than by the radiant

heating now produced by the liner. This causes a change in slope in the thermocouple response.
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The nozzle near-throat region is an area of concern for potential debonding. In this section, the overwrap is

becoming thinner due to an increase in local area ratio and the liner is not as thick as it is further

downstream at the attach ring. Visual obselvations cannot reveal a debond in this region, and on-pad non-

destructive evaluation (NDE) methods have not been developed to a point where they are feasible to use in

small, tight spaces. Strain gauge data from the near-throat region of Test H2B-2 seems to indicate a

debond. When the thermocouple data is plotted alongside the strain gauge data, Figure 20, it may also show

indications of a debond by the change of slope in the temperature trace.
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Figure 22: Thermocouple and Strain Gauge Data from Test H2B-2

Post test laboratory NDE could not positively declare a debond at this location, but did reveal a low-density

area. It is possible that this configuration of thermocouples and strain gauges could be used for health

monitoring of the nozzle during ground tests.

THERMAL PREDICTIONS FOR STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Once the model had been proven reliable and able to match test results, it was used to provide two-

dimensional thermal distributions to structural analysts. The kinetic decomposition routine could not be

adapted to a two-dimensional grid. Since there was very little difference in local plume temperatures and

therefore no AT to drive axial conduction, it was determined that an interpolation of 1-D results would

provide the necessary data. The analytical nozzle was separated into 28 1-D slices as shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 23: Locations of 1-D Slices Used to Generate 2-D Thermal Distributions

Each slice was run with its corresponding gas temperature, heat transfer coefficient, silica phenolic

thickness, graphite epoxy thickness to provide a thermal gradient profile at that location. The results were

interpolated onto a 2-D PATRAN finite element mesh. Results provided for structural analysis included hot

and cold extremes for both ground and flight.
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Figure 24: Example of Two-Dimensional Thermal Distribution

FLIGHT PREDICTIONS

During flight, the overwrap forward of the heat shield will be exposed to environments generated inside the

aft compartment. The nozzle itself will contribute to this environment, especially post-firing. Flight

exterior nozzle temperatures were provided to Oribital Sciences Corporation for inclusion to their aft

compartment model. Aft of the heat shield, the nozzle will be exposed to recirculation of the plume.

MSFC's CFD group provided plume recirculation environments. ABL, an in-house code that runs

concurrently with S1NDA, was used to size the thermal protection system (TPS) materials. Two materials

were selected for analysis; cork, Marshall Convergent Coating (MCC-1). MCC-1 is a sprayable ablator

developed at MSFC containing cork, glass ecospheres and an epxoy resin. It is currently used as the main

acreage TPS on the Solid Rocket Boosters. Results from the analysis showed that 0.25" of either material

would protect the graphite epoxy overwrap to 300 F. Since MCC-1 is sprayable, it requires the
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programming of a computer to follow the specific geometry of the nozzle. This made the MCC-1 more

expensive for a short production run, so the program decided to use cork as the external TPS material. RT-
455, a K5NA substitute, will be used as a closeout material and the entire TPS system will be covered with
Acrymax paint.
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Figure 25: Flight Predictions

CONCLUSIONS

Because of an extensive test program that generated data used to correlate the model, the model can be

trusted to give reliable results. These results indicate that during a 150-second engine bum, all bondlines
will remain below 150F. However, this bondline limit will be violated during the soakback and will
potentially cause a debond.
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METHOD IMPROVEMENTS IN THERMAL ANALYSIS

OF MACH 10 LEADING EDGES

Ruth M. Amundsen

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Langley Research Center

Hampton VA 23681-2199

ABSTRACT

Several improvements have recently been made in the thermal analysis methods for leading edges of a

hypersonic vehicle• The leading edges of this vehicle undergo exceptionally high heat loads that

incorporate extreme spatial gradients as well as severe transients. Due to the varying flight conditions,

complex geometry, and need for thermal loads at many points along the trajectory, full computational fluid

dynamics (CFD) analysis of the aeroheating loads is not feasible• Thus, engineering methods must be used

to determine the aeroheating on the vehicle surfaces, and that must be utilized in the thermal analysis• Over

the last year, the thermal analysis of a hypersonic vehicle has been enhanced in several ways. Two different

engineering codes are used to predict aeroheating loads: one over the curve near the stagnation point, and

the other on flat surfaces downstream of the leading edge. These two are matched together at the

intersection point using a method that allows closer approximation of CFD results• User-developed

FORTRAN, which is part of the thermal solver PATRAN Thermal, is used to accomplish this. The

customizable FORTRAN code also allows use of many different time- and space-dependent factors,

interpolation of the heat load in time and space, and inclusion of both highly swept and unswept grid

structures• This FORTRAN is available to other PATRAN users who may want to accomplish a similar

objective in analysis• Flux, rather than convective coefficient, is used to define heat loads, which allows

more accurate analysis as well as better application of margins• Improvements have also been made in more

efficient utilization of imported CAD geometry, by creating faces on solids to facilitate load application•

INTRODUCTION

Earlier work by the author in the thermal analysis of hypersonic leading edges has been described

elsewhere. 1,2 This paper will describe improvements in the methodology that have been made recently.

Several hypersonic leading edges of varying geometries have been analyzed. The thermal solver used is

MSC/PATRAN Thermal. The aeroheating loads for the hypersonic trajectory are generated in other

software, and output in a text file format. The challenge is to import these aeroheating loads into PATRAN,

interpolate in time and space to allow application to the PATRAN thermal model, and apply factors to the

loads that are both time and spatially dependent. The main improvements that have been made in the last

year are: to import and interpolate heat flux rather than the convective coefficient and recovery temperature;

add flexibility so that the code can correctly interpolate from swept grid structures with varying

directionality; incorporate time- and space-dependent factors; and alter the aeroheating loads at specific

points on the geometry. The method for applying heat loads on the leading edge that are dependent on

nodal temperature has been fully developed. Also, the method for verifying the interpolation has been

optimized.



HEATFLUXIMPORT

Achangewasmadeintheinterpolationsoftwaretoimportaeroheatingflux,ratherthantheconvective
coefficienthcandthefluidtemperature.Thiswasdoneforseveralreasons.First,thefluxisthevalue
actuallycalculatedbytheaeroheatingsoftware.Theothertwovaluesweredeterminedfromflux,
introducingpossibleinaccuracies.ThefluidtemperatureisofquestionablevalueattherangeofMach
numbersencounteredinthisanalysis.Second,thefluxdependsnotonlydirectlyonthenodaltemperature
(asitalsowasintheoriginalmethodusinghc),butalsoindirectly.Thisindirectorsecond-order
dependenceoffluxonthenodaltemperaturewasnotfullyhandledbyimportinghcandcomputingflux
basedonatemperaturedifference.Third,thequestionofapplyingfactorstothefluxbecomesmore
complexwhenh_wasused.Whenhcwasthevalueimported,anyuncertaintyfactorscouldonlybeapplied
toh_.Thiswouldleadtodifferenttemperaturesatlatertimesthanwhenrunwithoutfactors,andthustoa
different(lower)flux.Thus,thefactorwasnotreallybeingappliedtothetotalinputflux.Whenfluxisthe
importedvalue,anyfactorappliedisactuallyincreasingthefluxbythecorrectamountatanygiventime.
Inordertoimportfluxratherthanhc,adifferentsubroutineinthePATRANulibfileswasrequired.The
uhval.fsubroutinewasusedforimportofhcandfluidtemperature.Forimportofflux,theumicro,f
subroutinewasutilized.Thelogicinthetwosubroutinesisverysimilar.However,differentvariablesare
passedto,andusedwithin,thetwosubroutines.Inumicro.f,manyoftheinternalPATRANvariablesand
arrays,suchasITLIST,IFLIST,andMFID,mustbeinitializedwith the correct sizes. Then, within

umicro.f, the solution time and nodal position are evaluated and used for the time and spatial interpolation.

A separate subroutine is called to perform the interpolation. Since the interpolation is based only on the

nodal position in PATRAN, this method can be applied equally well to structured (brick) or unstructured

(tetrahedral) meshes. It can also be applied to surface meshes.

Since the aeroheating flux is dependent on the temperature of the surface, surface temperatures at each time

point must be output to the aeroheating program for calculation of flux. With new predicted fluxes, the

PATRAN thermal solution is re-run, and temperatures again transferred for new calculation of aeroheating.

This iteration normally only requires about three cycles to achieve closure (matching of input and output

temperatures).

IMPORT GRID PARAMETERS

The interpolation from one grid set to another would be fairly simple if the grids were both orthogonal to

the same axes, and the gradients were small relative to the grid spacing. However, in the aeroheating grid,

there are several parameters that make interpolation difficult.

First, the leading edge is sometimes swept at a severe angle, by as much as 70 degrees from normal to the

flow. The vehicle is normally modeled with one axis parallel to the flow, and thus the leading edge is not in

general parallel with an axis, but can be at a large angle to an axis. The grid of the aeroheating model

usually follows the vehicle lines, and thus is swept with the leading edge, although the sweep angle is not

constant and decreases substantially toward the aft end of the part. The steep gradient in heating that occurs

on a hypersonic leading edge is normal to the line of the leading edge: i.e., the fall-off in heat flux is very

abrupt in the direction directly away from the leading edge. If interpolation were done directly on the

spatial coordinates of x and y, the flux could be interpolated incorrectly, since the gradient is dependent on

the distance from the leading edge and not specifically on x or y. The sweep also makes it difficult to select

the correct set of grid points to interpolate between. Using either x or y alone to select the grid point is not

sufficient. It is also not enough to base it on the closest aeroheating point, since the point that is physically

closest may have a very different flux based on its distance from the leading edge. In the software, an

iterative set of equations is used to find the correct starting point in the aeroheating grid. Then, effective

coordinates based on the distance from the leading edge are used for interpolation.

An example mesh is shown in Figure 1. The aeroheating grid is represented by closed circles, and two

example nodes in the PATRAN mesh by open circles. The PATRAN mesh is mush denser than the

aeroheating grid, so for clarity only two example nodes are shown. The solid lines indicate the lines of
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nodesintheaeroheatinggrid.Onecanseethatforanygivenlineofypoints,thevaluesarenotconstant,
andforanygivenlineofxpoints,thevalueschangesubstantiallyforeachchangeiny. Lookingatexample
PATRANnodeA,onecanseethatgoingonlybythexcoordinatewouldresultinselectingagridlinemuch
fartherfromtheleadingedgethaniscorrect.LookingatexamplePATRANnodeB,onecanseethatthey
coordinatecannotbeusedasthesolecriteriaeither.Infact,duetotherelativecoarsenessandsweepangle
oftheaeroheatinggrid,thepositionofeachPATRANnodemustbedeterminedbasedonanequivalent
line,paralleltotheaeroheatinggridatthatpoint.Thedashedlineinthefigureindicatesthisequivalentline
fornodeA. Then,thetruegridcellcontainingthenodecanbedetermined,andtheinterpolationcanbe
performedbasedontheequivalentposition.

Y
• Aeroheatiw,node i_

!
O ExamDlePATRANnodesI

l
x _

Figure 1. Example interpolation mesh (viewed in 2D).

Second, the aeroheating gridding does not follow a prescribed physical direction. The grid is ordered in the

aeroheating program so as to conform to the sweep angle. On a part where part of the leading edge is swept

back along positive z, and the other swept along negative z (as illustrated below in Figure 3), the physical

ordering of the grid when brought into PATRAN will not be constant. The grid may be ordered such that

the array increases in x and decreases in y, or the other way around. Or both values may increase or

decrease together in the array. In the y axis (normal to the swept lines), the lines are close to constant value,

but not quite. A line of nodes at some given position in the array (say, at the second value ofy in each row)

may not even be monotonic in y. The FORTRAN needs to be flexible enough to handle these changes in

directionality.

Also, the aeroheating grid may not be oriented with the same x and y, and may not have the origin in the

same place as the PATRAN model. The software handles changes in the axis orientation and origin

position by modifying the values read in from the array, before they are used for interpolation.

ALTERATIONS TO HEAT FLUX

The umicro.f subroutine is where factors can be applied to the heat flux value. There are several different

conditions where factors are required. Effects on trailing edges, outer edges, coves, and gap regions, are all

not completely predicted by the aeroheating code. Thus, factors must be applied to the loads in these

regions to achieve an accurate thermal prediction. Regions that will all receive the same factor can be

grouped, and a separate boundary condition applied. Then, the identification number of the boundary

condition is used as the flag in umicro.f to trigger application of a given factor. The position in any of three

axes can be used as a trigger for applying a set factor, or as a variable in calculating a spatially dependent

factor to apply. The time in a transient solution can also be used as a trigger for changing factors.

In some cases, the region where a factor is required is not a discrete part of the solid geometry. In most

cases, the solid geometry is electronically imported from Pro/Engineer. There are often cases where a

region is not broken out as a geometric entity on the solid that is imported, but due to aerodynamic

considerations it must be treated with a separate factor. This can be done by manually selecting the affected

elements, or by setting up a complex logic network of the spatial variables to define the region in question.

These methods are somewhat cumbersome and time-consuming. A more straightforward method is to break

the base geometry according to the surfaces that are desired. The base geometry will still exist as a solid,

and can be handled as such for application of loads and boundary conditions. Faces may be added to the

solid that facilitate loads application. One way to accomplish this is by breaking the solid (for example,

with a plane), but this leaves multiple solids instead of the original one. A more elegant method is to break
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thesolidintoitsconstituentsurfaces,andsplitwhicheversurfacesarenecessaryforefficientload
application.Thesolidcanthenbere-assembledfromthedesiredsurfaces,leavingasinglesolidcontaining
alltherequiredfacesforloadsapplication.
Theaeroheatingfluxpredictionisnotreliableatthefolwardtangencypointwheretheflatsectionmeetsthe
roundoftheleadingedge.AmethodwasdevelopedtomakethisfluxmoreconsistentwithCFD
predictions.Forsectionswheretheaeroheatinggridextendstotheforwardleadingedge,thevalueofeach
pointalongthetangencylinewasreplacedbyavaluecalculatedusingFay-Riddellmethods.This
substitutionisdoneusinglogicinthesubroutinewherethearrayisreadin.

LEADING EDGE METHOD

The leading edge heating requires another method entirely, since the aeroheating code used for the flat

acreage sections is not used on the leading edge. The value of heating is dependent on the trajectory, the

leading edge geometry, the angular position on the leading edge, and on the temperature at the leading edge.

The code uses basic Fay-Riddell methods to calculate stagnation heating, then modifies those values by the

specified sweep angle and body angle. See Figure 2 for an illustration of the angular position (body angle).

The Fay-Riddell calculation must be done for each time point in the trajectory. For swept leading edges, the

temperature of all nodes at a given angular position may not be constant. Thus, in order to use a correct

heat flux for all nodes, the heat flux must be altered based on the local temperature.

0 ° body angle

-'------_ " 45°1angency ;_]ndtY angle

Figure 2. Body angle definition.

For nodes other than the reference node used to calculate heat flux, the flux into the node was factored using

the following:

 ,tag- Lode
_no& :Qr_f _ _ [1]

where Tnode and Qnode are the temperature of and flux into the given node, and Tref and Qref are the

temperature of and flux into the node whose temperature is used for heat flux calculation. This was done in

PATRAN by making the heat into the leading edge nodes a product of three functions:

[21

VERIFICATION OF FLUX INTERPOLATION

The verification of the interpolation of the flux would at first seem to be a simple matter of evaluating the

flux in PATRAN versus the flux from the text formatted input file. However, a difficulty arises in that

PATRAN Thermal does not plot flux as one of the standard parameters. The parameter that can be plotted

directly from the nodal results file is nodal heating, which is the heat per node. This can be changed to flux
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bydividingbythenodalsub-area.Toaccomplishthis,onefirstneedstogenerateafileofthenodalsub-
areasforeachnodethatreceivesheating.Onesimplewaytodothisistoimporttheqmacro.datfileinto
anyspreadsheetprogram,suchasMicrosoftExcel.Thefilecanbereformattedtogiveonlynodenumber
andnodalsub-area.Then,nodesthatreceiveheatingviamorethanoneboundaryconditionmustbe
summedtofindtheirtotalsub-area.Oncethisisdone,thefilecanbefilteredsothateachnodeappears
onlyonce.
TheheatpernodecanbeoutputfromPATRANintoatextfilebydoingaCreate_ReportfromtheResults
menu,ononlythesurfacenodes(thosereceivingaerodynamicheating).Thistextfilecanthenbepulled
intothesamespreadsheetdescribedabove.Oncethenodesareinthesameorder,it isasimplematterto
calculatefluxbydividingtheheatbythenodalsub-area.Thesheetofnodenumberversusheatfluxcanbe
savedasatextfileandpulledintoPATRANviaPATRAN'ssharewarespreadsheetfunction.Aresultcase
canbecreatedfromthespreadsheetdata,andthefluxplottedonthemodel.Thefluxfromtheoriginaltext-
formattedaeroheatingfilecanbecomparedgraphicallybyplottingit inTecplotorasimilarplotting
program.ThefluxonanexamplePATRANmodelisshowninFigure3. Thismodelutilizes12separate
boundaryconditionsforacreageheatflux,tocapturethediscreteregionsonthegeometry,aswellasfive
regionsforleadingedgeheatflux.ThemeshonthePATRANmodelisnotshownsinceit issuchadense
meshthatit wouldcompletelyobscurethefluxcontours(inthismodeltherearemorethan45,000nodes).
Thefluxdirectlyfromtheaeroheatingcode,plottedinTecplot,isshowninFigure4. Theunitsandscale
arewithheldduetoconcernswithdataexport;however,whentheplotsareevaluatedintheiroriginalcolor
format,onthesamescaleandunits,theinterpolationandfactorapplicationcanbedirectlyverified.

Outeredge

Trailingedge

region

gap

Directgapwithblockage
(highfactor)

Z

Figure 3. Flux interpolated onto PATRAN model, with factors applied.
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Z

Figure 4. Aeroheating load on original grid.

The flux can also be evaluated versus x, y and z, to obtain a quantitative comparison. The flux from the

original file and as interpolated within PATRAN can be output versus x, y and z. Differences between the

two can be determined, versus each variable, to assess the interpolation. Exact comparisons of the

interpolation can be performed in this manner.

CONCLUSIONS

The prediction of thermal behavior of hypersonic leading edges using PATRAN has been accomplished by

development of the user-customizable FORTRAN available. Performance of accurate thermal analysis

requires consideration of many factors. Interpolation of the heating loads from an aerodynamic code must

be done carefully due to the highly swept and directional nature of the grid, as well as the steep gradients in

heat flux away from a leading edge. Interpolation of heat flux, rather than convective coefficient, has been

found to make the aeroheating prediction more accurate, as well as facilitating the application of factors.

Leading edges with various sweep angles, grid directionality, and grid orientation are all handled by the

FORTRAN developed for this interpolation. Factors that are constant, spatially dependent or time

dependent can be applied to discrete areas of the geometry. Discrete areas for load application can be

created as needed by breaking the original geometry prior to meshing or load application. A method for

robust application of the stagnation point heating at the leading edge has been developed. A method for

verifying the flux interpolation by plotting flux on the PATRAN model has been established.

ACRONYMNS AND SYMBOLS

CFD

hc

Qref, node

Tstag, ref, node

computational fluid dynamics

convective coefficient

Flux at a reference node, and at a given node, respectively

Temperature at the stagnation point (fluid), at a reference node, and at a given node,

respectively
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ABSTRACT

A general purpose, one dimensional fluid flow code is currently being interfaced with the thermal analysis

program S1NDA/G. The flow code, GFSSP, is capable of analyzing steady state and transient flow in a

complex network. The flow code is capable of modeling several physical phenomena including

compressibility effects, phase changes, body forces (such as gravity and centrifugal) and mixture

thermodynamics for multiple species. The addition of GFSSP to SINDA/G provides a significant

improvement in convective heat transfer modeling for SINDA/G. The interface development is conducted

in multiple phases. This paper describes the first phase of the interface which allows for steady and quasi-

steady (unsteady solid, steady fluid) conjugate heat transfer modeling.

INTRODUCTION

Accurate conjugate heat transfer predictions for complex situations require both proper modeling of the

solid and flow networks and realistically modeling the interaction between these networks. Proper

modeling of the solid network can be easily performed using either classical analytical techniques or with

established numerical model tools, such as SINDA/G. Proper modeling of the flow network, however,

requires a numerical tool that account for multiple different flow paths, a variety of flow geometries, an

ability to predict flow reversal, the ability to account for compressibility effects and ability to predict phase

change.

THERMAL CODE

SINDA/G 1 (S_S_S__stemsImproved Numerical Differencing Analyzer / G__aski) is a code that solves the diffusion

equation using a lumped parameter approach. The code was developed as a general purpose thermal

analysis program which uses a conductor-capacitor network to represent a physical situation; however,

SINDA can solve other diffusion type problems. The code consists of two components: a preprocessor and

a library. The library consists of a series of subroutines necessary to solve a wide variety of problems. The

preprocessor converts the input model deck into a driver FORTRAN source code, complies and links with

the library, then executes the model and generates an output file. One of the main advantages of S1NDA



overotherthermalcodesis thatit acceptsFORTRANstatements,developedbytheuser,intheinputdeck
whichallowtheusertotailorthecodeto suitaparticularproblem.It is thisabilitytoaddFORTRAN
codingtotheS1NDAinputdeckwhicheasilyallowsforaninterfacewithothercodes,specificallyinthe
caseathand,ageneralpurposefluidnetworkflowcode.

FLUID CODE

CODE

The Generalized Fluid System Simulation Program 2 (GFSSP) was developed for the Marshall Space Flight

Center's Propulsion Laboratory for the purpose of calculating pressure and flow distribution in a complex

flow network associated with secondary flow in a liquid rocket engine turbopump. The code was developed

to be a general purpose, one-dimensional flow network solver so that generic networks could be modeled.

Capabilities of the GFSSP are summarized below:

Modeling flow distributions in a complex network;

Modeling of compressible and incompressible flows;

Modeling real fluids via embedded thermodynamic and thermophysical properties routines and

tables;

Mixing calculation of real fluids;

Phase change calculation of real fluids;

Axial thrust calculations for turbopumps;

Calculation o f buoyancy driven flows;

Calculation of both steady and unsteady flows (both boundary conditions and geometry can vary

with time);

Choice of first or second law approach to solving the energy equation.

The GFSSP uses a series of nodes and branches to define the flow network. Nodes are positions within the

network where fluid properties (pressure, density, etc.) are either known or calculated. Branches are the

portions of the flow network where flow conditions (geometry, flow rate, etc.) are known or calculated.

The code contains 18 various branch options to model different geometries. These branch options include

classical pipe flow with and without end losses, flow with a loss coefficient, non-circular duct, thick orifice,

thin orifice, square expansion, square reduction, face seal, labyrinth seal, valves and tees, pump using pump

characteristics, pump using horsepower and efficiency, and a Joule-Thompson device.

The GFSSP has additional options including the ability to model gravitational effects, rotation, fluid

mixture, a turbopump assembly, the ability to add mass, momentum and heat sources at any appropriate

point in the model, and the ability to model multidimensional flow (two and three dimensional flow field

calculation).

The GFSSP uses a finite volume approach with a staggered grid. This approach is commonly used in

computational fluid dynamics schemes (Patankar 3, Patankar and Karki4).

OVERVIEW OF SOLID/FLUID INTERFACE

In order to run the two codes concurrently, GFSSP was converted into a subroutine called from an interface

subroutine. Figure 1 schematically illustrates the interface call sequence. This interface subroutine, called

from S1NDA, uses the surface temperature and area of the adjacent solid node along with the flowrate and

upstream temperature of the adjacent fluid branch to calculate the heat exchange between the solid and

fluid. The interface routine calculates, or has specified, the convective heat transfer coefficient (h). The

interface subroutine calculates and distributes the heat back to the solid node and to the downstream fluid

node using a technique called "upwinding." Upwinding models the effect of heat addition to the fluid
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manifesting downstream of the point of the addition, from a bulk flow perspective. This technique is

commonly used in CFD codes to model fluid inertia. Figure 2 illustrates the convective heat transfer
calculation scheme.

SINDA/G
Calls Interface
Subroutine In
VARIABLES1

Figure 1 S1NDA - GFSSP Interface

........ _ ................ _ ............... / QFi -- -QSi

Legend

--Fluid Internal Node F_ --Solid Internal Node

tin-q--Fluid Boundary Node
-- Solid Boundary Node

-- Fluid Branch

Figure 2: Convective Heat Transfer Scheme Within The S1NDA - GFSSP Interface

From the point of view of the two codes involved, therefore, only heat sources/sinks are added at discrete
nodes and these heat sources/sinks are updated with every S1NDA iteration.

The interface is generalized so that the solid and fluid models can have different levels of discretization,
resulting in three different scenarios: multiple solid nodes for a given fluid branch, one solid node for a
given fluid branch, and one solid node for multiple fluid branches. These three scenarios are illustrated in

Figure 3.
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Multiple Solid Nodes
for One Fluid Branch

One Solid Nodes for
One Fluid Branch

Legend

-- Fluid Internal Node [] -- Solid Internal Node

tin-q--Fluid Boundary Node
-- Solid Boundary Node

_ Fluid Branch

One Solid Node for

Multiple Fluid Branches

Figure 3: Possible Solid/Fluid Discretization Scenarios

The entire GFSSP common block has been placed into the interface subroutine to allow the user to update

the fluid network at every iteration/time-step via this subroutine. The number of solid nodes that connect to

the fluid network, the names, temperatures, areas exposed to the fluid network and corresponding heat

sources are passed back and forth from S1NDA/G and the interface subroutine.

BENCHMARKING

In order to debug and validate the interface, a simple textbook example was chosen as a benchmark case.
The benchmark case is a circular rod between two walls with convective heat transfer. The walls are held at

32°F and 212°F, respectively. The rod has a thermal conductivity of 9.4 BTU/ft-hr°R (2.61 lxl0 -3 BTU/ft-

sec°R). The convective heat transfer coefficient between the rod and the fluid is 1.14 BTU/ft2hr°R

(3.167x10 -4 BTU/ft2sec°R), with the fluid temperature set at 70°F. The rod has a diameter of 2.0 inches

(0.167 ft) and has a length of 2.0 ft.

The SINDA/G model consists of 10 nodes - 8 diffusion nodes and 2 boundary nodes. The GFSSP model

consists of 5 nodes - 3 internal nodes and 2 boundary nodes - and 4 branches. For every four nodes in the

solid model, a corresponding fluid branch is assigned. Water was chosen as the working fluid with a

sufficient pressure differential between the boundary nodes to supply a flowrate that would allow for an

approximately constant temperature without appreciable temperature rise due to shear. The convection

coefficient was provided directly to the interface so as to make a direct comparison to an analytical solution.

The benchmark case and combined model is shown schematically in Figure 4.
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32°F

70°F

Benchmark Case

212°F

1121314151617181-  

Benchmark SINDA-GFSSP Model

Legend

I_-- Fluid Internal Node [] -- Solid Internal Node

-- Fluid Boundary Node 1___
Solid Boundary Node

I_D_ Fluid Branch

Figure 4: S1NDA/G - GFSSP Benchmark Case

The closed form solution of the benchmark case is given in Equation 1, below, and derived in the Thermal
Analysis Workbook 5.

T(x) = Zfluid -I- 4.653e 1714× - 42.650e 1.714x (1)

where, x = distance from the cold wall in feet and

Tfluid = 70°F.

The results of the benchmark combined models are shown with the analytical solution in Figure 5 below.
As Figure 5 illustrates, the S1NDA/G - GFSSP interfaced prediction lies on the curve of the analytical
solution, thus providing a first level validation of the interface.

25O

o

E

200

150

100

5O

--Analytical Solution

SINDA/G-GFSSP Interfaced Solution

I I I

05 1 15

Distance from Cold Wall (x, ft)

Figure 5: Benchmark Case Results for SINDA/G-GF SSP Model with Analytical Solution
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ADDITIONAL TEST CASES

In order to exercise the interface between S1NDA/G and GFSSP, three additional test cases were identified

which exploit different aspects of the interface.

The goal of the first of the additional test cases (the second test case) was to predict phase change in the

fluid model due to heat transfer to the solid. In this case, steam at 215°F and 14.705 psia enters a flow path

and flows over a solid bar and exits at 14.700 psia. The back face of the bar is held at 32°F. For simplicity,

the convective heat transfer coefficient is set in the interface at a constant value (3.167x10 -3 BTU/ft2sec°R,

an order of magnitude higher than the benchmark case). It should be noted that. Figure 6 illustrates the

physical situation and the S1NDA/G - GFSSP combined models. The results of the modeling effort for case

2 is shown in Figures 7 and 8. Figure 7 illustrates the temperature profile for both the solid and the fluid.

Note that the temperature of the fluid remaining constant during the phase change. Figure 8 illustrates the

quality of the fluid as a function of location downstream of the inlet. The fluid temperature is superimposed

on this figure to show the constant temperature during the phase change.

Steam In ..................................... Water Out

(T_u,d inlet 215 F)

32°F

Physical Situation
Case 2 SINDA-GFSSP Model

Legend

I_-- Fluid Internal Node [] -- Solid Internal Node

Q_ Fluid Boundary Node

-- Solid Boundary Node

-- Fluid Branch

Figure 6: Test Case Two - Physical Situation and Combined Models
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Figure 7: Test Case Two - Temperature vs. Location for both Solid & Fluid Models
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Figure 8: Test Case Two - Fluid Quality vs. Location

The goal of the second of the additional test cases (the third test case) was to control the area of an orifice
using a temperature supplied by S1NDA/G. In this case, a metal bar is bounded by two fluid streams (one
cold, the other hot) in steady state operation as illustrated in Figure 9, below. The bar is 0.25 feet thick,
with a thermal conductivity of 18.8 BTU/ft-hr°R (5.22x10 -3 BTU/ft-sec°R). The bar has been descretized

into 35 solid nodes. The cold fluid stream consists of water entering at boundary node 1 with boundary
conditions of 70°F and 45.5 psia, and exiting at boundary node 8 with a boundary pressure of 45.0 psia.
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Thecoldstreamentrancebranch(branch12)isanorificewithacross-sectionalareaof0.25squareinches
andlosscoefficientof0.6.Theremainderofthecoldstreamhasacross-sectionalareaof0.5squareinches.
Thehotstreamconsistsof steamenteringatboundarynode11withboundaryconditionsof 250°Fand
14.75psia,andexitingatboundarynode18withaboundarypressureof 14.70psia.Thehotstream
entrancebranch(branch1112)isanorificewhoseareaisafunctionofthetemperatureoftheadjacentsolid
node(node105).Thefunctionalrelationshipbetweentheorificecross-sectionalareaandsolidnode
temperatureisprovidedinEquation2,below.

Ao_i_ce=0.15+[0.01*(Tsolid155.0)]
where,A=Areainsquareinches

T=Temperaturein°F

T1 = 70°F D

FlowArea is a Function

of Surface Temperature

101 102 103 104 105

106 107 108 109 110

(2)

T11 = 250°F

Branch 1112 is

a Function of

Temperature of

Solid Node 105

111 112113114115

116 117 118 119 120

121 122 123 124 125

126127128129130

131 132133134135

Physical Situation
Case 3 SINDA-GFSSP Model

Figure 9: Test Case Three - Physical Situation and Combined Models

For simplicity, the heat transfer coefficient for each stream was set at a constant value: 5.0x10 -3

BTU/ft2sec°R for the cold stream and 2.5x10 -3 BTU/ft2sec°R for the hot stream. The results of the modeling
effort for case 3 are shown in Figures 10 and 11. Figure 10 illustrates the temperature profile in the bar at
the fluid entrance location (solid nodes 101-105), midline (solid nodes 116-120) and fluid exit location

(solid nodes 131-135). Figure 11 illustrates the convergence characteristics of the area for fluid branch
1112 as a function of the solid model iteration.
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The final additional test case (test case four) had the goal of a "quasi-steady" operation in which the S1NDA

model is run in an unsteady mode, and the time step controls the boundary conditions of the fluid loop
operating in steady state mode. The physical situation modeled is nearly identical in geometry to test case
three, except that the fluid networks' geometries remain constant (i.e. area of branch 1112 is 0.15 in2 and
not a function of the temperature of solid node 105). The metal bar is initially at an uniform temperature of

155°F. The cold fluid stream boundary node 1 is initially at 70°F and 45.5 psia; whereas, the cold fluid
stream boundary node 8 pressure is set at 45.0 psia. The hot fluid stream boundary node 11 is initially at
250°F and 14.75 psia; whereas, the hot fluid stream boundary node 18 pressure is set at 14.70 psia. The

thermal conductivity and convective heat transfer coefficients are the same as used in test case three. The
total model run time is 20 hours, with the first 10 hours used to establish a steady state prediction. After 10
hours, the inlet temperature of the two fluid boundary nodes (fluid nodes 1 and 11) become a function of
time. Equations 3 and 4 provide the functional relationship between temperature and time for fluid nodes 1

and 11, respectively. Figure 12 illustrates the physical situation and combined models.

= _ 70 °F
T1 _10t (oF)

(3)

Yll =

250°F

280 - 4t (° F) (4)

where, T = Temperature in °F
t = time in hours

TI( < 10 hours) = 70°F

TI( > 10 hours) = 10 (°F)

_J H T11( < 10 hours) = 250°FBoundary temperatures at
_ _ TII(E > 10 hours) = 2804 (°F)fluid nodes I & 11 are

/

functions of solid model time--

101 102 103 104 105

106 107 108 109 110

111112113114115

116 117 118 119 120

121 122123124 125

126127128129130

131 132 133 134 135

PhysicalSituation
Case4 SINDAGFSSPModel

Figure 12: Test Case Four - Physical Situation and Combined Models

The results of the modeling effort for case 4 are shown in Figures 13 and 14. Figure 13 illustrates the
temperature/time profile for three solid nodes (116, 118, and 120) and the two inlet fluid boundary nodes.
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Figure14illustratesthetemperatureprofileinthebarforsolidnodes116- 120atseveraltimesteps.These
figuresillustratethesolidtemperaturefollowingtheinletfluidtemperature.
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IMPLEMENTATION STATUS

To date, the interface subroutine has been developed to allow for modeling of steady state flow networks

with steady or unsteady solid modeling. Development is currently underway for fully unsteady modeling in

which the time step for the fluid model may be different than that of the solid model.

CONCLUSIONS

A general purpose fluid network code has successfully been interface with a general purpose thermal

analysis code for steady state flow models and both steady and unsteady thermal models. A benchmark

case was identified, combined models were constructed and executed. The predictions from the combined

benchmark models provided an accurate prediction of the temperature profile in the solid when compared to

the analytical, closed form solution. Three additional cases demonstrated fluid phase prediction and control

of the fluid model by the solid model's information via the interface subroutine. A status of the

implementation was also provided.
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ABSTRACT

Presented is a design tool and process that connects several disciplines which are needed in the complex

and integrated design of high performance reusable single stage to orbit (SSTO) vehicles. Every system is

linked to all other systems, as is the case with SSTO vehicles with air breathing propulsion, which is

currently being studied by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). In particular, the

thermal protection system (TPS) is linked directly to almost every major system. The propulsion system

pushes the vehicle to velocities on the order of 15 times the speed of sound in the atmosphere before pulling

up to go to orbit which results in high temperatures on the external surfaces of the vehicle. Thermal

protection systems to maintain the structural integrity of the vehicle must be able to mitigate the heat

transfer to the structure and be lightweight. Herein lies the interdependency, in that as the vehicle's speed

increases, the TPS requirements are increased. And as TPS masses increase the effect on the propulsion

system and all other systems is compounded. To adequately calculate the TPS mass of this type of vehicle

several engineering disciplines and analytical tools must be used preferably in an environment that data is

easily transferred and multiple iterations are easily facilitated.

INTRODUCTION

Developing the next generation of launch vehicles is a primary focus of the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA). Several concepts have been proposed, many of which are fully reusable single

stage to orbit (SSTO) vehicles. Lowering the cost of placing a payload into orbit drives this idea of a fully

reusable vehicle.

Analysis of these concepts is essential to determining which to carry forward into more detail design.

According to Malone [1] in the current development process, 90% of the cost is committed in the first 10%

of the development cycle. Thus, more design knowledge is needed in the design process to minimize

changes. Also, the fidelity of the analyses is critical due to the strong interaction between each of the

systems (Figure 1). This interaction is most notable in the SSTO concepts that involve air-breathing

propulsion. In these concepts the thermal protection system (TPS) is a critical system. The TPS must

protect the air frame structure of a vehicle which flies at 15 to 20 times the speed of sound in the

atmosphere before the vehicle pulls up and goes into orbit. The TPS mass affects the mass of the vehicle

which affects the propulsion system, the vehicle's ascent trajectory, structure, aerosurfaces and other vehicle

subsystems. The TPS can not just be added to vehicle but must be an integral part of the vehicle's mission
scenario definition.



l 1.InteractionofVehicleFigure Systems

THERMAL ANALYSIS

Several engineering disciplines are involved in vehicle analysis and design. This work will focus on the

thermal protection system (TPS) analysis. Directly involved in TPS sizing are trajectory analysis and

aerothermal heating analysis. To begin assessing the TPS mass requirements for a vehicle the trajectory

analyst generates a trajectory that delivers the required payload to the specified orbit. Similarly the analyst

calculates the trajectory required for a vehicle's reentry from orbit. Next the aerothermal analyst calculates

the convective heating rates on defined _body points" of the vehicle. TPS materials are selected based on

the surface temperatures due to the heating on each defined surface. Finally the thermal analyst calculates

the thickness of the TPS material and derives a mass. This process is iterated as often as necessary (time

allowing) to achieve an optimum design.

TOOLS

Several disciplines (on different computing platforms and maybe even in different locations) use tools

specific to their disciplines to provide input to the analysis process. The Program to Optimize Simulated

Trajectories (POST) is used to calculate trajectories and vehicle ascent and reentry performance. The

output of this code is a single large text file containing the numerical results for the run. The Miniature

Version of the JA70 Aerodynamic Heating Computer Program (MINIVER) is used to calculate aerothermal

heating. Its output also is a large set of data containing various information relative to understanding the

heating environment of a launch vehicle. The program Systems Improved Numerical Differencing Analyzer

(S1NDA) is used to calculate the TPS thickness at each body point. It is a numerical solver used to

calculate the temperatures of a thermal network of nodes set-up by the user. All of these programs are

UNIX based although there are personal computer (PC) versions of SINDA. Other tools used are text

editors and spread sheet programs used on desktop PC' s.

PROCESS

The problem with the process described is that those codes often reside on different computing platforms,

and have output formats that are not compatible with the data input format required by other tools. Figure 2

shows the process used in the Preliminary Design Office at NASA Marshall Space Flight Center. The

vehicle's ascent or reentry trajectory is generated using POST. Data specifically needed for input into the

aeroheating model is extracted and passed via e-mail or by hand to the aeroheating analyst. The

aerothermal heating analyst receives this data and uses a spreadsheet program to remove any unnecessary

data points. Once this is completed the data is formatted (in the spreadsheet) and transferred from the PC to

a UNIX based machine using a File Transfer Protocol (FTP) program. This part of the process is important

since
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the aeroheating program, MINIVER, only accepts 50 trajectory points. The data is further thinned using a

computer program TH1NDATA on the UNIX machine that also formats the trajectory data to be used in the

MINIVER model. This thinned trajectory file is now transferred to the aeroheating analysts via e-mail or

by hand. The aerothermal analysts inputs the geometry of the vehicle and the heat transfer options that will

be used to calculate the convective heat rates on the defined number of areas of the vehicle, known as body

points. The properly formatted trajectory data is added to the MINIVER input file, and the analyst then

executes the program. The program generates much useful information, including the surface temperature,

the convective heating rates, and pressure all as a function of time. The thermal analyst only needs the

convective heating rate data for his S1NDA model of the TPS material at each body point. The temperature

data is desired because the temperature of the surface helps the thermal analyst select the TPS material to

use at each body point. With these time varying heat rates the thermal analyst calculates the thickness of the

TPS material. These heat rates are added into the S1NDA models of each of the body points as defined

earlier in the analysis. The S1NDA models are now used to calculate the insulation thickness at each body

point that is required to maintain the structure below its maximum temperature limits. These material

thicknesses are then transferred back to the PC using the FTP program where a spreadsheet is used to

compile the data. Using these thicknesses and the material density, the spreadsheet calculates the mass of

TPS for each body point and sums all of the body point masses into a total vehicle mass. Further iterations

of the complete process may be necessary because the TPS mass may be lowered by altering the trajectory

to produce a lower total integrated heat load, or a different TPS material may be used that may be superior.

If the vehicle moldline is changed, additional runs in trajectory and TPS process are required.

Described in the previous paragraph is what Acton [2] has labeled a loosely integrated analysis. This

methodology relies heavily on legacy codes and provides very little electronics integration. A goal of this

effort is to produce what Acton [2] calls a tightly integrated analysis. In this framework the engineers still

use the codes with which they are familiar, but these codes are linked or have interfaces between them such

that data is easily exchanged between them. Described in the following paragraphs is a tightly integrated

analysis tool called RECIPE ©.



A COLLABORATIVETOOL

CollaborationbetweenthesedisciplinesisessentialtoadequatelysizetheTPSforthistypeofvehicle.To
increasethefidelityof themodelsandreducecycletimefordesignthevehicle,theremustbebetter
interactionandexchangingof data.Thedevelopmentof atoolthatinterfaceswithallof thetoolsand
providestheoutputintheformatnecessarytobeusedbytheothercodesisdesired.Thistoolwouldenable
theusageof legacytoolssuchasSINDA,MINIVER,andPOST.Thesecodesarewellunderstoodby
engineersandhavebecomestandardsintheindustry.Thatis importantwhentryingto establishavery
cohesivecollaborativeenvironment.Thistoolwouldalsohavetobecross-platform,meaningthatit would
beusableonandcantransferdatabetweenUNIX-based,PC,andMacintoshmachines.Thisisagain
essentialbecauseallengineershavedifferentcomputingplatformsandtoolsthattheyuseintheiranalysis.

A solutiontotheaforementionedproblemisRECIPE©. Thissoftwaretoolisacross-platformapplication
capableofhostinganumberofengineersanddesignersacrosstheInternetfordistributedandcollaborative
engineeringenvironments.It providesaninterfacebetweentheengineeringtoolsofaparticulardiscipline
andtheothertoolsthatneedthedatathatitprovides.Thedataisprovidedintheinputformatrequiredby
thedesignatedreceivingtool(s).Theprogramallowstheusertoselectfromasuiteofstand-aloneprograms
thatwouldbeusedforthedesiredanalysis.Forexample,inthecaseoftheTPSanalysisdescribedabove,
theusersmaychoosePOSTasthetrajectoryanalysistool.But,if anyothertrajectoryprogramshavebeen
integratedintotothesuiteofprograms,theusermaychooseit. Oncehehasexecutedhisprogramandis
satisfiedwith his results he can publish the data to be used by the analyst who is producing the aerothermal

results.

According to Stanley [3] the user interfaces for the RECIPE © framework preserve the standard user

interaction with the legacy codes while also providing the ability to use the Intemet to exchange data and

work in collaborative environments. This framework allows the single user to optimize his results from

within his discipline and then "publish" them for the world to use in their models. The user interface

consists of a graphical user interface (GUI) to direct a portion of the design process. Shown in Figure 3 is

the RECIPE © executive GUI.
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Figure 3. RECIPE © Executive GUI

To determine its effectiveness in saving time and achieve a collaborative environment, a Thermal Analysis

Test Bed (TATB) was developed that connected only the trajectory analysis, the aeroheating analysis and

the thermal analysis. The goal of this activity was to demonstrate the effectiveness of the collaborative

environment and show the time savings attained by eliminating much of the data manipulation performed by

the users of the programs mentioned.



IntheTATB,RECIPE©willbeperformingallofthefunctionsthattheuserwouldhavetoperformwiththe
exceptionof "building"theinitialanalyticalmodels.Thatfunctionis lefttotheanalyst.Figure4isa
simplifiedschematicof theTATBanalysisprocess.All of thefunctionsin theboxesareRECIPE©
functions,whilethecirclesareentrypointswheretheusercanassessthecalculationsoftheanalysiscodes.
Theseentrypointsarenotnecessaryexcepttoensurethattheinputsarebeingusedproperlyandthatthe
engineerhasconfidencethatdatabeinggeneratedarecorrect.OnceaniterationiscompletedandtheTPS
masseshavebeencalculated,thisprocessmaybeiteratedtoapproachanoptimumdesign.Forexample,if
themassesareexcessiveandposeathreattothevehiclefeasibilitychangesmaybemade.Oneoftheseis
alteringthetrajectory;anothermaybeselectingamoretechnologicallyadvancedTPSmaterial.Using the

previously outlined process, another iteration would likely be too time consuming and labor intensive. But,

using this collaborative tool much of the labor has been removed making iterations more attractive. So

several trajectories may be analyzed considering the thermal implications, and several different TPS

materials may be analyzed to examine the technology implications.

Review Data

Sets-Up SINDA

Model(S)

D RECIPE © Function

I User Function

I Figure 4. TATB Simplified

PROGRAM EXECUTION/TEST CASE

New TPS Material
New Traj ectorr_

Review Data

A sample analysis of an SSTO vehicle TPS was performed to determine the effectiveness of the TATB

process. The object of this test was to compare the actual time required to complete the analyses described

earlier. The vehicle uses air-breathing propulsion to help it achieve its mission requirements. As stated

earlier, this requirement puts a severe burden on the TPS not only during reentry from orbit, but also on

ascent where the vehicle may accelerate up to speeds 15 times the speed of sound before going to orbit. For

this test case the computer platforms are a UNIX-based DEC ALPHA (on which MINIVER, S1NDA,

TH1NDATA and the RECIPE © server were run) and an Apple Power Macintosh 9600 (on which the

RECIPE © client and spreadsheet were run).



FirstabaselineanalysistimewasestablishedusingtheprocessshowninFigure2. Asstatedearlierthis
processisverylaborintensiveandrequiresconsiderableinteractionfromtheanalyststomanipulatethedata
tobeusedbythespecifiedtools.NexttheprocessshowninFigure2wasexecuted.Figure3showsthe
ExecutiveGraphicalUserInterface(GUI)forRECIPE©.InthisExecutiveGUIunderthermalthebutton
_%ditThermal"wasselected.AnothersetofGUI'sisnowavailable.OneinwhichtheMINIVERmodels
maybesetupandeditedandanotherwheretheS1NDAmodelsaresetupandedited.

In theMINIVERGUIthePOSTtrajectorydatathatwill beusedisselected.RECIPE©retrievesthe
specifieddataandexecutesthethinningprogram.Thisprogramrequiredsomeinteractionfromtheuserto
determinethedegreeofthinningrequiredtominimizethedatato50sets.Fromthispointintheprocessthe
MINIVERmodelissetupandrun. Theengineeris in full controlof whereandhowthedatawillbe
executedandused.RECIPE©providesmodelconnectivity,filetransfer,anddatamanipulation.Inthe
processof runningMINIVER,thevehicleis dividedin40bodypoints,20leewardand20windward.

There will be a separate output file of convective heat rates and radiation equilibrium temperature both as

functions of time. The TATB database enables the correlation of the MINIVER output files with the

S1NDA models of each body point TPS for which these output files will be input. As is shown in Figure 5

of the MINIVER GUI there is a number of text files that contain the heat rate data for each particular

project. The database allows the user to store several projects' output files. The user next selects the

SINDA GUI. The desired MINIVER output file is selected and the corresponding SINDA model is

selected. With the MINIVER data edited into the S1NDA model program can be executed and the TPS

thickness for the selected body point can be calculated. Each body point SINDA model is executed until all

of the TPS thicknesses are calculated. For these test cases the S1NDA models of each body point will be

run in series as the MINIVER data is linked to the S1NDA models and the user selects _Run" in the S1NDA

GUI (Figure 6). Later versions of the code will enable the user to link all of the MINIVER output with the
SINDA models and the models will be run with no user interaction.

Finally with all of the TPS sized for the whole vehicle the mass is calculated using a spreadsheet. The

output from each of the SINDA runs is linked directly in the spreadsheet and the vehicle TPS mass is

calculated based on the area that is represented by the body point and the density of the TPS material.
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RESULTS/COMPARISON

A benchmarkwasestablishedbyexecutingtheprocessasdescribedinFigure2 andmeasuringthe time

required to complete each step. For this work the process was executed once with no extra iterations. The

process is now well understood and can be performed more easily now than in the initial runs when the

process was being developed. The data shown in Table 1 is the amount of time required to complete the

TPS conceptual analysis of a vehicle before the TATB. The length of time to complete the initial analysis

was probably 3 to 4 times the values shown in the tables. But as the users became more familiar with the

tools for data manipulation, the length of time to complete the processes became shorter.

The results of using the RECIPE © code in the first steps of the TATB process shows that there is about a

20% reduction in the time taken to complete the steps to edit the POST data and to thin it. This reduction is

due mainly to the decrease in the time required to move and format data for each of the analysis tools. This

tool does not remove the responsibility of the analysts to utilize the legacy codes, but it enables them to

integrate the tools to achieve a better set of results more quickly. An even greater reduction in the total time

to complete the analysis is expected when file management system portion of the code is completed which

will be used to connect the aeroheating data to the thermal models. A conservative estimate of 50% is the

anticipated reduction in the analysis cycle time.
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BENEFITS

I Table 1. Time to Complete TPS Analysis Benchmark I

The benefits of this type of tool in concept design are numerous. First, because the tool is cross-platform

the designers may use the type computers with which they are most familiar. The information is easily

exchanged between disciplines regardless of the platform. The tools will eliminate mistakes in the transfer

of input and output files. Also several engineers may be accommodated in the collaborative environment.

Thus better designs may be attained sooner. Design/analysis time will be reduced due to increased

communication and reduced efforts by the engineers to format the data and pass it on the next user of the

information. These factors should enable the team to perform more design iterations thereby reaching an

optimum design. Finally it allows the engineer to concentrate on engineering rather that data manipulation.

Thus more time can be spent considering the design of the thermal protection system of the vehicle rather

than developing the models or formatting the data.

CONCLUSION

Wurster [4] states that the TPS of the entry vehicle, as much as any other vehicle component, requires

integrated design at the vehicle system level. The TATB is a demonstration of such a system level tool that

will allow users to evaluate TPS concepts, trajectories, structure and how they interact and affect the

feasibility and cost ofa SSTO vehicle. It is important to note that this test bed is only a part or module in a

suite of tools that may be integrated to be used for vehicle design and analysis. Having these integrated

these tools gives engineers the ability to collaborate on designs and analyses can only make for higher

fidelity designs and analyses that should eventually lead to better and lower cost designs. It has been shown

that integrating the tools reduces the amount of time to complete a discipline iteration. This implies that



giventheoriginalamountoftimeforanalysesmoreiterationsshouldbecompletedwhichhelpthedesigners
optimizeavehicledesign.
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ABSTRACT

The thermal-fluid coupling problems are very important to aerospace and engineering applications. In stead of

analyzing heat transfer and fluid flow separately, this study merged two well-accepted engineering solution

methods, S1NDA for thermal analysis and FDNS for fluid flow simulation, into a unified multi-disciplinary thermal-

fluid prediction method. A fully conservative patched grid interface algorithm for arbitrary two-dimensional and

three-dimensional geometry has been developed. The state-of-the-art parallel computing concept was used to couple

S1NDA and FDNS for the communication of boundary conditions through PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) libraries.

Therefore, the thermal analysis performed by S1NDA and the fluid flow calculated by FDNS are fully coupled to

obtain steady state or transient solutions. The natural convection between two thick-walled eccentric tubes was

calculated and the predicted results match the experiment data perfectly. A 3-D rocket engine model and a real 3-D

SSME geometry were used to test the current model, and the reasonable temperature field was obtained.

INTRODUCTION

Modeling of the thermal-fluid coupling effects plays an important role in the design and problem diagnostics of

liquid rocket engine systems and the sub-systems, such as combustion chamber regenerative cooling channels

compatibility, cryogenic fluid management with passive recirculation, etc. The heat transfer between different

material and fluid media is also commonly encountered in the engineering practices. The applications include the

cooling of electric equipment, material processing and compact heat exchangers. Conventional approach for the

thermal-fluid coupling solution very often requires two separate analyses that involve different ways of practice and

complexity in each discipline. This study is to merge two well-accepted engineering solution methods, SINDA and

FDNS, into a unified multi-disciplinary thermal-fluid analysis method with the aid of patched grid and parallel

computing techniques. In the resulting method, the thermal simulating by S1NDA and the flow fields calculating by

FDNS are fully coupled to get the steady state or transient solutions.

S1NDA (Systems Improved Numerical Differencing Analyzer) [1] is a widely accepted thermal analysis software

for simulating solid components energy balance using method of conductor-capacitor networks. Other models such

as wall radiation heat transfer and one-dimensional fluid flow equations are used to provide boundary conditions for

complex systems. On the other hand, many practical applications in rocket engine flow analysis require CFD

models, such as the FDNS (Finite Difference Navier-Stokes) code [2], for better predictions of the flow fields which

can not be modeled properly with the simplified method used in SINDA. Therefore, merge of these two disciplines

into one unified analytical model will enhance the productivity and prediction capability of the thermal-fluid design

community.

Since the grids for CFD and SINDA are generated independently, the grid lines of two adjoining regions may align

(continuous grids) or may not align (discontinuous grids) with each other. Generally, the CFD model requires finer

grids to accurately predict flow fields than the grids used for thermal analyses. So, the grid lines are mostly

discontinuous at the interface for most applications. The boundary solution translation procedure must be

conservative, stable, and robust for the integrated system. The patched grid approach [3] was used for interface

linkage between S1NDA and FDNS. We keep all the grid lines and collect the smallest cells. When the heat flux or

temperature are exchanged across the interface, the local energy conservation is achieved by integrating upon cell

areas. In the iterative procedure, SINDA and FDNS communicate and exchange boundary conditions through the

boundary heat transfer coefficient and temperature.



A uniquefeatureofthismethodis theusageofimplicitcouplingofSINDAandFDNSbytheparallelcomputing
technique.It makesthismethodbetterefficiencyandstability,andapplicableforbothsteadystateandtransient
solutions.In theintegratedS1NDAandFDNSsystemusingthePVMlibrary[4],S1NDAisrunasthemaster
(parent)process,andcaninitializeseveralFDNScopiesfortheslave(children)processes.BothSINDAandFDNS
arerunwiththeirowninputandcontroldata,andarecommunicatingandexchangingboundaryconditionswith
eachotherthroughPVM.

Thedevelopednumericalmethodis firsttestedbyabenchmarkproblem.A 2-Dcaseof thenaturalconvection
betweentwothick-walledeccentrictubeshasbeensimulated.Thepredictedresultsmatchtheexperimentdata
perfectly.Then,a3-Drocketenginemodelandareal3-DSSMEgeometryareusedtotestthecurrentmodel.The
nozzleflow,thesolidwallandthecoolingchannelflowareallcoupledtogetherduringthecomputation.

NUMERICAL METHODS

A FULLY CONSERVATIVE PATCHED GRID INTERFACE ALGORITHM

For 2-D cases, the interface boundary is determined by all of the face grid points of both adjoining zones as shown

in Fig. 1. This enables that all the individual points from both zones lie in the interface line and then the interface is

unique and accurate.

For 3-D cases, the cell elements are defined using the original grid points in both zones plus the intersection points.

So, all of the grid points are used to construct the interface surface. The intersection point of these two set of grid

meshes is defined as the intersection of one grid mesh with the image of the nearby cells of another grid mesh on it.

For higher accuracy, the finer mesh is selected as the base mesh and the image of the other mesh is calculated based

on every cell of the base mesh. If the interface is planar surface, the image can be calculated only once based on the

base surface.

Figure 2 shows that a planar surface structured mesh intersect with another unstructured mesh. We keep all the grid

lines and collect the resulting cells. They may be no longer quadrilaterals or triangular, but polygons with the edge

number less than eight (the maximum edge number of a polygon is eight in the case of two structured grids mesh

interface). The polygon doesn't need to be triangulated under the memory and speed consideration. Figure 3 is a

cylinder face as a simple example of curved interface in 3-D application. The 6x6 mesh (dark lines) is the base mesh

and the 4x4 mesh (light lines) is projected based on every cell of the base mesh to construct the interface mesh.

We use the unstructured grid data format to manage cell element at the interface. The surface in 3-D domain should

first be translated into x-y plane by translation and rotation processes. Then cell elements (polygon) are detected.

The process includes calculating the intersect point, determining the vortex of polygon, calculating the cell area,

defining a pointer to indicate its corresponding cell ID in the original interface meshes of two zones respectively.

When communicating across the interface, the local mass and energy conservation is enforced through integration

upon cell areas.

ACCELERATE PATCH GRID GEOMETRIC SEARCH BY USING B1NARY SEARCH TREE ALGORITHM

In order to construct interface elements, every cell in one mesh must be checked with every cell in another mesh to

see if they have intersections. The number of search is the first mesh cell number times the second mesh cell

number, nlxn2. However, if we build a binary tree [5] to organize the geometric domain of one mesh, and search

the intersected cell by using tree traverse technique, the search effort will be tremendously reduced. Assume every

terminal node of the tree holds five cells, then the comparison times needed for one cell in mesh 1 to get the

interested cell group in mesh 2 is only log2(n2/5) .

Here we use the two end points coordinates of the block diagonal as the key to build the geometric binary search

tree. First find out minimum and maximum x, y, z over all the grids in mesh 2. The root represents the cube A(min

x, min y, min z)-B(max x, max y, max z). This block is bisected across the x axis and the region for which

Xa<X<(Xa+Xb)/2 is assigned to left son and the region for which (Xa+Xb)/2<X<Xb is assigned to the right son.
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For each of the node, repeat the process across Y-axis, and then do it across Z-axis. The process is continued by

choosing X Y Z in cyclic order. Figure 4 shows the procedure.

Since the region represented by son node is covered by the region represented by its parent, so if a cell is not

overlapped with a region represented by a node, the complete set of the regions stored in the sub tree of this node

can be disregarded from the search. The geometric search algorithm can be displayed by a recursive procedure as:

1. Check if the cell overlapped with the region represented by the root.

2. If the cell overlapped with the left sub region, search the left tree.

3. If the cell overlapped with the right sub region, search the right tree.



Thebinarysearchtreeis implementedbyusingC++languageandcoupledwiththepatchgridsubroutinein
FORTRAN.Forthe3-Dnozzlecase,thereexisttwointerfacesbetweennozzleflowandsolidwall.Oneinterfaceis
231cellsinfluidsideand56cellsinsolidside,anotherinterfaceis891cellsinfluidsideand56cellsinsolidside.
OnIRISworkstation,theCPUtimeusedforconstructingtheinterfaceis2.13swithbinarysearchtreeand4.08s
withoutbinarysearchtree.Thepatchedgridprocessisgreatlyspeedup,andthelargerthegridsize,themore
efficientofthismethod.

S1NDA/EDNSPRE-PROCESSOR

ThecomprehensiveCFDtechniquesincludinggeometrymodeling,gridgeneration,flowsolverandpost-processor
havebeenwelldevelopedatEngineeringSciences.FortheS1NDAinputfile,it generallyrequirestedioushand
calculationsof nodalcapacitanceandconductance.TocoupleCFDmodelwithS1NDA,apreprocessormustbe
developedfirst to generatea S1NDAinputdeckfor subsequentfinitedifferenceanalyses.Wedevelopeda
preprocessorthathastwomaintasks.ThefirsttaskistodetachinterfaceboundarygridsfromSINDAdomaingrids
toprepareboundarygriddataforthepatchedgridmanipulationasdescribedabove.Thesecondtaskistogenerate
S1NDAinputfile,whichincludescalculationof nodalcapacitanceandconductanceforS1NDAnetworkmodel,
settingboundaryconditions,takingtheCFD-SINDAcommunicationsubroutinesandfinally,writingouttheSINDA
inputfileaccordingtoitsrequiredformat.Ourpreprocessorcantakebothstructuredandunstructuredgrids.It can
alsotakethegridandboundaryinformationdirectlyfromthePATRANneutralfiletogeneratetheS1NDAinput
file.And,thepost-processorcanprintoutS1NDAtemperaturefieldinplot3dformat,tobeviewedthroughtheCFD
post-processor.

S1NDAANDFDNSCOUPLL1NGWITHPVM

ThecommunicationbetweenS1NDAandFDNSwillbeachievedthroughparallelcomputingapproach.Inthe
integratedS1NDAandFDNSsystemusingPVMlibraries,S1NDAwill runasmaster(parent)process,andcan
initializeseveralFDNScopiesasotherslave(children)processes.BothSINDAandFDNSrunwiththeirowninput
andcontroldata,andcommunicateandexchangeboundaryconditionseachotherthroughPVM.S1NDAcalculates
theconductionheatfluxandtemperaturewithinthewallnodes,basedontheboundaryheattransfercoefficient
providedbytheCFDmodel.Ontheotherhand,theCFDmodelusestheS1NDA-calculatedwalltemperaturesas
fixedboundarytemperatures,andsolvestheenergyequationtocalculatethefluidtemperatures,heatfluxandheat
transfercoefficientattheboundary.Thisprocessiscoupledandrepeatedforsteadystateortransientsolutions.

TheprogramcommunicationsbetweenSINDAandFDNSareshowninFig.5. AfterstartingPVMdaemon,
executingS1NDAcodewill automatically start FDNS. The whole process will stop when the iteration number for

steady state solution or time progressing for transient calculation exceed the specified values.

ENHANCEMENT OF THERMAL-FLUID COUPLING

In the iterative procedure, S1NDA and FDNS communicate and exchange boundary conditions through the boundary

heat flux or temperature. We have experienced convergence problem when passing heat flux directly from fluid

side to solid side if the thermal conductivity is very small compared to fluid side' s effective thermal conductivity.

The temperature fields close to solid-fluid interface oscillate during the iteration procedure unless small time step is

used. It is found that the numerical stability can be enhanced if we pass the heat transfer coefficient and temperature

instead of heat flux.

The heat flux calculated in fluid side can be expressed as:

and

q = h(ry r_)

q = k(ry r_)/A_,



where q is the heat flux, h is the heat transfer coefficient, Tf is the fluid temperature at the grid adjacent to the wall,

T,_ is the wall temperature, k is the thermal conductivity and Am is the normal distance between the grid and wall. So
the heat transfer coefficient of laminar flow can be calculated as

h =k/A s

where, for turbulent flow, h is given by the turbulence model.
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1
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Pass T

Check /

N_______ < C°nvergeni_ -

Yes

I Output I I Output I
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Figure 5. Communication between S1NDA and FDNS



NUMERICAL RESULTS

THICK-WALLED ECCENTRIC TUBES CONJUGATE HEAT TRANSFER

The conjugate heat transfer between eccentric tubes is calculated by the integrated CFD-S1NDA model, where the

FDNS code is used to solve the natural convection and S1NDA is used to solve the tube wall heat conduction. Figure

6 gives the geometry and the boundary conditions for this problem. The inner surface of the inner tube and the outer

surface of the outer tube are kept at different fixed temperatures, Ti and To. The flow between the tubes is induced

through the buoyancy force caused by temperature gradient. According to the experiments conducted by Kuehn and

Goldstein [6], the Prandtl number of the fluid is 0.7, the Rayleigh number based on the length scale (Roi-Rio) and the

temperature difference (Ti-To) is taken to be 4.93x104.

Two types of grid systems denoted as Grid 1 and Grid 2 are used. In Grid 1, the grid mesh is 41x21 for the fluid and

4 lx6 for inner and outer tube walls respectively. The grid lines are continues at the interface. In Grid 2, the grid size

is 41x21 for the fluid but 15x6 is used for the solid walls. The grid lines at the interface are discontinuous for Grid 2

and the patched grid technique is utilized.

For very large conductivity ratio C between solid and fluid (i.e. C=104 for copper: air), the tubes are indicated to be

isothermal. The numerically predicted temperature distributions at d?=0 ° and d?=180 ° are compared with the

experimental data of Kuehn and Goldstein [6] in Fig. 7. _/represents the distance from the innermost tube wall,

which is normalized by the distance between the outermost and the innermost walls. The dimensionless temperature

is defined as (T-To)/(Ti-To). From the figure we can see that the Grid 2 can give same results as Grid 1 and all are in

good agreement with experimental data.

We simulated two different conductivity ratio cases, one for C equals to 1 and another for C equals to 104, the latter

one corresponding to copper and air. Figure 8 shows the streamlines and the temperature contours. It is clear that

the bigger the conductivity ratio the smaller the temperature gradient across the wall. When the C value is very

large, the Bi number (defined as thermal conductivity ratio of solid to fluid) is very small and the wall is almost

isothermal. That is the case for copper and air. This is verified in both Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 for different conductivity

ratios. For the case of C=I, the transient solutions at t=ls, 5s, 10s are shown in Fig. 9.
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Figure 6. Geometry and Grid 2 for thick-walled

eccentric tubes conjugate heat transfer.
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3-D ROCKET ENGINE

Development of the algorithm for running multiple copies of FDNS for flow fields with a S1NDA model for heat

conduction is the solid component. The 3-D rocket engine model is selected as a test case. As shown in Fig. 10, this

model consists of a hot gas flow part for FDNS nozzle flow model, a solid metal wall part for S1NDA thermal model

and two outer flow passages for FDNS cooling channel model. The nozzle gas flow is a compressible flow, and the

cooling channel water flow is an incompressible flow. The grid size and initial conditions for each model are shown

in Fig. 10. For better observation, solid wall and cooling channel is showed apart from the nozzle.

S1NDA runs with two copies of FDNS simultaneously. SINDA and each copy of FDNS use their own input and

control data. S1NDA runs as a master process and initialize two FDNS children processes. Figure 11 (a) shows the

overall view of the temperature field including the hot gas nozzle flow solved by FDNS, the solid wall block solved

by SINDA, and the outer cooling channel flow solved by FDNS. Enlarged views near location b, c, and d, indicated

in Fig. ll(a), are shown in Fig. 1 l(b), 1 l(c), and ll(d) respectively. The gapes shown in Fig. 11 are caused by the

differences in grid densities between the FDNS model and the S1NDA model. Computationally, there is no gapes

between these two models. The patched grid interface model enforces the energy conservation across arbitrarily

patched interface grids between FDNS model and SINDA model. Reasonable temperature contours and variations

across the fluid-solid interfaces are observed in Fig. 11.
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Figure 10: SSME nozzle and coolant channel flow configuration
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(a). Full view.
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Figure 11: Temperature field of a 3-D SINDA/FDNS coupled solution.

(b) (c) (d): Coolant, solid and main flow interfaces at different sections.

3-D SSME

A real geometry SSME nozzle flow with coolant channel flow and channel solid heat conduction is calculated using

the new developed S1NDA/multiple-FDNS simulation tool. Figure 12 shows the system configuration and grid mesh

distribution. The coolant channel is showed apart from the SSME nozzle for clear observation. The hot gas flows in

at uniform velocity with the Mach number of 0.2 and temperature of 3600K. Liquid hydrogen enters the coolant

channel at velocity of 0.5 lm/s, which results in the coolant mass flow rate of 29.451b/s for the 550-charmel design.

The hydrogen properties at pressure of 5000 psia and temperature of 54K are used in the calculations.

Figure 13 shows the temperature fields of 3-D SSME hot gas flow, coolant flow and coolant channel wall heat

conduction by S1NDA/multiple-FDNS coupled solution. Where, Fig. 13(a) is the full view in the middle cut of x-y

plane. Fig. 13(b) gives the enlarged view of coolant, solid and main flow interfaces at the location (b) indicated in

Fig. 13(a). Fig. 13(c) is the cross section temperature contours (in y-z plane) at the location (c). Due to the grid

lines are discontinuous at the interfaces of coolant flow and channel wall, the temperature contour lines also show

some discontinuity by the graphics package. The gape between hot gas flow and the channel wall is because of the

x-location of the hot gas cross section and x-location of the channel wall and coolant flow cross section are not

exactly the same.
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Figure 13: Temperature fields of 3-D SSME hot gas flow, coolant flow and coolant channel wall heat conduction by

S1NDA/multiple-FDNS coupled solution.

(a) Full view. (b) Coolant, solid and main flow interfaces. (c) cross section temperature contours

CONCLUSIONS

The integrated SINDA-FDNS model can effectively solve the coupled thermal-fluid problems. The fully conserved

patched grid algorithm can ensure the energy conservation across the solid-fluid interfaces. The state-of-art parallel

computing technique makes S1NDA and FDNS rurming and exchanging information every time step. The successful

implementation of S1NDA model starting multiple copies of FDNS completed the entire model building. The

resulted thermal-fluid model will be used for typical liquid rocket engine thermal-fluid analysis. It can serve as a

reliable modeling tool in the aerospace and civil engineering industry.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes two methodologies to perform Multi-Disciplinary simulations involving coupled fluid,

thermal, structural, and electromagnetical interactions. The two approaches taken, termed tightly-coupled
and loosely-coupled, yield two very different numerical and resultant software implementations. The
tightly-coupled approach follows a more traditional integration strategy, where the different application
modules (flow, heat, structures) are bound tightly together in a single package. This approach has distinct

advantages for problems that are computationally stiff and require a more tightly-coupled/implicit solution
strategy. The loosely-coupled approach defines a heterogeneous, distributed computing framework within
which the different applications operate, allowing not only data exchange, but also invocation of
fimctionality amongst the different applications. Unique interfacing procedures permit the rapid

introduction of new applications into the framework, and allow independent, multi-disciplinary integration
of different vendor-supplied software. Both approaches are being actively pursued at CFD Research
Corporation. This paper briefly describes the two approaches and presents example applications of both to

Aerospace and Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS).

SECTION I. INTRODUCTION

It is becoming widely recognized that Multi-Disciplinary Analysis, Design and Optimization is necessary to

extract the highest possible performance for Aerospace vehicles [Goldin, et al., 1998; Singhal, et al., 1999].
This also holds true for a number of other areas, such as Automotive products, Bio-Medical devices, and
especially for Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) [Stout et al., 1999; Przekwas, et al. 1999]. Due

to the explosive increase in computing power and resultant decrease in cost, computationally intensive
applications unrealizable just a few years ago are now viable. Work in the improvement of algorithms for
uni-disciplines will always be important and necessary, but the near term growth in the application of
scientific computing based analysis will be through the software integration of existing technologies. This

paper describes two approaches being taken to perform Multi-Disciplinary simulations involving coupled
fluid, thermal, structural, and electromagnetical interactions. The two approaches, loosely termed tightly-
coupled and loosely-coupled, yield two very different numerical and resultant software implementation
strategies.

The tightly-coupled approach, used in the CFD-ACE+ system, follows a more traditional integration
strategy, where the different application modules (flow, heat, structures) are bound tightly together in a
single package. This approach has distinct advantages for problems that are computationally stiff/ill-

conditioned, and require a more tightly-coupled/implicit solution strategy.

The loosely-coupled approach, used in the Multi-Disciplinary Integrated Computing Environment

(MDICE), defines a distributed computing framework within which the different applications operate,
allowing not only data exchange, but also invocation of functionality amongst the different applications.
This permits the rapid introduction of new applications into the framework, and allows independent, multi-
disciplinary integration of different vendor-supplied software.



BothapproachesarebeingactivelypursuedatCFDResearchCorporation.Thispaperbrieflydescribesthe
twoapproachesandpresentsexampleapplicationsofbothto AerospaceandMicro-Electro-Mechanical
Systems(MEMS).

SECTION II. TIGHTLY-COUPLED ANALYSIS: CFD-ACE+

The tightly-coupled approach to solving Multi-Disciplinary problems is represented by the CFD-ACE+
system. This system solves the governing equations for a variety of physical processes, including:
• Mass and Momentum Transfer

• Heat Transfer

• Structural Mechanics

• Electrostatics

• Electromagnetics

Each of these phenomena are represented by different governing equation sets, and exhibit elliptic,

parabolic and hyperbolic characteristics. Therefore, dependent upon the particular discipline, different
discretization strategies are taken, including Finite-Volume, Finite-Element and Boundary-Element
methods. Coupling between the different disciplines is implicit when they share the same discretization
strategy, and is explicit for those disciplines that do not. In this context, explicit coupling employs a

relaxation (steady state), or sub-iterative (unsteady) procedure. Implicit coupling, also called tight coupling,
then implies a fully-coupled approach, which by necessity, also means discretization scheme. For example,
conductive heat transfer problems are solved fully coupled to fluids problems, as they both share the same
finite-volume formulation, and hence, can share the same algorithmic implementations. For fluids-structures

interactions, the coupling is based upon a sub-iterative procedure for temporally varying solutions, and is a
relaxation-based coupling for steady problems. The key to the tightly-coupled approach is the use of
common data representations as well as functionality within the core solver.

The CFD-ACE+ system is built around a collection of core physics solvers, using the CFD-DTF common
file format as a persistent storage mechanism and static data transfer path (Data Bus). The CFD-DTF
common file format and library defines a common set of data definitions and access mechanisms useful for

Finite-Volume (FVM), Finite-Element (FEM) and Boundary-Element Methods (BEM)-based scientific
applications. This allows the complete definition of most CFD and CSD problems by providing sufficiently
complete data definitions and their corresponding file access mechanisms. The library and accompanying
common file format permit such features/data as:

• Structured, Unstructured, Polyhedral Grids

• Extensible Boundary and Volume Condition Data

• Platform Independent Data Exchange

• Consistent, Complete and Efficient Connectivity independent of grid type

• Fortran, Fortran90, C and C++ interfaces

The CFD-ACE+ system is comprised of a geometry modeler/mesh generator, graphical based pre-
processor/model setup, physics solvers and graphical post processor. These modules are:

• CFD-GEOM: A geometry modeler, mesh generator

• CFD-GUI: A graphical user interface for pre-processing the solver

• CFD-ACEU: A parallel, pressure-based, polyhedral unstructured solver

• CFD-VIEW: A visualization package/post-processing tool.

These application modules are all integrated via the CFD-DTF common file format and library. This

publicly available common file format/library enables many important features in the unstructured flow
solver, allowing the treatment of multiple-domained grids containing structured, unstructured and
polyhedral-unstructured meshes in a fully implicit manner, as if they were consolidated into a single
"virtual" zone. Figure 1 illustrates the components of this system showing the data transfer mechanism

(CFD-DTF) that allows the model definition, preprocessing, solver and postprocessing to be procedurally
integrated.
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Figure1.CFD-ACE+SoftwareSystem

Thegeometrymodeler/meshgenerator,coupledtothegraphicalpreprocessorandpostprocessorpackage
viatheCFD-DTFcommonfileformatandlibraryisanopensimulationarchitectureapplicabletoawide
varietyofothersolutionmodules.BymakingasolvermoduleDTF-compliant,it canleveragethepre-and
post-processingcapabilitiesavailablewith theCFD-ACE+system.A completedescriptionof each
componentofthesystemisbeyondthescopeofthispaper;Figure2illustrateseachofthecomponentsof
thesystembyshowinga snapshotofthegraphicalinterfacesforthegeometrymodeling,pre-andpost-
processingmodules.

CFD-GEOM(geometry,grid)

::::':Ni:i

CFD-VIEW (visualization)

CFD-GUI (model setup)
Figure 2: Sample Screenshots for Micro-Pump Analysis showing CFD-GEOM, CFD-GUI and CFD-VIEW
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Thecorephysicssolveriscomprisedof3separateapplications:
• CFD-ACE(U):FVMflow,heat,masstransfermodule
• CFD-FastBEM:AfastBEMsolver
• CFD-FEMSTRESS:AFEMstructuralanalysispackage

Eachoftheseisdescribedbrieflybelow.

SECTIONIIA.CFD-ACE(U)

CFD-ACEU is a finite-volume, pressure-based, unstructured transport equation solver. It supports
conservation volumes comprised of arbitrary polyhedra, including the more commonly used types, such as

hexahedra, tetrahedra, prisms, quadrilaterals and triangles. It uses a fully implicit procedure based upon the
SIMPLE/PISO algorithm, and employs first-, second- and third-order spatial discretizations, as well as first-

and second-order temporal schemes. In addition to the traditional Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes
equations, it is used to solve a wide variety of transport/conservation equations, including:

• Two- and One-equation Turbulence Models

• Multi-component Diffusion of reacting and non-reacting dilute gases, including PDF models.

• Surface Chemistry.

• Radiation and Conjugate Heat Transfer

Discretization of the equations is made using a finite-volume formulation, which relates the conservation-
law form of the Navier-Stokes equations to a collection of flux integrations over the surfaces of a set of

discrete control volumes, or cells. The equations are solved sequentially and implicitly, meaning that each
equation, such as say a momentum equation, is linearized about the current time/iteration level. The physics
solver has been parallelized upon distributed and SMP architectures using the MPI message passing library.
The parallelization of the code has been performed in such a manner that the convergence rate and

robustness of the code is not degraded relative to the serial mode of operation.

Figure 3. Parallel Computations of Selected Aerospace, Automotive and Defense-Related Problems using
CFD-ACE+
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TheFinite-Volumeformulationusedindevelopingthephysicssolverallowsit tobeappliedtomeshesof
arbitrarypolyhedra,permittingthesolutiononallmeshtypes,including
• structuredgrids
• unstructuredgridsoftriangles,quads,tetrahedra,pyramids,prismsandhexahedra
• polyhedralgrids,obtainedviacartesianmesh,andmeshrefinement.

Figure3showsanillustrationofrecentapplicationsofCFD-ACE+torotorcraftaerodynamics,underhood
coolingandcombatvehicleexhaust/gun-fumemodeling.

SECTIONliB. CFD-FEMSTRESS

FEMSTRESSis a finite-elementstructuralanalysisdevelopedat CFDRC.It solvesthestructural
mechanicsequationsinfinite-elementformderivedfromtheprincipleofvirtualwork.Inthisapproach,a
balanceis formedbetweentheexternallyappliedloadsandtheinternallygeneratedloads.Convergenceis
obtainedwhenthestressfieldresultingfromthecalculateddeformationsissuchthattheexternallyapplied
loadsarebalanced.Forlinearproblems,thisresultsin thestandardlinearequationsobtainedusingthe
Galerkinor Energyformulations.Forlineartransientproblems,amodalanalysisoptionisalsoavailable.
Fornonlinearproblems,aNewton-Rhapsoniterativeschemeusingthetangentstiffnessmatrixisusedto
convergetothebalanceof externalandinternalforces.

Inputto FEMSTRESSconsistsof surfaceforces(e.g.pressureloads)andbodyforces(e.g.gravity,
thermoelasticity),aswellasthefixedboundaryconditionsandthesolidproperties.Outputincludes
displacementsofallthenodepoints,theCartesianstresstensor,andtheprincipalstresses.

ThecurrentcapabilitiesofFEMSTRESSinclude:
• staticanddynamicanalysis
• modalanalysis
• thermolasticity
• materialandgeometricnonlinearity
• plasticity
• anisotropy
• elastic/rigidandelastic/elasticcontact

TheelementssupportedbyFEMSTRESSare:
2D Elements

(plane stress, plane strain, and
axisymmetric):

• 3-node triangle

• 6-node triangle

• 4-node quadrilateral

• 8-node quadrilateral

3D Elements:

• 4-node Tetrahedral

• 10-node Tetrahedral

• 6-node Prism (wedge)

• 15-node Prism (wedge)
• 8-node hexahedral

• 20-node hexahedral

Special Elements

• Rectangular Beam

• 3-node triangluar shell

• 6-node triangluar shell

• 4-node quadrilateral shell

• 8-node quadrilateral shell

SECTION IIC. CFD-FASTBEM

CFD-FastBEM is a Boundary Element Method (BEM) solver that is may be used to solve such problems as:
• Electrostatics

• Low Re Fluid Flows

• Acoustics/EM Waves

The BEM solver is capable of solving different equation types including Laplace/Poisson, Navier, Stokes,

and Hemholtz at low frequency. Boundary conditions BEM supports include Dirichlet, Neumann, and third
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kind(convectiveforLaplaceandspringsupportforNavier).Multi-domains,eachwithdifferentsetof
properties,aresupported.Continuityoftheprimaryvariable(temperature,electricpotential,displacement)
aswellasthesecondaryvariable(fluxesandtractions)areautomaticallyhandledacrosstheinterface.A
newmethod(developedwithinCFDRC)isusedtoevaluatetheboundaryintegrals.Themethodissimilarto
themultipolemethod,but is applicableto anyboundaryintegralequation,includingthe3-DNavier
equation.Sourcesterms(termstypicallyplacedontheright-handsideof theequationsandarenota
functionof theprimaryvariablesolved)areapproximatedbyparticles.Fastsummationsof thesources
termsareused.ThetimecomplexityisO(logM)foreachsummationofthecontributionofMparticles.A
"matrixless"generalizedminimalresidual(GMRES)methodisusedtosolvethelinearequationsystems
iteratively.A diagonalpreconditionerisusedeverywhereexceptontheinterfaces,wherea2x2submatrix
preconditionerisused.TheoveralltimecomplexityisO(N)withoutsourcesandO(NlogM)withsources
foreachiteration.Thetotaltimealsodependsonthenumberofiterationsof theGMRESmethod.This
numberisinturnproblemdependentandpreconditionerdependent.Ingeneral,aboutN°°5~°25iterationsare
needed.Therefore,thetimedependenceis roughlyO(N 1"°5~1"25) or O(N 1"°5~1"25 log M). The spatial

dependence is O(N+M). For small problems (with up to a few hundred elements), conventional O(N 2) BEM
can be faster than accelerated BEM. The conventional BEM solver can be activated by a simple parameter

setting. The BEM libraries are accessible through C function calls. The user can print the results in
CFD-VIEW format or VRML.

SECTION IID. EXAMPLES OF MULTI-DISCIPLINARY ANALYSIS USING CFD-ACE+

CFD-ACE+ has recently been used to investigate a variety of micro-scale devices that must be modeled
using Multi-Disciplinary analysis. The following shows a subset of some of the devices being analyzed,
indicating the different analysis modules being used to perform the analysis.

Micropump (Unsteady, fluid-structure-electrostatics)
This illustrates the unsteady flow-structures-electrostatics interaction present for the modeling of a micro-
scale pump. This pump is piezo-electrically activated, which when the voltage is applied, draws the pump
membrane (see Figure 4) up. This membrane is modeled as a plate fixed at both ends, which deforms

according to the electrostatically applied voltage. Upon voltage application, this membrane deflects
upwards, imposing a pressure gradient, which pulls fluid from the inlet reservoir (on left), filling the volume
created by the deflection of the upper membrane. Once the voltage is turned off, the membrane returns to its

original shape, pumping fluid out of the outlet membrane, on right. Figure 4 shows two snapshots in time of
this unsteady process. The grid, model setup and post-processing for this problem are illustrated in Figure
2.

...................... i2_ ..................................... ,,,,,,,21.........................i
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Figure 4. Micropump Simulation using Coupled Fluid-Structures-Electromagnetic Disciplines

Accelerometor (Electrostatics)
This problem simulates an electrostatically driven accelerometer. The electrostatic model calculates the
electrostatic pressure force on the elastic beam. The structural model is used to calculate the stresses,
strains, and displacements on the elastic beam. As seen in Figure 5 when 10 V is applied to the upper beam
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thedeflectiontowardtherigidbodyissmall,withamaximumdisplacementof0.055gmatbeamcenter.
Withanappliedvoltageof20Vthebeamdeformsontotherigidbody.

fixedend
.................................................................................................................................e!astic ...........................................± .........................................

fixed end ..................... ,_ .......................... :
_ : .............................. , .....

t0 am 80 um ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................

10V 20V

Figure 5. Doubly Clamped Beam Under an Electrostatic Load, with an Applied Voltage 0o 10 or 20 V

Another problem shown in Figure 6(a) is an electrostatically loaded plate. This is an example of an
accelerometer. A large plate with an applied voltage of 20 V is clamped by four beams. The whole upper
elastic structure has a Young's Modulus of 1.69 x l 09Pa, Poisson's Ratio of 0.3, and no residual stress. The

upper plate is 2.0 _tm above a ground plane. Figure 6(b) shows the calculated displacement contours on the
upper plate due to the electrostatic load. With 20 V applied to the upper plate a maximum deflection in the

center of the plate of 1.83 _tm toward the ground plane is calculated.

20.0

(a) (b)
Figure 6. Accelerometer Under an Electrostatic Load. (a) The geometric dimensions and problem set-up.

(b) The calculated displacement of the plate due to the electrostatic load. The displacement of the plate

toward the ground plane is maximum (1.83 gm) at the center of the upper plate.

Fluidiclv-damped Beam under Electrostatic Load (Fluid-Structures-Electrostatics)
The coupled thermal-fluid-structural-electrostatic capability in CFD-ACE+MEMS was tested on a simple

demonstration problem. The problem setup is shown in Figure 7. The geometry consists of a closed
chamber, 5 man high and 70 man long, which contains a compressible gas of viscosity equal to 0.0171 Pa-s
at an initial pressure Po 10 Pa and temperature To 300 K. The chamber is bounded at the top by a

flexible beam clamped at each edge, and by adiabatic walls on the other three sides. The beam is 1 man
thick, and has a modulus of elasticity of 4000 Pa. From symmetry considerations, half of the geometry is
modeled, with symmetry conditions applied to the left edge.
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Figure 7. Doubly Clamped Fluid Damped Beam Under a Sinusoidal Electrostatic Load. Shown is a time

sequence of the beam displacement, fluid velocity field (vectors), and normal axial stress (contours on
beam) for the Po 10 Pa case.

A sinusoidal voltage is applied (12000 sin 5_t V) to the bottom wall, and the beam on top of the chamber is
grounded. The sinusoidal varying electrostatic force deflects the beam downward compressing the gas. As
the gas is compressed, the pressure increases, applying an upward force to the beam to counteract the

electrostatic force. At each time step the resulting deformation is obtained from a balance of the
electrostatic, pressure, and inertial forces.

The result of the analysis was to determine the transient response of the fluid pressure, temperature,

electrostatic field, and the deflection and stresses of the beam. To accomplish this, the governing equations
for the four models (flow, heat, electrostatic, and structural analysis) are coupled and solved implicitly at
each time step. The time sequence of Figure 7 shows the deflection of the beam, the gas flow as vectors, and

the normal axial stress as contours on the beam. The snapshots were taken before, at, and after the voltage
maximum. As the beam moves downward the gas is forced into the clamped comer pushing the elastic beam
upward. The energy equation was also solved but the temperature increases were minimal (only 0.1 K) due
to the small number of cycles simulated.

Buoyancy-Driven Flow of a Conductive Fluid (Flow-ElectromaRnetics)
The Lorentz force is demonstrated by the calculation of buoyancy driven flow of a conducting fluid in a
uniform magnetic field. The bottom boundary rotates with a specified angular velocity and has a uniform

temperature. The inner part of the top boundary rotates in the opposite direction of the lower boundary and
has a uniform temperature lower than that of the bottom boundary. The outer part of the top boundary is a
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freesurface.Thetemperaturedifferencebetweentheboundariescreatesabuoyancy-drivenflowpatternin
additiontotherotationimposedbythewalls.A uniformmagneticfieldin theoppositedirectionofgravity
dampstheflowthroughtheLorentzforce.Figure8showscontoursofthetemperatureandvelocityinthe
verticaldirectionwithandwithoutthemagneticfield.Thevelocitymagnitudeismuchsmallerwhenthe
magneticfielddampstheflow.

i ii iiiiiiiiiiN,ii!iiiiiiii

no B

'_B (a)

B !iiiiiiiiiiii!i!ii_i_;_no B

(b)
Figure 8. (a) Temperature and (b) Vertical Velocity Contours for Coupled Flow/Magnetics Solution. Right

Half is without the Magnetic Field, Left Half is with the Magnetic Field

Electro-Osmosis (Fluid-Elect roma_netics)
Electroosmosis techniques are widely used for transport of charged fluids in microfluidic systems. Shown

in Fig. 9 is a cross channel device used for sample injection and separation. The flow of material in the
device is controlled by static fields. Depending on the voltage Vs applied to the upper and lower reservoir
of the cross channels, the flow of charged specie can be suppressed (0V), flowed into (37.5V), or flowed
out of(135V) the cross channels.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiIi3iiSiiiiVi
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Figure 9. Electric Potential in Flow Velocities for a Cross Channel Device

SECTION III. MDICE: MULTI-DISCIPLINARY INTEGRATED COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT

The Multi-Disciplinary Integrated Computing Environment (MDICE) provides a distributed computing
framework that is suitable for Multi-Disciplinary analysis, design and optimization. This approach allows
separately developed and maintained analysis packages to be integrated within a dynamic, distributed and

heterogeneous computing environment. The MDICE architecture allows not only data exchange amongst
applications, but also functionality exchange: Applications may invoke certain functions in other
applications through the MDICE environment. The different applications communicate through a rich set of
pre-defined, MDICE supplied interfaces, which perform all necessary data manipulations as well as

interface specific function invocation. This environment is constructed of three separate components: a
central controller, a library of MDICE communication and control functions, and lastly, the MDICE-
compliant application modules themselves, which include a variety of structural, fluid and heat transfer
solvers.

The central controlling process provides network and application control, serves as an object repository,
executes remote procedure calls and coordinates and synchronizes the execution of the application modules.
It communicates via a message passing library (PVM), and provides the overall control via a Graphical

User Interface and strongly typed scripting language. Figure 10 shows the GUI for the MDICE-AE
(AeroElastic) controller.

The next component, the MDICE library, provides an extensible object definition that is used to define and

instantiate all data passed to and from the application modules. This library also contains the interface
objects, which perform the very necessary data exchange and data manipulations between the application
modules. The development of a rich set of interface objects is crucial to the application of the MDICE

environment to a wide variety of Multi-Disciplinary problems. Contained within this environment are:

Fluid/Structure Interfaces:

• Conservative and Consistent interfacing (force and virtual work conservation)

• Arbitrary grid coupling and alignment (e.g. structured to unstructured grids)

• Multi-Dimensional coupling (e.g. structural beam models coupled to three-dimensional fluids flow
models)

Fluid/Fluid Interfaces

• Arbitrary grid coupling and alignment (e.g. structured to unstructured grids)

• Multi-Dimensional coupling (e.g. axisymmetric-3D or 2D to 3D)

• Mixing Plane interfacing (circumferential averaging)
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Figure 10. MDICE-AE Users Interface Structures Interface Panel

Overset/Chimera Interfaces

• Automated hole cutting for structured, unstructured, polyhedral grids
• Automatic Data Conversion

• Units, Axes, dimensionality

These interfaces allow different fidelity models to communicate across different disciplines. This allows, for
example, a beam structural model to be used with a three-dimensional Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) solver, or a two-dimensional RANS to be coupled with a three-dimensional structural analysis
module. Since the interfaces provide self describing data exchange, applications such as visualization

packages may also be driven within the environment. As an example, consider Figure 11, which shows a
circumferential averaging interface for turbomachinery applications, and Figure 12 showing a 2D/3D
interface used for gas turbine combustor calculations.

In the context of tight and loose coupling procedures, the MDICE environment uses a loose coupling
approach, but since it is operating in a heterogeneous/distributed environment, the modules may run in
parallel. For instance, for a fluid structures interaction problem, the structural analysis modules and flow
solver modules are computing simultaneously, and are synchronized by the central controlling MDICE

process. This also allows parallel physics solvers, such as CFD-ACE+, to perform independently threaded
parallel calculations while being treated as a single module in the MDICE environment (multi-level
parallelization).

Each application module in the environment communicates to others through the interface objects, allowing
a wide variety of module combinations to be constructed to approach a given Multi-Disciplinary problem.
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Thisallowstheretrofittingof legacyapplicationsintoa Multi-Disciplinaryenvironment,permitting
disciplinespecifictoolstobeusedwheretheyarebest.Asanexample,foranorganizationthatmightbe
veryexperiencedusing,say,MSC/NASTRAN,butnotexperiencedusingCFD,thisenvironmentwouldbe
ideal.In thiscase,nocorporateexperienceandconfidencegainedwiththestructuralanalysispackage
wouldbelost,whilefunctionalityto performhigh-fidelityaero-structuralinteractionproblemswouldbe
gained.

Figure11.IllustrationofCircumferentialAveraging
Interface(Left,forturbomachinery)

;iii:
Figure12.2D/3DInterface(forGasTurbine

CombustorSwirlertoDomeInterface)

Presently,therearea widevarietyof applicationsandorganizationsusingtheMDICEenvironment,
primarilyforaero-structuralinteractionproblems.Recently,directinterfacestoparametricCADpackages,
suchasPro/Engineerhavebeenmade,andworkisunderwayintegratingotherdisciplinesintotheMDICE
environment.Table1showsalistofDisciplinesandOrganizations/ApplicationsthatareusingtheMDICE
framework.

Table1.
Discipline Code

ParametricComputerAidedDesign(CAD)
Pro-Engineer(ParametricTechnology)
UniGraphics(UniGraphics)
CATIA(IBM)

GeometricModeling/MeshGeneration CFD-GEOM(CFDRC)

ComputationalFluidDynamics

FiniteElementAnalysis(FEA),
LinearStructuresSolvers(Modal,InfluenceCoeff.)
BeamModels

CFD-ACE(CFDRC)
CFD-ACE+(CFDRC)
CFD-FASTRAN(CFDRC)
GCNSfv(Northrop-Grumman)
NISTAR(Pratt& Whitney)
NASTAR(Pratt&Whitney)
Corsair(Pratt&Whitney/NASA-Lewis)
NPARC(NASAGlenn)
Cobalt(AFRL)
(CFD)ENS3D-AE(ARFL)
Splitflow(Lockheed-Martin)
ADPAC(NASA-Glenn)
LSS(CFDRC)
NGLSS(Northrop-Grumman)
MSC/NASTRANANSYS
CFD-FEMSTRESS(CFDRC)

3DGraphicalVisualization CFD-VIEW(CFDRC)
LinePlottingPackage XMGR(PublicDomain)
ScreenSnapping/MovingMaking ImageMagick(PublicDomain)
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SECTION IIIB. SAMPLE MDICE EXAMPLES

Two examples of the Multi-Disciplinary Integrated Compuing Environment are shown here for solving

coupled aero-structural interaction problems. Also, an example is shown illustrating Chimera mesh
capability coupled with CFD-ACE+ to perform a moving body, 6DOF, fluid-structures low speed flow.

F-16 Win_/Body
This example shows MDICE being applied to compute the steady state aeroelastic deflections of a F-16
wing/body structural/aero model. The LSS solver was used for the structural model, which consisted of a
rigid fuselage and strake, and flexible wing. The aerodynamics model was constructed using the CFD-

FASTRAN compressible flow solver. The flight conditions correspond to a Mach number of 1.2 and an
angle of attack of 5.116 degrees.

The computed wing tip deflection (65 mm) compared favorably to the experimentally measured deflection

(68 ram).

Figure 12:F-16 Wing/Body Deformation due to Aero Loads

Twin-Tail Buffet

This example shows how the MDICE environment has been used to compute the unsteady, coupled, aero-
structural response of a twin tail delta wing configuration at angle of attack. This configuration can
experience an unsteady buffeting caused by interaction of the wing leading edge vortex with the flexible
vertical stabilizers. For this subsonic flow, the tail deflections cause pressure perturbations to the flow field

that are fed upstream, altering the vortex structure. The results computed here [Sheta, et al., 1999] have
been compared favorably with experimental data in [Washburn, et al., 1993].

The fluids model used is the CFD-FASTRAN flow solver, coupled to the LSS structural module. The flow
equations solved are the compressible RANS equations using a 2nd-order upwind scheme, with a lst-order
temporal scheme. The structural model used is a beam model, where the tails are modeled as cantilevered
beams, fixed at the root, and allowed to oscillate in both bending and torsional modes. The MDICE

interface for this run is shown in Figure 13. This configuration was run at 4 angles of attack, and the results
compared to experimental data. Figure 14 shows a selection of the computed results at the 4 angles of
attack, illustrating the asymmetrical, unsteady vortex breakdown, interacting with the tail torsional/bending
modes.
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Figure 13: MDICE Control of Coupled Fluid/Structures Interaction Problem

o_ = 26 °
c_ = 30 °

c_ = 34 ° c_ = 38 °

Figure 14: Unsteady, Coupled Aero-Structural Analysis of Twin-Tail Buffetting using MDICE-AE
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As seen in these figures, at the lowest angle of attack, the leading edge vortices are symmetric, and do not

burst until past the vertical stabilizers. At 30 degrees, some asymmetry is noted, and the vortices are seen to
burst near the tails. This asymmetry causes an unsteady pressure load on the tails, causing (asymmetric)
bending and torsional modes of vibration. These unsteady modes then feed upstream, further coupling with
the asymmetric behavior of the vortex structure. At higher angles of attack, this asymmetric, unsteady

behavior is fitrther excited, as shown by the contours at 34 and 38 degrees. The computed bending
moments, torsional moments and frequencies compared very well with the experimental data, and are shown
more completely in [Sheta, et al., 1999].

Transient Analysis of a Butterfly Valve Closure (MDICE + CFD-ACE+)
For this example, the unsteady flow and solid stresses induced during the closing of a butterfly valve are
simulated. The MDICE environment is used to drive CFD-ACE+ (flow-structures), along with the MDICE
library's Chimera mesh module and interfaces, as well as MDICE's 6 Degrees-of-Freedom (6DOF) module

and interfaces. This unsteady calculation begins with the steady solution of the valve in the open position,
and progresses to fully closed in 3 seconds. The valve motion is defined via the 6DOF model, and the
MDICE environment generates the unsteady results, viewed in real time. Figure 15 shows the overset mesh,

the initial (steady) conditions at fully opened, and the a snapshot of the transient simulation near closing,
showing the induced stresses in the valve.

overset mesh initial condition

Figure 15. Transient Butterfly Valve Closing Process: Unsteady, Overset, Fluid-Structures using
MDICE+CFD-ACE+

SECTION IV. CONCLUSIONS

Two approaches suitable for Multi-Disciplinary Analysis have been presented, and the corresponding
software suites described. For each of these approaches, a limited selection of examples have been shown,
illustrating the different disciplines and ranges of applicability. These two approaches have been termed

"tightly-coupled" and "loosely-coupled". The tightly-coupled approach has been represented by the CFD-
ACE+ system, while the loosely-coupled approach has been represented by the Multi-Disciplinary
Integrated Computing Environment. A brief description of the CFD-ACE+ system has been given,
describing the implicit coupling procedures used for like discretization schemes, relaxation-based coupling
for dissimilar discretization schemes, the common data access mechanisms via the CFD-DTF common file

format and library, and the different modules that make up the system. A limited set of examples of this
approach have been shown. The loosely-coupled approach has been represented by the MDICE
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environment.Thedifferentcomponentsthatmakeupthisheterogeneouslydistributed,Multi-Disciplinary
environmenthavebeendescribed,theinterfacingtechnologyaddressed,anda numberof sample
applicationsshown.
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Overview

• Organizational Changes at MSFC

• Recent Program Support & Technology Development

- Analysis & cold flow testing

- Fastrac, X-34, X-33, RLV, LFBB

• Ongoing Activities

- RLV focused technology, RBCC concepts development,
methodology & code development

• Future Activities and Direction

- Hardware design and development

- Tools Development

• Concluding remarks

- Constraints, cooperation, opportunities



Organizational Changes at MSFC

• Center Reorganization Completed in May 1999

- Increase focus on the center' s assigned roles and missions

• Center of Excellence for Propulsion

• Space Transportation Systems Development

• Microgravity Research

• Space Optics Fabrication, Metrology, & Testing

- Strengthen MSFC Product Lines

• Space Transportation, Flight Projects, Science

- Maintain Strong Engineering Capability

• Product Line Dedicated Functions Assigned to Product
Line Directorate

• Maintained Focused, Cross Functional Engineering

Disciplines in Engineering Directorate



Organizational Changes at MSFC

• Fluid Dynamics in Space Transportation Directorate

- Discipline primarily supports space transportation product line

- TD63: Fluid Physics and Dynamics Group (bldg. 4203)

• Acoustics, aerothermal analysis, dynamic data reduction and analysis,

plume induced environments, cold-flow testing PIs

- TD64: Applied Fluid Dynamics Analysis Group (bldg. 4203)

• Develop and apply computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis

- TD74: Experimental Fluid Dynamics Group (bldg. 4732)

• Maintain, operate, & develop cold-flow experimental facilities

• Other Disciplines (Thermal, Stress, etc.) in Engineering
Directorate

- Support broadly distributed among product lines



Recent Program Support & Tech. Dev.

Fastrac Low-Cost Engine Technology Demonstrator

- Primary propulsion for X-34 vehicle

- Hydrodynamic design and analysis of both pumps

• All the primary flow paths in the LOX and RP- 1 pumps

• Water flow test of LOX pump

- Verify non-cavitated performance, determine suction capability

- Steve Skelley presentation Tuesday morning (Fluids 3a)

- Aerodynamic design and analysis of the turbine

• Single stage supersonic turbine w/exit guide vanes

• First time accurate, full NS, rotor stator analysis

- Lisa Griffin presentation Tuesday morning (Fluids 3b)

- TCA and GG performance and environments predictions

• Injector patternization water tests

• Finite rate combustion devices analysis

- CFD baselined as performance prediction method



Recent Program Support & Tech. Dev.

Fastrac Turbopump Cross-section
hllet Manifold

L©X _ Diffuser & Volute

RP Pumo

Inducer-Impeller

RP Pump Diffuser & Volute
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Recent Program Support & Tech. Dev.

Pump flow path design and analysis

Turbine flowpath design and time accurate analysis

-r

Frequency - Hz



Recent Program Support & Tech. Dev.

Fastrac LOX pump

cold flow testing

Stage Head Coefficient vs Normalized Flow/Speed Ratio
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Recent Program Support & Tech. Dev.
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Fastrac TCA performance prediction with 15:1 nozzle
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Pattemization tests and

performance prediction

Fastrac TCA performance prediction with 30:1 nozzle
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Recent Program Support & Tech. Dev.

• X-34 Pathfinder Vehicle Design Support

- Propulsion system feedlines flow analysis

• Assure pump inlet flow distortion within acceptable limits

- Plume induced heating on the vehicle

• Initial predictions refined with component test data

- Sonic boom prediction for environmental impact statement

• X-33 /RLV Vehicle Design Support

- Assessment of 3 phase-1 concepts: lifting body, winged body,

Delta-Clipper

- Extensive wind tunnel tests for aerodynamic configuration

development

• Critical impact on resolving transonic pitching moment issue



Recent Program Support & Tech. Dev.
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Recent Program Support & Tech. Dev.

• X-33 /RLV Vehicle Design Support (continued)

- Ascent loads with and without plume

• Aerodynamics load benchmark with LaRC jet-effects tests

• Plume induced thermal loads

- CFD used to supplement empirical data base

• Base heating hot-fire short duration tests

- LH2 feedline hydrodynamic design, analysis, & cold flow test

• Tight packaging, close-coupled valve, J-2 turbomachinery

- X-33 sonic boom prediction for environmental impact statement

• Liquid Fly-Back Booster Wind Tunnel Tests

- Fly-back, liquid propulsion boosters under consideration for
Shuttle upgrades

- Support aerodynamic configuration development

• Using wind tunnel data for CFD code assessment



Recent Program Support & Tech. Dev.
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Recent Program Support & Tech. Dev.

Linear Aerospike Plume-Induced X-33 Base-Heating

Sea level, no bleed
At an altitude of 3.7km w/base bleed

Short Duration hot-fire of base flows



Ongoing Activities

• RLV Focused Technology

- Awarded two tasks to develop RLV turbomachinery technology

- Turbine optimization task

• Eliminate dependence on availability of composites &/or increase Isp

- Daniel Dorney presentation Tuesday morning (Fluids 3a)

- Unshrouded impeller technology development task

• Increase stage loading without sacrificing efficiency

- George Prueger presentation Tuesday morning (Fluids 3a)

• Rocket Based Combined Cycle Concepts Development

- Trailblazer LOX-LH2 and DRACO LOX-Hydrocarbon concepts

- Code benchmark for ejector mode operation

- Joe Ruf presentation later this morning (Fluids lb)



Ongoing Activities

RLV Focused Technology

Turbine Optimization

RLV Focused Technology

Unshrouded Impeller Tech.



Ongoing Activities

Ejector concept parametrics
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Ongoing Activities

• Methodology and Code Development

- Assessing & developing codes to support advanced propulsion

concepts

• Pulse detonation wave engine code assessment

• Laser-light craft performance prediction code development

• Defining requirements for high temperature, ionized flows

- Demonstrating coupled fluids-thermal analysis capability in

support of RBCC concept development

- Assessing available unstructured grid generation capability

- Developing optimization techniques

- Kevin Tucker presentation this afternoon (Fluids 2a)

- Assessing and demonstrating CART3D

• Inviscid, Cartesian vehicle aerodynamic code

- Michael Aftosmis presentation later this morning (Fluids lb)



Ongoing Activities

Performance Modeling of Laser Light Crafts
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Ongoing Activities
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Future Activities and Direction

• Hardware Design and Development

- RLV engine preliminary design (next 12 months)

• Aerodynamic design and cold flow tests

• Propulsion system environments

- Support detail design of RBCC concepts (next 3 years)

• DRACO flow path development and flight experiment

• Trailblazer detail design

• Combustion devices and turbomachinery supporting technologies

Long life, wide flow range capabilities, low weight

- Spaceliner 100 Technology Roadmap

• 5, 10, and 20 year goals

• Hardware and supporting code technology

• RBCC part of roadmaps 10 year goals

• Laser light crafts part of 20 year goals



Future Activities and Direction

• Tools Development

- Fast, efficient incompressible flow analysis code (Pearl)

- Time accurate, rotor-stator incompressible flow analysis capability

- Cetin Kiris presentation Tuesday morning (Fluids 3a)

- Improvements to hydrocarbon combustion modeling capability

• Increase code efficiency, expand physics

- Increase flexibility and capability at cold flow test facilities

• On-rotor measurements, broader speed range for pump testing, allow
nearly simultaneous testing of turbine and nozzle test facility

- Unstructured, full NS code development w/finite rate capability

- Y. S. Chen presentation this afternoon (Fluids 2a)

- Advanced Engineering Initiative (AEI)

• Code improvements, automation, & integration into design system

• Develop, demonstrate, and implement MDO capability



Future Activities and Direction
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Concluding remarks

• Constraints

- Budget situation currently tenuous

• New starts will suffer if budget cuts not addressed

• Cooperation

- Leveraging from each others activities necessary

• Maximum benefits from invested funds, builds political support

• Opportunity

- Future hardware development becoming more reliant on high

fidelity analysis

• Required to achieve the necessary system operational characteristics

• Budget constraints, public relations (political) consequences of failure

- In the midst of major leap forward in fluid analysis capabilities



Aerothermodynamics At NASA - Langley Research Center
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INTRODUCTION

The Aerothermodynamics Branch at NASA - Langley Research Center is tasked with

developing, assessing and applying aerothermodynamic technologies to enable the

development of hypersonic aircraft, launch vehicles, and planetary/earth entry systems.

To accomplish this mission, the Branch capitalizes on the synergism between the

experimental and computational facilities/tools which reside in the branch and a staff that

can draw on five decades of experience in aerothermodynamics.

The Aerothermodynamics Branch is staffed by 30 scientists/engineers. The staff, of

which two-thirds are less than 40 years old, is split evenly between experimentalists and

computationalists. Approximately 90 percent of the staff work on space transportation

systems while the remainder work on planetary missions. The Branch manages 5

hypersonic wind tunnels which are staffed by 14 technicians, numerous high end work

stations and a SGI Origin 2000 system. The Branch also utilizes other test facilities

located at Langley as well as other national and international test sites. Large scale

computational requirements are met by access to Agency resources.

AEROTHERMODYNAMIC PROCESS

Aerothermodynamics is a blend of aerodynamic forces and moments, pressure/shear

loading, heating and fluid dynamics across the speed range. This information is obtained

from ground based experiments, engineering/computational analysis and flight test results

and becomes the basis for the aerothermodynamic process.

The aerothermodynamic process is the road map that defines the steps necessary to turn

mission requirements into a flight vehicle. A systems analysis, based on mission

requirements, will define an initial concept. The configuration is then screened using

parametric ground-based testing to determine whether or not the vehicle is flyable

(aerodynamics) and survivable (aeroheating) throughout the reference trajectory. If the

vehicle passes this test, then the flight characteristics of the vehicle are optimized using

detailed ground based testing and CFD codes. Ultimately, the outer mold lines are frozen.



At this point,hight fidelity testingand"benchmark"CFDcodesareusedto developa
flight databookandestablishaerodynamic/aeroheatingflightmargins.

This processhasbeendevelopedand refined throughLangley's involvementin the
designand analysisof hypersonicvehiclesbeginningwith the X-15 andcurrentlythe
NASA family of X planes.During that time, the Branchhasdealtwith blunt to very
slendervehiclessuchasthehighenergyJovianentryvehicle,Galileo,theShuttleOrbiter,
DODmissileprograms,Marsmicroprobes,NASP,HyperX andtheX-33.

ANALYSIS TOOLS

Up until the mid 1980's, aerothermodynamic analysis was based on engineering tools,

data obtained from ground based facilities and a very limited amount of flight data. At

this time, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) began to contribute to the knowledge

base, primarily as a tool to characterize real-gas effects at flight conditions. As CFD has

matured, it has taken on an increasingly larger role in the analysis of hypersonic vehicles.

Currently, for a given vehicle, CFD accounts for approximately 25% of the aerothermal

data base. In another decade that percentage should double due to increased computer

speed/size, radical improvements in surface modeling/grid generation and improved

solution techniques. However, ground based facilities will always be a major contributor

to the aerothermodynamic data base due to their ability to quickly generate large amounts
of data.

Ground Based Testin_

The Aerothermodynamic Facilities Complex 1 (AFC) represents all of NASA's

experimental aerothermodynamic testing capability via conventional-type (as opposed to

impulse-type) hypersonic blowdown-to-vacuum wind tunnels. The five facilities of the

AFC provide a Mach number range from 6 to 20 using three different test gases. The 20-

Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel can provide unit Reynolds numbers from 0.5 to 8 million per

foot in perfect air (i.e. 7 = 1.4 in the freestream and within the model shocklayer) via

reservoir stagnation pressures from 30 to 500 psia at a temperature of approximately 950

°R. The 15-Inch Mach 6 Hi Temp Tunnel provides essentially the same Reynolds number

in air, but at an increased total temperature capability (to 1500 °R). The 20 -Inch Mach 6

CF4 Tunnel simulates real-gas effects at Mach 15 - 20 by using a gas three times heavier

than air which provides a relatively low value of 7 within the shocklayer of the model;

thereby simulating the low 7 aspect of a dissociated gas.. The 31-Inch Mach 10 Tunnel

can provide unit Reynolds numbers of .5 to 2 million per foot at reservoir stagnation

pressures of 350 to 1450 psia at a temperature of 1850 °R. The 22-Inch Mach 15/20 He

Tunnel provides a high Mach number test capability using an unheated gas as helium can

be expanded from ambient temperature to Mach 26 without liquification. Over the past

decade, these facilities have been upgraded to improve data quality and to implement a

common instrumentation and data acquisition system among the facilities.

Standard measurement and visualization techniques, strain gauge balances to obtain

aerodynamics, oil-flow for surface streamlines, thin film resistance gauges for discreet

surface temperature/heat flux measurements, electronically scanned pressure models and



schlierenare available.In addition,Langley hasdevelopedphosphorthermography2
technologyto obtainglobalsurfaceheattransfermeasurements.Work is continuingto
enhancethequalityof the experimentaldataby implementingrapidmodel fabrication3
and3-dimensionalopticalscanning4QA processesto reducetime from designto testas
well asimprovedmeasurementanddataanalysistechniques.Modelcoatings5capableof
providingsimultaneousglobaltemperatureandpressuredistributionswill undergotunnel
testingby theendof thisyear.In addition,a technique6designedto rapidlyextrapolate
groundbasedheatingdatato flight surfacetemperatureshasshowngreatpromise.
CFD and Grid Generation

Grid Generation: One of the major impediments to the timely inclusion of CFD analysis

in the design process has been the long lead time required to generate grids. The

Aerothermodynamics Branch has made a large investment in the development of a state-

of-the-art, robust grid generation process based on commercial and in-house developed
software for both structured 7 and unstructured 8 grid generation. Given a surface

definition, block decomposed, viscous, structured grids can be generated in 1-5 days

depending on the complexity of the configuration while parametric geometry changes

and regriding can take as little as ½ day. Currently, the Branch's unstructured grid
generation is based on the FELISA 9 system and limited to grids for inviscid flow. A

viscous capability based on the VGRID 1° software is being developed. In general, the

unstructured grid generation is less cumbersome than the structured grid generation and it

is much easier to handle parametric geometry changes. It is still time consuming due to

required initial preprocessing of the surface geometry. Limited grid adaptation for

structured grids is imbedded in the flow solver with some additional refinement

capability available through the grid generation tools while unstructured grid adaptation

resides in the grid generator.

Computational Tools: The Branch has several codes at its disposal. Some are designed

for specific tasks or flow regimes while others are general in nature.

The Langley Approximate Three-dimensional Convective Heating 11 (LATCH) and

Solution of the Axisymmetric Boundary Layer Equations 11 (SABLE) are engineering

codes designed to quickly assess a vehicle's thermal environment. LATCH can rapidly

compute the approximate heating along inviscid surface streamlines on complex three-

dimensional vehicles based on the axisymmetric analog for 3D boundary layers. The

SABLE code computes axisymmetric and two-dimensional boundary layer flows on

reentry vehicles and can be interfaced with the LATCH code to compute approximate 3D

boundary layer solutions along streamlines on complex vehicles. Each of these codes has

a turbulent option and can handle perfect gas, CF4 and equilibrium air chemistry flows. In

each code, edge conditions are obtained from an existing 3D inviscid flowfield solution.

LATCH can work with solutions on both structured and unstructured grids while SABLE

is currently restricted to working with structured grids. Both of these codes can compute

the global heating in a matter of minutes on a SGI R10000 work station.

The FELISA 9 code is an inviscid flow solver for unstructured grids that is multigrid

accelerated for subsonic/supersonic flows, TVD upwinded for hypersonic flows and can



handleperfectgas,CF4andequilibriumair chemistryflows.Thecodeis usedextensively
for parametricaerodynamicanalysisandtradestudiesandto generateinputsolutionsfor
the LATCH code.The LangleyAerothermodynamicUpwind RelaxationAlgorithmn

(LAURA) code also has an inviscid option for structured grid computations.

The LAURA code is the "benchmark" flow solver used by the Branch. It is a finite-

volume code based on Roe's averaging and TVD limiters. It has options for chemical and

thermal nonequilibrium flow in Earth and Mars atmospheres, laminar or turbulent flow

and finite catalytic wall models. This code has been extensively validated against ground

based and flight data and has been the workhorse CFD code in the development of Mars

entry vehicles and the NASA's current family of X planes. The commercially available

GASP code was also used in parts of the X33 and X34 programs.

The Viscous Shock Layer 13 (VSL) code provides the Branch with a tool to quickly assess

high energy entry flows over axisymmetric bodies using detailed thermodynamic and

chemistry models and accounting for surface ablation, radiation and shock slip.

The Direct Simulation Monte Carlo TM (DSMC) method is based on the statistical

simulation of molecules as they collide with themselves and a vehicle moving through a

fluid. DSMC is used to simulate flows under highly rarified conditions where

conventional continuum methods such as Navier-Stokes analysis are not valid. The

applications can range from RCS jet interactions to on orbit contamination studies.

With the exception of the VSL code, all of the flow solvers used by the Branch have a

vector and MPI implementation. The codes are routinely run on C-90 and SGI Origin

2000 mainframes as well as single and clustered workstations. The Branch is also

investigating a shared memory multi-level parallel implementation of the LAURA code

on a 256 processor Origin 2000.

CFD is still a maturing technology which offers many opportunities for large productivity

gains. The Aerothermodynamics Branch is looking to the following areas to elevate the

quality and timeliness of CFD in the aerothermodynamic design process. The grid

generation process can still be improved. In particular, by tying the grid generator

directly to the configuration's CAD representation. This can improve the structured grid

generation process, but the big impact is on the time required to generate an unstructured

grid, which can be reduced by an order of magnitude, and at the same time improve the

quality of the surface grid. The Branch has a prototype for such a system working and

will continue the development of this software. To take advantage of this enhanced

unstructured grid generation capability, the Branch is building a new "benchmark" flow

solver based on unstructured grids the will maintain all of the functionality of the current

LAURA code and include grid adaptation based on error estimates from the adjoint

equations. In addition, the Branch will continue to search for improved engineering

prediction technology that will speed the analysis process over the hypersonic portion of

a trajectory and the rapid integration of flight thermal environments with TPS sizing

programs.



FLIGHT DATA

Hypersonic flight data is very scarce, but it represents a unique opportunity to benchmark

prediction techniques, both experimental and computational, against flight values.

Historically, the Branch has utilized all available flight data in this manner. For example,

confidence in the Branch's analysis tools being used in today's X plane programs is

directly linked to Shuttle Orbiter flight data which is almost 20 years old. There will soon

be new opportunities for benchmarking against flight data as the X planes begin to fly.

These vehicles represent new configurations and TPS systems relative to vehicles that

have flown in the past. Also, on board measurements should be of a higher quality than

those available in the past and there is also a potential to get global surface temperatures

from ground based measurements. As with the Orbiter flight data, this new set of data

will drive significant improvements in both experimental and computational

aerothermodynamic analysis tools.

FUTURE PROGRAMS

With the emphasis on space transportation systems and reduction in the cost of access to

space, aerothermodynamics is in the critical path of NASA's high profile programs.
While the X-33/X-34 programs are nearing flight status, The X-37, 2 nd generation

RLV(Lockheed Martin) and 3 rd generation space transportation system programs are

being initiated. An exciting growth area for aerothermodynamics is the renewed interest

in high energy planetary entry probes such as the Mars Sample Return, Comet Sample

Return and Human Exploration and Development of Space (HEDS) programs.

SUMMARY

The Aerothermodynamics Branch has developed a well defined process for

aerothermodynamic analysis and design based on five decades of experience. As NASA's

lead Center for aerothermodynamics, the Branch has the personnel, experimental

facilities and computational tools to effectively carry out its mission while continuously

upgrading its analysis capabilities. NASA's current focus on access to space activities

will keep aerothermodynamics in the critical path of these programs. However, renewed

interest in high energy planetary entry missions is a growth area for this discipline.
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COMPUTATIONAL AERODYNAMIC DESIGN AND

ANALYSIS OF A COMMERCIAL REUSABLE

LAUNCH VEHICLE

M. R. Mendenhall, H. S. Y. Chou, and J. F. Love
Nielsen Engineering & Research

ABSTRACT

Aerodynamic analysis tools ranging from semiempirical engineering methods to Euler and Navier-Stokes CFD

methods have been used with wind turmel tests in an integrated design approach to accomplish the aerodynamic

design and analysis of the Kistler Aerospace K-1 reusable launch vehicle. It was shown that traditional engineering

missile aerodynamic prediction methods are not adequate for this unconventional RLV design, and it was necessary

to rely heavily on applied CFD for the aerodynamic characteristics over a wide range of Mach numbers and angles of

attack. The practical and economical uses of computational aerodynamic results for performance, stability and

control, stage separation, trajectory simulations, and structural analysis are described.

NOMENCLATURE

CN Normal force coefficient

D Reference diameter

LAP Launch Assist Platform

OV Orbiter vehicle

p Static pressure

q Dynamic pressure

Xcp Center of pressure location, positive aft

(inf) Free stream value

INTRODUCTION

The need for commercial satellite launches is due in no small part to the large Low-Earth-Orbit constellations of

communications satellites. 1 The projected launch needs for the next ten years far exceeds the current capabilities.

As a consequence, the scarcity of future launch vehicles is encouraging new launch service providers to enter the
market with new vehicles.

Kistler Aerospace is in the midst of the commercial development of a fully reusable launch vehicle, and NEAR has

been tasked to provide the computational and experimental aerodynamic analyses to assist in the development of this

unique vehicle. The K-1 vehicle is a two-stage RLV in which both stages are returned to the launch point; stage one

immediately after separation from stage two, and stage two after a trip to orbit to release its payload. 2 To further
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complicatetheaerodynamicanalysis,thisreal-worldcommercialventureisdefinedbyacompresseddevelopment
schedulewithcostplayinganimportantrole. In aneffortto tailortheaerodynamicanalysisto theoverall
developmentprogram,it wasnecessarytoaccomplishtheaerodynamicanalysisusingbothcomputationalmethods
andwindtunneltestinginanefficientintegratedapproach.

Engineeringmethods,CFD,andwindtunneltestingwereusedinacoordinatedefforttoprovidethevariouslevelsof
aerodynamicdetailrequiredbythevariousdisciplinesinvolvedin thedesign.Thepurposeof thispaperis to
documentsomeexperiencesusingcomputationalaerodynamicmethodsfor theK-1 launchvehicleanalyses.
Evaluationsof empirical,engineering,andCFDmethods,theirrelativeusefulness,theiravailability,andtheir
reliabilityaredescribed,andadiscussionofpracticalproblemsinvolvingcomputationalaerodynamicsfortheK-1
vehiclearepresented.

BACKGROUND

NEAR has provided aerodynamic support for a variety of commercial launch vehicles, including the Kistler K-1

RLV, Orbital's Pegasus 3 and Taurus, and the Beal BA-2. Each of these projects required the selection of appropriate

prediction methods. Factors of cost and schedule were considered along with accuracy and reliability when selecting

the aerodynamic prediction methods. The objective is to minimize uncertainties in the aerodynamics, but the analyst

must always consider what solution is adequate for each specific requirement to avoid using higher level methods

than necessary thus increasing the analysis costs.

Depending on the design phase, conceptual, preliminary, or detailed, selection of the level and type of computational

method to use is dictated by the type of results needed and the acceptable margins and error bounds for the results.

This process has been accomplished at each step of the analysis to maintain control of the analysis costs while

providing the best possible results to the disciplines using the aerodynamic characteristics. For example, general

aerodynamic forces and moments are required over a wide range of Mach numbers and flow angles for use in

performance and trajectory analyses as well as GN&C system design. Detailed pressure distributions are required at

a more limited set of flight conditions for structural design and analysis and other studies such as venting and access

door loads.

MISSION REQUIREMENTS

The general characteristics of the K-1 mission profile are shown in Figure 1. At launch (]. in Fig. 1) , the stack

configuration is similar to traditional launch vehicles, and detailed analysis has been accomplished with both wind

tunnel tests and computational methods. After stage 1 separation (2 in Fig. 1), the aerodynamic requirements for the

booster stage are unique because of the innovative flight requirements and unconventional configuration. The first

stage shown in Figure 2(a) must rotate and fly at a very high angle of attack (5< > 90 =_) in the wake of the orbiter

vehicle (2 in Fig. 1) in preparation for the return to the launch site. During the reentry phase, the first stage rotates

180 degrees and reenters the atmosphere with the nozzles forward.

The orbiter vehicle (OV) shown in Figure 2(b) continues the ascent into orbit where it deploys its payload (_ in Fig.

1). During reentry, the computational aerodynamic challenges begin again. As part of the aerodynamic design and

analysis of the OV, aerodynamic characteristics for a wide range of Mach numbers (subsonic, supersonic, and

hypersonic) and a high angle of attack range (0 to 25 deg) are required. Because of the critical nature of the trim

characteristics, it is important that the lift, drag, and center of pressure be known to a high degree of accuracy. In

addition, the OV will deploy parachutes; therefore, the wake characteristics of the OV must be known to reasonable

accuracy for parachute design.
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TECHNICALAPPROACH

The aerodynamic design and analysis of the K-1 configurations described above require creative use of analytical

methods, CFD, and wind tunnel testing in an integrated design effort. Many different prediction methods are

available for application to launch vehicles, ranging from engineering methods 4'5 to CFD. 6'7'8 Those described herein

are not the only codes available, but they are the methods that have been validated at NEAR, and there is an

experience base to provide some confidence about the accuracy and reliability for specific flow conditions. It is also

important to understand the influence of configuration characteristics on the resulting aerodynamics so that the

proper code selection is made for the specific configuration of interest. Because of the compressed schedule

dictated by the commercial effort, it is important that results be available on a timely basis and that the accuracy of

the individual results be assessed. As noted above, it is important that the analytical results be _good enough'

without being _too good' because of the additional time and costs associated with using a higher-level prediction

method than necessary.

The initial technical approach was to obtain preliminary aerodynamic characteristics with an engineering prediction

method. 4'5 Because of the critical nature of the center of pressure on the orbiter vehicle, it was soon determined that

the engineering methods were not adequate to this task. It was determined that Euler 6 solutions were the minimum

acceptable level of prediction method which would provide the required accuracy in center of pressure for the range

of Mach numbers of interest. Consequently, as the configuration changed during preliminary design, the

aerodynamic characteristics were updated through iteration between Euler solutions and wind tunnel tests. As the

configuration converged, solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations were used to provide detailed aerodynamic

characteristics for those conditions for which viscous effects are important. As part of the CFD effort, grids and

solutions from independent sources 7'8 were used to evaluate the quality of the predicted results.

PRELIMINARY DESIGN

For purposes of this discussion, many codes with varying levels of fidelity have been classified as preliminary design

methods. In earlier work, this classification was reserved for semiempirical and lower level engineering methods,

and engineering and panel methods were classified as higher fidelity methods. However, with the advances in

computer power and the use of higher fidelity methods during preliminary design, all of these methods have been

grouped under preliminary design. They will be discussed in order of increasing fidelity.

M3HAX 5 is a semiempirical method which uses a combination of theoretical models and an experimental database

for tail fin loads. The method emphasizes high angles of attack and transonic speeds, and M3HAX has been

validated extensively by comparison with measured aerodynamic characteristics for a wide range of configurations.

Unfortunately, the extremely blunt nose of the K-10V and the absence of control surfaces dictate that M3HAX

would not be adequate for this analysis.

Missile DATCOM 4 was developed specifically for preliminary design applications and it has also been validated by

numerous comparisons with experimental data. It is a body buildup method which uses prediction methods for each

component of the configuration.

INVISCID CFD

OVERFLOW 6 is usually run as a Navier-Stokes viscous solver; however, it can also be run in Euler mode for

inviscid solutions using a coarser grid. The Euler solutions discussed in the Results section are from this code unless

otherwise noted.
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VISCOUSCFD

OVERFLOW6isaNavier-StokesCFDsolverdevelopedatNASA/AmesResearchCenter•It hasbecomevery
efficientforlargenumbersofCFDsimulationsofdifferentconfigurationslikethosediscussedinthispaper•It isa
veryflexibleCFDtoolforlaunchvehicledesign•Thecentraldifferenceschemewithdissipationinspacewasused
throughouttheKistlerprojectfor K-1CFDanalysis,andall CFDrunswereobtainedoneitherSUNor HP
workstations•

CFL3D7is aNavier-Stokesflowsolverfor multi-blockandstructuredgrids,developedat theNASA/Langley
ResearchCenter•Itutilizesefficientmultigridandmeshsequencingrelaxationschemesforthesteady-statesolutions•
CFL3Dprovidesthemostcomprehensivelistofturbulencemodels,including0-equation,1-equation,and2-equation
models•CFL3Dwasusedasacross-checkingtoolforotherCFDsolutionsintheK-1analysis•

LAURA8isaNavier-StokescodedesignedforhypersonicviscousflowsimulationdevelopedatNASA/Langley
ResearchCenter•In particular,LAURAhascomprehensivecapabilitiesforbothchemicalequilibriumandnon-
equilibriumflowsimulations•It wasusedintheCFDanalysisoftheK-1configurationforMachnumbersgreater
than6.NASALangleyResearchCenter9 produced the solutions shown from this code.

RESULTS

The Kistler K-1 orbiter vehicle (OV) has been studied with wind tunnel tests and a number of computational

methods at all levels• The special requirements for this vehicle must always be considered when looking at the

computational results; that is, it must return from orbit, be stable through the hypersonic and supersonic Mach

regimes, and maintain reasonable trim characteristics until the landing parachutes can be deployed• The K-10V

configuration with its blunt nose, long cylindrical body, and aft flare proved to be a challenge for all the prediction

methods investigated• CFD solutions were used to tailor the nose bluntness to move the center of pressure aft for

increased static stability at low supersonic speeds• These results were then verified in wind tunnel tests•

Aerodynamic forces and moments were obtained using all levels of methods, including Missile DATCOM and CFD

solutions for both Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. The version of M3HAX available during the preliminary

design phase was not capable of handling the OV flare with reliability, so it was not considered for this analysis•

Wind tunnel data were also available for the range 0.8 < M < 20 for use in validation of the methods• As the design

evolved, the results from the computational methods could _e used with greater confidence and reduced uncertainties

based on the comparisons between experiment and computations for the previous configurations.

The geometry and mass characteristics of the K- 10V are such that the vehicle trims at a positive angle of attack over

the entire Mach range• The normal force coefficient and the longitudinal center of pressure at a constant c_ = 8 deg is

shown as a function of Mach number in Figure 3. In this figure, the wind tunnel results shown are from several

different test programs and different tunnels. The data for M > 6 are from NASA/Langley Research Center. l°

Though there is some roughness in the data from the tests at M_ _ 4-.4, the general character of the data for the entire

Mach range is consistent•

The predicted normal force coefficients from the different computational methods are shown in Figure 3. The

Missile DATCOM results are greater than the measurements, and the agreement seems to deteriorate at the higher

supersonic Mach numbers• This may be caused by a problem with the aerodynamic contribution of the flare and the

inability to handle nonlinear effects The Euler solution is not available for M < 1 but above Mach 3 the results are
• . ". . _ . ' . ' .

in good agreement with the experiments to about Mach 10. Finally, the viscous Navler-Stokes solutions from

OVERFLOW through the transonic range and the supersonic range to about Mach 2.5 are in very good agreement

with the experimental data.
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ResultsfromtheLAURAaerothermodynamicsCFDcodewereprovidedbyNASA/Langley.1°Thedifferences
betweentheLAURAandtheOVERFLOWresultshavebeenattributedtotheuseofrealgaseffectsandaslightly
coarsergridfortheLAURAcalculations•CFL3DandOVERFLOWprovidenearlyidenticalresultsforcalculations
onthesamegrid.

BecauseoftheimportanceofthestaticstabilityonthereturnflightoftheOV,thecentersofpressurefortheabove
flightconditionsarealsoshownin Figure3 for thewindtunneldataandthecomputationalresults•These
comparisonsdemonstratethatMissileDATCOMisnotabletoproduceacceptableresultsforlongitudinalcenterof
pressureAtM < 1 DATCOMpredictsthecenterofpressuretobeforwardofthatmeasuredinthewindtunnelby
approximately0.2D.Thisisaconservativeresultinthatit indicateslessstaticstabilitythanthewindtunneldata.At
supersonicspeeds,DATCOMpredictsthecenterofpressuretobeapproximately0.2Daftofthatmeasuredinthe
wind tunnel. This is an unconservative result that indicates more static stability than the wind tunnel data. While an

error of 0.2D in the center of pressure is often acceptable for slender tactical missile configurations, it is not

acceptable for a vehicle like the K-10V.

Both Euler and Navier-Stokes CFD solutions for center of pressure are in reasonable agreement at supersonic Mach

numbers• At hypersonic Mach numbers, the predicted center of pressure is nearly 0.2D forward of that measured in

the wind tunnel, but there is some uncertainty about the validity of the measurements at M = 20 in the He tunnel at

LaRC. The real gas results from the LAURA code and the perfect gas results from the OVERFLOW code are not in

as good agreement as expected• The normal force distributions on the OV from both solutions show similar results,

but the real gas effects change the loading on the flare and have a large impact on the vehicle center of pressure.

The traditional approach to analyzing vehicle aerodynamics is to look at the variation of normal force and center of

pressure as a function of angle of attack at a constant Mach number• The results of the comparison of measurements

and predictions for the OV at Mach 2.0 are shown in Figure 4. The predicted normal force on the OV is in good

agreement for all levels of computational results, further verification that normal force is relatively easy to predict

using lower level methods•

The center-of-pressure results in Figure 4 illustrate the challenge in the selection of a computational method for

preliminary aerodynamics design• The engineering method, DATCOM, produced very optimistic stability results at

low angles of attack, but above 20 degrees, these results are in reasonable agreement with the wind tunnel results•

The inviscid Euler results are much closer to the experimental results, and at low angles of attack where the

agreement is poorest, the predicted results are conservative in that they indicate less static stability than exhibited by

the vehicle• The viscous results are in good agreement over the entire angle range•

Another interesting application of CFD for the K-10V analysis was to define the details of the flow in the wake at

supersonic Mach numbers• The LAP must fly in the OV wake for a short time after separation, and a drogue chute

will be deployed from the OV at low supersonic Mach numbers• Data for CFD validation purposes are not available

at the Mach numbers of interest, but appropriate wake data are available at a higher Mach number; therefore,

validation of the computations was conducted at a higher supersonic Mach number to build confidence in the

solutions at the lower Mach numbers• These results are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

In Figure 5, the predicted variation of local Mach number and pressure on the centerline of the OV is compared with

measurements in the wake of a similar flared body. 11 These viscous solutions were obtained at Mach 4.4. Although

the data measurements are sparse, the agreement is quite reasonable•

In Figure 6, the predicted dynamic pressure profiles across the OV wake are shown at several downstream locations•
The wind tunnel measurements were obtained from measurements of the axial force on the LAP as it was traversed

through the wake. The dynamic pressure ratio was assumed to be the ratio of the axial force in the wake to the axial

force in the free stream• The predicted details of the wake are in very good agreement with the experiments,

including the location of the bow and flare shocks• The locations of these shocks were also validated with

shadowgraph measurements during the wind tunnel test.
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CONCLUSIONS

Applied CFD has been used extensively during the preliminary design of a reusable launch vehicle. Euler solutions

have proved to be useful as a practical design method, and Navier-Stokes solutions have been used for selected

conditions for which high accuracy and detailed flowfield results were needed. Wind tunnel data were used to

validate the analytical results and assess the aerodynamic uncertainties.

One of the lessons learned in the aerodynamic design and analysis effort is that advanced CFD methods can be used

routinely for the prediction of aerodynamic characteristics on unusual and unconventional flight vehicles. It was

shown that these methods can provide aerodynamic information on a timely basis while keeping to the cost and

schedule of a commercial program.

Though a number of different aerodynamic tools are required for the successful computational aerodynamic design

and analysis of advanced launch vehicles, some care must be applied before using the results, particularly if test data

are not available. The user must understand the limits and uncertainties involved with the different methods and

approaches. Codes should be validated and grids must be examined carefully for convergence, but it is often

tempting to accept without question the aerodynamic results from the methods without exercising a bit of healthy

skepticism. It is difficult to be critical when caught up in the euphoria of getting a computational solution on a

complex configuration. Application of the prediction methods to selected sample cases on similar configurations for

which wind tunnel data are available is highly recommended to build up some experience in the use of the individual
codes.

Wind tunnel tests are important in the validation of prediction methods, but if they are not available, the

aerodynamics analyst should consider the use of multiple independent codes to test the results for consistency.

However, even if this is accomplished, the analyst must have a basic understanding of the applicability of the

different levels of computational methods before accepting the predicted aerodynamic characteristics. For example,

engineering methods usually predict normal force, but they have problems with center of pressure. Xcp is usually

forward of the actual location for the simpler methods. Euler solutions provide the same level of quality in normal

force predictions, but the center of pressure is generally better. Viscous solutions will provide the best normal force

results, and the center of pressure is much more reliable; however, the major disadvantage is the cost required to

achieve good solutions.
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Figure1.-KistlerK-1FlightProfile
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Figure 2(a).- Kistler Aerospace K-1 Stage 1 Booster

Figure 2(b).- Kistler Aerospace K-1 Orbiter Vehicle
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Figure3.-Measuredandpredictedaerodynamiccharacteristicsof theK-10V atAOA=8deg.
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Figure 4.- Measured and predicted aerodynamic characteristics of the K-10V at Mach 2.
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Figure 5.- Measured and predicted K-1 Orbiter wake characteristics
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Figure 6.- Measured and predicted K-10V wake dynamic pressure profiles
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ABSTRACT

This workshop paper presents the current status in the development of a new approach for the solution of the
Euler equations on Cartesian meshes with embedded boundaries in three dimensions on distributed and
shared memory architectures. The approach uses adaptively refined Cartesian hexahedra to fill the computa-

tional domain. Where these cells intersect the geometry, they are cut by the boundary into arbitrarily shaped
polyhedra which receive special treatment by the solver. The presentation documents a newly developed

multilevel upwind solver based on a flexible domain-decomposition strategy. One novel aspect of the work
is its use of space-filling curves (SFC) for memory efficient on-the-fly parallelization, dynamic re-partition-

ing and automatic coarse mesh generation. Within each subdomain the approach employs a variety reorder-

ing techniques so that relevant data are on the same page in memory permitting high-performance on cache-
based processors. Details of the on-the-fly SFC based partitioning are presented as are construction rules for

the automatic coarse mesh generation. After describing the approach, the paper uses model problems and 3-
D configurations to both verify and validate the solver. The model problems demonstrate that second-order

accuracy is maintained despite the presence of the irregular cut-cells in the mesh. In addition, it examines
both parallel efficiency and convergence behavior. These investigations demonstrate a parallel speed-up in
excess of 28 on 32 processors of an SGI Origin 2000 system and confirm that mesh partitioning has no effect

on convergence behavior.

INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed the rapid maturation of embedded-boundary Cartesian approaches. The work in
references [1]-[7] (among many others) demonstrate that the approach can be used to robustly compute

flows around vehicles with a high degree of geometric complexity. This strength is largely due to the under-
lying observation that cells in these meshes are purely Cartesian (away from geometry) or arbitrarily shaped
polyhedra (where initially Cartesian hexahedra are clipped against the body's surface). Figure 1 illustrates

the types of cells found in these meshes. Note that cut-cells as shown in fig. lb may be split into any number
of unconnected regions by the geometry, such split-cells imply that the index space of the Cartesian hexahe-

dra will not, in general, be the same as that of the control volumes integrated by the solver.

The observation that cells in a Cartesian mesh are either cut or un-cut has important implications for both

mesh generation and solver efficiency. Since cut-cells are assumed to be arbitrarily shaped, the geometric
complexity of a particular configuration does not impact the mesh generation process, and thus mesh gener-
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a. c.

Figure 1: Types of cells in Cartesian meshes with embedded boundaries: a) a volume cell, b) a cut-cell,
c) a split-cell cut into two polyhedra.

ation systems like those in [2], [4], and [6] can be fully automated. Moreover since the vast majority of the

domain is discretized with simple hexahedra, the process can be extremely fast. As an example, the mesh
generator in ref. [2] produced approximately 1 x 106 cells/minute on moderately powered desktop worksta-
tions in 1997 [2].

Advocates of Cartesian approaches often note that solvers which take advantage of these meshes may use
simplified discretization formulae in the pure Cartesian cells off-body and yet still take extra care to accu-

rately integrate the cut-cells which have embedded geometry. Such arguments note that un-cut cells fill the
volume of space around the geometry. Thus, while a typical mesh may contain O(N 3) off-body cells, only
O(N 2) cut-cells actually intersect the body itself. Following this reasoning, one sees that since a simplified

form of the spatial discretization operator is applied to the vast majority of the cells in the domain. The net

savings in operation count can be dramatic. In addition, throughout much of the domain, the solver operates
on pure Cartesian meshes. Without mesh skewing or stretching to hinder performance or stability, the solver

therefore may achieve its full order of accuracy in cells with purely Cartesian stencils.

While Cartesian mesh generators have largely overcome an important obstacle in the CFD process, solvers

which take full advantage of the approach have been less convincingly documented. Moreover, removal of
the mesh generation bottleneck from the analysis cycle places a renewed emphasis on flow solver efficiency.

The current research explores the issues of accuracy and efficiency. The approach uses domain-decomposi-
tion to target the current crop of shared and distributed memory computing platforms, and multilevel
smoothing to enhance convergence. Wherever possible, the solver uses an appropriately simplified operator

for the spatial discretization of the pure Cartesian cells. In this workshop paper, we present a brief outline of
the finite-volume discretization and multigrid scheme before shifting focus to the domain decomposition and

coarse mesh generation. Results are presented for a variety of model problems and 3-D configurations, and
these provide a basis for a preliminary assessment of the accuracy and efficiency of the solver.

SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL DISCRETIZATION

Embedded boundary Cartesian approaches discretize the computational domain with either "volume cells"

which are the adaptively Cartesian hexahedra filling the space away from boundaries, and "cut-cells" which
are formed by the Cartesian cells which actually intersect the surface. As shown by Figure 1, volume cells
always have six coordinate aligned faces, while cut-cells are considered to be arbitrarily shaped polyhedra.

"Split-cells" refers to a subset of cut-cells which are actually split into multiple, non-communicating, flow
polyhedra by the geometry. The solver uses a cell-centered finite-volume scheme for the spatial discretiza-

tion with the state vector stored at the cell-center of each of the Cartesian hexahedra. In boundary cut-cells,
these quantities are stored at the centroid of the actual polyhedron formed by the intersection of the Carte-

sian cell with the body. The fact that some cut-cells may indeed be split-cells indicates that the index space

of the control volumes is not necessarily the same as that of the set of Cartesian hexahedra from which the
mesh was constructed.

Within each control volume, the spatial integration scheme proceeds by traversing a face-based data struc-

ture to reconstruct a piecewise linear polynomial distribution of each state variable within the cell as in the
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linear-reconstruction approach of ref. [8]. A leas_squares procedure is used to provide gradient estimates
within each cell based on solution of the normal equations of the local mass matrix. State vectors are recon-

structed from the cell centroids to the face centroids, and the flux quadrature uses a midpoint integration
coupled with either a van Leer flux-vector splitting, or the approximate Riemann solver of Colella [9].

Evolution is performed using a modified Runge-Kutta scheme to drive a recursively implemented FAS (Full
Approximation Storage) multigrid scheme [1°]. This scheme may be used in conjunction with a local block

Jacobi preconditioner which requires the inversion of 5 x 5 matrix for each control volume in the computa-
tional domain [11]. When coupled with the upwind spatial discretization, this preconditioner has been shown
to efficiently cluster the residual eigenvalues for rapid annihilation by the multigrid scheme [13]. Implementa-

tion of such a preconditioner is planned in the near future.

Further details of the spatial and temporal operators and aspects of its implementation which impact the
overall efficiency of the approach will be presented in an upcoming paper [12].

DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION

One novel aspect of this work lies in its approach toward domain decomposition. The option exists to apply
a commercial grade uni-processor partitioner like the multi-level nested dissection tool in reference [141or its

multi-processor variant [15[. However, an attractive alternative stems from exploiting the nature of Cartesian

meshes. We have built-in a partitioner based upon the use of space-filling curves, constructed using either
the Morton or Peano-Hilbert orderings [16[. Both of these orderings have been used for the parallel solution
of N-body problems in computational physics [17[, and the later scheme has been proposed for application to

algebraic multigrid [181in the solution of elliptic PDEs and dynamic repartitioning of adaptive methods [19[.

Figure 2 shows both Peano-Hilbert and Morton space-filling curves constructed on Cartesian meshes at three
levels of refinement. In two dimensions, the basic building block of the Hilbert curves is a "U" shaped line

which visits each of 4 cells in a 2 x 2 block. Each subsequent level divides the previous level's cells by
nested dissection, creating subquadrants which are, themselves, visited by U shaped curves as well. This "U-
ordering" has locality properties which make it attractive as a partitioner [19[. Similar properties exist for the

Morton ordering which uses an "N" shaped curve as its basic building block. Properties and construction

a)
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Figure 2: Space-filling curves used to order three Cartesian meshes in

bert or "U-ordering", b) Morton or "N-ordering".

two spatial dimensions: a) Peano-Hil-
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rules for these space-filling curves are discussed in refs. [20] and [21]. For the present, we note only that
such orderings have 3 important properties.

1. Mapping 9_d -+ U : The U and N orderings provide a unique mappings from the d-dimensional
physical space of the problem domain 9_d to a one-dimensional hyperspace, U, which one traverses

following the curve. In the U-order, two cells adjacent on the curve remain neighbors in this one-
dimensional hyperspace.

2. Locality: In the U-order, each cell visited by the curve is directly connected to two face-neigh-
boring cells which remain face-neighbors in the one dimensional hyperspace spanned by the curve.
Locality in N-ordered domains is almost as good [16].

3. Compactness: Encoding and decoding the Hilbert or Morton order requires only local informa-
tion. Following the integer indexing for Cartesian meshes outlined in ref. [2], a cell's 1-D index in
Umay be constructed using only that cell's integer coordinates in 9_d and the maximum number of
refinements that exist in the mesh. This aspect is in marked contrast to other partitioing schemes
based on recursive spectral bisection or other multilevel decomposition approaches which require
the entire connectivity matrix of the mesh in order to perform the partitioning.

To illustrate the property of compactness, consider the position of a cell i in the N-order. One way to con-

struct this mapping would be from a global operation such as a recursive lexicographic ordering of all cells
in the domain. Such a construction would not satisfy the property of compactness. Instead, the position of i

in the N-order may be deduced solely by inspection of cell i's integer coordinates (xi, Yi, zi).

Assume (_ci, _i, 5¢) is the bitwise representation of the integer coordinates (xi, Yi, zi) using m-bit integers. The

bit sequence {_c_5_ } denotes a 3-bit integer constructed by interleaving the first bit ofxi, Yi and z i. One can
then immediately compute cell i's position in Uas the 3m-bit integer {_c_5_c_?_. _m_m_m•"xi Yi zi } • Thus, sim-
ply by inspection of a cell's integer coordinates, we are able to directly calculate its position in the one-

dimensional space U without any additional information. Similarly compact construction rules exist for the
U-order[21].

Figure 3 illustrates these mapping and locality properties for an adapted two-dimensional Cartesian mesh,
partitioned into three subdomains. The figure demonstrates the fact that for adapted Cartesian meshes, the

hyperspace U may not be fully populated by cells in the mesh. However, since cell indices in U may be
explicitly formed, this poses no shortcoming.

The quality of the partitioing resulting from U-ordered meshes have been examined in Ref.[19]. and were

found to be competitive with respect to other popular partitioners. Weights can be assigned on a cell-by-cell
basis. One advantage of using this partitioning strategy stems from the observation that mesh refinement or

2-D physical space ,art 2

pa.rt1 part 3

L

i
I,a • ....

1-D hyperspace

part 1 part 3, part 2
.........•,........... ,_............... _&............................

,,...... "........................................................................."v..............._ ............",,'....................... "_

a b c d e f g h ijklmnop q r s

Figure 3: An adapted Cartesian mesh and associated space-filling curve based on the U-ordering of
9_2 --+ U with the U-ordering illustrating locality and mesh partitioing in two spatial dimensions. Par-

titions are indicated by the heavy dashed lines in the sketch
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i•iii:

Partitioned Domain

Exploded View of Partil_oning _

i:>ih

Figure 4: Partitioning of 6 level adapted mesh around a triple teardrop geometry with 240000 cells into

4 subdomains using space-filling curves. The mesh is shown by a collection of cutting planes

through each partition.

coarsening simply increases or decreases the population of U while leaving the relative order of elements

away from the adaptation unchanged. Re-mapping the new mesh into new subdomains therefore only moves
data at partition boundaries and avoids global remappings when cells adaptively refine during mesh adapta-

tion. Recent experience with a variety of global repartitioners suggest that the communication required to
conduct this remapping can be an order of magnitude more expensive than the repartitioning itselt f221. Addi-

tionally, since the partitioning is basically just a re-ordering of the mesh cells into the U-order, the entire
mesh may be stored as a single domain, which may then be partitioned into any number of subdomains on-

the-fly as it is read into the flow solver from mass storage. This approach permits the mesh to be stored as a
single unpartitioned file. In a heterogeneous computing environment where the number of available proces-

sors may not be known at the time of job submission, the value of such flexibility is self-evident.

Figure 4 shows an example of a three dimensional Cartesian mesh around a triple teardrop configuration par-

titioned using the U-order. The mesh in this figure contains 240000 cells and is indicated by several cutting
planes which have been passed through the mesh, with cells colored by partition number. The upper frame
shows the mesh and partition boundaries, while the lower frame offers further detail through an exploded

view of the same mesh. In determining partition boundaries in this example, cut-cells were weighted 10x as
compared to un-cut Cartesian hexahedra.
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SUBDOMAIN CONNECTIVITY MATRIX LOCALITY

Figure 5 illustrates the cell adjacency matrix

within a typical subdomain after applying the U-

ordering. Each cell face in the subdomain results

in a point on this graph whose coordinates are the

indices of the neighboring cells. As indicated on

the figure, this matrix is block structured, and the

regions stemming from the various cell types in

the subdomains are labeled. Computation of the

residual occurs in the two diagonal blocks labeled

"volume cells" and "cut-cells", while the overlap

regions are updated via data-exchange with neigh-

boring subdomains. Examination of the structure

of these diagonal blocks indicates high total band-

width requirements. The face list within each sub-

domain is sorted by the lowest cell index which

the face connects to, and thus a loop over the face

lists of either the volume or cut-cells accesses data

in these two blocks row-by-row, from the top

down. However, since the cells are clustered into

"arms" off the main diagonal, memory pages

loaded to access one cell will be subsequently hit

Pec_no H_ilbert Order_ing

--_.............................................._..._....................,,'...................:._,_._.............

_\,._......................... +iFlo.,:!I} e>:es ..................... .,',_.,k\,\, _:_. :_tit(_e_; 1. _,.\_"

JO:,,}_:FI<,_,:;_OL:;_,,C_t

Figure 5: Connectivity matrix of a typical subdomain

after partitioning with the U-ordering. Various

cell types within the subdomain are labeled.

many times as other nearby cells are requested by subsequent faces. Despite this, further bandwidth reduc-

tion and diagonal dominance may still be advantageous on some cache-based computing architectures or for

use with some matrix inverters or preconditioners. The standard technique for alleviating this shortcoming is

further reordering within each of these blocks [231.

Provision is included for applying a RCM reordering [231 to the diagonal blocks in this matrix which pro-

duces a matrix with substantially reduced bandwidth. For cache-based machines, further re-ordering is also

possible by coloring the data on any given cache-line so that data-dependencies are avoided when loading

the data pipes on pipelining architectures, or for constructing short vectors on processors which support

short vector processing.

AUTOMATIC CONSTRUCTION OF COARSE GRIDS

A central issue in the implementation of multigrid smoothers on unstructured meshes is the construction of a

series of coarse grids for the smoother to act upon. However, since adaptively refined Cartesian grids are

based upon successive refinements of an initial coarse grid, there is a natural path for coarse grid construc-

tion. A variety of approaches have been suggested in the literature, however, the asymptotic coarsening ratio

in some of these has been insufficient to ensure that the method will extract the full benefit of multigrid.

Moreover, the approach in ref. [2] permits the cells to divide anisotropically and therefore, we revisit the

issue of efficient coarse mesh generation.

In contrast to coarse grid generation problems on unstructured (general) hexahedral, tetrahedral, or mixed

element meshes, coarse cells in Cartesian meshes can be designed to nest exactly (i.e. cells on the coarse

mesh are the precise boolean addition of cells on the fine mesh). In addition, the cells can be organized such

that any cell in the mesh may be located uniquely by a set of integer indices [21. The combination of these two

facts lead to an novel coarse mesh generation algorithm for adaptively refined Cartesian meshes. The asymp-

totic complexity of this algorithm is O(Nlog N), where Nis the number of cells in the fine mesh. This result

stems from the fact that the central operation is a standard quicksort routine 1, and all other operations may

1. This result could be improved upon through the use of a radix sort, or other sort which has a better time-
bound, however, quicksort is fast enough in most cases.
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Figure 6: (Left) A two dimensional adaptively refined Cartesian mesh. Cut-cells are shown shaded.

(Right) The same mesh, after reordering with a specially designed comparison operator in prepara-
tion for coarsening.

be performed in constant time.

Figure 6 displays a two dimensional, directionally refined Cartesian mesh which illustrates the coarse mesh

generation strategy. The mesh shown (left) is the input or "fine mesh" which the algorithm coarsens. The
boundary of a hypothetical body is indicated, and the crosshatching indicates where there are no cells in the

mesh. Gray shaded cells denote cut-hexahedra. To the right of this figure lies a second view of the mesh after

it has been sorted using a specially designed comparison operator. The cell indices in this mesh indicate the
sorted order, which is further illustrated by a partial sketch of the path shown through cells 9 16.

The comparison operator basically performs a recursive lexicographical ordering of cells which can coarsen

into the same coarse cell. Adaptively refined Cartesian meshes are formed by repeated subdivision of an ini-
tial coarse mesh (referred to as the level 0 mesh), therefore any cell, i, is traceable to an initial "parent cell"

in the level 0 mesh. Similarly, if cell i has been refined R times, it will have parent cells at levels 0 through
(R 1). If a cell has never been divided, then it is referred to as a "level 0 cell" and is identical to its level 0

parent.

1. Cells on the level 0 mesh are sorted in lexicographic order using the integer coordinates of their
level 0 parents as keys.

2. If a cell has been subdivided, recursively sort its children lexicographically.

This algorithm can be implemented with a single quicksort which uses a comparison operator which exam-

ines the integer indices of two input cells on a bit-by-bit basis (see ref. [12]). As noted above, its asymptotic
complexity is proportional to that of the sorting method used.

After sorting the fine mesh, coarsening proceeds in a straightforward manner. Cells are processed by a single
sweep through the sorted order. If a contiguous set of cells are found which coarsen to the same parent they
are coalesced into that parent. Cells which do not meet this criteria are "not coarsenable" and are injected to
the coarse mesh without modification.

Figure 7 (left) shows the coarse mesh resulting from one application of the coarsening algorithm, note that

fine grid cells on the level-0 mesh arefidly coarsened and do not coarsen beyond their initial size. The right

7

3

6 8

41 3 6 15

38 40

2 S 2 S 14

37 39

: 4 z 4 13

113 12 22 24 33 _5

Figure 7: Left: Adapted Cartesian mesh from Figure 6 after one coarsening. Outline of geometry is indi-

cated, and cut-cells are shown in grey. Right: Same mesh after one additional application of the
coarsening algorithm
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frame in this figure shows the mesh resulting from a second application of the coarsening operator.

Note that with this algorithm, cells won't coarsen in two situations: (1) if they are fully coarsened; or if

coarsening is suspended because one (or more) of the children of a given parent is subdivided. Application

of this algorithm to a variety of adapted Cartesian meshes on actual geometry (including a 3D wing, a Single
Stage to Orbit configuration and a subsonic business jet) revealed that it consistently produces coarse meshes

with coarsening ratios greater than 7:1. Finally, note that the coarse cells in fig. 7 are automatically con-
structed in the sorted order so that further coarsening does not require additional sorting.

One subtlety that the coarsening algorithm must contend with is indicated in Figure 8. The presence of split-

cells in the domain implies that, under some coarsening situations, cut-cells on the fine mesh may coarsen
into split-cells on the coarse grid. Alternatively, when fine grid split-cells coarsen into the same parent as un-

cut volume cells, cut- or split-cells may result. This apparent complication stems directly from the fact that
the index space of the control volumes is not the same as that of the Cartesian hexahedra from which these

control volumes were formed, and in three dimensions, a wide variety of such cases exist. To ensure accurate
construction of the coarse mesh, our algorithm insists that two cut/split-cells with the same parent must have

at least one common face to coalesce into the same control volume on the coarse grid.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

The preliminary results presented in this section intend to investigate the global order of accuracy of the flow

solver, as well as the parallel scalability of the method using the SFC mesh partitioners. An investigation of
the effectiveness of the multigrid scheme will not be presented as such results are still premature. All com-

putations were performed on 1-32 processors of an SGI Origin 2000 equipped with MIPS R10000 proces-
sors running at 250Mhz. subdomain boundary information exchange is performed using shared a shared

memory programming paradigm, and care was taken to ensure that the memory required to store each sub-
domain is physically located on boards local to the processor which integrate each subdomain.

VERIFICATION AND GLOBAL ORDER OF ACCURACY

Before examining issues of modeling and parallel scalability, it is necessary to first verify that our imple-
mentation correctly solves the Euler equations, and to document the order of accuracy of the solver on a

actual meshes. This investigation relies upon a closed-form, analytic solution to the Euler equations for a
supersonic vortex model problem [241. The presence of an exact solution permits the investigation to examine

the truncation error of the discrete solution using a series of telescopic meshes. Since this is a shock-free
flow, the measured order of accuracy is not corrupted by limiter action near shocks, and the behavior is

indicative of the scheme's performance in smooth regions of a flow. Although this example is only two
dimensional, the full three dimensional solver was run using an 3-D geometry made by extrusion.

To investigate the truncation error of the scheme, the domain was initialized to the exact solution and inte-
grated one time step. The residual in each cell then offers a direct measure of the difference between the dis-

a)- __],,__ _'+ _ _/ b) _e -- +__t_ _ __,_,,-,x

FineMesh after OneCoarsening Fine Mesh after One Coarsening

Figure 8: Mesh coarsening examples in which the index space of the control volumes differs from that
of the Cartesian hexahedra from which these control volumes are formed. (a) Four cut-cells

become 2 split-cells when the mesh is coarsened, (b) 2 volume cells, and 4 split cells become 2

split-cells after coarsening.
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exact solution."

p(r) = Pi{

1

7 + 1M2[- 1 _ '

Figure 9: Overview of supersonic vortex model problem from ref. [24] used

to investigate the order of accuracy of the solver. Mesh sequence at right

shows series of 5 telescoping meshes used in the investigation, at condi-
tions:Min 2.25,pin 1/% Pin 1, r i 1, ro 1.384.

crete scheme and the governing equations, including the effects of boundary conditions.

Figure 9 presents an overview of the investigation. The sketch at the left shows the inviscid flow between

two concentric circular arcs, while the frame at the right shows the sequence of 5 Cartesian meshes used in
the investigation. The meshes were created by nested subdivision and while the coarsest of these grids had
105 cells in a 2D slice, the finest had over 21000 cells at the same station.

Figure 10 contains a plot of the L2 norm of density error resulting from this analysis. The error plot is
remarkably linear over the first 4 meshes, but shows signs of a slight tailing-off on the final mesh. Over the

first 4 meshes, the average order of accuracy is 1.88. If the finest mesh is included, this estimate drops to a
value of 1.82. Both of these slopes are comparable to those in the investigation of reconstruction schemes on

body-fitted unstructured meshes in ref. [24], and we note that the absolute magnitude of error in the present
(Cartesian) scheme is more than a factor of two lower than was reported in that investigation. The slight tail-

ing-off of the results for mesh 5 is believed to be a result of round-off error in computation of the error norm
is not surprising considering the extremely low levels of error measured on this mesh. This hypothesis, how-

ever, is still under investigation.
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Figure 10." L2 norm of density truncation error for sequence of refined meshes shown

in fig. 9.
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The results shown in fig. 10 were generated using the Colella flux function, however, results with the van
Leer option are essentially identical.

CONVERGENCE ON PARTITIONED

DOMAINS
10 _

10 _

1@

Adopting the domain decomposition with a single lo0

overlap cell permits a formulation which ensures to _

that the residuals computed within each cell at ,, to2
every timestep with one partitioning match those _ to3

for any other partitioning. Figure 11 illustrates this 5 to 4
property by documenting convergence of the maxi-

_ 10 _

mum residual of density for the supersonic vortex _ lo _
×

problem using a 250,000 cell mesh partitioned into _ lo7

1, 2, 4, and 8 subdomains. All histories in this fig- loo
ure collapse to the same line to within machine pre- loo
cision. As the legend indicates, this test was

10 0

performed using both the machine's default arith- lo
metic (SGI Origin 2000, cc option -OfitsO and lo'
IEEE-754 compliant arithmetic.
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Figure 11: Comparison of convergence history using

ONERA M6 WING 1, 2, 4, and 8 subdomains using both default (SGI
Origin 2000, cc option -OfitsO and IEEE-754

With the preliminary verification complete, focus compliant arithmetic.

shifts to a three dimensional example of an ONERA M6 wing which has been widely cited in the literature.
This transonic M_ 0.84, cz 3.06 ° case is often used in the validation of inviscid solution techniques. This
test was performed at a relatively high Reynolds number (based on root chord) of 12 x 106125[, which mini-

mizes effects of the displacement thickness making accurate comparisons of sectional pressure distributions

possible. Other viscous effects in the experimental data are limited to a slight separation filling in the Cp dis-
tribution behind the lambda shock on the lee surface.

Simulation of this test was conducted using the geometry of a wing in free air, with the far-field boundary
located 30 chords from the wing. The final mesh contained 525000 control volumes, with 25000 cut-cells

and 528 split-cells. The mesh was partitioned into 8 subdomains using the Peano-Hilbert ordering described

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Figure 12." Partitioned mesh and Cp contours for the ONERA M6 wing example. The mesh contains
525000 cells at 9 levels of refinement, mesh partitions are shown by color-coding and outlined in

heavy lines. Cp contours are plotted using a cell-by-cell reconstruction of the discrete solution.
M_ = 0.84, cz = 3.06, van Leer flux.
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in the preceding section. Figure 12 displays this mesh by three cutting planes. Cells on each cut plane are

color coded by subdomain. Along side the mesh, fig. 12 presents C)) contours on the wing surface, and sym-

metry plane resulting from a simulation using the van Leer flux option. This image clearly displays the well-

known lambda shock structure on the upper surface of the wing. Contours in this image were constructed

cell-by-cell, using the computed gradients within each cell. This method of plotting gives a more accurate

picture of the discrete solution, since fluxes are formed with this same reconstruction. The slight breaks in

the contour lines in some high gradient regions are a by-product of this cell-by-cell plotting. These solution

shown was converged 6 orders of magnitude (L 1 norm of density) using the van Leer flux option.

Figure 13 provides a quantitative assessment of the solution quality through pressure profiles at six spanwise

stations. This figure displays @ vs. x/c at spanwise stations at 20, 44, 65, 80, 90, and 95% span. The inboard

stations correctly display the double-shock on the upper surface, while stations at 90 and 95% confirm accu-

rate prediction of the merging of these shocks. The experimental data at stations 20 and 44% indicate that

the rear shock is followed by a mild separation bubble triggered by the shock-boundary layer interaction. As

is typical in such cases, the inviscid discrete solution locates this rear shock slightly behind its experimental

counterpart.
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Figure 13: Cp vs. x/c for ONERA M6 wing example at six spanwise locations. M_ = 0.84, cz = 3.06 °.

Experimental data from ref. [25] shown as symbols, inviscid discrete solution shown with solid

line.
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PARALLEL SCALABILITY AND PERFORMANCE

Figure 14 contains preliminary results from

scalability testing. Tests were conducted on

from 1 to 32 processors on an Mips R10000

based SGI Origin 2000. The mesh in this test

contained 525000 cells. Each processor of this

machine has a 4Mb Level 2 cache, and two

processors on each board share the same local

memory. Examination of this plot shows gen-

erally good scalability, however, communica-

tion does appear to slow this particular

computation on 4 and 8 processors when the

problem initially gets spread over several

boards within the machine. On 32 processors

the timings show a "cache bubble" evidenced

by the fact that the results on 32 processors are

more than a factor of two faster than the tim-

ings on 16 processors. Table 1 shows the per-

processor execution rate and parallel speed-up

for this example. Results in this table clearly

show a 4% increase in per-processor execution

35 . . . , . . . , . . . , . . . , . . . , . . . , . . . , . . . , . . .

-- _, Measured (Origin 2000, 250Mhz) /

30 ---- Ideal /

25 / /

/

_15 /

5 /:,_/_'*"

°_" ;_ _ 1'2 1'_ 2'0 A A 3'2 '3_
No. of Processors

Figure 14: Preliminary investigation of parallel scalabil-

ity of single mesh (no-multigrid) case. Data reflect

average results from 3 runs with each partitioning.

rate on 32 processors as each processor's L2 cache was very nearly sufficient to store the entire subdomain.

The table demonstrates no substantial decrease in performance with larger numbers of subdomains, and the

communication/computation ratio afforded by the partitioning does not appear to be uncompetative. Results

in Table 1 and in Figure 14 were obtained by averaging the results of 3 separate sets of tests since timings on

this machine are known to vary by as much as 10%.

Table 1: Parallel scalability and processing rate per processor. Results for each partitioning

reflect average of three runs. 525000 control volumes, 200 iterations _er test.

No. of CPUtime/CPU
Parallel Speed-up Mflops/CPU a Ideal Speedup

Processors (sec.)

1 2559 1 81.4 1

2 1315 1.94 81.9 2

4 865 2.96 72.77 4

8 383 5.76 77.57 8

16 188 13.61 78 16

32 90 28.37 82 32

a. Mflops counted using R10000 hardware counters on optimized code, with single cycle MADD

instruction disabled. Floating-point multiply, add, and divide each counted as one flop.

CONCLUSIONS AND CURRENT WORK

This paper presented preliminary verification and validation of a new, parallel, upwind solver for Cartesian

meshes. Comparison of the scheme's one-step truncation error with an analytic solution demonstrated an

achieved order of accuracy between 1.82 and 1.88. Preliminary validation by direct comparison to experi-

mental results on a three dimensional wing configuration was also performed, demonstrating that the dis-

crete solutions were competitive with other solution procedures. Preliminary documentation of a new on-

the-fly SFC based partitioning strategy was also presented. This strategy enables reordered meshes to be pre-
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sorted and stored as a single domain. This mesh can then be partitioned into any number of partitions at run
time. Investigations demonstrated that this decomposition strategy produces a parallel speed-up in excess of

28 on 32 processors with no net decrease in processing rate. Details of a new coarse mesh generation algo-
rithm for multilevel smoothers on Cartesian meshes were also presented. This algorithm generally achieves

mesh coarsening ratios in excess of 7 on adaptively refined meshes.

Development of this method continues, and examples on complex configurations at elevated Mach numbers

are planned in the immediate future. An investigation of multigrid efficiency for flows with complex geome-
try at a variety of Mach numbers is on-going.
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ABSTRACT

A parallelized version of the Flowfield Dependent Variation (FDV) Method is developed to analyze a

problem of current research interest, the flowfield resulting from a triple shock#ooundary layer interaction.

Such flowfields are often encountered in the inlets of high speed air-breathing vehicles including the NASA

Hyper-X research vehicle. In order to resolve the complex shock structure and to provide adequate

resolution for boundary layer computations of the convective heat transfer from surfaces inside the inlet,

models containing over 500,000 nodes are needed. Efficient parallelization of the computation is essential

to achieving results in a timely manner. Results from a parallelization scheme, based upon multi-threading,

as implemented on multiple processor supercomputers and workstations is presented.

INTRODUCTION

The Flowfield Dependent Variation (FDV) Method is utilized to analyze a problem of current research

interest, the flowfield produced from a triple shock#ooundary layer interaction. Flow fields of this nature

are often encountered in the inlets of high speed vehicles such as the scramjet engine of NASA's Hyper-X

research vehicle. For this analysis, the numerical results are compared to experimental wind tunnel

measurements made by Garrison, Settles, and Horstman [1,2]. The objective of the FDV analysis is to

resolve the major flowfield structures observed during the experiment while demonstrating an efficient

parallelization scheme based upon multi-threaded programming.

FLOWFIELD DEPENDENT VARIATION (FDV) THEORY

The original idea of FDV methods began from the need to address the physics involved in shock wave

turbulent boundary layer interactions [3-5]. In this situation, transitions and interactions of inviscid/viscous,

compressible/incompressible, and laminar/turbulent flows constitute not only the physical complexities but

also computational difficulties. This is where the very low velocity in the vicinity of the wall and very high

velocity far away from the wall coexist within a domain of study. Transitions from one type of flow to

another and interactions between two distinctly different flows have been studied for many years both

experimentally and numerically. Traditionally, incompressible flows were analyzed using the pressure-



basedformulationwiththeprimitivevariablesfortheimplicitsolutionoftheNavier-Stokessystemof
equationstogetherwith the pressure Poisson equation. On the other hand, compressible flows were

analyzed using the density-based formulation with the conservation variables for the explicit solution of the

Navier-Stokes system of equations. In dealing with the domain of study which contains all speed flows with

various physical properties where the equations of state for compressible and incompressible flows are

different, and where the transitions between laminar and turbulent flows are involved in dilatational

dissipation due to compressibility, we must provide very special and powerful numerical treatments. The

FDV scheme has been devised toward resolving all of these issues.

To this end, let us consider the Navier-Stokes system of equations in conservation form,

_U _ _F_ + _G______- B

& _x i _xi

In expanding U n+l in a special form of Taylor series about If, we introduce the variation parameters S 1 and

s 2 for the first and second derivatives of U with respect to time, respectively

where

_LJ f/+S1 At 2 d2U"+'2
U "+1 = U" + At-

2 _2

8U "--SI 8U" 8AU "--]

-- +S 1-- 0_<Sl_<l
& & &

&2 &2

with AIf +1 = If+l _ If. Substituting (3) into (2),

AU "+1 = At + s 1--

_2AUn+I

Jr s 2 c_t2 o _<S 2 --<1

Notice that S1, associated with the first time derivative, is intended to provide variations as appropriate to

the convection and diffusion processes of the flowfield, whereas s 2 , involved in the second time derivative,

is to control adequate application of artificial viscosity as required in accordance with the flowfield.

In the conservation form of the Navier-Stokes system of equations, Fi and B are functions of U, and Gi is a

function of U and its gradient U k. Thus, by the chain rule of calculus, the first and second derivative of U

with respect to time may be written as follows:

_U #E _Gi
- +B

& c_xi c_xi

We denote the convection Jacobian a_, the diffusion Jacobian b_, the diffusion gradient Jacobian c_k, and

the source Jacobian d as

(1)

(2)

(3a)

(3b)

(4)

(5a)

(5b)
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Forthepurposeof generality,weassumeherethatthesourcetermsarisefromadditionalequationsfor
chemicalspeciesequations.

Thesecondderivativeof U withrespectto timemaynowbewrittenin termsof theseJacobiansby
substitutioninto(5b),

d2U_ d (a i+bi)|_+_B
c32 &i / &j &j ) +--cik - d -- + -- -

&_&k /&j &j ) \&j &j

Substituting (5a) and (6) into (4), and assuming the product of the diffusion gradient Jacobian with third

order spatial derivatives to be negligible, we have

The variation parameters s 1and s 2 which appear in (7) may be accorded with appropriate physical roles by

calculating them from the flowfield-dependent quantities. For example, if s 1 is associated with the

temporal changes (A terms, henceforth called fluctuations, not meant to be turbulent fluctuations) of

convection, it may be calculated from the spatial changes of Mach number between adjacent nodal points so

that $1= 0 would imply no changes in convection fluctuations. Similarly, if s 1is associated with the

fluctuations of diffusion, then it may be calculated from the spatial changes of Reynolds number or Peclet

number between adjacent nodal points such that $1= 0 would signify no changes in diffusion fluctuations.

Therefore, the role of s 1 for diffusion is different from that of convection. Similarly, the role of s 1 for the

fluctuation of the sources (such as reaction rates and heat generation) should be different from convection

and diffusion. For example, we may define the fluctuation quantities associated with s 1 as

AB n+l c_AFn+I i c_AGn+I i ABn+ 1
Slc I-Sld Sls

8x _ 8x i

2 2 n+l

4]_/m ax--]_/min _AF
= +

Mmi n 63xi

4Re2ax-Re2mi n _mGn; 1 _ 4Dam2ax-Da2min ABn+,

Re mi_ _x _ Dami n

(6)

(7)

(8)
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whereit isseenthatthevariationparameters 1 originally adopted as a single mathematical or numerical

parameter has now turned into multiple physical parameters such as the changes of Mach numbers,

Reynolds numbers (or Peclet numbers), and Damkohler numbers (Da), between adjacent nodal points.

The magnitudes of fluctuations of convection, diffusion, and source terms are dictated by the current

flowfield situations in space and time. Similar assessments can be applied to the variation parameter s 2 as

associated with its corresponding fluctuation terms of convection, diffusion, and source. Thus, in order to

provide variations to the changes of convection, diffusion, and source terms differently in accordance with

the current flowfield situations, we reassign s 1 and s 2 associated with convection, diffusion and source terms

as follows:

slAG i _sldAGi= s3AG i , slAB _sl,AB_= ssAB

s2AG i _s2dAGi= s4AG i , s2AB _S2sAB = s6AB

with the various variation parameters defined as

s lc = s1 = first order convection variation parameter

s 2c-- s2 = second order convection variation parameter

sld = s 3 = first order diffusion variation parameter

s2d = s 4 = second order diffusion variation parameter

s is-- s5 = first order source term variation parameter

s 2s-- s6 = second order source term variation parameter

The first order variation parameters S1, $3, and s 5 are flowfield-dependent, whereas the second order

variation parameters s2, s4, and s 6 are exponentially proportional to the first order variation parameters, and

mainly act as artificial viscosity.

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

The analytical results are compared to experimental measurements for a triple shock interaction obtained by

Garrison, Settles, and Horstman [1,2]. The wind tunnel model used to produce the triple shock#ooundary

layer interaction consists of two vertical fins and a horizontal ramp as shown in Figure 1. The angle of

attack for the fins is 15 ° and the ramp is inclined at an angle of 10 ° with respect to the inlet flow. The inlet

flow is at Mach 3.85 with a stagnation temperature and pressure of 295K and 1500 kPa, respectively. The

fins are 82.5 mm high and are separated by a distance of 96.3 mm. The leading edge of the model is located

21 cm in front of the ramp inlet and produces a turbulent boundary layer with a thickness of 3.5 mm at the

inlet to the model. Flow through the model is characterized by three oblique shocks originating from the

leading edges of the ramp and the fins. Above the oblique ramp shock, the two inviscid fin shocks intersect

and reflect as shown in the figure. For the purposes of this analysis, the ramp is assumed to be 120 mm in

length, the distance at which the reflected inviscid fin shocks are just incident upon the exit comers of each

fin. According to inviscid flow theory, the fin shocks should intersect approximately 92 mm from the

combined ramp and fin entrance. Measurements of the flowfield structure in the x-y plane are made via the

Planar Laser Scattering (PLS) technique at various depths upstream of, coincident with, and behind the

inviscid fin shock intersection [2].
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Figure 1 Inviscid Fin Shock Reflection (Top View, X-Z Plane)

Of particular interest in this analysis is the complex shock#ooundary layer interaction produced in the x-y

planes perpendicular to the flow direction. Upstream of and coincident with the inviscid ramp shock

intersection, the fin and ramp shocks are reflected and interact with the fin and ramp boundary layers to

produce the shock structures contained in the PLS images of Figure 2. Upstream of the shock intersection

(left), the flow is characterized by the inviscid fin and ramp shocks reflecting to form a corner shock. Slip

lines separating the shock induced flow regions are also visible in the image. The flow separation from the

ramp underneath the embedded fin shock is also visible in the image. At the shock intersection (right), the

inviscid fin shocks merge, the ramp shock dissapears, and the comer shock is reflected to form the structure

shown. The curvature of the fin shocks become more pronounced and a large separation region is observed

underneath the reflected comer shocks. This is attributed to the curvature of the inviscid shocks to the finite

height of the fins (i.e. there would be no shock curvature with fins of "infinite" height) [1].
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(a)Z=6.7cm (b)Z=9.2cm

Figure 2: Fin/Ramp Shock Structure in the X-Y Plane Before (Left) and Co-incident

(Right) the Inviscid Fin Shock Intersection [1]

A detailed PLS view of the comer shock reflection physics is shown in Figure 3. [1]. As shown in the

figure, the inviscid fin (a) and ramp (b) shocks reflect to form the comer (c) shock. Both the embedded

ramp (d) and fin (g) shocks split into separation (e,h) and rear (f,i) shocks above the ramp and fin

boundary/separation layers. The ramp separated region (j) and the slip lines (k) dividing the different

velocity regions as induced by the shock structure are also visible in the image.
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Corresponding Flowfield Structure
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Figure 3: Fin/Ramp Shock Structure in the X-Y Plane [ 1 ], a) Inviscid Fin Shock, b)

Comer Shock, c) Inviscid Ramp Shock, d) Embedded Ramp Shock, e) Ramp Separation

Shock, f) Ramp Rear Shock, g) Embedded Fin Shock, h) Separation Fin Shock, i) Rear

Fin Shock, j) Separated Region, k) Sliplines

COMPUTER MODEL

Since the two fins are symmetric about the centerline, only half of the wind tunnel model is included in the

computational model. Two finite difference computational grids, varying in resolution, are developed for
the FDV analysis. The coarse grid model, consisting of a non-uniform nodal resolution of 31 x 41 x 55 (in
the x, y, and z directions) is shown in Figure 4. The viscous grid is clustered close to the fin and ramp
surfaces. Results from the coarse grid analysis are used as the starting condition for the fine grid model.

The fine grid model is obtained by interpolating the flow variables against the coarse mesh. Doubling the
number of grid points in each direction produces a fine grid with over 538,000 nodal points (61 x 81 x 109).
Recall that the most important aspect of the FDV theory is that the shock capturing mechanism and the
transition and interaction between compressible/incompressible, viscous/inviscid, and laminar/turbulent

flows are incorporated into the FDV formulation. No special treatments are required to simulate these
physical phenomena. Thus, the finite difference discretization requires no special schemes. Simple central
differences can be used to discretize the FDV.
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Figure 4: Three Dimensional Finite Difference Models

The inlet conditions to the model are fixed with the freestream conditions described above (M=3.85,

Po=1500 kPa, and To=295 K) and include a superimposed boundary layer 3.5 mm in height[l]. At the fin

and ramp surfaces, no-slip velocity boundary conditions are imposed and the normal pressure and

temperature gradients are set to zero. In the symmetry plane and for the bounding surface on top (x-z

plane), all of the flow variables are computed such that the normal gradients vanish except for the normal

flux, which is explicitly set to zero. At the exit, all of the flow variables are extrapolated from interior grid

points.

PARALLELIZATION STRATEGY: MULTI-THREADED PROGRAMMING AND DOMAIN

DECOMPOSITION

Multi-threaded programming is utilized to take advantage of multiple computational elements on the host

computer. Typically, a multi-threaded process will spawn multiple threads which are allocated by the

operating system to the available computational elements (or processors) within the system. If more than

one processor is available, the threads may execute in parallel resulting in a significant reduction in

execution time. If more threads are spawned than available processors, the threads appear to execute

concurrently as the operating system decides which threads execute while the others wait. One unique

advantage of multi-threaded programming on shared memory multiprocessor systems is the ability to share

global memory. This alleviates the need for data exchange or message passing between threads as all global

memory allocated by the parent process is available to each thread. However, precautions must be taken to

prevent deadlock or race conditions resulting from multiple threads trying to simultaneously write to the
same data.

Threads are implemented by linking an application to a shared library and making calls to the routines

within that library. Two popular implementations are widely used: the Pthreads library [6] (and its

derivatives) that are available on most Unix operating systems and the NTthreads library that is available

under Windows NT. There are differences between the two implementations, but applications can be

ported from one to the other with moderate ease and many of the basic functions are similar albeit with

different names and syntax.
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Domaindecompositionmethods[7]canbeusedinconjunctionwithmulti-threadedprogrammingtocreate
anefficientparallelapplication.Thesub-domainsresultingfromthedecompositionprovideaconvenient
divisionoflaborfortheprocessingelementswithinthehostcomputer.Inthisapplication,anAdditive
Schwarzdomaindecomposition[7]methodisutilized.Themethodisillustratedbelow(Figure5)foratwo
dimensionalsquaremeshthatisdecomposedintofoursub-domains.Thenodesbelongingtoeachofthe
foursub-domainsaredenotedwith geometric symbols while boundary nodes are identified with bold

crosses. The desire is to solve for each node implicitly within a single sub-domain. For nodes on the edge

of each sub-domain this is accomplished by treating the adjacent node in the neighboring sub-domain as a

boundary. The overlapping of neighboring nodes between sub-domains is illustrated in Figure 6. Higher

degrees of overlapping, which may improve convergence at the expense of computation time, are also used.

,N ;

<_ @ Sub-domain 1

+ Sub-domain 2

Sub-domain 3

+ Sub-domain 4

_ BoundaryNode

Figure 5: Multiple Subdomains

01% 01% 0"_ 0"_
Nodes shaded in

white are solved

implicitly within in "*"

each sub-domain.

.&

.&

Nodes from neighboring

.;. sub-domains (shaded)

are treated as boundary

nodes and allowed to lag

_:" "_i_:" / one timestep.

/
.& .::. .:. .:.

Figure 6: Domain Decomposition

In a parallel application, load balancing between processors is critical to achieving optimum performance.

Ideally, if a domain could be decomposed into regions requiring an identical amount of computation, it

would be a simple matter to divide the problem between processing elements as shown in Figure 7 for four

threads executing on an equal number of processors.
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Timestep #1 Timestep #2 Timestep N

/_ End of Timestep
Synchronization

CPU #1

CPU #2

CPU #3

CPU #-4

Thread #1 Thread #2

Thread #2 Thread #4

Thread #3 Thread #1

Thread #4 Thread #3

00O

/X

Execution Time

Thread #3

Thread #2

Thread #1

Thread #4

Figure 7: Ideal Load Balancing

Unfortunately, in a "real world" application the domain may not be decomposed such that the computation

for each processor is balanced, resulting in lost efficiency. If the execution time required for each sub-

domain is not identical, the CPU's will become idle for portions of time as shown in Figure 8.

CPU #1

Timestep #1 Tim estep #2

Thread #1 Thread #2 _'._q_£\\N

CPU #2 Thread#2 _\_q-q-_q-q-_Thread#4
I_-.\\\\\\\\\\\\\'_

C PU #3 Thread #3 __ Thread #1

CPU #4 Thread #4 ._ Thread #3 _

/_ End of Timestep
Synchronization

N CPU Idle

000

Execution Time

Timestep N

Thread #3 kit

Thread #2 _\<_£q_£_

Thread #1

Figure 8: "Real World" Load Balancing

One approach to load balancing, as implemented in this application, is to decompose the domain into more

sub-domains than available processors and use threads to perform the computations within each block. The
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finer granularity permits a

shown in Figure 9.

CPU #1 I #1

more even distribution of work amongst the available processing elements as

opus2 I

opus3 l

CPU #-4

CPU #1

CPU #2

CPU #3

CPU #-4

I #1 I #2

I #6Ii

X

Execution Time --

J

>- 4 Sub-domains

> 8 Sub-domains

/_ End of Timestep
Synchronization

N CPU Idle

Figure 9: Domain Decomposition Improves Parallelism

In this approach, the number of threads spawned is equal to the number of available processors with each

thread marching through the available sub-domains (which preferably number at least two times the number
of processors), solving one at a time in an "assembly-line" fashion. A stack is employed where each thread
pops the next sub-domain to be solved off of the top of the stack. Mutual exclusion locks are employed to
protect the stack pointer in the event two or more threads access the stack simultaneously. Each thread

remains busy until the number of sub-domains is exhausted. If the number of sub-domains is large enough,
the degree of parallelism will be high although decomposing a problem into too many sub-domains may
adversely affect convergence. This approach is illustrated in Figures 10 and 11.
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 iiiiii 

1) Decompose the domain 2) Push each sub-domain onto a software stack

Figure l O: Decompose the Domain and push onto Stack

Stack Pointer

_iiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiii__iiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiii _iiiiiii_iiiiiii_iiiiiii

:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_ :: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: _:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:

3) Spawn threads and execute until stack is exhausted

Figure 11: Allow Threads to Process each Sub-domain

The coarse mesh computations were performed on a four processor Alpha TM based workstation located at
the University of Alabama in Huntsville and on a dual processor Pentium TM II workstation located at the
Marshall Space Flight Center. The fine mesh computations were conducted on SGITM Origin 2000 and
Power Challenge XL supercomputers (each containing twelve processors) located at the Marshall Space
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Flight Center. The FDV application solver is based upon the Generalized Minimum Residual (GMRES)

algorithm described by Shakib [8]. The application is coded to be multi-threaded to take advantage

parallelism in the host computer. The number of threads is specified at run time and is based upon the

expected number of available CPU's. The results for three different architectures are provided in Table 1.

Typical utilizations (defined as CPU time/elapsed time) range from 180% to 380% for two to eight threads.

It should be noted that both the number of threads and number of processors impose theoretical limits on

the maximum performance gain. Obviously, the normalized performance increase can not exceed the

number of threads and, aside from tertiary performance issues (such as on processor cache), nor can the

normalized performance increase exceed the number of processors. For the coarse mesh model, actual

speed increases range from 1.77 to 3.44 for 2 to 4 processors. The results are encouraging when

considering the CPU contention between multiple users on the host machines. For the coarse mesh model

on a dual processor Pentium II workstation (with no other users) a CPU utilization of 196% is observed

with a real time speedup of 1.92. The four processor machine did exhibit a significant amount of overhead

when moving beyond a single thread. Utilizing four threads for the fine mesh model resulted in CPU

utilizations of 357% and 370% for a domain decomposed into 27 and 64 regions, respectively. The fine

mesh model was not run with a single processor or thread so no relative speed-up data is available. The

CPU utilization is encouraging considering the high CPU contention on the twelve processor machine.

Table 1. Computational Performance Summary

Threads Grid Decomposition

55x41x31 4x4x4

55x41x31 4x4x4

55x41x31 4x4x4

55x41x31 4x4x4
55x41x31 4x4x4

55x41x31 4x4x4

55x41x31 4x4x4

109x81x61 3x3x3

109x81x61 4x4x4

CPU Time Elapsed Time

(hours)
5.0_

5.12

4.6_

5.1_
5.3C

5.3C

5.1E

37.4C

52.7E

CPU Utilization

(hours)
5.05

2.62

4.72

2.66
1.42

1.40

1.37

10.47

14.25

Speed-up

100%

196%

99%

195%
373%

378%

377%

357%

370%

1.00

1.93

1.00

1.77
3.32

3.36

3.44

NA

NA

Processor

Pentium II

Pentium II

Alpha

Alpha

Alpha

Alpha

Alpha

R10000

R10000

Number of Proc

12

12

Density contours for the inviscid shock interaction (x-z plane, as viewed from above the wind tunnel model)

are shown in Figure 12. The 15 ° fins produce inviscid shocks that are predicted to intersect and reflect

approximately 92 mm from the ramp entrance. The reflected shock does not intersect with the exit comer

of the ramp as expected. Two cross sections, located at 67 mm and 92 mm, respectively, from the entrance

are noted on the plot.
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Figure 12: Density Contours for X-Z Cross Section (Top), Slip Boundary

Density contours for the flow in x-y planes located 67 mm (upstream of the inviscid shock intersection) and

92 mm (coincident with the inviscid shock intersection) from the combined fin/ramp entrance are shown in

Figure 13. It appears that the upstream predictions correlate well with the experimental images. The

inviscid ramp and fin shocks, as well as the comer reflection, are easily discernible in the upstream figure

(see left). Interestingly, it appears that the triangular shaped slip lines are present in the numerical results of

the upstream plane. Since the slip-lines divide constant pressure regions with differing velocities, this

feature is not visible in the static pressure plots. As in the experimental imagery, the inviscid fin shocks

merge together in the symmetry plane at the point where the inviscid shocks intersect (see right). No

curvature of the inviscid fin shock intersection is observed in the numerical predictions. The reflection of

the comer shock about the symmetry plane is observed, but the ramp embedded shock is lower relative to

the height of the fin than in the experimental results.
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Plane A-A (Ahead of the 15° Fin Shock Intersection)
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Figure 13 Density Contours for Y-Z Cross Section, Slip Boundary

CONCLUSIONS

The comparison of the FDV method to the actual measured flowfield for the triple shock interaction is

encouraging. Many of the flowfield features observed in the experimental imagery are resolved in the

computation including the inviscid shock corner reflections. Particularly good results are obtained for the

shock structure in the cross sectional x-y planes upstream of the inviscid shock intersection. The numerical

results did not exhibit the shock curvatures evident in the experimental images, but this may be rectified

through increased grid resolution or a different boundary condition for the top surface (x-z plane) may be

required. It is concluded that the multi-threaded domain decomposition approach provides an efficient

strategy for parallelizing the FDV code and it is expected to be implemented on problems of increasing size

in the future.
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INTEGRATION OF RBCC FLOWPATH

ANALYSIS TOOLS

D.G. Messitt

Gencorp Aeroj et
P.O. Box 13222

Sacramento, CA 95813

ABSTRACT

A framework for integration of RBCC flowpath analysis tools is presented which allows for increased

modeling flexibility, incorporation of improved engine component models, and integration of disparate

computer codes. The interfaces between the engine components are abstracted with a construct which hides

the details of the data passing between modules, presenting a standard interface to each component model.

This framework facilitates application of different levels of fidelity for analysis of each engine component,

which may reflect differing levels of maturity in the component design.

INTRODUCTION

Efforts aimed at integration of flowpath analysis tools have historically resulted in the construction of

monolithic codes which contain models of the entire flowpath, from inlet to nozzle. These codes, such as

RAMSCRAM, 1 RJPA, 2 and SRGULL, 3 have become industry standards, and have been accepted through

an extensive database of established results. They are poorly documented, and careful verification data,

where they exist, are not generally available. The models of individual engine components, such as the

combustor and nozzle, are tightly integrated within the code framework, cf. Fig. 1. This can make it difficult

to add a new model or to analyze a radically different engine design.

The thermodynamic model is usually provided by a version of the CEA code, 4 although the NOTS routines

are used by RJPA, and other codes use custom routines, e.g., SCREAM. 5 The thermodynamic models are so

tightly integrated with the component models, cf. Fig. 1, that it is impossible to update them, or to replace
them in order to standardize on a common set of routines.

Routines overlap, share data,

and share memory

In let

Model

Isolator

Model

Combustor

Model

Nozzle

Model

Thermodynamic Routines

Figure 1 Subroutines share data and cannot be easily improved, replaced, or individually verified.



INTEGRATEDFLOWPATH ANALYSIS TOOL

A typical RBCC flowpath may be broken into several parts, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The interface locations

are somewhat arbitrary, and are chosen based upon the availability of existing data, or the suitability of

available models for the flow processes. Each component has an interface where fluid enters or leaves.

Inlet

Isolator
Combustor

Figure 2 Illustration of RBCC engine flowpath component modelling

A flowpath analysis environment constructed with this philosophy has the ability to use different levels of

fidelity for different engine components. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 3, where a 2D inlet simulation

provides the inflow properties for the isolator, which is modeled in 1D based upon an experimental

correlation. This capability is enabled by the realization that the inlet and isolator interact by the flow of a

fluid at the interface. It is important to note that there can sometimes be feedback upstream, as illustrated in

Fig. 4, a CFD simulation of inlet unstart.

Inlet
2-D CFD Model

i i 1

Oas Object

Isolator

Experimental
Correlation

• |
•_ p

Figure 3 The inlet and isolator interface consists of a gas object which knows the fluid properties at
the interface.
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Unstarted

Started

Figure 4 CFD Simulation of an inlet unstart demonstrated feedback from the isolator at Mach 5.

Communication between engine component models is abstracted by using the concept of a gas object. The

gas object at the inlet and outlet of each component contains all of the information required to specify the

state of the fluid at that point. A conceptual diagram of a gas object may look something like Fig. 5. The gas

at the interface has certain properties, such as average pressure, velocity, etc. for a gas generated by a 1D

model. The properties may be instead 2D profiles or 3D surfaces, if they were generated by a model with

higher fidelity. They may be stored only in the computer memory, and thus be transient, or be persistent,

such as a CFD code output file. The data may even physically reside on a different computer and a different

operating system.

Gas Object Abstracts Module Interface

Gas Properties

Average p, V, etc.
Composition

2DCFD
: i-o 3D

19

Routines
to Convert

and Report
Properties

1D--1_2D

3D_ID

etc.

Figure 5 Interface between engine components isolates results from component model details.

The gas object also has the ability to report its properties when queried. For example, the isolator in Fig. 3

needs to obtain the 1D average inflow properties from the product of the 2D inlet CFD analysis. The

isolator does this by invoking a subroutine contained in the definition of the gas object, essentially asking

the gas "please give me your average pressure, velocity, etc." The gas object gets the appropriate CFD data

file from the network, and then invokes a suitable averaging method for the CFD data. The results of the

averaging are reported to the isolator.
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In this example, the isolator model has no knowledge of the details of how the properties at the inlet exit

were obtained. This important feature is what enables improved or updated component models to be easily
incorporated into the overall flowpath analysis procedure. It facilitates the incorporation of experimental
data, when the component interfaces can be suitably defined.

The individual conducting the flowpath analysis defines which component models are used and how they
are linked together. The interface is abstracted through the use of the gas object concept, outlined above.

The framework allows for strongly coupled engine component models, such as a single routine which
models the isolator and combustor, cf. Fig. 6. The technique also allows flexibility in assembling engine
components to analyze other engine cycles, such as the Dual Combustion Ramjet (DCR) 6model illustrated

in Fig. 7.

Inlet

Simple 1D
Fortran

Code

Spreadsheet
etc.

2D CF D
Euler

N-S

Exp. Data
Correlation

Raw Data

3D CF D
Euler
N-S

Isolator

I Simple 1D

I Exp. Data

I 2D CFD I

I 3OCFOI

Combined Inlet

and Isolator

Model

Combustor

Figure 6 Engine components encapsulate the analysis method.

Scam Inlet

Ram Inlet _,

Fuel ¢

Isolator _

Combustor

GasGene rator

t

_I Nozzle I

Figure 7 Schematic of a DCR engine analysis using distributed engine component models.

The key benefit of this framework is that the individual component models are isolated from the details of
the techniques used to analyze the other engine components. Different engine components may be analyzed
to different levels of fidelity, by choosing the appropriate analysis technique for each individual engine
component, e.g., 1-D combustor analysis which flows into a 3-D nozzle CFD code.
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Distributed computing is also supported. Continuing the example of Fig. 3, the CFD analysis could be

conducted on High Performance Computing (HPC) resources, with the subsequent components analyzed on

a PC and/or Unix workstations, cf. Fig. 8. The details of the interfaces between the engine component

models are hidden by the abstraction of the gas object, which obtains required data from the network

transparently.

l Gas ObjectInterface

HPC
II' 3D CFD

Inlet, nozzle

t N. j4
!_ ..":3

Integ rated Flowpath
Analysis

Gas Object
Interface

U n ix Wo rkstatio n
Isolator, combustor

Figure 8 Distributed analysis of RBCC engine flowpath.

INTEGRATION FRAMEWORK ISSUES

There are many important issues which impact the implementation of the flowpath analysis integration

framework. The most important of these is the construction of the structure which allows for the building of

an engine model from the available component simulation routines. The most straightforward method

involves assembling the available component models into a predefined sequence, similar to the existing

monolithic codes. The advantages of fidelity zooming, distributed computation, individual model

verification and validation, and integration of otherwise incompatible tools (e.g., linking spreadsheets with

Fortran code) still exist, but the full potential of the framework is not realized.

INTEGRATION ARCHITECTURE

A better solution would involve constructing an architecture which would allow the graphical layout of

engine component models on a canvas, in a manner similar to the schematic of Fig. 7. The architecture

would link the models using the gas object abstraction, and collect and store output data for later inspection.

This capability does not yet exist for current RBCC engine analysis tools.

Feedback between models, illustrated by inlet unstart in Fig. 4, requires special provisions in the code

which assembles the engine component models into a flowpath simulation. The reduction in the level of

integration between the component models may increase the time required to obtain a solution in cases

where feedback is important.
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TRACEABILITY

Anotherveryimportantissueconcernstraceabilityof thedatageneratedbytheflowpathanalysis.The
individualcomponentmodelsareverifiedandvalidatedagainstaccepteddata,providingconfidenceinthe
resultsofanewanalysis.
It is alsoveryimportantto taginputandoutputfileswithinformationwhichidentifiesthecomponent
modelsused,includingversioninformationandmodelassumptions.Thiscapabilityis includedasa
propertyofthegasobjectswhichencapsulatetheflowfieldinformationgeneratedbyeachmodel.It must
alsobeincludedinanysupplementaryinformationobtainedfromthemodel,suchasoutputfilescontaining
pressuredistributionsorotherinternalinformationnotencapsulatedinthegasobjectwhichrepresentsthe
modelinfloworoutflow.

CONCLUSIONS

A framework for integration of RBCC flowpath analysis tools has been presented which allows for

increased flexibility, incorporation of improved engine component models, and integration of disparate

computer codes. The interfaces between the engine components are abstracted with a construct which hides

the details of the data passing between modules, presenting a standard interface to each component model.

This abstraction of the model interfaces reduces the complications for implementing heterogeneous

distributed computing.
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ONGOING ANALYSES OF ROCKET BASED COMBINED CYCLE

ENGINES BY THE APPLIED FLUID DYNAMICS ANALYSIS

GROUP AT MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER

Joseph H. Ruf, James B. Holt, Francisco Canabal

Marshall Space Flight Center

ABSTRACT

This paper presents the status of analyses on three Rocket Based Combined Cycle (RBCC) configurations

underway in the Applied Fluid Dynamics Analysis Group (TD64). TD64 is performing computational fluid

dynamics (CFD) analysis on a Penn State RBCC test rig, the proposed Draco axisymmetric RBCC engine

and the Trailblazer engine. The intent of the analysis on the Penn State test rig is to benchmark the Finite

Difference Navier Stokes 1 (FDNS) code for ejector mode fluid dynamics. The Draco analysis was a trade

study to determine the ejector mode performance as a function of three engine design variables. The

Trailblazer analysis is to evaluate the nozzle performance in scramjet mode. Results to date of each

analysis are presented

NOMENCLATURE

As = Secondary Flow Area

Ap = primary thruster exit flow area plus thruster base area

A5 = mixer inlet area, A_ + Ap

As = ram burner area

D = mixer diameter at mixer inlet

L = mixer length

R = radius

y = local radius

rh = mass flow rate

SUMMARY

Three analyses related to RBCC concepts are underway in TD64 at MSFC. Each analysis is described in its

own section of this paper. The first two analyses deal with the first mode of the RBCC engines or the

_ejector' mode. The ejector mode occurs at Mach numbers less than one while the primary thruster exhaust

entrains or _ejects' air through the engine.

The first analysis is a benchmark of the FDNS CFD code for RBCC ejector mode fluid physics. Penn State

University (PSU) is in the process of completing a benchmark quality laboratory experiment of an RBCC



configurationinejectormode.ThisbenchmarkwilldeterminehowbesttouseFDNStopredictejector
modeperformanceofRBCCengineconcepts.

ThesecondanalysisusedFDNStopredicttheejectormodeperformanceofanearlyconfigurationofthe
DarcoRBCCengine.A tradestudyof27engineconfigurationswasperformed.Dracoisanearterm
RBCCaxisymmetricengineintendedtoair-breatheupthroughtheramjetmode.

ThethirdanalysisisusingFDNStodeterminethenozzleperformancefortheTrailblazervehicleinthe
scramjetmode.Thecomputationaldomainbeginsinsidetheengineandincludesthefreestreamflowfor
theinstalledperformanceeffects.TheTrailblazervehicleissingle-stage-to-orbitRBCCconceptwiththree
semi-axisymmetricengines.

FDNSEJECTORFLOWBENCHMARKING

INTRODUCTION

The PSU RBCC hardware is a two-dimensional design (figure 1) with variable geometry to enable studies

of RBCC mixing and secondary combustion phenomena. Gaseous hydrogen and oxygen were used as

propellants. The ejector mode configuration had a simple two-dimensional inlet and exhausted to

atmospheric pressure. The ejector mode test included measurements for wall static pressure, wall heat flux

and overall thrust. Additionally, optical and laser based diagnostics were employed to evaluate mixing and

secondary combustion during testing. A primary objective of the PSU ejector mode test was to provide

high quality benchmark data for CFD code validation.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this analysis is to benchmark the FDNS CFD code for RBCC ejector mode operation. The

key physical process of interest is the shear layer interaction between and mixing of the primary thruster

exhaust with the secondary (air) flow. This process has a significant affect on the amount of secondary flow

entrained and, therefore, the performance of the RBCC's ejector mode.

APPROACH

The test conditions modeled are for the primary thruster at 500 psi and an oxidizer-to-fuel (O/F) ratio of

eight. The afterburner has a small amount of gaseous hydrogen injected. A semi-3D domain is currently

being used to model the test hardware. The symmetry in the hardware allows the domain to contain only

1/4 th of the hardware flowpath. The semi-3D domain is fairly dense in the axial and vertical directions, but

is coarse in depth. The depth is incorporated to enable the afterburner fuel injection. The analysis is steady

state and implements finite-rate chemistry and thermodynamics and the standard k-_ turbulence model.

STATUS

The only test data currently available is the upper wall static pressures for two runs. The complete data

should be available with a few weeks. The wall pressures from the current solution are compared to the test

data in figure 2. The semi-3D results match the test data very well. The slight drop in pressure in the

afterburner is due to the hydrogen injection and afterbuming. All hydrogen is consumed before the gases

exit the nozzle.

FUTURE WORK

Future work will involve refining the three-dimensional grid and then comparing to the complete

experimental data set for O/F of eight. Further benchmarking will be pursued by modeling the same

hardware with the primary thruster at an O/F of four.
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DRACO EJECTOR/MIXER TRADE STUDY

INTRODUCTION

The first or _ejector' mode of the Draco engine will have a significant impact on the overall engine cycle

performance. By their very nature the one-dimensional RBCC cycle performance codes used for RBCC

conceptual design do not capture the multidimensional fluid dynamic interactions that may have significant

effects on the ejector mode performance. If CFD can be integrated into the design process early the RBCC

cycle performance codes would benefit from information on the three-dimensional effects and engine

designers would gain additional understanding of RBCC internal fluid dynamics.

An early Draco configuration was chosen to start the CFD trade study on ejector/mixer performance even

though significant changes in the Draco design were likely. This trade study was used to get all the CFD

related tools in place, working and streamlined so future ejector/mixer configuration trade studies could be

tackled much quicker.

OBJECTIVE

The first objective to this analysis was to determine the Draco ejector/mixer performance trends for

quiescent freestream for a matrix of engine design variables. The second objective was to get the CFD and

related analysis tools in place, working and streamlined for quick turn-around of ejector/mixer configuration

trade studies.

APPROACH

The Draco flowpath configuration for this analysis was axisymmetric with a single primary thruster on the

engine centerline (figure 3). The primary thruster was housed in a centerbody that created an annular

constant area inlet. On the front of the centerbody was an inlet compression spike.

Figure 3 defines some of the Draco design variables. The ejector/mixer inlet plane is defined to be the exit

plane of the primary thruster. The mixer length (L) was a function of two of the trade space variables, L/D

and AJAp. The mixer diameter (D) was defined as its diameter at the inlet plane. A_ is the area of the

secondary flow area and Ap is the area of the primary thruster exit area plus any base area surrounding the

thruster. A5 is the total flow area at the ejector/mixer inlet plane (A_ + Ap) and As is the flow area of the
ram burner.

The engine design variables that defined the trade space were: ejector/mixer L/D; AJAp, the ratio of

secondary to primary flow areas; and As/As, ratio of ram burner to ejector/mixer inlet areas. Each variable

had three values so that the trade space included 27 cases as shown in table 1. Several of the engine

configurations are shown in figure 4.

The performance of the ejector/mixer was measured with the following figures of merit (FOM): By-pass

ratio, the ratio of secondary flow to primary flow; ejector compression ratio (ECR), the ratio of total

pressure at ejector/mixer exit to total pressure of secondary flow; ejector/mixer thrust efficiency, thrust at

the exit divided by thrust at the mixer inlet; ejector/mixer mixing efficiency as defined below.

Mixer Mixing Efficiency - 1 -
I/_i_irideal-/_air @ Ylmi ..... it

ERz_'_ I/_ak --/_air @Ylmixerinlet
y =0 ideal

The mixing efficiency was defined as a measure of how well the mixer achieved perfectly mixed

homogeneous flow at the ejector/mixer exit. The mass flow distribution of secondary flow (air) was used to
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calculatethemixingefficiency.Thedifferencebetweenhomogeneousflowandtheair massflow
distributionthatexistedattheejector/mixerinletwasdeterminedandnormalizedtorepresentzeromixing.
A valueof 1wouldoccuronlyif theentrainedairwasperfectlymixedwiththeprimaryflowandthe
resultingmixedflowhadnogradients(_plug'flow). Valuesof lessthanzerowerepossibleif the
ejector/mixerincreasedthestriationoftheprimaryandsecondaryflows.

Thegeometricdefinitionofthe27caseswasextractedfromanenginedesignspreadsheet.Thisgeometry
waspassedto Gridgen5to generatethegrids.All gridscontainedthesamenumberof nodesin the
freestream,inlet,ramburnerandnozzleportionsofthedomain.Thenumberofnodesintheaxialdirection
of theejector/mixervariedbecauseof theirdifferentlengths.A consistentaxialdelta-swasusedinthe
ejector/mixerregion.Thegridscontainedapproximately33k,38kand44knodesfortheL/D=I,2,and3
configurations,respectively.OncetheGridgentemplatewasinplaceforeachL/Dgridsthe24subsequent
gridscouldbegeneratedinlessthanfiveminuteseach.

TheFDNSCFDcodewasimplementedwithatwo-speciemodel:airanda specieof averagehot-gas
properties.Thisanalysiswasnon-reactingbutfutureanalysiswill include finite rate reaction as necessary.

The standard k-_ turbulence model was implemented. The benchmarking effort above will indicate if

another turbulence model is more appropriate for future work.

The freestream far field boundaries were set to conserve total pressure of one atmosphere. All engine

surfaces were set to no-slip adiabatic walls and the centerline of the engine was set to an axisymmetric

boundary condition. Primary thruster mass flow rates were the same for all configurations but each AJAp

ratio resulted in a different primary thruster area ratio, therefore, a different primary thruster exit pressure.

The AJAp=I had the lowest exit pressure and AJAp=3 had the highest exit pressure. The primary thruster

exit flow properties were calculated with the Reacting and Multiphase Program 4. These thruster exit flow

properties were defined as fixed inlet conditions for the ejector/mixer analysis.

The solution procedure was highly automated by using a series of Unix scripts. The scripting automatically

acquired the appropriate grid and initialized the grid and solution in FDNS format. The scripts then ran the

solution 15 thousand iterations through a series of CFD inputs increasing the time step while decreasing the

damping. The grid was then adapted based on flow field gradients with Self-Adaptive Grid Code 5, the

solutions were run 15 thousand more iterations, and post processed for the FOMs. Subsequent

configurations used previously converged restart files where possible. All 27 configurations were run 15k

iterations before and after adaptation even though most all were converged much sooner. This scripting

procedure allowed the matrix of cases to be run in a _submit and forget' mode from the end of grid

generation to the point of looking at the final post processed answers.

The solutions were run on single processors of an SGI R10000 16-processor computer. Each configuration

required about 44 processor hours from start to finish. The 27 cases were submitted on a Friday afternoon

with staggered start times over the weekend. The last case was completed on the following Tuesday.

RESULTS

Figure 5 shows Mach number and air mass fraction contours of the Draco internal flow path for two

configurations, L/D=I, AJAs=I.5 and AJAp=I and 3. The Mach number contours of the AJAp=3

configuration indicate the primary flow attached to the mixer wall sooner and incurred significantly stronger

shocks than the As/Ap=l configuration. The shocks were caused by the primary flow's interaction with the

secondary flow and the mixer wall. The Mach contours in the inlet show the AJAp=I configuration had a

higher secondary flow rate.

In figure 5 the mixer exit plane is approximately one-third of the distance between the primary thruster exit

and the engine exit. The air mass fraction contours indicate that at the mixer exit plane the AJAp=I

configuration had slightly better mixing of the primary and secondary flows.
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Figure6 indicatesthelargestdriverin theby-passratiowasAJAp.Thiswasaresultof thedifferent
primarythrusterarearatiosand,therefore,exitpressures.FortherangeofAJApstudiedthelowestprimary
thrusterexitpressure(As/Ap=l)pumpedthemostsecondaryflow.BothL/DandAJA5hadlessdramatic
butyetsignificanteffectsonby-passratio.

TheECR(figure7)waslowestatAJAp=Ibecausethehighsecondaryflowratedilutedtheaveragetotal
pressureoftheresultantmixedflow.ECRalsowaslowestforthelargestL/D. Thisresultedfromthe
increasednumberofshocksthatoccuredinthelongermixers.

Themixingefficiency(figure8)showsthattheAs/Ap=lconfigurationhadthebestmixedflowatthemixer
exit.TherewasnosignificantdifferencebetweenL/D=2and3. AJA5didnotsignificantlyeffectmixing
efficiency.Figure9plotsthemixingefficiencyforallconfigurationsfromthemixerinlettothemixerexit
plane.TheAJAp=2and3 decreasedthemixingbecauseof thehigherprimarythrusterexitpressures
compressedthesecondaryflowagainstthemixerwalls.

In figure10themixerthrustefficiencyisshownversusaxialstationfortheL/D=3configurations.The
mixerdegradedthrustforall configurations.NotethatAJA5hasa significanteffectonmixerthrust
efficiency,especiallyforAs/Ap=l.

CONCLUSIONS

In thistradestudytheAJAp=Iconfigurationclearlyhadthehighestby-passratiosandmixermixing
efficiencies.TheadditionallengthofL/D=3overL/D=2didnotsignificantlyenhancethemixermixing
efficiency.TheAJAs=1.5configurationshadthehighestmixerthrustefficiencies.

TheCFDandrelatedanalysistoolsareinplace,workingandstreamlinedforquickturn-aroundofDraco
ejector/mixerconfigurationtradestudies.

FUTUREWORK

If thePSUejectorbenchmarkdeterminesthatthereisabetterturbulencemodelforejectorflowsthanthek-
gmodelthese27configurationswillbere-runwiththemoreappropriateturbulencemodel.

Responsesurfacemethodology6willbeincorporatedintothesolutionprocedureto determineoptimum
ejector/mixerconfigurations.

TRAILBLAZER

INTRODUCTION

The Trailblazer 7 is a reusable, single-stage-to-orbit vehicle concept, intended to reduce the cost of space

access by making optimum use of air-breathing propulsion. The Trailblazer is a hydrogen-oxygen fueled

vertical take-off/horizontal landing vehicle with 130,0001b gross lift-off weight and 3001b payload. Figure

11 shows the Trialblazer reference vehicle. The propulsion system operates in four modes including ramjet,

scramjet, and rocket modes from lift-off to orbit. A full description of the Trailblazer concept can be found

in reference 7.

In scramjet mode the effective specific impulse is very sensitive to the expansion process efficiency,

especially approaching the maximum air-breathing Mach number of about 10. To determine the expansion

nozzle efficiency the Applied Fluid Dynamics Group is performing CFD analysis of the Trailblazer engine

flowpath for the scramjet mode.

OBJECTIVE

TFAWS 99 5



Theprimaryobjectiveof thisstudyis to provideestimatesof theexpansionprocessefficiencyof the
Trailblazernozzleconfigurationinscramjetmode.Thedominantlossmechanismsaretobeidentifiedand
quantifiedinordertoguiderefinementsinthenozzledesign.

APPROACH

TheanalysisisbeingperformedwiththeFDNSCFDcode.Finite-ratechemistryandthermodynamicsand
standardk-aturbulencemodelareimplemented.Thefree-streamflowisincludedtoaccuratelymodelthe
altitudecompensatingeffectof theaft-body.Effectsof vehicleangleof attackandyawareneglected.
Symmetryisassumedaboutaplaneparalleltothevehicleaxisthatbisectstheengineflowpathsuchthat
onehalfof anengineand1/6thofthevehicleaftendarein thedomain.Figure12showstheexternal
portionof thecomputationaldomain.Theengineinletboundaryconditionsforthescramjetmodewere
providedbyaone-dimensionalengineperformancecode.ThefreestreamvelocityissettoMach10.The
expansionprocessefficiencywill be determined by post-processing the three-dimensional CFD solution of

the nozzle flowfield

STATUS

Preliminary results are presented in terms of pressure contours in figures 13 through 15. Figure 13 shows

the pressure contours along the plane of symmetry. Figures 14 and 15 show surface pressure contours in the

neighborhood of the primary thruster and ramp respectively.

FUTURE WORK

After completion of the current scramjet mode analysis two additional engine modes will be analyzed; the

ejector mode and the rocket mode. The primary objective will again be to determine the expansion process

efficiency of the Trailblazer configuration.
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A8/A5= 1.5

A8/A5=2.

A8/A5=2.5

L/D=1 L/D=2 L/D=3

As/Ap=l As/Ap=2 As/Ap=3 As/Ap=l As/Ap=2 As/Ap=3 As/Ap=l As/Ap=2 As/Ap=3

1.1.15 1.2.15 1.3.15 2.1.15 2.2.15 2.3.15 3.1.15 3.2.15 3.3.15

1.1.20 1.2.20 1.3.20 2.1.20 2.2.20 2.3.20 3.1.20 3.2.20 3.3.20

1.1.25 1.2.25 1.3.25 2.1.25 2.2.25 2.3.25 3.1.25 3.2.25 3.3.25

Table 1. Draco Ejector Cases

Figure 1. Penn State RBCC Ejector Mode Experimental Hardware
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Figure 8. Mixer Mixing Efficiency vs. AJA5
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Figure12.ComputationalDomainforTrailblazerNozzleAnalysis
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Figure14.PressureContoursNearInletandPrimaryThruster

Figure15.PressureContoursontheAftRamp
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OVERVIEW OF THE NCC

Nan-Suey LIU
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A multi-disciplinary design/analysis tool for combustion systems is critical for optimizing the

low-emission, high-performance combustor design process. Based on discussions between then

NASA Lewis Research Center and the jet engine companies, an industry-government team was

formed in early 1995 to develop the National Combustion Code (NCC), which is an integrated

system of computer codes for the design and analysis of combustion systems. NCC has

advanced features that address the need to meet designer's requirements such as "assured

accuracy", "fast turnaround", and "acceptable cost". The NCC development team is comprised

of Allison Engine Company (Allison), CFD Research Corporation (CFDRC), GE Aircraft

Engines (GEAE), NASA Glenn Research Center (LeRC), and Pratt & Whitney (P&W).

The "unstructured mesh" capability and "parallel computing" are fundamental features of NCC

from its inception. The NCC system is composed of a set of"elements" which includes grid

generator, main flow solver, turbulence module, turbulence and chemistry interaction module,

chemistry module, spray module, radiation heat transfer module, data visualization module,

and a post-processor for evaluating engine performance parameters. Each element may have

contributions from several team members. Such a multi-source multi-element system needs to

be integrated in a way that facilitates inter-module data communication, flexibility in module

selection, and ease of integration.

The development of the NCC beta version was essentially completed in June 1998. Technical

details of the NCC elements are given in the Reference List. Elements such as the baseline flow

solver, turbulence module, and the chemistry module, have been extensively validated; and

their parallel performance on large-scale parallel systems has been evaluated and optimized.

However the scalar PDF module and the Spray module, as well as their coupling with the

baseline flow solver, were developed in a small-scale distributed computing environment. As a

result, the validation of the NCC beta version as a whole was quite limited. Current effort has

been focused on the validation of the integrated code and the evaluation/optimization of its

overall performance on large-scale parallel systems.
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ABSTRACT

This paper summarizes the technical development and findings of a research project for launch vehicle base-heating

analysis. An integrated design tool using unstructured grid method with solution-adaptation and parallel computing

strategy is employed to predict the base heating and plume radiation. The CFD flow field with solution-adaptation

and viscous/turbulence effects is employed for the heat transfer and fluid flow analyses. The present unstructured

grid method imports geometry data from computer aided design (CAD) data base and simplifies the grid generation

and grid adaptation procedures in the numerical simulation of flow field around complex geometries. Computational

efficiency is highly enhanced through parallel computing using multiple CPUs or networked computers. Test cases

of fluid flow and radiative heat transfer problems under limited conditions are investigated in this effort. Benchmark

base flow test cases are also investigated. Comparisons of the base heating data show reasonably good agreements

between the present model and the measured data. Discrepancies in data comparisons can be attributed to the effects

of heat loss, fuel mixing and air aspiration that need to be further investigated by using a more complete numerical

model. This study also shows the effects of the differences between the subscale model and the real nozzle design.

Complex three-dimensional analysis, the solution-adaptation procedure and user friendly graphics interface will be

fully integrated with CAD systems in future study. The basic study and development of the present unstructured grid

CFD method will enhance the cost effectiveness in the design and evaluation of fluid flow and heat transfer

processes of launch vehicles.

INTRODUCTION

With the advent of powerful computers and the development of efficient numerical modeling technology, it is highly

feasible to use the advanced computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models as an effective engineering design and

analysis tool before the first test program is conducted. One of the critical design issues that must be addressed is the

evaluation of the flow conditions in the based region of the launch vehicle during the ascent phase of its trajectory.

The engine compartment and aft control surfaces will experience radiative heating due to the hot exhaust plume. At

certain flight conditions, the nozzle exhaust gas from the engine may impinge on the aft aerodynamic control

surfaces and recirculate within the engine compartment causing a rise in the convective heating. The analysis of

radiative base heating from rocket exhaust plumes has attracted considerable attention during the past few decades,

since the base has to be protected against radiative heating from rocket exhaust plumes. Theoretically, the properties

of gases and particles within exhaust plumes influence the thermal radiation process through absorbing, emitting and

scattering characteristics. Therefore, models as well as methods for predicting rocket plume base heating are in high

demand.

The Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE) is an integro-differential equation whose exact analytical solution is only

possible for very simple and specific settings. The situation worsens even further when this equation is coupled with

the energy equation in order to solve for other forms of energy transfer. The resulting expression, under these

circumstances has the added difficulty of non linearity. This intrinsic difficulty in the solution of the RTE has

resulted in the development of several approximated models such as the zone method, Monte Carlo method, flux

method, discrete ordinates method (DOM), finite volume method (FVM) etc. These models have been reviewed,

with different degrees of detail, by several authors [ 1-3]. Currently, two of the most widely used methods in radiative

transfer simulation are the DOM and FVM. In the DOM and FVM, the RTE is directly solved numerically along

discrete directions or control angles that approximate the angular intensity distribution. As a result, these two



methodsarerelativelyeasytocode;theyprovideaccurateresultsbyusinghigher-orderapproximations;theycan
accountfor spectralabsorptionby gasesandscatteringby particlesandtheyarecompatiblewithnumerical
algorithmsforsolvingtransportequations[1,4].However,theFVMhastwosalientfeaturesthattheDOMdoesnot
have.Oneisthefreedomofselectionofcontrolangleandanotheristheguaranteeofconservationofradiantenergy.
Liuetal. [5]comparedthesolutionsfromthesetwomethodsandfoundthattheresultsfromtheFVMweremore
accurate.TheGRASPcode[6],developedatEngineeringSciences,Inc.(ESI)isaveryaccurateandefficientcode
comparedtootherexistingcodes,it maystilltakealargeamountof CPUtimeto simulatemostofthepractical
problemsonserialprocessorsdueto thecharacteristicsof theRTE.Whilenumericalaccuracy,computational
efficiencyandproblemsolvingrobustnessthroughparallelprocessinghavebeenthekeyemphasesinthetoday's
developmentof generalpurposeCFDcodes,therehasbeenlackof activeexplorationof highperformance
computingforsolvingRTE.It isthisurgentneedthatmotivatesustoproposethisproject.Successofthisproject
will enable us to solve many complex radiative heat transfer problems that are still very challenging today.

The traditional structured grid CFD codes and RTE solvers with multi-zone body-fitted coordinates take the

advantage of automatic indexing and are efficient for many applications. However, for very complicated domains,

the men-power spent in the grid generation is often the largest portion of the entire effort spent in problem analyses.

The CFD applications for complex geometries have achieved significant successes by using unstructured grid (finite

element mesh) methods [7-9]. The unstructured grid method has the advantages of automated grid generation in very

complex domains and flexible mesh adaptation in high gradient region over structured grid method.

An integrated design tool using unstructured grid method with solution-adaptation and parallel computing strategy is

employed in this research project to predict the base heating and plume radiation. CFD solution methods with

solution-adaptation and viscous/turbulence effects are used for the heat transfer and fluid flow analyses. The present

unstructured grid method imports geometry data from computer aided design (CAD) data base, and simplifies the

grid generation and grid adaptation procedures for the numerical simulation of flow field around complex

geometries. Computational efficiency is highly enhanced through parallel computing using multiple CPUs or

network computers. Test cases of fluid flow and radiative heat transfer problems under specific conditions are

investigated in the present study. Complex three-dimensional analysis, the solution-adaptation procedure and user

friendly graphics interface will be fully integrated with CAD systems in the follow-on study. The basic study and

development of the present unstructured grid CFD method will be used by the designers to enhance the cost

effectiveness in the designs and evaluation of fluid flow and heat transfer environment of launch vehicles.

NUMERICAL APPROACH AND IMPLEMENTATION

The procedure of predicting the base-heating environment involves the generation of computational mesh and the

solutions of the plume flow and radiative heat transfer equations. The integrated process is illustrated in Figure 1.

The governing equations, numerical methodologies, grid generation, solution-adaptation and parallel strategy are

described in the following sections.

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATIONS FOR RADIATIVE TRANSFER EQUATION (RTE)

Consider the RTE in a Cartesian coordinate system as shown in Fig. 2a. The balance of energy passing in a specified

direction _ through a small differential volume in an absorbing-emitting and scattering medium can be written as

[10,111:

(f_-V)I4(r,f_) =-(_c 4 +o-4)I4(r,f_)+_c4Ib4(r)+ °-4 fI4(r,f_')%(f_'_f_)df_' (1)

where the subscript X represents the wave-number; 14 (r, f_) is the spectral radiative intensity, which is a function

of position and direction; I b,4 (r) is the blackbody radiative intensity at the temperature of the medium; K x and crx

are the spectral absorption and scattering coefficients, respectively; and qb4(_'--+ _) is the scattering phase

function from the incoming _"]' direction to the outgoing direction {-]. The term on the left hand side represents the

gradient of the intensity in the direction _'-]. The three terms on the right hand side represent the changes in intensity

due to absorption and out-scattering, emission and in-scattering, respectively.
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Figure 1. Processes involved in the base-heating analysis.

If the wall bounding the medium emits and reflects diffusely, then the radiative boundary condition for Eq. (1) is

given by

<1-_,) jrfI,(r,,n-)n'n-L4n-/.(r.,n +) = ed, .(r.) + -- (2)
' 7_

n4_ <0

where _+ and _- denote the leaving and arriving radiative intensity directions, respectively; gz is the spectral wall

emissivity; n represents the unit normal vector on the wall.

Equation (1) is a complex integro-differential equation whose exact analytical solution is only possible for very

simple and specific settings. This intrinsic difficulty has resulted in the development of several approximated models.
In this project, the finite volume method (FVM) will be used to solve the RTE and the their numerical analysis

procedures are briefly described here. In the following analysis, subscripts )v are dropped for the sake of brevity and
they will be added whenever necessary.

In the FVM, the spatial and angular domains are divided into a finite number of control volumes and control angles,

respectively. Then Eqs. (1) and (2) are integrated over each control volume and control angle. Since the FVM shares
the same computational grid as the CFD approach, the considered spatial domain will be divided into MA control
volumes and surfaces by a grid generator. For numerical analysis of the FVM, a representative control volume

resulted from the spatial domain division is shown in Fig. 2b. By referring to the division practice for the spatial

domain, the angular domain (see Fig. 2c) at a node centered in a control volume is divided into N0xN,=MB control

angles with No and N, representing numbers of control angle in polar angle 0 and azimuthal angle _ directions,
respectively. These MB discrete solid angles are nonoverlapping and their sum is 4n. Unlike the selection of a
quadrature scheme in the discrete ordinates method (DOM), there is no specific restriction in selecting control angles

in the FVM. However, the control angles are usually chosen in a manner that best captures the physics of a given
problem. This is analogous to the selection of control volumes.
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Figure 2. (a) Coordinate system for radiative transfer equation, (b) a representative

control volume, and (c) a representative control angle.

GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR FLUID DYNAMICS

The continuity equation and the Navier-Stokes equation, under the isotropic turbulent viscosity hypothesis, can be
written in a Cartesian tensor form:

dp d f _ 0 (3)

+U x._j "°uYud--d% + dxy (4)dt

where 9 is the fluid density, u_ is the i th Cartesian component of the velocity, and p is the static pressure. The shear

stress _j can be expressed as:

,(du c3_j 2c3_ _ 2

where p is the fluid viscosity and/4 is the turbulent viscosity defined as:
k 2

p, = C p-- (6)
g

The energy equation for total enthalpy, hi, is written as:
F/

c? pht + c?

pu ht) = c_x; L/ Prjc?xj_ dtdt 7ff]x_( _ d 2+p_/drl+dp+@ (7)

where A is the thermal conductivity, Prt is the turbulent Prandtl number, T is the fluid temperature, _ is the energy
dissipation function.

The species conservation equation is expressed as:

(8)



where Yi is the ith species mass fraction, D is the mass diffusivity, @ is the turbulent Schmidt number, and O) i is the

chemical reaction rate for species i respectively.

The standard two-equation k-_ model with wall function is employed, and the transport equations are

d d /4 3k

3t oxj- - oxjL\ %joxjj

OIQE__ +_-XJ '/OujO[ E) = __Xj -/jL/+ __/__Xj 1 + ]Q_ (C1/OC2E)_[_- _"_/'4 _E E (10)

where P is the rate of production of turbulence kinetic energy and the model constants are C_=0.09, CI=1.44, C2=1.92,

_k=1.0 and cr_=l.3.

The cell-centered scheme is employed here because the control volume surface can be represented by the cell surface

and coding structure can be much simplified. The transport equations can also be written in integral form as

d I_p_df_+4fi,.fidF=_Scdf_ (11)
dt

where f2 is the domain of interest and F is the surrounding surface; n is the unit normal ofF in outward direction. A

two-dimensional control volume is shown in Figure 3.

2D UNSTRCTURED CELLS

o Main Point

[] Boundm'y Point
1,2,.. Node Point

F Flux

S Cell Surface

Figure 3. Cell centered control volume for two-dimensional unstructured girds.

The flux function /_ contains the inviscid and the viscous flux vector,

fc=p_¢-/+V¢ (12)

The finite volume formulation of flux integral can be evaluated by the summation of the flux vectors over each face,

_/?-ddr = Z F_,j AFj (13)
j k(i)

where k(i) is a list of faces of cell i, Fi,j represents convection and diffusion fluxes through the interface between

cell i and j, and AFj is the cell-face area.

A general implicit discretized time-marching scheme for the transport equations can be written as below,

_1 NB (p_p)" (14)A "+1- _-'_A 6_n+l+ +S
+ p _p -- _ m _m_At ) m=l At ¢



where NB means the neighbor cells of cell P. The high order differencing term and cross diffusion term are treated

using known quantities and retained in the source term and updated explicitly.

In an extended SIMPLE [12-14] family pressure-correction algorithm, the pressure correction equation is

formulated using the perturbed equation of state, momentum and continuity equations. The simplified formulations

can be written as:

p' , , uk+l = uk pk+l lok +p,u, = - D. Vp + it' = (15)
P'= RT

/7 _ _ k57+v(.ip)+v( .i)= (16)
where Du is the pressure-velocity coupling coefficient. Substituting Eq.(15) into Eq.(16), and considering

Ap=,o k+l ,on=(,o k+l pk)+(pk pn)= p'+(pk pn), the following all-speed pressure correction equation is

obtained,

RT At R--_P ..... (17)

where the superscripts n and k represent the last time step and iterative values respectively. The entire pressure

correction step is repeated 2 or 3 times such that the mass conservation condition is enforced.

The momentum equations are solved implicitly at the predictor step. Once the solution of pressure correction

Eq.(17) is obtained, the velocity, pressure and density fields are updated using Eq.(15). The scalar equations such as

mass fraction, turbulence and energy equations, will be solved sequentially. Then the solution procedure will march

to the next time level for transient calculation or global iteration for steady calculation.

LINEAR MATRIX SOLVER

The discretized finite-volume equations can be represented by a set of linear algebra equations, which are non-

symmetric matrix system with arbitrary sparsity patterns. Due to the diagonal dominates for the matrixes of the

transport equations, they can converge even through the classical iterative methods. However, the coefficient matrix

for the pressure-correction equation may be ill conditioned and the classical iterative methods may break down or

converge slowly. Since satisfaction of the continuity equation is of crucial importance to guarantee the overall

convergence, most of the computing time in fluid flow calculation is spent on solving the pressure-correction

equation by which the continuity-satisfying flow field is invoked.

The preconditioned Bi-CGSTAB matrix solver is used to efficiently solve the linear algebra equations [15] resulting

from transport equations. An algebraic multigrid method [16] will be used to solve the algebra equation resulting

from the pressure correction equation. The algorithm of AMG method is fully introduced in [16].

There are two types of fixed cycle multi-grid sequences, V cycle and W cycle. W cycle is more efficient because

each grid level has the chance to pass its residual down to the coarse grid level twice and receive the corrections

twice. The paths of V cycle and W cycle are shown in Figure 4, where the restriction process goes down at "d",

reach the bottom at "b" and then the prolongation process goes up at "u". In this research, W cycle is used and the

coarse grid level is set to no more than six. The bottom level is reached when the mesh cell number is less than 100

or the level is number 6 whichever comes first. The Incomplete Lower Upper (ILU) factorization scheme is used to

solve the linear equations. It takes two sweeps in down processes and 3 sweeps in the up processes. At the bottom,

GMRES method is used to ensure the accurate solution at the coarsest grid level. Several cycles may be needed to

reduce the residual by two orders of magnitude in each time step. For all the calculation in this study, the cycle

number is less than 10 and mostly around 5.



V cycle W cycle

Figure 4. V and W cycle diagram.

GRID GENERATION

The unstructured grid type varies from triangular to quadrilateral for 2D problems and tetrahedral, prism, pyramid, to

hexahedral for 3D problems. Grid considered can include either single type or mixed types of grid. The unstructured

grids can be generated using PATRAN or VGRID [17]. The former one is a commercial package with CAD

capability and the latter one is developed at NANA/LaRC and available in public domain. These grid generation

packages are user friendly and can generate high quality unstructured grids. The present unstructured grid method

also reads structured grids. Hence, any structured grid generators, such as GRIDGEN, and UNIC-MESH, can also be

used to build the base-heating model.

DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION

To implement a parallel computation strategy, the computational domain needs to be partitioned into many sub-

domains. Each sub-domain then occupies one processor of a parallel computer. Many partitioning algorithms have

been developed to partition an unstructured grid. These algorithms include Recursive Coordinate Bisection (RCB),

Recursive Spectral Bisection (RSB), and Recursive Graph Bisection (RGB) methods. A public available package

developed at University of Minnesota, METIS [18], can partition high quality unstructured meshes efficiently. Grids

with 1 million vertices can be partitioned in 256 parts in under 20 second on a Pentium Pro personal computer.

PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION

In a parallel computation, the governing equations are solved in all sub-domains, which are assigned to different

computer processors [19]. Exchange of data between processors is necessary to enforce the boundary conditions at

the divided interfaces. The communication overhead must be kept well below the computational time. Currently,

many communication software packages, such as PVM and MPI, have been developed for distributed computing.

The Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) software system [20] is developed at the University of Tennessee and Oak

Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). It is a standard massage passing interface and enables distributed computing

across a wide variety of computer types, including massively parallel processors (MPPs). It is built around the

concept of a virtual machine which is a dynamic collection of (homogenous or heterogeneous) computational

resource managed as a large single parallel computer. PVM is implemented for data communication among

processors in this project.

MPI stands for Message Passing Interface[21]. The goal of MPI, simply stated, is to develop a widely used standard

for writing message-passing programs. As such interface attempts to establish a practical, portable, efficient, and

flexible standard for message passing. The main advantages of establishing a message-passing standard are

portability and ease-of-use. In a distributed memory communication environment in which the higher level routines

and/or abstractions are build upon lower level message passing routines the benefits of standardization are

particularly apparent. Furthermore, the definition of a message passing standard provides vendors with a clearly

defined base set of routines that they can implemented efficiently, or in some cases provide hardware support for,

thereby enhancing scalability.



VALIDATIONS

VALIDATIONS FOR THE UNSTRUCTURED RADIATION MODEL

Based on the theoretical and numerical analyses described earlier, a computer code has been developed which is
capable of modeling multi-dimensional radiative heat transfer using structured, unstructured, or hybrid grids. To
investigate the accuracy of the present unstructured method, six selected benchmark problems were investigated
which included 2D planar, axisymmetric, and 3D geometries. To test the sensitivity of the unstructured method on

the grid, a structured grid and an unstructured grid were used for each problem, and their corresponding solutions
were compared against the available other solutions and they were labeled as the unstructured solution and structured
solution in the following figures. For a 2D problem, the volume cell type is quadrilateral for a structured grid and

triangular for an unstructured grid. For a 3D problem, the volume cell type is hexahedral for a structured grid and
prism for an unstructured grid. In each problem, the angular domains for the structured and unstructured grids were
divided by the same strategy which was either the Sn-type discretization or azimuthal discretization. All computation
was conducted on the IBM RISC/6000 machine and the numerical solution was considered to be convergent when

the relative incident radiation change was less than 0.01%. The iteration numbers for different grids were the same
for each problem, and they were equal to two for the cases with black walls and not more than ten for other cases
with scattering medium or gray walls.

2D PLANAR GEOMETRY NO. 1

The first problem examined is a quarter of a circle with a rectangular region added to the top as shown in Fig. 5a.

The curve wall is hot and black and it has an emissive power of unity, while the rest walls are cold and black. The
medium is cold and it is transparent for the first case and purely absorbing with K=I.0 m -1 for the second case. The

Monte Carlo method [22] has been used to investigate this problem before and its solution was used to test against
the present solutions.

Figure 5b and 5c show the structured and unstructured grids used in the calculation, respectively. The azimuthal

discretization strategy was employed for the both grids in which the angular domain was discretized into

N0xN,=4x20 control angles with uniform A0 and Ad?. The results for the radiative heat flux on the right wall from
different solutions are presented in Fig. 6. At each case, the structured, unstructured, and Monte Carlo solutions are
seen to have a very good agreement, and their maximum difference is within 2%. At the location close to the curve

hot wall, the predicted values of radiative wall flux for all solutions are high and they are gradually decreased as the
distance from the hot wall is increased.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5. 2D planar geometry No. 1: (a) schematic; (b) structured grid; (c) unstructured grid.
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Comparison of radiative wall heat flux distributions on the right wall.

2D PLANAR GEOMETRY NO. 2

The schematic of the second problem is showed in Fig. 7a. The top wall is located at y=l.0 m. The bottom wall

varies according to the following function

½y = [tanh(2 - 3x) - tanh(2)]0 < x <--
3

The bottom black wall is maintained at 1000 K while the other black walls are kept at 0 K. The medium is cold (0 K)

and it is purely isotropically scattering with c_=1.0 m -1 for the first case and purely absorbing with K=I.0 m -1 for the

second case. Chai et al [23] considered this problem with the FVM and their solution was used to validate the
present solutions.

Figure 7a also shows the structured grid used in the calculation while the unstructured grid is presented in Fig. 7b.

The angular domain was discretized using the $8 quadrature scheme. The results of interest are the radiative wall
fluxes on the top wall and they are demonstrated in Fig. 8. Both the unstructured and structured solutions are found
to be in good agreement with Chai et al's solution. Maximum difference occurs in the left end region of the wall

where the structured results are slightly higher for the case with K=1.0 m -1.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7. 2D planar geometry No. 2: (a) structured grid; (b) unstructured grid.
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2D AXISYMMETRIC CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY

The third problem examined is a 2D axisymmetric cylindrical enclosure and its schematic is plotted in Fig. 9a. The

radius of cylinder is 1 m and the height is 2m. The enclosure is filled with an absorbing-emitting medium which is

maintained at an emissive power of unity. The selected medium absorption coefficient K varies from 0.1, 1.0 to 5.0

m -1. All enclosure walls are cold and black. This benchmark problem is studied frequently because an exact solution

[24] for radiative flux on the lateral wall is available.

Radiative transfer in a 2D axisymmetric geometry is a 3D process but it can be treated in 2D coordinates. Figure 9b

and 9c show the 2D computational domains with a structured grid and an unstructured grid, respectively. It is noted

that the bottom line of the domain corresponds to the axisymmetric line of the cylinder and the symmetric boundary

condition was imposed along this line in the computation. The angular domain discretization was carried out using

the $8 quadrature scheme. Currently, the artifice developed by Carlson and Lathrop (Eq. (6)) has been only used in

the Cartesian grid as seen in Fig. 9b, and the curvature coefficients for angular redistribution %+1/2 are the same for

all volume cells. However, with the use of the general formulation of %_1/2 (Eq. (8)) for irregular shape of volume

cell as seen in Fig. 9c, the values of %+1/2 will be different at different volume cells. This will slightly increase the

computational memory of the problem. Figure 10 shows the radiative wall flux distributions along the lateral wall.

Both the structured and unstructured solutions are seen to match the exact solution very well for various optical
thicknesses.

Uml

(b) (c)

Figure 9. 2D axisymmetric cylindrical enclosure: (a) schematic; (b) structured grid; (c) unstructured grid.
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2D AXISYMMETRIC TRIANGULAR TOROID

The fourth problem examined is a 2D axisymmetric triangular toroid and Fig. 1la shows the schematic of a cross

section of the problem. The length of each equilateral wall is 1 m. The medium in the toroid is maintained at an

emissive power of unity and it is assumed to be absorbing-emitting with K=1.0 m -1. All walls are cold and black. This

problem was investigated before and the exact solution [25] for radiative wall flux along the lateral wall is available

for the present comparison.

Figure 1 lb and 1 lc show the structured and unstructured grids used in the calculation, respectively. Unlike the

previous problem which used the Sn-type scheme, the azimuthal discretization strategy with N0xN,=4x20 was

employed to discretize the angular domain in this problem. The artifice developed by Carlson and Lathrop (Eq. (6))

has been mainly applied by the DOM to treat 2D axisymmetric problems. In fact, this artifice can also be used by the

FVM which employs azimuthal discretization strategy to discretize the angular domain. One of objective of this

problem is to validate the application of Eq. (6) with the azimuthal discretization strategy. Figure 12 presents the

radiative wall flux distributions along the lateral wall. It is obvious that the structured and unstructured solutions

demonstrate very good agreement with the exact solution. This agreement is consistent with the expectation. The

application of the FVM with the artifice shown in Eq. (6) represents a significant simplification over the

conventional treatment for FVM where a 2D axisymmetric problem has to be modeled in a way similar to a 3D

problem.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11. 2D axisymmetric triangular toroid: (a) schematic; (b) structured grid; (c) unstructured grid.
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3D IDEALIZED FURNACE

The fifth problem examined represents a 3D idealized furnace proposed by Menguc and Viskanta [26] as shown in
Fig. 13a. The dimensional size of the geometry is 2)<2)<4 m. The furnace is filled with a gray gas with /¢=0.5 m -1

and or=0. The uniform internal heat sources are q=5.0 kW/m 3.The six walls are gray walls and their emissivities and

temperatures are: g2=0.85, T2=1200 K for wall 2; g5=0.70, T5=400 K for wall 5; El=E3=E4=E6=0.7,

Tl=T3=T4=T6=900 K for walls 1, 3, 4 and 6. Due to the internal heat source, this problem requires an iterative
solution procedure with the energy equation. Several authors have used the discrete ordinates [27], spherical and
zone [28] methods to solve this problem. Different models have predicted similar results. Only zone solution was
selected to test against the present results.

Figures 13b and 13c show the structured and unstructured grids used in the calculation. The angular domain was
divided using the $8 quadrature scheme. For the clarity of comparison, the results for temperature and radiative wall
flux distributions are only presented along several lines as seen in Figs. 14 and 15. In Fig. 14, the temperature

distributions are shown along a line (x-axis direction) with y=1.0 m for three different z locations. At the z locations
of 0.4 m and 2.0 m, the predictions from the structured and unstructured solutions are found to be in very good
agreement with the zone solution. At the z location of 3.6 m, the unstructured results are slightly higher while the
structured results are little lower in comparison with the zone results. However, their maximum difference is not

more than 1.5%. Figure 15 demonstrates the net radiative wall heat flux distributions along a line (x-axis direction)
with y=l.0 m on the hot wall (wall 2) and cold wall (wall 5). Again, the structured and unstructured solutions are
seen very close to the zone solution on each wall.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 13. 3D idealized furnace: (a) schematic; (b) structured grid; (c) unstructured grid.
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Figure 14. Comparisons of temperature distributions

at three z locations.

3D EQUILATERAL TRIANGULAR ENCLOSURE

The last problem examined is a 3D equilateral triangular enclosure as shown in Fig. 16a. In this problem, all walls

are black and cold. The medium is purely absorbing-emitting and maintained at an emissive power of unity. The

selected medium absorption coefficient K varies from 0.1, 1.0 to 10.0 m -1. Chai et al [28] investigated this problem

and they obtained the exact solution by integrating the RTE over the spatial and angular domains.

Figure 16b and 16c show the structured and unstructured grids used in the calculation, respectively. The angular

domain was discretized by the azimuthal discretization strategy with N0xN,=4x20. The results of interest are the

radiative wall flux distribution along the A-A line (see Fig. 16a) and predictions from different solutions are

presented in Fig. 17 for comparison. Due to symmetry, heat fluxes are only plotted for half of the enclosure.

Compared to the exact solution, both the structured and unstructured solutions are seen to be very accurate at each

case.

In the above six problems considered, an unstructured method was applied to solve the RTE for structured grids as

well as unstructured grids. In contrast, a structured method can be only applied for structured grids. In order to

investigate the effect of the unstructured method and structured method on the results for the structured grids, the

structured method based on Ref. [29] was also used to model the above six problems. The results from the structured

and unstructured methods were found to be identical for each problem for the same condition. For the sake of clarity,

the results from structured method were not plotted in the previous figures. This identity gives us more confidence on

the unstructured method developed in this study.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 16. 3D equilateral triangular enclosure: (a) schematic; (b) structured grid; (c) unstructured grid.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE UNSTRUCTURED FLOW SOLVER FOR PLUME PREDICTIONS

Free stream boundary condition has been implemented in the unstructured grid flow solver for plume flow

predictions. The total pressure and temperature conditions have been enforced at such boundary points for incoming

flows, and the flow variables such as pressure, velocity, temperature and species concentrations are extrapolated for

outgoing flows. At the exit boundaries, all variables are extrapolated for supersonic flows, but pressure is fixed for

subsonic flows. An SSME nozzle plume at sea level conditions is shown in Figs. 18 and 19 by using first- order and

second-order schemes respectively. It can been seen the shock is smeared by the first- order scheme while the

second-order scheme predicts clear Mach disk structure in the plume.
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Figure 19.
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Mach number contours of SSME nozzle plume with second order scheme

IMPLEMENTATION OF DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION USING METIS

To implement the present parallel computation strategy, the computational domain needs to be partitioned into many

sub-domains. Each sub-domain then occupies one processor for parallel computing. Many partitioning algorithms

have been developed to unstructured meshes. These algorithms include Recursive Coordinate Bisection (RCB),

Recursive Spectral Bisection (RSB), and Recursive Graph Bisection (RGB) methods. A publicly available package

developed at the University of Minnesota, METIS [18], can partition high quality unstructured meshes efficiently.
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Figure 22. Partitioned domain surface for a

three-dimensional Boeing 747 grid.

Figure 21. Predicted Mach Number contours.

Figure 23. Predicted pressure contours for Boeing 747.

IMPLEMENTATION OF PARALLEL COMPUTING ALGORITHM

Numerical solution has been performed for a turbulent incompressible two-dimensional cascade flow. A four-block

grid partition (Fig. 24) was created using METIS. With the explicit block coupling, the solution may diverge in

some cases. When the implicit block coupling is used in the algebraic multi-grid (AMG) method, both serial (single

CPU) and parallel computing require about the same number of global iterations or time steps to reach a converged

solution. Fig. 25 shows the converged pressure contours and Fig. 26 presents the convergence history vs. time steps.

Due to the small grid size used in this test case, the parallel efficiency only reaches 60%. The efficiency can be

expected to be much higher for large three-dimensional applications.

ii}

Figure 24. Grid partitions for cascade flow.
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Figure 25. Predicted pressure contour
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GRID ADAPTATION

An incompressible laminar flow past three circular cylinders is presented to illustrate the grid adaptation procedure.

The flow Reynolds number of 40 (based on the free stream velocity and the diameter of the cylinder) is used and the

flow is believed to be stable at these flow conditions. The initial hybrid unstructured mesh is shown in Fig. 27.

Quadrilateral cells are generated at the vicinity of the cylinders to better resolve the boundary layers and achieve

high grid qualities.

The initial solution was performed on the initial mesh until it was converged. Then the level-1 adaptive mesh was

generated based on the current solution and is shown in Fig. 28. It can been found that the grids closed to cylinders

and at the wake region are enriched. The level-2 mesh adaptation is achieved based on the new solution and mesh of

level-1 adaptation, and is illustrated in Fig. 29. The final solutions of velocity contours and vectors are presented in

Figs. 30 and 31. The flow fields are symmetric about the centerline due to the fact of the symmetric geometry and

stable flow conditions. The results obtained indicate the ability to achieve high resolution flow fields through

automatic mesh adaptation.

Figure 27. The initial mesh for flow past multiple cylinders.

Figure 28. Mesh of level-1 adaptation.
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Figure 29. Mesh of level-2 adaptation.
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Figure 30. Velocity contours for level-2 mesh adaptation. Figure 31. Velocity vectorsnear the cylinders.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF QUALIS/MSFC 2.25% X-33 BASE HEATING MODEL

The model selected jointly by Qualis and NASA MSFC [30], is a 2.25% simulation of the aft third of the X-33 flight
demonstration vehicle currently under joint development by NASA and Lockheed Martin Skunk Works, Palmdale,
California. The model matches the X-33 propulsion system parameters and produces exhaust gas constituents and

external plumes that designed to be a close simulation to the X-33 flight plume shapes and thermodynamic
properties. The model is instrumented primarily to monitor propulsion system performance, but also was equipped
with base heating instrumentation to measure the base region environments as a secondary objective.

The X-33 vehicle has two rows of rectangular nozzle thrusters; 20 nozzles along the upper aerospike surface and 20
nozzles along the lower aerospike surface respectively. In the current CFD model, only a half of a nozzle region
along the upper or lower spike surface is modeled due the cyclic arrangement of the nozzles. This model represents

the flow conditions near the center plane of the aerospike engine by ignoring the lateral entrainment effects. Fig. 32a
shows the flow domain and grids used in CFD simulations. A patch grid interface is used to connect the nozzle round
and square intersection (see Fig. 32b), which is not the exact nozzle geometry of the X-33 design. The grids with
168,000 point are generated by ESI's UMESH package.

The test case of Run 1, 12/03/98, and a latest test case of 669 Psia chamber total pressure are simulated in the present
study. For the first case, total pressure of 450 Psia (_30.62 atm) and total temperature of 3456 K have been used as
the inlet conditions. The O/F ratio is 5.823 for both cases with equilibrium species concentration specified at the

thruster inlet. Numerical solutions are obtained in 5,000 time steps for each case using 10 CPUs at MSFC's Power
Challenge and spent 6.1 hours clock time with an average of 75% CPU time fully used. The predicted nozzle
pressure, temperature, and Mach number contours of the first case are shown in Fig. 33-35.
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(a) The Entire Flow Domain (b) Near Patched-Grid Interface

Figure 32. The flow domain and patched-grid used by the CFD model.

.............................................i_!:ii!i_i_i.................................................

Fig. 33. Predicted pressure (atm). Fig. 34. Predicted temperature (K). Fig. 35. Predicted Mach number.

The CFD predictions of the velocity vectors, Mach number contours, and temperature contours, on the nozzle

symmetry plane, are shown in Figs. 36-38 respectively. A recirculation zone is shown in Fig. 36 near the base region

with temperature around 2,100K in the same region (Fig. 38). The predicted convective heat flux near the base

center region is around 65 Btu/sft-s, which is over-predicted compared to the measurement heat flux of 51.2 But/sft-

S.

In the second test case, the entrainment effects and the strength of the recirculating base flow are increased due to the

increased chamber pressure and the nozzle flow momentum. The overall plume Mach number is also increased that

results in higher flow temperature and convective heat flux in the base region. Figs. 39-41 show the predicted Mach

number, Temperature and H20 mass fraction contours respectively (also on the nozzle symmetry plane). The

predicted convective heat flux near the base symmetry plane is around 162 Btu/sft-s. The measured heat flux for this

case is about 119 Btu/sft-s. Again, the current model has over-predicted the heat flux. The reasons for this

discrepancy can be attributed to:

(1) the heat loss in the combustion chamber, thruster, along the ramp and base surfaces;

(2) the fuel/oxidizer mixing and combustion efficiency that may affect the total temperature at the thruster inlet,

whereas equilibrium chemistry conditions are used in the CFD model; and

(3) the heat flux reduction due to the effect of air aspiration from the sides of the linear aerospike engine, which the
current numerical model does not consider.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_ii_i_iiii__iiii________!!!!

Figure 36. Predicted velocity vectors

(450 psia Pc).

Figure 37. Predicted Mach number contours

(450 psia Pc).
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Figure.38.Predictedtemperaturecontours(K)
(450psiaPc).

Figure.39.PredictedMachnumbercontours
(669psiaPc).

Figure40.Predictedtemperaturecontours(K)
(669psiaPc)

Figure41.PredictedH20contours(669psiaPc).

Finally,thereisonemoreimportantissueconcerningtheappropriatenessofusingthesubscalemodelinsimulating
theX-33baseflows.Asindicatedin Qualis'subscalemodel,thenozzlegeometrydownstreamof thethroatis
approximatedbyaconicalsectionandaconstantheightslot,insteadofanozzlegeometrywithsmoothtransition
fromacircularthroattoarectangularexit(asin theX-33design).Thisapproximatednozzlegeometrycreatesan
obliqueshockdownstreamofthestepjumpandobstructstheflowexpansiondownstreamofthestep.Figs.42-43
showtheMachnumberandtemperaturecontoursneartheregionofthestepjump.Asaresult,thenozzleflowisnot
fullyexpandedwith substantial total pressure loss at the nozzle exit. This may have large effects on the base

pressure and base heating levels. One must be very cautious about simulating full-scale launch vehicles using

subscale models. Any misrepresented detail may have significant impact on important base flow performance data

(such as base pressure and base heating data). These effects could have been discovered using detailed CFD

analyses (such as the current model) early on for the subscale model design. Their impact on the base flow

performance data can be assessed with confidence before the subscale testing is planned and conducted.

Figure 42. Predicted Mach number contours

near the step jump region (669 psia Pc).

Figure 43. Predicted temperature contours (K)

near the step jump region (669 psia Pc).
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CONCLUSIONS

The current study has been successfully conducted and established that an integrated design tool using unstructured

grid method with solution-adaptation and parallel computing strategy can become a practical analysis tool to predict

base heating and plume radiation. An unstructured finite volume method for radiative heat transfer has been

developed and they are applicable to any 2D planar, axisymmetric, or 3D problems with unstructured grids. Six

benchmark problems, which cover a wide range of geometries and radiative property conditions, have been

examined. The present solutions based on a structured grid and an unstructured grid are very close and they all have

a very good agreement with available reference solutions. The present study indicates that not only is the developed

unstructured radiation model flexible in treating problems with complex geometries but also it is very accurate and
efficient.

For plume predictions, free stream (entrainment) boundary condition and plume exit boundary condition have been

successfully implemented. Solutions have been obtained for SSME nozzle plume flows and Mach disk has been

clearly shown with a flux limited second-order upwind scheme.

To implement a parallel computation strategy, the computational domain needs to be partitioned into many sub-

domains. Each sub-domain then occupies one processor of a parallel computer. The domain decomposition using

METIS has been implemented in the current flow solver for parallel computing applications.

The parallel-computing algorithm based on domain decomposition has been accomplished in this study. Algebraic

multi-grid matrix solver has been paralleled to accelerate the convergence rate of pressure correction equation.

Same global convergence rate has been demonstrated for single CPU (domain) and multi-CPU (domain)

calculations.

The grid adaptation algorithm based on flow solution has been demonstrated for two-dimensional problem and

shows the flexibility of unstructured grid method for solution adaptation. Further extension to three-dimensional

applications will be implemented in future study.

Numerical simulation of Qualis/MSFC 2.25% X-33 base heating model has been performed using a sub-domain

CFD model with 168,000 grid points and parallel computation. Numerical solution is obtained within 5,000 time

steps using 10 CPUs at MSFC's Power Challenge spent 6.1 hours clock time with an average of 75% CPU time fully

used. The current CFD model over predicts the base heat flux for two cases with chamber total pressure of 450 psia

and 669 psia. Comparisons of the base heating data show reasonably good agreements between the present model

and the measured data. Discrepancies in data comparisons can be attributed to the effects of heat loss, fuel mixing

and air aspiration that need to be further investigated by using a more complete numerical model.

The present study also reveals the effects of a major difference between the subscale model and the X-33 design in

the nozzle geometry. The simplification in the nozzle geometry of the subscale model has been shown to create an

oblique shock system in the nozzle, which may have caused obstruction to the nozzle flow expansion and substantial

total pressure loss to the nozzle flow. This may have significant impact on the base flow performance data such as

the base pressure and the base heat flux. These effects can be investigated using the current CFD model before the

design of the subscale model to assess their impact on the base flow performance data.
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ABSTRACT

An injector optimization methodology, method i, is used to investigate optimal design points for a gaseous

oxygen/gaseous hydrogen (GOJGH2) impinging injector element. The unlike impinging element, a fuel-

oxidizer-fuel (F-O-F) triplet, is optimized in terms of design variables such as fuel pressure drop, APf

oxidizer pressure drop, APo, combustor length, Lcomb, and impingement half-angle, _z, for a given mixture

ratio and chamber pressure. Dependent variables such as energy release efficiency, ERE, wall heat flux, Qw,

injector heat flux, Qinj, relative combustor weight, Wrel, and relative injector cost, Crel, are calculated and

then correlated with the design variables. An empirical design methodology is used to generate these

responses for 163 combinations of input variables. Method i is then used to generate response surfaces for

each dependent variable. Desirabilitiy functions based on dependent variable constraints are created and

used to facilitate development of composite response surfaces representing some, or all, of the five

dependent variables in terms of the input variables. Three examples illustrating the utility and flexibility of

method i are discussed in detail. First, joint response surfaces are constructed by sequentially adding

dependent variables. Optimum designs are identified after addition of each variable and the effect each

variable has on the design is shown. This stepwise demonstration also highlights the importance of

including variables such as weight and cost early in the design process. Secondly, using the composite

response surface which includes all five dependent variables, unequal weights are assigned to emphasize

certain variables relative to others. Here, method i is used to enable objective trade studies on design issues

such as component life and thrust to weight ratio. Finally, specific variable weights are further increased to

illustrate the high marginal co st of realizing the last increment of injector performance and thruster weight.

NOMENCLATURE

Symbols

A

B

C

D

E

ERE

H

minimum acceptable value

target value

target value

composite desirability (joint response)

maximum acceptable value

energy release efficiency

height



NOMENCLATURE(Con't)
L

MR

O/F

P

d

m

u

o_

AP

length

momentum ratio

oxidizer to fuel mass ratio

pressure

diameter or desirability

mass flow rate

velocity

impingement half-angle

pressure drop

Subscripts

C

comb

f

f_

impinge

inj

ni

0

rel

W

chamber

combustor

fuel

freestream

impingement

injector

normalized injection

oxidizer

relative

wall

Superscripts

S

t

desirability function weight

desirability function weight

INTRODUCTION

In order to meet future launch program goals, the Spaceliner 100 Technology Roadmap I specifies very

aggressive system goals for safety, life and cost per pound of payload launched into Earth orbit. Spaceliner

100 safety goals would decrease catastrophic events from the current 1 in 200 to 1 in 1,000,000 in 15 years.

The life goal would be increased from the current 200 manned missions per year to 2000-5000 per year

over the same time period. Concurrently, the cost goal aims to reduce the cost of delivering payloads to

Earth orbit from the current $10,000 per pound to $1000 per pound in 10 years and to $100 per pound in 15

years and ultimately to $10 per pound.

NEED FOR IMPROVED INJECTOR DESIGN METHODOLIGIES

Design and development of advanced propulsion systems will be crucial to meeting these goals. Propulsion

systems which meet these requirements must not only have high thrust to weight ratios, but also achieve

higher operability and maintainability standards than in previous or current programs. Combustor designs,

and injector designs in particular, will be key issues in meeting these goals. The injector design determines

performance and stability, and is, therefore, the key factor governing injector face and chamber wall heat

transfer/compatibility issues. Injector design also affects engine weight, cost, operability and

maintainability.

The injector design methodologies used successfully in previous programs were typically based on large
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subscaledatabasesandtheempiricaldesigntoolsderivedfromthem2'3'4'5'6.Thesemethodologieswereoften
guidedbyextensivesub-andfull-scalehot-firetestprograms.Currentandplannedlaunchvehicleprograms
haverelativelylowbudgetsandaggressiveschedules;neitherof whichis conduciveto thelargetest
programsofthepast.Also,newrequirementsforoperabilityandmaintainabilityrequirethattheinjector
designberobust.Hence,variablesnotpreviouslyincludedintheinjectordesignnowmeritconsideration
forinclusionin thedesignprocess.Thesenewprogramswithcompressedschedules,lowerbudgetsand
morestringentrequirementsmakethedevelopmentof broaderandmoreefficientinjectordesign
methodologiesanworthygoal.

METHOD I

This work demonstrates a new design methodology called method i 7'8(.Methodology for Optimizing the

Design of Injectors) which seeks to address the above issues in the context of injector design. Simply put,

method i is used to generate appropriate design data and then guide the designer through the information

toward an optimum design subject to his specified constraints. Since the information generated by method i

is not linked to any information type or source, it potentially affords the designer the ability to consider any

relevant combination of design variables for a wide variety of injector types and propellant combinations.

This generality also allows method i to use information at varying levels of breadth (i.e., scope of design

variables) and depth (i.e., detail of design variables). Hence, method i could be useful for both element

selection and the preliminary design phase. Once injector selection and preliminary designs are

accomplished, method i can be used to optimize the injector design. Since method i is structured so that any

pertinent information source can be used, design data can be obtained from existing databases and empirical

design methodologies. If required, new data can be generated with modern experimental techniques or

appropriate CFD models.

As implied above, method i is comprised of two discrete entities. The first element is the tool used to

generate the design data--in this work, an empirical design methodology for GO2/GH2 injectors. Injector

designs using GO2/GH2 propellants serve as a good point for the initial evaluation of method i for a number

of reasons. First, the physics of the system are relatively simple. Atomization and vaporization do not

complicate matters as they do when a liquid propellant is present. Also, an experimental database developed

by Calhoon et al. 9 exists along with an empirical design methodology 1° derived from the data. Finally,

should additional information be required, both modern laser-based diagnostic techniques 11'12'13'14and CFD

modeling 14'15have been successfully applied to injector elements using GO2/GH2 propellants.

The second entity in method i is a group of optimization techniques. It is the optimization capability that

extends method i beyond previous injector design methodologies. Historically, injectors have been

designed, fabricated and tested based on experience and intuition. As the hardware was tested, designers

proposed modifications aimed at obtaining an improved design. Despite their experience and skill, these

efforts were unlikely to produce the optimal design in a short time frame. Also, as more design variables are

considered, the design process becomes increasingly complex and it is more difficult to foresee the effect of

the modification of one variable on other variables. Use of an optimization approach to guide the design

addresses both of these issues. The optimization scheme allows large amounts of inter-related information

to be managed in such a way that the extent to which variables influence each other can be objectively

evaluated and optimal design points can be identified with confidence. Method i currently uses the

Response Surface Method (RSM) 16 to facilitate the optimization. The RSM approach is to conduct a series

of well-chosen experiments (i. e., numerical, physical, or both) and use the resulting function values to

construct a global approximation (i. e., response surface) of the measured quantity (i. e., response) over the

design space. A standard constrained optimization algorithm is then used to interrogate the response surface

for an optimum design.

DEVELOPMENT APPROACH AND STATUS

The approach used to develop and demonstrate this new methodology can be divided into three main tasks.

Task 1 can be viewed as a proof of concept where the basic methodology is developed and demonstrated on
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singleelementinjectors.Thistaskinvolvesdemonstrationofmethod i in the element selection/preliminary

design process. Design data from empirical methodologies is to be generated for three major element

types--shear coaxial, swirl coaxial and impinging elements. In addition to the typical design output

variable such as performance and heat flux, a goal is to enable the inclusion of additional parameters such

as cost and weight early in the design process. This work for the shear coaxial element is essentially

complete 7 and the work for the impinging element is presented below. Generation of design data for the

swirl coaxial element will finish the empirical database for Task 1. Then a swirl coaxial element will be

optimized in a process similar to what has been done with the other two elements. Finally, to complete Task

1, all the design data, along with the optimization techniques developed to date, will be demonstrated in an

element selection/preliminary design process.

Also, any potential "show stoppers" are to be identified and addressed in Task 1. Empirical design

methodologies, such as found in Calhoon et al, may allow the designer to generate large quantities of data

within a design space. However, due to their empiricism, these methodologies are often sufficiently accurate

only over the range of variables for which test data was taken to develop the methodology. For some

injector types, propellant combinations or design conditions, this limitation may require that more relevant

data be generated to ensure confidence in the design. Historically, this data has been generated in sub- and

full-scale test programs. More recently CFD analysis from validated models has been used to augment the

test data. The data from test programs and CFD analysis are expensive and time consuming to obtain.

Recognition of this fact has direct implications for the usefulness of optimization techniques in injector

design methodologies. Although the optimization scheme must be capable of efficiently organizing large

amounts of design information generated from empirical design methodologies, it must also be able to make

effective use of the relatively small amounts of data available in some cases. An optimization scheme that

requires large amounts of data to generate meaningful results will be marginally useful, if at all, when only

small amounts of data are available for use. This potential shortcoming was addressed by using Neural

Networks to augment the design optimization process 8. In a process that simulated a case where only a

limited amount of design data was available, a radial basis neural network was trained on the available data

and then used to generate additional design data. The accuracy of the new data proved to be sufficient to

allow it to be used reliably in the design optimization process.

Task 2 involves replacing/augmenting the empirical data with data from physical and numerical

experiments (i.e., test data and validated CFD analyses). CFD models will be further validated and applied

to selected cases already represented by data from the empirical methodology. Allowance in the

optimization process will be made for the differences in depth and breadth of the different types of

information since data from physical and numerical experiments are multi-dimensional and allow more

design variables to be examined and included in the process. Also, in general, the numerical and physical

experiments should be more accurate than the empirical data used to date. The different levels of accuracy
must therefore be addressed in Task 2.

Task 3 involves using CFD analyses and empirical methods to design a multi-element injector consisting of

7-12 elements. Optimization will be done in the context of single element variables plus element pattern,

element spacing, film cooling, etc.

SCOPE OF CURRENT EFFORT

This paper presents the design optimization of a impinging injector--the second element to be evaluated in

Task 1. The first element to be evaluated in Task 1 was a shear coaxial GO2/GH2 element. Here, an F-O-F

triplet element is chosen for the demonstration. This element type is widely used and is capable of operating

at high efficiency levels. A schematic of an F-O-F element is shown in Fig. 1.

The empirical design methodology of Calhoon et al uses the oxidizer pressure drop, APo, fuel pressure

drop, APj, combustor length, Lco_, and the impingement half-angle, c_ as independent variables. For this

injector design, the pressure drop range is set to 10-20% of the chamber pressure due to stability

considerations. The combustor length, defined as the distance from the injector to the end of the barrel

portion of the chamber ranges from 2-8 inches. The impingement half angle is allow to vary from 15-50 °.
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DependentvariablesincludeERE (a measure of element performance),

flux, Qinj, relative combustor weight, V/tel, and relative injector cost, Crel.

Figure 1. Schematic of F-O-F Inj ector Element

GH 2

wall heat flux, Q,_, injector heat

GO 2

GH 2

Himpinge

In the following sections, the injector model and the generation of design data are discussed in some detail.

Response surfaces for each of the dependent variables are generated and then combined into a joint surface

to facilitate the optimization process. Optimization of the element is then demonstrated by applying equal

weights for all dependent variables as they are added to the joint response surface one at a time, by applying

unequal weights that might reflect specific design priorities and trades, and finally, over a modified

constraint range, by examining the extraction of the last increments of certain variables and the high

marginal cost this process levies on other variables.

F-O-F INJECTOR MODEL

This section details the models used to generate the design data for the dependent variables noted above.

The process for generating the design data is described and sample results are also presented. The

conditions selected for this example are:

Pc = lO00psi

MR=6

m_,o, = 0.251b /sec

m_,_2 = 0.0421b sec

The gaseous propellants are injected at a temperature of 540 R.
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MODELSFORDEPENDENTVARIABLES

Asnotedabove,theempiricaldesignmethodologyusedtocharacterizetheERE and Q,_ was developed by

Calhoon et al. This methodology uses a quantity called the normalized injection momentum ratio to

correlate the mixing at the different design points for the triplet element. They define this quantity as

MR.,- 23rn°ur_ (1)
mfu f sina

The maximum mixing, and thus maximum ERE, occurs at an MRni of 2.0. Since the propellant mass

flowrates are fixed, only the propellant velocities and the impingement half-angle influence the normalized

injection momentum ratio. The velocities are proportional to the square root of the respective pressure

drops across the injector, AP o and APe For the flow conditions and variable ranges considered in this

problem, MRni ranges from 3.2 to 17.8. Accordingly, lowering APo, raising APy, increasing c_, or some
combination of these actions will increase ERE.

The wall heat flux is correlated with the propellant momentum ratio as defined by

MR = _ (2)
mf uf

For the F-O-F triplet element, the maximum wall heat flux occurs at a momentum ratio of approximately

0.4. High heat flux is the result of over-penetration of the fuel jet which produces a high O/F in the wall

region. For the flow conditions and variable ranges considered in this effort, MR ranges from 1.06 to 2.11.

Hence, increasing the value of this ratio by either increasing AP o or decreasing AP/ lowers the wall heat
flUX.

The heat flux seen by the injector face, Q*_2, is qualitatively modeled by the impingement height, H,m/_ge.

The notion being that, as the impingement height decreases, the combustion occurs closer to the injector

face, causing a proportional increase in Q*_2 Thus, for the purposes of this exercise, Qi_2 is modeled as the

reciprocal of the H,m/nge. Impingement height is a function of c_ and zlP/Reference to Fig. 1 shows that as

c_ is increased, Him/_g_ is shortened. The dependence of Him/_g_ on the fuel orifice diameter, dy, and thus,

APy; results from making the freestream length of the fuel jet, If,, a function of dy17. For each APy; If, was

set to six times df for an impingement half-angle of 30 °. So, as df increases (corresponding to decreasing

APy), If, increases, as does Him/_g _.

The models for V/r_1 and Crel are simple but represent the correct trends. V/_I is a function only of Loo,_, the

combustor length from injector face to the end of the chamber barrel section. The dimensions of the rest of

the thrust chamber assembly are assumed to be fixed. So, as Loomb increases, V/_I increases accordingly. The

model for C_I is based on the notion that smaller orifices are more expensive to machine. Therefore, C_I is a

function of both propellant pressure drops. As the zlP's increase, the propellant velocity through the injector

increases and the orifice area decreases. So, as either, or both, APo and AP/increase, Crel increases.

GENERATION OF DESIGN DATA

The system variables given above and independent variables (constrained to the previously noted ranges)

are used to generate the design data for element optimization studies. Since propellant momentum ratio is

an important variable in the empirical design methodology, a matrix of momentum ratios was developed

over the 100-200 psi propellant pressure drop range. The matrix of 49 combinations of fuel and oxidizer

pressure drops is shown in Table 1 where momentum ratios range from 1.06 to 2.11. Nine pressure drop

combinations, eight around the border and one in the middle, were selected for use in populating the design

data base. These nine points are highlighted in Table 1 in bold type.
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Table 1. Propellant Momentum Ratio as a Function of Propellant Pressure Drops.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_OOiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_i_0iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_i_0iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

1.49

1.57

1.67

1.73

1.79

1.93

2.11

1.42

1.50

1.59

1.64

1.70

1.83

2.00

1.33

1.41

1.50

1.54

1.60

1.72

1.89

1.30

1.37

1.45

1.49

1.55

1.67

1.83

1.25

1.32

1.40

1.44

1.50

1.61

1.77

1.16

1.22

1.30

1.34

1.39

1.50

1.64

1.06

1.11

1.18

1.22

1.27

1.37

1.49

Detailed design results for the case with both APo and APj- at 200 psi are shown in Table 2. Similar data
was generated for the other eight pressure drop combinations. There are 20 combinations of Lco_ and c_for

each zip combination, making a total of 180 design points selected. Seventeen of these were outside the

database embodied by the empirical design methodology, resulting in 163 design points actually being

evaluated. The data trends are as expected. ERE, for a given AP combination, increases with increasing
Lco,,_ and c_. The increased L_o_ provides more residence time for the propellants to mix and burn.

Increasing c_increases the radial component of the injected fuel, thus providing better mixing. The wall heat

flux is constant for a given AP combination. Impingement height increases with increasing c_. Relative

combustor cost increases with increasing L_o,,_ and the relative injector cost is constant for a given zip
combination.

Table 2. Design Data for APo and APf= 200 psi.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_i_i_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNN_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_i_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiENEiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
0.923 1.083
0.923 1.083
0.923 1.083
0.923 1.083

0.923 1.083

200 200 2 15 NA 0.85 0.84
200 200 2 20 85 0.85 0.62
200 200 2 30 92.8 0.85 0.39
200 200 2 45 95.4 0.85 0.23

200 200 2 50 95.8 0.85 0.19

200 200 4 15 91 0.85 0.84 1 1.083
200 200 4 20 95.2 0.85 0.62 1 1.083
200 200 4 30 96.8 0.85 0.39 1 1.083
200 200 4 45 98.1 0.85 0.23 1 1.083
200 200 4 50 98.4 0.85 0.19 1 1.083

200 200 6 15 95.6 0.85 0.84 1.077 1.083
200 200 6 20 97.8 0.85 0.62 1.077 1.083
200 200 6 30 98.5 0.85 0.39 1.077 1.083
200 200 6 45 99.2 0.85 0.23 1.077 1.083
200 200 6 50 99.4 0.85 0.19 1.077 1.083

200 200 8 15 98.3 0.85 0.84 1.154 1.083
200 200 8 20 99.1 0.85 0.62 1.154 1.083
200 200 8 30 99.4 0.85 0.39 1.154 1.083
200 200 8 45 99.6 0.85 0.23 1.154 1.083
200 200 8 50 99.7 0.85 0.19 1.154 1.083
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RESPONSE SURFACE GENERATION

In this effort, method i uses the Response Surface Method (RSM) to find optimal values of ERE, Q,,, Qi,j,

V/tel and Crel for acceptable values of APo, APj, Lcomb and c_. The approach of RSM is to perform a series of

experiments, or numerical analyses, for a prescribed set of design points, and to construct a response surface

of the measured quantity over the design space. In the present context, the five responses of interest are

ERE, _w, _inj, _frel and C_I. The design space consists of the set of relevant design variables APo, ziP/, Lco_

and c_. The response surfaces are fit by standard least-squares regression with a quadratic polynomial using

the JMP 18 statistical analysis software. JMP is an interactive, spreadsheet-based program which provides a

variety of statistical analysis functions. A backward elimination procedure based on t-statistics is used to

discard terms and improve the prediction accuracy 19.

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSE SURFACES

When the JMP software is used to analyze the 163 design points, five individual full response surfaces for

the variables in the design space are approximated by quadratic polynomials that contain 15 terms each.

Using the t-statistics approach noted above and detailed in Tucker et al 7, unnecessary terms in each equation

can be eliminated to give the reduced surfaces shown below in equations 3-7.

ERE: O.O028Loom_APo -O.O043.__om_AP f -0.2248Loomb 2 + O.O0024APo_z -O.O0051JPf_z --O. 044&_or_b_Z (3)

_?.O06_z 2 - 0.031 ldPo + O.0547APf + 5.268Loomb + 0.814_z + 63.344

Q_ : O.000017APoo 2 _ O.00002 lJ PooAP, + 0.0000075dP,2 _ O.O04NPo + O.O029AP, + O. 959 (4)

H ........ : O.O000034NPf 2 + O.O00028dPfa + 0.00058_ 2 -O.O027APf - 0.061a + 1.924 (5)

_e, = O.038,qoomb + 0.846 (6)

C,e, : q).OOOOO3,NPo 2 + O.O00006,NP_ - O.O043APo - O.O0096JP, + 0.845 (7)

A SUlvey of the reduced response surfaces indicates that the equations reflect the functionality used to

construct the models for the dependent variables.

JOINT RESPONSE SURFACES

In the current study, it is desirable to attempt to maximize ERE and while simultaneously minimizing _,_,

Q_,j, V/_ I and C_I. One method of optimizing multiple responses simultaneously is to build from the

individual responses a composite response known as the desirability function. The method allows for a

designer's own priorities for the response values to be built into the optimization procedure. The first step

in the method is to develop a desirability, d, for each response. In the case where a response should be

maximized, such as ERE, the desirability takes the form:

=\ B- A ) (8)

where B is the target value and A is the lowest acceptable value such that d 1 for any ERE > B and d 0

for ERE < A. The power value s is set according to one's subjective impression about the role of the

response in the total desirability of the product. In the case where a response is to be minimized, such as

_,_, the desirability takes on the form:

LC - E/
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whereC is the target value and E is the highest acceptable value such that d = 1 for any Q,_ < C and d = 0

for Q,_ > E. Choices for A, B, C, and E are chosen according to the designer's priorities or, as in the present

study, simply as the boundary values of the domain of ERE and Q,_.

Figure 2. Desirability Function for Various

Weight Factors, s. Response Value

A B

1.0 1.0

0.8 0.8

0.6 0.6 G

0.4 0.4

0.2 0.2

0.0 0.0

A B

Choices for s and t are more difficult, but plots such as Figure 2 can be instructive. Figure 2 shows the

appearance of the desirability function for the case of maximizing a response. Desirabilities with s<<l

imply that a product need not be close to the response target value, B, to be quite acceptable. But s 8,

say, implies that the product is nearly unacceptable unless the response is close to B.

A single composite response is developed which is the geometric mean of the desirabilities of the individual

responses. The composite response is defined as:

D= (d 1 .d 2 .d 3 ...din) Ym (10) The

complete joint response surface for the present case is given by:

# )'

OPTIMIZATION RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Three set of results are presented below to demonstrate the capability of method i for the current injector

design. These three examples illustrate the effect of each variable on the optimum design, the trade-offs

between life and performance issues, and the effect on the design of extracting the last increment of

performance.

EFFECT OF EACH VARIABLE ON THE DESIGN USING ORIGINAL CONSTRAINTS & EQUAL

WEIGHT S
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The results in this section were obtained by building the joint response surface with the addition of one

dependent variable at a time. The results are shown in Table 3. Since current non-optimizer based design
methods yield high-performing injector elements, simply maximizing the ERE is not a challenge.

Accordingly, the initial results (Case 1) are obtained with a joint ERE and Q,_ response surface. The results
in Case 2 have the impingement height added, Case 3 adds the relative chamber weight and the relative cost

is added in Case 4. All results are obtained using the original independent variable constraints and all
dependent variables have equal weights of one. The results for Case 1 show that ERE is at its maximum and

Q,_ is very near its minimum desirability limit. Minimizing _,_ requires a small APf relative to APo as
evidenced by the values of 100 psi and 183 psi, respectively. Maximum ERE values are found at the longest

chamber length, Lcomb=8 inches. Even with the relatively high value of 183 psi for AP o and low value of APf
of 100 psi, ERE is maximized to 99.9% with an impingement half-angle of 33.1 °.

Table 3. Effect of Each Variable on the Design--Optimal Designs for Original Constraints & Equal Weights

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiN_i_NNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.....................................................iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_Niiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_ii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiN_iiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_N_iiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

APo 100-200 183 183 179 100

APr 100-200 100 132 149 100

Lcomb 2-8 8.0 8.0 6.6 6.5

(_ 15-50 33.1 18.9 22.3 24.0

ERE

Qw

Himpinge

Wrel

95.0-99.9

0.7-1.3

0.2-1.0

99.9

0.74

98.3

0.76

0.75

98.0

0.79

0.61

98.0

0.86

0.63

0.9-1.2 -- -- 1.1 1.1

Crel 0.7-1.1 -- -- -- 0.93

Addition of the impingement height to Case 2 to model the injector face heat flux, _,j, forces c_lower to
increase hr_p_,g_ and decrease _,j. This decrease in the radial component of the fuel momentum has an

adverse affect on ERE. This effect is mitigated to a degree by increasing the APfby 32 psi to 132 psi. ERE

is still reduced by 1.6%. Also, the increase in APf causes increased penetration of the fuel jet which results
in a slightly higher _,_.

Case 3 adds the relative combustor weight to the list of dependent variables modeled. Since V/_I is only a
function of Lcomb, minimizing V/_I shortens the combustor length from 8 to 6.6 inches. The shorter L_o,,_

tends to lower ERE. This effect is offset to a large degree by increases in APf and c_,both of which increase
the radial component of the fuel momentum. The increase in APf also causes a slight increase in Q,_. The

increase in c_causes a significant decrease in H_p_,g_ which increases the injector face heat flux.
Finally, the relative cost of the injector is added in Case 5. Since C_I is only a function of propellant

pressure drops, both AP o and APf are driven to their respective minimum values. This and a slight increase
in c_allow ERE to be maintained at 98%, even with a slight decrease in L_o,,_. The largest effect of this fairly

dramatic decrease in propellant pressure drops is on _,_. Even though the values for APo and APf fell, APf
increased relative to AP o causing _,_ to increase by almost 9%. Impingement height and relative combustor

weight are essentially unchanged.
Although several of the variables included in this exercise are qualitative, an important conclusion can still

be drawn. The sequential addition of dependent variables to an existing design results in changes to both the
independent and dependent variables in the existing design. The direction and magnitude of these changes

depends on the sensitivity of the variables, but the changes may well be significant. The design in Case 4 is
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quitedifferentthattheoneinCase1.Considerationofalargerdesignspaceresultsinadifferentdesign--
thesoonertheadditionalvariablesareconsidered,themorerobustthefinaldesignwillbe.

EMPHASISONLIFE& PERFORMANCEISSUESUSINGORIGINALCONSTRAINTS& UNEQUAL
WEIGHTS

Thepurposeofthissectionistoillustratetheeffectof emphasizingcertainaspectsofthedesignduringthe
optimizationprocess.Method i allows this emphasis via the weights applied to the desirability functions in

the joint response surface. The set of results shown in Table 4 facilitate the illustration. The Case 1
(baseline) results are repeated from Case 4 in Table 3 where the entire design space is considered with the

original constraints and equal weights for the dependent variables. The results in the Case 2 column are
obtained by emphasizing the minimization of the wall and injector face heat fluxes. Desirability functions

for both of these variables are given a weight of five. Since lower heat fluxes tend to increase component
life, weighting these two variables is equivalent to emphasizing a life-type issue in the design. As expected,

c_ is decreased to increase //impinge, thus decreasing Qinj. Since the fuel pressure drop is already at the
minimum, the oxidizer pressure drop is increased by 58% to decrease Q,_. Both of these changes tend to

decrease ERE. While ERE does decrease, the effect is somewhat mitigated by an increase in Lcomb. The

increases in Lcomb and AP o cause increases in Wrel and Cr_1, respectively. The emphasis on life extracts the
expected penalty on performance. Additionally, for the current model, there are also weight and cost

penalties.

Table 4. Effect of Emphasizing & Life & Performance Issues--Optimal Designs for Original Constraints
and Modified Weights

iiiiii       iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii     iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_NNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii_:_fiiiiiiiiiiiiii

APo

APf

Lcomb

100-200 100

100-200 100

2-8 6.5

15-50 24.0

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_l_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii...........................................................
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.............................

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_N_

iiiiiii__i_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

100-200

100-200

2-8

15-50

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_=._*
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_l{_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_i

iiiii_lNiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiii_iii2iiiiiiiiiiiiii

158

100

7.7

15.0

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii__iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

100-200

100-200

2-8

15-50

.............................iiii_N_

iiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiii_iii_iiiiiiiiiiiiii

100

137

5.2

36.0

_ii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

ERE 1 98.0 1 96.7 5 99.1

Q,_- 1 0.86 5 0.75 1 0.95

Himpinge 1 0.63 5 0.94 1 0.32
Wrel 1 1.10 1 1.14 5 1.05

Crel 1 0.93 1 0.97 1 0.95

The results for Case 3 are obtained by emphasizing maximization of ERE and minimization of W_z with

desirability weightings of five. Increased weighting for these two variables is equivalent to emphasizing a
thrust to weight goal for the injector/chamber. The relative chamber length is shortened to lower W_z. ERE

is maximized by increasing the radial momentum of the fuel jet. Both APf and c_are increased to accomplish
ERE maximization. As noted earlier, increasing APf and c_lead to increased wall and injector heat fluxes,
respectively. Reference to Table 4 indicates that to be the case here. For this case, emphasis on thrust and

weight tend to have an adverse affect on both _,_ and _nj. Relative cost, for the current model, is not
significantly affected.
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EXTRACTIONOFLASTPERFORMANCE& WEIGHTINCREMENTS(MODIFIEDCONSTRAINTS
& UNEQUALWEIGHTS)

Here,thehighmarginalcostof realizingthelastincrementof thrusttoweightis shown.Thissection
illustratesthecapabilitytomodifytheconstraintsontheindependentvariablesanduseunequalweightson
thedependentvariablesatthesametime.TheresultsforCase3inTable4arecarriedovertoCase1in
Table5asthebaselineforthisexample.Heretheoriginalconstraintsareusedbutincreasedweightshave
beenappliedtoemphasizeERE and V/tel. Cases 2 and 3 modify the constraints on the propellant pressure

drops, raising the minimum pressure drop from 100 psi to 150 psi. For Case 2, both APo and APf are now at
the minimum level for the modified constraints. Lco,_ is increased slightly to maintain ERE. The decrease of

APf relative to APo causes a decrease in Q,_. The slightly higher pressure drops also cause Crel to increase
somewhat. Other variables are not changed appreciably.

Table 5. Effects of Realizing the Last Increments of Performance & Weight--Optimum Designs for

Modified Constraints and Unequal Weights

iiiiii__iiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_i_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM_i_aiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiii_l_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_a_iiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiii_iiiiiiiiiiii_

APo 100-200 100 150-200 150 150-200 150

,,_Pf 100-200 137 150-200 150 150-200 200

Lo,.b 2-8 5.2 2-8 5.4 2-8 4.4

15-50 36.0 15-50 35.6 15-50 44.8

_i_i_i_i_i__iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_lfl_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_l[_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii _lfl_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

ERE 5 99.1 5 99.0 10 99.1

Q,_- 1 0.95 1 0.84 0.1 0.95

H_,.p_._ 1 0.32 1 0.31 0.1 0.21
W_d 5 1.05 5 1.05 10 1.01

C_d 1 0.95 1 1.00 0.1 1.07

For Case 3, ERE and V/_z are further emphasized by increasing their desirability weights to 10 while

decreasing the other weights to 0.1. Lcom_ is shortened to respond to the increased emphasis on weight

minimization. Maintaining the high level of ERE requires large increases in APf and c_to increase the radial

component of the fuel jet momentum. The increase in APf causes over-penetration of the fuel jet which

results in an increase in wall heat flux. The large increase in a yields the expected decrease in hr_e_,_ which
increases the injector face heat flux. The additional emphasis on ERE and C_z yields essentially no increase

in ERE in this range of zip 's, although a small weight savings is seen. These marginal improvements are

offset by fairly large increases in C_z and Q*-2

SUMMARY

An unlike impinging GO2/GH2 injector element design has been employed to facilitate optimization studies.
Starting with propellant pressure drops, combustor length, and impingement half-angle, an empirical design

methodology was used to calculate the dependent variables for 163 design points. The dependent variables
were energy release efficiency, chamber wall and injector face heat fluxes, relative chamber weight, and

relative injector cost. The response surface methodology was used to fit the results with quadratic
polynomials. Desirability functions were used to create joint response surfaces which were used in the

optimization studies.
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Three sets of results were generated to illustrate the capability of method i in the context of injector design

and optimization. The first set of results started with a design optimized for ERE and Q,_, then added the

other three dependent variables to the design one at a time. Each sequential optimal design was different

than previous designs with the final design being quite different than the initial design. The result

qualitatively showed the importance of including as many variables as possible early in the design. The

optimization techniques embodied in method i facilitate this early inclusion by allowing efficient

management of large amounts of data.

The second set of results focuses on the inherent design trade-offs between performance and component life

issues. Different weights were applied to emphasize variables related to performance (ERE and Wrel). While

the thrust to weight ratio was improved, the adverse affect on variables related to component life (Q,_ and

Qi_) were clearly shown. Conversely, when Q,_ and Qinj were emphasized, the toll on the performance

variables was clear. These techniques can be used to identify both qualitative trends and to examine the

quantitative trade-offs present in this and other design processes.

Finally, a third set of results was used to illustrate the effect on the over all design of different degrees of

emphasis on certain variables. Over a narrower range of some of the independent variables, ERE and Wrel

were weighted over the other variables by a factor of 5 and then by a factor of 100 in the composite

desirability function. As the emphasis on ERE and W_I was increased, the resulting marginal improvements

were shown to be offset by the fairly large adverse effects on the other variables. Method i allows the

designer to objectively evaluate these adverse effects as he seeks to improve the design.

The flexibility and utility of method i have been demonstrated in this effort. Use of method i can allow an

injector designer to confidently and efficiently manage large amounts of data to conduct a range of design

optimization studies. Constraints on independent variables can be modified to allow optimum designs to be

sought in specific portions of the parameter space. Also, individual or specific groups of dependent

variables can be emphasized to reflect a designer's priorities in the design optimization process.

A similar study will be conducted for a GO2/GH2 swirl coaxial injector element. Then, the data and

response surfaces generated for the shear coaxial, swirl coaxial, and impinging elements will be used to

demonstrate the ability of method i to select an optimum element type based on a range of constraints and

design priorities.
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Abstract

Propellent injector development at MSFC includes experimental analysis using optical

techniques, such as Raman, fluorescence, or Mie scattering. For the application of spontaneous

Raman scattering to hydrocarbon-fueled flows a technique needs to be developed to remove the

interfering polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon fluorescence from the relatively weak Raman

signals. A current application of such a technique is to the analysis of the mixing and

combustion performance of multij et, impinging-j et candidate fuel injectors for the baseline Mars

ascent engine, which will burn methane and liquid oxygen produced in-situ on Mars to reduce

the propellent mass transported to Mars for future manned Mars missions. The present technique

takes advantage of the strongly polarized nature of Raman scattering. It is shown to be

discernable from unpolarized fluorescence interference by subtracting one polarized image from

another. Both of these polarized images are obtained from a single laser pulse by using a

polarization-separating calcite rhomb mounted in the imaging spectrograph. A demonstration in

a propane-air flame is presented.

Introduction

Technology development associated with advanced space transportation propulsion

systems includes design and analysis of new types of propellent injectors. An effort exists at

NASA-Marshall to include experimentally-obtained reactant/product mixing/combustion

information as part of the injector analysis. Hardware associated with this effort includes an

optically-accessible high pressure combustion chamber sized for single-element fuel injectors

(unielement test article) and a newer, larger modular combustion test article (MCTA) that can

accommodate multi-element fuel injector configurations and that is also optically-accessible.

Optical accessibility allows laser-based methods, such as laser Mie scattering, fluorescence, and

spontaneous Raman scattering, to be applied. Raman spectroscopy has been used to analyze an

oxygen-rich gaseous hydrogen/liquid oxygen (GHz/LOx) injector flow in the unielement test

article (1) and most recently is being considered for use in the MCTA to analyze the mixing and

combustion performance of multij et, impinging-j et candidate fuel injectors for the baseline Mars

ascent engine (2). This engine will bum methane (CH4) and LOx produced in-situ on Mars to

reduce the propellent mass transported to Mars for future manned Mars missions (3).



Applicationof Ramanspectroscopyto hydrocarbon-fueledcombustionbringstheissueof
interferenceof theweakRamanscatteringlight signalswith stronglaser-inducedfluorescence.
Thefluorescenceinterferencecanbefrom polycyclicaromatichydrocarbons(PAH's)whichare
excitedandfluoresceacrosstheultravioletandvisiblespectrum(4) andwhenusingultraviolet
laserscanbedueto thehydroxylradical(OH)andto vibrationally-excited02,bothof whichare
presentin combustionreactionzones(5). By takingadvantageof thepolarizationpropertiesof
Ramanscattering,it is possibleto discriminatetheRamansignalfrom interferingfluorescence
interferenceand hence apply Raman scatteringto the analysisof hydrocarbon-fueled
combustion.Thiscanbedoneby obtainingtwo Ramanimages,oneusingaverticallypolarized
laserandoneusingahorizontally-polarizedlaser,andthensubtractingtheintensityof oneimage
from anotherto obtaina netRamansignal(6). A secondmethodthatlendsitselfto single-pulse
(andhenceinstantaneous)measurementsis to obtaintwo simultaneousRamanimagescreated
from thesamelaserpulse. Oneof theseimagesis thevertically-polarizedsignalandoneis for
thehorizontally-polarizedsignal. ThedifferencebetweentheseimagesprovidesthenetRaman
signal, freeof fluorescenceinterference.This techniquehasbeendemonstratedfor a time-
averagedapplication(7) andthispaperdescribesasingle-pulseapplicationof thetechnique.

Background

Raman scattering is a weak light scattering process that can be understood by realizing

that molecular internal energy can be stored in several modes, including: electronic (quantum

mechanical energy level described by the labels X, A, B, etc.), vibration (v -- 0, 1, etc.), and

rotation (J = 0, 1, etc.), and that light energy is quantized into photons and the energy of each

photon is inversely proportional to wavelength. A Stokes Q-branch Raman scattering process

involves an absorption of one laser photon at the laser wavelength )_I_ASEaand a subsequent

emission of a photon with less energy at a longer wavelength. The Raman wavelength )_aaMAN

depends on the vibrational energy level spacing of the laser and hence is different for each

molecule. The Raman scattering signals are linearly related to the density of each molecular

species and are all relatively weak compared to other light scattering processes, such as Rayleigh

scattering and fluorescence. To increase Raman signal strength a UV laser can be used because

Raman signal strength for a given laser power increases with a decrease in laser wavelength (5).

For the present work a pulsed UV laser, in particular a pulsed, narrowband, tunable KrF excimer

laser is used which produces light in a 0.001 nm bandwidth that is tunable from 248 to 249 nm

and is pulsed up to 50 Hz with a pulse energy of 400 mJ and a pulse length of 20 nsec. Using a

pulsed laser allows rejection of continuous flame emission by gating the light detection system

on only during the laser pulse. A narrowband, tunable laser is used to minimize the problem of

laser-induced OH and 02 fluorescence by tuning the laser bandwidth between fluorescence

excitation lines (5), at least for atmospheric pressure flames, but for high pressure flames

pressure broadening becomes so prevalent that some OH and 02 is to be expected (1).

Figures la and lb shows simulated Raman spectra, using RAMSES (8) for 300 K

reactants in the baseline Mars ascent engine (CH4 and 02) for the baseline O/F ratio of 3. Figure

lb shows the expected Raman spectrum at adiabatic equilibrium and a chamber pressure of 250

psia. These spectra show how Raman scattering can reveal both the extent of mixing of

propellents near the injector face (by the amount of simultaneous occurrence of CH4 and 02) and

the extent of reaction (by the relative amounts of reactants and products detected). The signal

strength of Raman scattering depends on two molecular invariants, the square of the mean

polarizability (a') 2 and the square of the anisotropic polarizability (7') 2. These are used in an



equationfor a constant_, that canbe consideredastheRamanscatteringcrosssectionfor a
singlemolecule.Thevalueof • alsodependsonthepolarizationof the incidentlaserbeam,the
polarizationof thedetectedRamansignal,andtheangleof detectedRamansignalwith respectto
incominglaserbeam.For a 90° collectionangleandfor theRamanandlaserbeamsbothin a
horizontalplane,thevalueof • for verticallypolarizedRamansignalis (9):

• = (a') 2+ 1/45(r') 2

and for horizontally polarized Raman signal qb is:

qb = 1/60 (]/,)2

Usually a '2 and 7 '2 are similar in magnitude and thus the vertically polarized light is

almost two orders of magnitude greater than the horizontally polarized light. Thus the Raman

scattering signal essentially retains the polarization of the incoming laser beam. However a

fluorescence light emission process does not retain the laser polarization because of the relatively

long time the molecule exists in the excited state before fluorescing. During this time the

molecule rotates, eliminating any correlation between the polarization of absorbed and emitted

photons.

The difference in polarization properties between Raman and fluorescence is exploited in

the experimental system shown schematically in Fig. 2. It represents a typical UV Raman

system in that a pulsed, narrowband KrF UV laser is used as the light source and an imaging

spectrograph coupled to a gated, intensified CCD camera is used as the detection device. The

intensifier and laser are triggered simultaneously using a Princeton Instruments PG200

programmable pulser. The laser is focused to a beam waist of 250 btm using a 500 mm focal

length lens. The unique feature of this system is the insertion of a calcite rhomb just behind the

entrance slit of the spectrograph. This optical element displaces the horizontally polarized

Raman image about 5 mm from the vertically polarized Raman image, which travels directly

straight through the rhomb. The length of the entrance slit is limited to 4 mm to keep the two

polarized images from overlapping. Figure 3 shows a typical single-pulse image obtained from

the experimental system, and this image shows the relative strength of vertically polarized signal

compared to horizontally polarized signal. The H20 Raman signal (from air humidity) is almost

completely polarized, while the N2 signal is slightly depolarized and the 02 signal is more

depolarized than N2. This corresponds to others' experimental observations (6,10).

Spatially-integrated single-pulse Raman spectra are shown in Fig. 4, obtained from a

slightly premixed C3Hs-air bunsen flame. One of these spectra is the vertically polarized

Raman-fluorescence signal. The horizontally polarized signal shows essentially only the

fluorescence signal, which has two contributions. A broadband component is caused by PAH

fluorescence, extending from below 255 nm to above 275 nm. A second contribution to the

fluorescence background is the OH fluorescence from about 265 to 270 nm, caused by tuning the

laser slightly onto a strong OH transition. This is done to demonstrate the ability of the

technique to simultaneously measure Raman spectra and OH fluorescence. Before subtracting

the horizontally polarized signal from the vertical it is first multiplied by a factor of 2.22 to

account for the ratio in transmission efficiency (for the specctrometer/calcite rhomb) between the

vertically and horizontally polarized signals. The net signal shows a fluorescence-free Raman

spectrum that shows the simultaneous occurrence of CO2 and H20 (products of combustion), CO



andH2(intermediateproducts),andunburnedC3H8. Information about the spatial structure of

the flame can be revealed in the single-pulse image of Fig. 5. This image shows unburned C3H8

occurring near the 0 mm position. The cooler, denser unburned gas mixture also provides a

stronger N2 Raman signal near that location. At -1.5 mm the C3H8 pyrolizes into other

hydrocarbons, including PAH's that cause a strip of broadband fluorescence to appear at this

location. Farther into the flame chemical reactions involving oxidation take place, creating the

OH intermediate. This shows up in Fig. 5 by the replacement of PAH fluorescence with OH

fluorescence at flame positions greater than -2.5 mm. By subtracting the scaled upper part of

Fig. 5 (horizontally polarized fluorescence signal) from the bottom part (vertically polarized

signal), and by summing the net Raman signal for each location (wavelength integration) a

qualitative picture of the structure of the flame can be discerned, as in Fig. 6. This figure shows

the drop in C3H8 signal and the concurrent increase in H20 signal, showing the formation of that

product occurring close to the fuel zone. In the same region the H2 and CO signals are generally

higher than in the fuel zone or in the OH reaction zone past 2.5 mm.

Summary and Conclusions

Taking advantage of the strongly polarized nature of Raman scattering, it can be

discerned from unpolarized fluorescence interference by subtracting one polarized image from

another. Both of these polarized images can be obtained from a single laser pulse by using a

polarization-separating calcite rhomb mounted in the imaging spectrograph. This reduces the

imaged laser beam length from 12.5 mm down to 4 mm but allows fluorescence-free Raman

measurements in propane-air flames. In the pyrolysis zone of these flames considerable PAH

fluorescence exists and in a separate flame zone there exists considerable OH fluorescence.

However the polarization separation technique is robust enough to allow simultaneous Raman

and OH fluorescence measurements to be obtained, which can provide even more information
about flame chemical reaction zones.
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FASTRAC GAS GENERATOR TESTING

Tomas E. Nesman and Jay Dennis

Subsystem and Component Development Department

Space Transportation Directorate, NASA, MSFC

ABSTRACT

A rocket engine gas generator component development test was recently conducted at the Marshall Space Flight

Center. This gas generator is intended to power a rocket engine turbopump by the combustion of Lox and RP-1.

The testing demonstrated design requirements for start sequence, wall compatibility, performance, and stable

combustion. During testing the gas generator injector was modified to improve distribution of outer wall coolant

and the igniter boss was modified to investigate the use of a pyrotechnic igniter. Expected chamber pressure

oscillations at longitudinal acoustic mode were measured for three different chamber lengths tested. High amplitude

discrete oscillations resulted in the chamber-alone configurations when chamber acoustic modes coupled with feed-

system acoustics modes. For the full gas generator configuration, which included a turbine inlet manifold, high

amplitude oscillations occurred only at off-design very low power levels. This testing led to a successful gas

generator design for the Fastrac 60,000 lb thrust engine.

NOMENCLATURE

D diameter

L length

x axial station downstream of injector

f frequency

P pressure

p' fluctuating pressure
O/F oxidizer to fuel mixture ratio

SUBSCRIPTS

g turbulence generator

c combustion chamber

INTRODUCTION

A gas generator for a 60,000 pound thrust rocket engine was tested at the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) test

stand 116 (Figure 1) in 1997 and 1998. This was a Fastrac approach to design and development which required a

robust design, success oriented schedule, and minimal testing. The gas generator is a small cylindrical chamber

where Lox and RP-1 were injected and burned at a low oxidizer to fuel (O/F) mixture ratio. The gas generator

chamber was tested alone and in combination with a turbine inlet manifold (TIM). In the engine configuration, the

hot gas discharges from the gas generator into the turbine inlet manifold which is an annular volume where small

nozzles direct the flow into the turbine blade rows to power the Fastrac turbopump. In the initial component test

configuration, the hot gas discharges from the gas generator through a small nozzle into ambient atmosphere. In the

final component test configuration, the hot gas discharges into a turbine inlet manifold before exiting to the

atmosphere.



Figure1. TSll6 GG Component Hotfire

The objective of the gas generator testing was to develop a design that would operate on the Fastrac engine. This

was to be accomplished by defining operational regimes, comparing some chamber and trip ring variations, and

verifying wall compatibility. In the course of testing the issues that surfaced were: 1. Accurate properties of Lox/

RP-1 combustion gas, 2. Injector pattern as it related to wall compatibility, 3. Ignition system design, and 4.

Internal fluctuating pressure environment and potential effect on the turbine. These issues were all investigated

using various configurations of the gas generator test article (Figure 2). The focus of this paper is on the last issue,

i.e., the gas generator internal fluctuating pressure environments.

Figure 2. GG Test Article

TEST ARTICLE
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Thegasgeneratorhardwareconsistsofaninjector,combustionchamber,turbulencering,instrumentationring,
chamberspools,andturbinesimulator.Thegasgeneratorcomponenttestswereconductedwithseveralvariations
tothetestarticlehardware.Thecombustionchamberdiameter,D, remained constant and the turbulence generator

diameter, Dg, at 0.6 D through all the testing. However the injector pattern, length of the chamber (L), position of

the turbulence generator (xg), and turbine simulator were all varied at some point in the testing.

The basic gas generator test article (Figure 3) is a cylindrical enclosure with an injector at the head end, a flow

restrictive trip ring near the head end, and a concentric hole discharge. The injector elements were paired, self-

impinging RP-1 orifices enshrouding a single oxidizer showerhead orifice (F-O-F triplet). An igniter boss is located

near the injector face. The flow restrictive trip ring is a turbulence generator and was configured at either xg = 0.57

D or xg = 0.85 D downstream of the injector. This version of the test article differs from the engine configuration

which has a gradually tapering discharge and an annular manifold. The test article chamber also had spools inserts

to vary chamber length. An instrumentation ring was located at xg = 2.32 D down the chamber.

Figure 3. Cross-section of Basic GG Test Article

During testing the injector was modified to improve distribution of outer wall coolant and the igniter boss was also

modified to investigate the use of a pyrotechnic igniter. After cooling, ignition, and combustion issues were

resolved subsequent tests were conducted with a tapered gas generator discharge (Figure 4) and a turbine inlet

manifold (Figure 5).

[-
I

Figure 4. GG with Tapered Discharge

Figure 5. Tapered Discharge and Turbine Inlet
Manifold
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INSTRUMENTATION

Thegasgeneratortestarticlewasdesignedwitharingthatcouldbeinsertedintothechamberbodywithafull
arrayofinstrumentation.Theinstrumentationringcontainedahighfrequencypressuretransducerandseveral
thermocouples.Fivethermocoupleswereinsertedintothechamberthroughtheinstrumentationringwith
varyingdepthsofpenetration.
Selectedgasgeneratormeasurementswererecordedontheteststand116highsampledatasystem(Table1).
Typicallyfrom11to14ofthesemeasurementswererecordedonanyonetest.Thehighsampletestdatawere
lowpassfilteredat10,000Hzandthensampledat40,000samplespersecond.Onedynamicpressure
transducerwasclose-mountedtothechamberinnerwallbuttheotherpressuremeasurementsweresusceptible
tosenselineresonancewithlimitedusefulnessforevaluatingfluctuatingpressureamplitudes.

Table 1. High Sample Data Instrumentation

MSID NOMENCLATURE UNIT S

P3001 GG Pc dynamic pressure PSI

P3004 GG Pc pressure # 1 PSI

P3005 GG Pc pressure #2 PSI

P8307 GG Pc upstream turb ring PSI

A3001 Axial accel injector G PK

A3002 Radial accel G PK

A3003 Injector inlet

GG Lox injection

G PK

P2305 PSI

P4304 GG TEA injection pressure PSI

P7350 Turbine inlet manifold simulator PSI

P8306 Fuel manifold pressure # 1 PSI

P8307 Fuel manifold pressure #2 PSI

P8308 GG fuel inlet at RP1 filter PSI

DP8309

T7301
Fuel iniection AP

__ GG temp. at instr, rin_

1/4dia. GG temp. at instr, ringTC7302

PSI

mV

mV

TEST RESULTS

Four series of gas generator hotfire tests were conducted at test stand 116. Thirty seven component hotfire tests

in all were completed during the gas generator development. Series 1 consisted of tests 1 through 8 which

were conducted in summer of 1997. These tests featured the modified triplet element injector with film coolant

holes and the baseline gas generator combustion chamber. The eight tests were conducted with chamber

pressures, at the injector end, ranging from 505 to 705 psia and oxidizer-to-fuel mixture ratios ranging from

0.25 to 0.36. The gas generator chamber was exhausted through a 1.1" diameter nozzle. Test duration varied

from 64 seconds to 154 seconds (flight duration).

Series 2 consisted of tests 9 through 24 conducted in fall 1997. Tests 9 through 12 had the gas generator

exhausting through outer nozzles, and tests 13 through 15 went back to the first nozzle configuration. Power

spectral density analysis (PSD) showed an anomalous 1600 - 1870 Hz frequency in the chamber fluctuating

pressure and accelerometers. This frequency appears to coincide with a broader acoustic mode frequency early

on in test 13, the end of test 21, and throughout test 22. The oscillation showed up at a discrete 1660 Hz, with

harmonics, on test 23 (Figure 6). The pressure oscillations produced vibrations of around 26 G rms (Figure 7).
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Figure 6. Chamber Pressure PSD Figure 7. Accelerometer PSD's

The gas generator was inspected after series 1 and again after the first few series 2 tests• Some bluing of the

chamber plus erosion damage to the turbulence generator was noted• The damage is a result of the pressure

drop in the fuel manifold (from top to bottom)• The external thermocouples also showed there is an asymmetry,

with a temperature of 1500 ° F measured at the top and 800 ° at the bottom• The bluing problem was eliminated

by two changes to the gas generator• The first change was to increase the diameter of the RP-1 line into the fuel

manifold from 3/4,, to 1" to create a more uniform flow into the manifold and subsequently the AP across the

injector. The second change was to drill outer wall coolant holes in the injector on the side where high

temperatures were a problem•

Series 3 consisted of Tests 25 through 30 conducted in early 1998. The objectives of these tests were to

develop a pyrotechnic igniter start sequence and demonstrate acceptable operation of the flight configuration

hardware• The hardware was configured with a pyrotechnic igniter, barrel chamber, gradually tapering exhaust

duct, and fuel turbine inlet manifold• This is flight configuration hardware with the exception of drilled holes in

the turbine inlet manifold instead of nozzles. The series 3 tests show that the high amplitude discrete 1870 Hz

frequency is no longer present (Figure 8). A low amplitude resonant condition does occur at the start of some
of these tests however•

160

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 8. Dynamic Chamber Pressure Spectragram of Test 30

8,000

-18000

-36000

-54000

-72000

-90000
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Series4consistedof tests31through37infallof1998.Thisseriescompletedtheplannedgasgenerator
componentdevelopmenttestprogram.Theprimaryobjectivesofthisseriesoftestsweretorepeatedly
demonstrateproperignitionofthegasgeneratorusinganewpyrotechnicigniterandoperationat40-50%power
level•AdditionalobjectivesweretogatherthermalenvirorLmentdataonthecastturbineinletmanifoldand
demonstrategoodignitionwithaheliumatmosphereinthegasgenerator•All testobjectivesweremetandthe
newignitersperformedwell.Onthesetests,however,thegasgeneratorexhibitssignificantchamberpressure
oscillationsatchamberpressuresbelow260psia(47%ofnominal)•Aninterestingexampleofthisoccurredon
test34wherea'_jump"tohigheroscillationlevels(Figure9)wascoincidentwitha"shift"inchamberhotgas
temperature(Figure10)andsomechamberoscillationfrequencieschangedfromnarrowbandrandompeaks
(Figure11)tohighamplitudediscretepeaks(Figure12).
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Figure 9. Low Pc Test "Jump" in Oscillation Amplitude
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Figure 11. Low Pc Test "Before-Jump" PSD Figure 12. Low Pc Test "After-Jump" PSD

GENERAL RE SULT S

Based on the general characteristics of gas generator chamber oscillations several oscillation mechanisms were

postulated. Acoustic waveguides of the fluid systems were postulated as the resonators and fluid mechanisms

as exciters. The acoustic modes of the gas generator were of prime importance. The chamber axial dimensions

and oxidizer to fuel mixture ratio (O/F) were two of the key parameters affecting acoustics that were varied

during Fastrac gas generator component testing. Three different gas generator chamber lengths, L, were tested.

The range of test mixture ratios varied from a low O/F = 0.18 to a high O/F = 0.37. Table 2 shows the gas

generator test numbers in a matrix of chamber length versus mixture ratio. The outlined test numbers in Table 2

indicate the use of turbulence ring at xg = 0.85 D downstream of the injector instead ofxg = 0.57 D.

Table 2. Test Matrix

Test Numbers

(O/F) L = 11" L = 15" GG +TIM

LowMR i[0, ]i[, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 2&29

(. 18- .26)

Nominal MR 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 19, 21, 23 26, 27, 30, 31, 34

(.27- .32)

High MR 14, 20, 22, 24 25, 32, 33, 35, 36, 37

(.33 - .37)
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ACOUSTICANALYSIS

ThepropertiesoftheLox/ RP- 1 hot gas at mixture ratios of around 0.3 are difficult to determine. The best

source of this information is a set of data and curve fits resulting from an Aerojet study.1 Estimates of sound

speed using equilibrium equations were higher than measured in the Aerojet study. An empirical analysis

combining both sound speed estimations and measured hot gas temperature and pressure led to a nominal

average chamber sound speed of 1441 ft/s. Furthermore, computational fluid dynamic analysis 2 showed sound

speed varying from around 700 ft/s near the injector to 1000 ft/s at the turbulence generator and increasing

towards the nozzle. The nominal fluid properties for the oxidizer and fuel are shown in Table 3 along with the

hot gas properties at three different mixture ratios.

Table 3. Fluid Properties

Component

Fluid Flow rate

(lbm/s)

GG chamber O/F=0.25 8.1

O/F=0.31 7.2

O/F=0.36 6.4

Oxidizer Inlet Lox 1.7

Fuel Inlet RP- 1 5.46

I Temp(OR) I press(psia) I Density(lb/ft 3)

1,470 551 1.350

1,616 542 0.970

1,706 532 0.717

211 686 63.03

523 630 49.5

Since the gas generator is a long cylinder, standing acoustic waves were expected as in an organ pipe. Even

with the turbine inlet manifold ring attached a variety of standing wave pressure patterns can be envisioned

(Figure 13). For acoustic waves in the chamber, the injector will provide a near rigid termination as will the

nozzle end for the gas generator alone configurations. The turbulence ring will serve to block some axial gas

oscillation and will also generate downstream shear layer oscillations. The acoustic modal patterns can be

checked for consistency with measured relative phase from available high frequency measurements.

iP8307i

Figure 13. GG+TIM Acoustic Mode (typical)

Estimates were made of the gas generator test article acoustic mode frequencies where a constant sound speed

of 1440 ft/s was assumed and the gas generator combustion chamber was modeled as a closed-closed pipe

element. The GG + TIM frequencies were estimated determining the stem and top resonance frequencies of a

T-tube pipe element) The physical system was approximated by assuming static (no flow) hot gas within a T-

tube having all pipe radii equal. Various top and stem standing wave combinations were determined.

The major peaks from measured gas generator chamber dynamic pressure spectra were compiled for most tests.

The spectral peaks occur in integer multiples as would be expected from longitudinal acoustic modes of the gas

generator chamber. The measured peak frequency divided by integer multiple was plotted versus sound speed

(Figure 14). This plot shows the data divides into three distinct linear trends based on the chamber length.
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Table 4. Acoustic Mode Frequencies (Hz)

Mode GG 11

1 T 2,952

2 T 4,897

1 R 5970

1 L 786

2 L 1,572

3 L 2,358

4 L 3,144

TIM 1T --

TIM 2T --

I GG 151 GG+ TIM

2,952 2,952

4,897 4,897

5970 5970

576 252

1,153 511

1,729 758

2,306 1023

-- 765

-- 1275
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Figure 14. Measured GG Oscillation Frequencies

The instrumentation ring was well situated for measuring chamber pressure fluctuations, however, it would not

be available on the gas generator used in turbopump and engine testing. For those tests the chamber pressure

was measured at a boss located in the chamber wall between the injector and the turbulence ring. Some of the

last gas generator component tests were conducted with dynamic pressure transducers located in the new

location and in the instrumentation ring. The new transducer was able to detect most of the discrete spectral

peaks from the chamber acoustic modes, however, the magnitudes were significantly lower than measured at

the instrumentation ring (Figure 15).

S+60 lOO% pr

, ",'i_,

Figure 15. Measurement Location Change Figure 16. TPA and GG Pc Log PSD's

The turbopump assembly (TPA) was tested several times with a gas generator to power the turbine• On these

tests the gas generator chamber fluctuations were measured at the boss between the injector and the turbulence

generator. A comparison of the chamber fluctuations from the gas generator on the turbopump assembly to the

gas generator component test (Figure 16) shows that in the former the acoustic modes are not excited.
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Furthermore,thefluctuationsthatdooccurhavebeenidentifiedasrelatedtoa1.2timessynchronousfrequency
thatisarotatingcavitationsignaturefromtheLoxpump.Thepumprelatedoscillationsareofsignificantly
loweramplitudethantheacousticresonancepeaksfromthegasgeneratortestarticleasobservedinthe
chamberpressurefluctuations(Figure17)andinjectoraccelerometers(Figure18).
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Figure 17. GG and TPA Pc Linear PSD's Figure 18. GG to TPA Accel Linear PSD's

EXCITATION ANALYSIS

High amplitude oscillations in the gas generator require excitation of the acoustic resonators. The potential

flow exciters considered were broadband flow noise, discrete shear layer oscillation (self-excited), and vortex

shedding. Another potential excitation considered was coincidence with feedsystem acoustics. The validity of

each of these phenomena as the excitation mechanism for the high amplitude oscillation was assessed based on

interpretation of the dynamic data.

The first flow excitation mechanism considered was broadband flow noise. The source of this noise would be

the injector flow impingement, breakup, and mixing plus the secondary mixing from turbulence and diffusion.

The response would be in the form of broad spectral peaks at the gas generator longitudinal acoustic mode

frequencies. Since the high amplitude oscillation spectra display narrow (discrete) peaks, this mechanism was

rejected.

The second flow excitation considered was a discrete shear layer oscillation. The source of this mechanism

would be shearing flow at the turbulence generator ring. This would become a self-excited oscillation if the

shearing flow impinges on the downstream nozzle with feedback to the flow separation point. The mechanism

would be characterized by discrete spectral peaks, frequency variation with flow rate, and "lock-in" with

acoustic modes. The measured oscillations fit this mechanism with nondimensional frequencies (Strouhal

numbers) matching empirically estimated upper stage modes. High amplitude oscillations were observed with

the GG+TIM configuration however, which did not have a downstream impingement point. For this reason this

mechanism was rej ected.

The third flow excitation mechanism is vortex shedding. The instrumentation ring thermocouple probes

protruding into the hot gas flow were the only possible source of vortex shedding oscillations. The vortex

shedding frequency would be expected to vary with flow rate. The estimated frequencies from this mechanism

did not match the high amplitude oscillation frequencies, therefore this mechanism was rejected.

One final excitation considered was feedsystem coupling. In this type of oscillation, one of the feedlines would

be in resonance with combustion chamber acoustics and the other feedline would be passive. Though flush

mounted feedline pressure measurements were not available to identify feedline acoustic mode frequencies,

some hint of these frequencies was detected in the existing pressure measurements despite the senseline effects.
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Inaddition,frequencyresponsefunctionsshowedsomecorrelationbetweenfeedlinemeasurementsand
chambermeasurementsduringhighamplitudeoscillations.Ontest34,forexample,basedoncoherence
(Figure19)it appearsthattheloxfeedlineisapassiveelementinthehighamplitudeoscillationresonance.
thissametesthowever,thefuelfeedsystem(Figure20)andtheturbineinletmanifold(Figure21)appearto
participateintheacousticresonanceofthechamber.

On
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Figure 19. Lox Feedline to Chamber Coherence
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CONCLUSIONS

Component testing was performed at MSFC to develop a gas generator design that would operate on the Fastrac

engine. This was accomplished by performing 37 tests to address several design issues that surfaced. The gas

generator internal fluctuating pressure environment was one of these issues. In early testing, it was observed

that Fastrac gas generator chamber pressure oscillations occurred at or near longitudinal acoustic mode

frequencies. The gas generator oscillations were shown to be dependent on gas generator length and hot gas

sound speed, consistent with longitudinal acoustic modes of the gas generator. Three different Fastrac gas

generator lengths were tested and with each configuration high amplitude chamber acoustic mode oscillations

were observed under certain operating conditions. Elimination of the gas generator component test feedsystem,

i.e., turbopump component testing, eliminated the high amplitude oscillations. Because of this last observation,

and because of the high coherence between feedline and chamber pressures, the high amplitude oscillations

observed in testing were attributed to acoustic modes of the gas generator in resonance with the acoustic modes

of the feedsystem.
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ABSTRACT

Many industrial and commercial products operate in a dynamic flow environment and the aerodynamically

generated noise has become a very important factor in the design of these products. In light of the
importance in characterizing this dynamic environment, Rocketdyne has initiated a multiyear effort to
develop an advanced general-purpose Computational Aeroacoustic Analysis System (CAAS) to address
these issues. This system will provide a high fidelity predictive capability for aeroacoustic design and

analysis. The numerical platform is able to provide high temporal and spatial accuracy that is required for
aeroacoustic calculations through the development of a high order spectral element numerical algorithm.
The analysis system is integrated with well-established CAE tools, such as a graphical user interface (GUI)
through PATRAN, to provide cost-effective access to all of the necessary tools. These include

preprocessing (geometry import, grid generation and boundary condition specification), code set up
(problem specification, user parameter definition, etc.), and postprocessing.

The purpose of the present paper is to assess the feasibility of such a system and to demonstrate the
efficiency and accuracy of the numerical algorithm through numerical examples. Computations of vortex
shedding noise were carried out in the context of a two-dimensional low Mach number turbulent flow past a
square cylinder. The computational aeroacoustic approach that is used in CAAS relies on coupling a base

flow solver to the acoustic solver throughout a computational cycle. The unsteady fluid motion, which is
responsible for both the generation and propagation of acoustic waves, is calculated using a high order flow
solver. The results of the flow field are then passed to the acoustic solver through an interpolator to map the

field values into the acoustic grid. The acoustic field, which is governed by the linearized Euler equations,
is then calculated using the flow results computed from the flow solver.

NOMENCLATURE

c Speed of sound

f forcing function

L characteristic length

M Mach number

m number of equations



p pressure
Re Reynoldsnumber
t non-dimensional time (L/c)

__u solution vector

u, v velocities in x and y-directions respectively

x, y Cartesian coordinates

p density

& time step

INTRODUCTION

Many aerospace and commercial products are operated in a dynamic flow environment. The structural
integrity, performance and development costs of these products are affected by the unsteady flow fields they

encounter. In a rocket propulsion system, dynamic loads are attributed as the cause of many life limiting
and failure mechanisms. Unsteady flows can also be a very effective sound generating mechanism; George
[1] states that the aerodynamically generated noise increases approximately as velocity to the 6th power.

Sound may be generated whenever a relative motion exists between two fluids or between a fluid and a
surface. Examples of flow-induced noise in an aerospace or automotive environment are numerous.
Airplanes, helicopters, jet engines, turbomachinery and rockets all exhibit undesirable noise characteristics.
In all these applications the common physical processes that are responsible for noise generation include
turbulent fluid motion, structural vibration and unsteady aerodynamics. This coupled unsteady fluid

dynamics and acoustic environment is poorly understood and engineering tools are required to analyze this
phenomenon. In light of the importance in characterizing the dynamic flnid-acoustic environment,
Rocketdyne has initiated a multi-year effort to develop a general-purpose computational fluid dynamics

based analysis system for dynamic fluid-acoustic prediction. This is a fully integrated system that will
provide high fidelity predictive capability through the development of a novel and accurate numerical
algorithm. The numerical algorithm is a high order method based on the least squares spectral element
method (LSSEM), which provides the required capability to accurately model complex geometries and

rapidly varying flow and acoustic fields.

In what follows, we describe the coupled computational aeroacoustic system that is developed and the
numerical method used with a demonstration of the accuracy and effectiveness of this method.

CAAS SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

CAAS is an integrated general-purpose analysis tool for aeroacoustic engineering and design. It is intended
to provide a detailed temporal description of an acoustic field in terms of signal intensity, frequency

distribution, and propagation pattern. Numerical simulation of an acoustic field generally requires high
temporal and spatial resolution. CAAS employs a highly accurate numerical algorithm based on the least-
squares spectral element method. The code developed, Unstructured implicit F!ow solver (UniFlo), is a

high-order accurate numerical platform needed for acoustics calculations and is an expanded version of the
original algorithm proposed by Chan [2]. It can accurately resolve the acoustic effects at the near and mid
fields that are covered with a suitable mesh. The CAAS system consists of five basic components: a GUI, a
preprocessor, an analysis code, a postprocessor, and a data base management system (DBMS). At the heart
of the system is the analysis code that will actually carry out the aeroacoustic calculations. The other four

components interface and work efficiently with the analysis code. The GUI provides the primary interface
for users to interact with the system and perform the necessary code setup (boundary and initial conditions,
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etc.). Thepre-andpostprocessorsdefinethedesigngeometry,constructthecomputationalmodelto
facilitateanalysis,andgraphicallypresenttheresultsofthecalculations.TheDBMSmanagesthevarious
systemdatabasesandprovidesdataaccess.ThecommercialsoftwarePATRANfromtheMacNeal-
SchwendlerCorporation(MSC)isusedastheplatformfortheGUI,pre-andpostprocessing,andDBMS
systemmodules.Thenumericalalgorithmwillbedescribedindetailsinsection3. However,theother
majorsystemlevelfeaturesaredescribedbelow.

GRAPHICALUSERINTERFACE(GUI)

TheGUIisconstructedtopresenttheuserwithinformationneededtoperformoperations,duringanystep
oftheanalysiscycle.Thesystemwillprompttheuserforinputstosetupinitialandboundaryconditionsfor
example.It incorporatesahighdegreeoflogictoprompttheuserforinputsorit will fill relevant default
values when none is selected. The system will also guide the user toward a faster setup and better code
performance. There is also a set of tutorials for new users to get started through sample problems in a step

by step fashion. A 'help' button is also available to provide the user with relevant information for the task
at hand and access to online manuals.

PREPROCESSING

Preprocessing includes all steps needed to define the problem to be solved prior to executing the
computational solver. This includes the ability to import or create the geometric description, generate a

suitable computational mesh, and provide the required code inputs. The standard PATRAN capability has
been enhanced to generate spectral elements of arbitrary order from finite elements (quads and hex) using
special translator and grid generation tools. These tools support conversion from quadrilateral and

hexahedral elements to a conforming spectral element grid of arbitrary order. Graphical display tools are
provided to visualize both the geometry and the mesh generated together with the capability to manipulate
and change the geometry and mesh for effective modeling of the design hardware. GUI panels also include
code setup parameters such as fluid properties, control inputs and boundary conditions.

POSTPROCESSING

CAAS provides the user with the capability to extract and visualize results in different forms, from simple
line plotting to 3D surface and vector plots. Transient flow visualization with animation schemes can also
be employed. Graphics may be stored or exported in different forms, such as postscript, RGB, raster, gif or
tif.

DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (DBMS)

The CAAS database contains all of the preprocessing information (grid, setup parameters, boundary and
initial conditions), solution files (stored at specified time intervals), and postprocessed information for both
the flow and acoustic fields. The approach is to utilize existing PATRAN database which includes basic
geometry information and other code setup together with a second database that is specific to aeroacoustic

solutions. The spectral order computational grid will be stored in this database along with the solution
variables at each specified time step. The two databases are linked and will appear as one to the user.

Other nongraphical system features are also available and are needed for effective use in a real design
environment. These include "session file" that saves all meaningful keystrokes and mouse interactions
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whichwillallowtheuserto quicklyrecovertheworkcompletedduringaworkingsessionincaseofan
unplannedinterruption(e.g.powerfailure)withoutrepeatingallofthecommands.Thesystemalsoallows
theuserto createa scriptincludingall desiredoperationsandthenrunthescriptbyexecutingasingle
command.Templatesforageneralclassoffproblemscanalsobesetuptoavoidmanyredundantstepsin
theproblemsetup.

NUMERICALMETHOD

Thenumericalplatformforboththeflowandacousticsolversisbasedontheleast-squaresspectralelement
method(LSSEM)operatingexclusivelyinphysicalspacein orderto handlecomplexgeometryanda
varietyofboundaryconditions.Themethodhaslowdispersiveanddissipativeerrorswhichrendersit ideal
forpredictingsignalpropagationsuchasacousticwaves.Theunsteadyfluidmotionwhichisgovernedby
theincompressibleNavier-Stokesequationsareresponsibleforboththegenerationandpropagationof
acousticwaveswhicharegovernedby thelinearizedEulerequationsderivedfromtheperturbation
expansionaboutMachnumberinthesubsonicregime.TheLSSEMisanextensionofthefiniteelement
methodproposedbyJiangetal.[3]whocastthegoverningequationsasasetoffirstordersystemas

Lfi =f (1)

L is a first order partial differential operator given as;

nd o_
Lfi = _ A i -- + Aofi (2)

i=l O_Xi

nu 2 or 3, depending on the spatial dimensions, xi's are the Cartesian coordinates, _ is an n-dimensional

solution vector of the dependent variables, j7 is the forcing function. A's are m x n matrices, which

describe the characteristics of the system of equations being solved, m is the number of equations in the

system. The idea behind LSSEM is to minimize the residual function, /_ such that /_ = L_- j7 and

construct a least squares functional as

I(a) : _- (La-f)2d_2 (3)

Isoparametric mapping is employed to transform the equations from the Cartesian (x,y) system to a

generalized (_,r/) coordinate system (in two-dimensions for example). The dependent variable _ is
approximated as;

M M

U(_l'_m) = Z Z _1i (_l)(_)J(_m){au } (4)

i j

Where _i (_l) and _Pj (tlm) are one-dimensional linearly independent shape functions. {a_} are the

unknown expansion coefficients for the dependent variables and M is the total number of basis functions (or

degree of freedom) in each direction of an element. The basis fimctions used in the present study are the
Lagrangian interpolant based on Legendre polynomials of the independent variables. Substituting Eq. (4)
into Eq. (1), forming the residual and applying the method of least squares [4] with respect to the expansion
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coefficientsandusingGaussianquadraturefornumericalintegrationleadstoasetofalgebraicequations.
TheseequationsaresolvedbytheconjugategradientmethodwithJacobipreconditioner.

ForEulerequations,theworkingvariablesaredensity,velocitiesandpressure.Forbrevity,onecanwrite
theequationsinthetwo-dimensionalCartesiancoordinatesystemas;

al + StM 3 5t 3 5t 3
)x )x oN

8
0 al + 5tM --

&

0 0

0
8x

8
0 &--

8x

8 8
a_ + 5tM -- 5t-

ax oN
,9 8

5t + a_ + 5tm --go2

-___2p n __ _3p n-1-

--_2 un -- _3 un-1

--_2 vn -- _3 vn-1

--a2p n -- a3p n-1

In the above, the coefficients of the convective terms are treated as constant, though in practice, they are
determined from the solution to the Navier-Stokes equations. The accuracy is second order in time with the

application of a backward differencing scheme for which tzl 1.5, tz2 -2.0, and tz3 0.5. UniFlo employs
isoparametric mapping to transform the above equation from the Cartesian coordinate system to a

generalized coordinate system where the spatial discretization is performed. The spatial accuracy depends
on the choice of basis functions and the type of elements used. In UniFlo, quadrilateral (in 2D) and
hexahedral elements (in 3D) as well as Legendre polynomial based spectral element developed by Ronquist

and Patera [5] are used.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

To evaluate the effectiveness of LSSEM, we apply it to three representative problems. The first two
problems highlight the complex interaction of acoustic wave propagation and reflection, while the third

problem shows the effects of vortices or wakes shedding from a square cylinder on the propagation of
acoustic waves. Although the problems represented here are two-dimensional, CAAS in general has
aeroacoustic predictive capability in 2D and 3D curvilinear problems as well.

ACOUSTIC PULSE IN A SEMI-INFINITE DOMAIN

This problem is one of the bench mark test cases suggested in the ICASE/LaRC workshop on computational
aeroacoustics [6] to test the effectiveness of wall boundary conditions and the numerical schemes. Figure 1
shows a schematic of an acoustic pulse placed near a rigid wall in a semi-infinite domain. The

computational domain used is 0 -< )c _<200, 0 -< y -< 200. The wall is at y 0. The linearized Euler

equation in two-dimensions are

c3 Pu c3 [ Mu + p [ c3 0

Lmp+uj P

=o
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Mis the Mach number 0.5. The initial condition is

at time t = 0,u = v = 0 andp = p = exp -(ln2) x° + (Yo - 25) 2
25

where Xo 100, yo 25 are the coordinates of the initial pulse.

Figure 2 shows time history plots of an acoustic pulse reflected from a hard wall in a uniform flow at Mach

0.5 at times, t 15, 45, 60, 90, 100 and 150 respectively. The lower boundary is a reflecting wall while the
other boundaries are non-reflecting out-going wave boundaries. This problem was used to test the
effectiveness of wall boundary condition and out-going wave conditions devised in the acoustic solver.
Figure 3 shows a comparison of the computed acoustic pressure with the exact solution along the line x_ at

times t 75, 90 and 100 respectively. The computed results show good agreement with the exact solution.

As seen from figure 2, the acoustic pulse expands at the speed of sound and travels with the base flow at
Mach 0.5. The downstream wave travels at Mach 1.5, three times faster than the upstream wave, and
reaches the downstream boundary early and exits. The pulse reflects from the lower wall, as seen in the red

spots, and expands as the original pulse does. Both original and reflected waves continue to expand and
travel with the base flow, and then exit the right, left, and upper sides of the domain. The computed results
show that both wall reflection and out-going wave conditions work very well, except at t 150 there is a
very tiny reflection of the reflected wave at the downstream boundary.
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Figure 1. Problem Schematic for an Acoustic Pulse in a Semi-Infinite Domain
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ACOUSTIC PULSE IN A DUCT
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Figure 4 shows a schematic of an acoustic pulse placed at the center of a duct. Figure 5 shows time history

plots of the acoustic pulse traveling in a 2D duct with reflecting walls and a uniform flow at Mach 0.5. This

example simulates the propagation of sound waves generated in the inlet and exhaust ducts of an internal

combustion engine such as in an automobile. The problem is also used to test the effectiveness of hard wall

conditions and nonreflecting (out-going wave) conditions. Initially the sound source is created by some

mechanism in the center of the duct. It expands at the speed of sound, travels with the base flow at Mach

0.5, and forms waveguide patterns in the duct.
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Figure 4. Problem schematic for acoustic pulse in a duct
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Figure 5. Acoustic pulse propagating in a duct

AEROACOUSTICS OF A 2D VORTEX SHEDDING FROM A RECTANGULAR CYLINDER

The sound generated by a viscous flow past a square cylinder at Re 14,000 is predicted using the linearized

Euler equations approach. The time-dependent mean flow is calculated using a separate flow solver that is

based on a second order accurate finite-volume method. Time accuracy of the flow solver is assured using

the PISO methodology [7], which is essentially noniterative. The solution process is split into a series of

steps whereby operations on pressure are decoupled from those on velocity at each time step. The

avoidance of iterations substantially reduces the computational effort compared with that required by

iterative methods such as in UniFlo.

Calculations are performed for the turbulent flow around a square obstacle of height H in a domain

extending about 20H downstream and 2.5H upstream. The calculations using the two-equation k-e

turbulence model captured the vortex shedding phenomenon. The Reynolds number based on the inlet
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velocity and the obstacle height is 14,000 with an assumed 6% turbulence intensity. The upper and lower
boundaries were treated as free stream and a zero gradient outflow boundary condition was used at the exit.

The computational domain is resolved by a fine grid of 250x80 cells with clustering at the obstacle walls. A
time step of 0.1 msec was used in the calculations. Once an oscillatory periodic solution was obtained, the
flow solver was coupled with the UniFlo acoustic solver to calculate the sound generated by the periodically
shedding flow. Figure 6a, shows a marker particle trace, which illustrates the shedding pattern. Figure 6b,

confirms the oscillating periodic nature of the flow with a single predominant frequency of about 4.7 Hz

which is in agreement with the experimental results of Dur_o et al. [8]. Figure 7, shows contours of the

sound pressure generated by the vortex shedding behind the square cylinder at three instants of time. The
long-time behavior is to focus the acoustic pressure signal along the centerline of the flow axis. High sound
pressure levels are generated close to the cylinder where the strength of vortices is highest.
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Figure 6a. Streak line plot
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Figure 6b. Power spectrum of the vortex shedding
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CONCLUSIONS

A computational aeroacoustic analysis system (CAAS) has been developed. CAAS is a complete system

that enables aeroacoustic analysis from a PATRAN-based graphical user interface (GUI). Significant

customization of the PATRAN GUI was completed as was the development of several peripheral tools (e.g.,

spectral element grid generators, interpolators).

An acoustic module, based on the least squares spectral element method (LSSEM) has been developed and

demonstrated on a variety of acoustic and aeroacoustic test cases, including the fully coupled solution of

vortex shedding, sound generation, and sound propagation. Preliminary comparisons of flow and acoustic

results show qualitatively good behavior, but further comparisons with benchmark test data are required to

fully verify the current predictive capability.
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ABSTRACT

The use of computational techniques in the area of acoustics is known as computational aeroacoustics and has
shown great promise in recent years. Although an ultimate goal is to use computational simulations as a virtual wind

tunnel, the problem is so complex that blind applications of traditional algorithms are typically unable to produce
acceptable results. The phenomena of interest are inherently unsteady and cover a wide range of frequencies and

amplitudes. Nonetheless, with appropriate simplifications and special care to resolve specific phenomena, currently
available methods can be used to solve important acoustic problems. These simulations can be used to complement

experiments, and often give much more detailed information than can be obtained in a wind tunnel. The use of
acoustic analogy methods to inexpensively determine far-field acoustics from near-field unsteadiness has greatly

reduced the computational requirements. A few examples of current applications of computational aeroacoustics at
NASA Langley are given. There remains a large class of problems that require more accurate and efficient methods.
Research to develop more advanced methods that are able to handle the geometric complexity of realistic problems

using block-structured and unstructured grids are highlighted.

INTRODUCTION

Computational aeroacoustics is a very broad field that encompasses research that uses numerical simulations to
better understand aerodynamic noise. There is a large computational effort at NASA Langley Research Center aimed

at predicting and reducing aircraft noise, and this paper only attempts to give an overview of a representative fraction
of that work. The problem is very difficult because the geometry and physics involved are often quite complex. It has

taken 30 years to achieve significant noise reduction for jet engines. Although great strides have been made in the
reduction of jet noise through the use of high-bypass ratio engines, there is a lack of understanding of the
fundamental noise sources in subsonic jets. Today, tonal noise from large inlet fans is also important. There is a

general theory for fan noise, but calculations are still somewhat limited. Extensive research is ongoing in the areas of

duct and liner acoustics[ 1]. Furthermore, the engines are not the only noise source that must be considered.
Reductions in jet noise have made the airframe a significant, and in some cases dominant source during landing. The
flaps, slats, and landing gear are all important contributors to the sound field. To achieve significant noise reduction,

these three maj or landing systems and the engines must all be quieted commensurately.

The physics behind the unsteadiness that generates noise is also very complicated. Fluctuations tend to grow in

shear layers and vortical structures. Resolving these features in a mean flow calculation can be difficult. Trying to
capture the unsteadiness growing in them is even more challenging. Separated regions, instabilities, and large and

small scale turbulence structures can all contribute to the sound field. Furthermore, the energy that is radiated as
noise is typically only a small fraction of the total energy near the source. This is part of the scale disparity between

acoustic and hydrodynamic fluctuations. The human ear is able to distinguish between signals with vastly varying
amplitudes, so it is typical to use a logarithmic scale to describe them. The sound pressure level (SPL) is given by

/

SPL = 20 log(_) (1)

with units of decibels (dB). The reference pressure Pref = 20 × 10 .6 Pa is the threshold of human hearing, and rms
means root mean square. The ratio of pressure amplitudes between a quiet conversation, 60 dB, and a rock concert,
120 dB, is 1000. In addition, atmospheric pressure is 3500 times greater than the pressure amplitude of a 120 dB

signal. At 120 dB, one starts feeling discomfort and experiences a ringing in the ears. Although this level is very loud



tohumans,it issosmallthatatypicalcomputationalfluiddynamics(CFD)simulationveryeasilylosesthesound
wavesamongthelargehydrodynamicfluctuations.Simultaneouslyresolvingthehydrodynamicfluctuationsandthe
widerangeofacousticsignalsisverydifficult.

Acousticiansalsohavetodealwithverydisparatelengthandtimescales.Mostlypeoplecanhearfairlywell
betweenfrequenciesof100Hzand10kHz.Thiscorrespondstowavelengthsof0.11ft (0.034m)and11ft (3.4m),
respectively.Tryingtohaveenoughgridpointsinthedomaintoresolvetheveryshortwavelengthwhilehavinga
domainlargeenoughtoencompassthelongwavelengthresultsinenormousgrids.Oneisalsofacedwiththe
challengeoftryingtopropagatethesignaltoobserverslocatedatgreatdistancesfromthesources.A similarscale
problemoccurstemporally.ThewavelengthAofanacousticwaveisrelatedtothetemporalperiodT by A = cT

where c is the speed of sound. The periods for 100 Hz and 10 kHz are 0.0001 s and 0.01 s, respectively. Hence, one
needs many time steps for the short period, and long run times to get a significant sample of the long period. This

problem is usually exacerbated by initial transients in numerical solutions which must decay sufficiently before one
can start sampling the acoustics. Even when using sampling techniques developed for experimental work, it is
difficult to run codes long enough to get statistically significant samples of pseudo-random phenomena. Furthermore,

the disparity between different acoustic waves is only part of the problem. One also has to compare the acoustic
scales with those of other fluid phenomena and the geometry.

Faced with these challenges, one must inevitably make simplifying assumptions. However, computational methods
are often able to relax those used in the past. The basic goal is to obtain an understanding of the underlying physics of

the noise sources. One needs to know the strength, location, frequency, wavelength, and nature of the disturbances.
With this information one can develop prediction methods that are general across different configurations that have

similar source mechanisms generating the noise. Furthermore, one can begin attacking the sources in systematic
ways that are more likely to lead to significant noise reduction. To get at the physics, we are using currently available
tools and developing new ones to do bigger problems in the future. To reduce the complexity, most calculations

concentrate on a small frequency range rather than trying to resolve all of the relevant frequencies at once. In

addition, one can solve equations linearized about the mean flow[2, 3] to separate out the acoustic and hydrodynamic
scales. Using these simplifications makes many problems tractable to modern methods. Furthermore, numerical
applications of acoustic analogy methods have matured significantly, and they allow far-field acoustics to be

calculated from unsteady fluctuations in the vicinity of the sources. This greatly reduces the computational effort and
provides a means of finding the noise where the observers are actually located.

The remainder of the paper discusses some of the acoustic problems that have been solved using combinations of
available methods. First, the CFD code CFL3D is described. It was used in many of the example computations. The

acoustic analogy is explained in slightly more detail because it is key to most of the calculations and is less widely
known. At the end of the paper, examples of several new technologies under development are discussed. These

include high-order methods for block-structured and unstructured grids. Because of the great scale disparities in
acoustics, one either needs high-accuracy methods that resolve waves with a minimal number of

points-per-wavelength or standard methods with fine grids. Such comparisons[4, 5] have shown that high-order
methods are more efficient at resolving acoustic phenomena than traditional methods with extremely fine grids.
However, high-order methods often suffer from robustness problems for realistic configurations, and these new

efforts are aimed at overcoming this difficulty.

COMPUTATIONAL TOOLS

THE COMPUTER CODE CFL3D

The computer code CFL3D [6, 7] is a robust, workhorse code used to compute both steady and unsteady flow
fields. The CFL3D code was developed at NASA Langley Research Center to solve the three-dimensional,

time-dependent, thin-layer (in each coordinate direction) Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations using
a finite-volume formulation. The code uses upwind-biased spatial differencing for the inviscid terms and flux limiting
to obtain smooth solutions in the vicinity of shock waves. The viscous derivatives, when used, are computed by

second order central differencing. Fluxes at the cell faces are calculated by flux-difference-splitting. An implicit
three-factor approximate factorization method is used to advance the solution in time. Patched grid interfaces, overset

grids, and slides zones are available for use at zone boundaries.

The time-dependent version of CFL3D uses subiterations to obtain second order temporal accuracy. In the _- - TS

subiteration option [8], each of the subiterations is advanced with a pseudo-time step. This approach facilitates a
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more rapid convergence to the result at each physical time step. The steady-state version of the code employs full

multigrid acceleration.

ACOUSTIC ANALOGY

An acoustic analogy is a rearrangement of the governing equations of fluid motion such that the left-hand side

consists of a wave operator in an undisturbed medium, and the right-hand side is comprised of acoustic source terms.
The solution to the equation can be written as the convolution of the source terms with the Green function for the

wave operator. Hence, if one can obtain the strengths of the source terms in the regions where they are significant,
one can determine the acoustic signal at any point in the flow, including locations at long distances from the sources.

Lighthill[9] was the first to propose this approach. Although this concept is relatively simple, extensive manipulations
have been required to put the equations in the most useful forms for analytic and numerical applications.

The Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings [10] equation is the most general form of the Lighthill acoustic analogy and
when provided with input of unsteady flow conditions, is appropriate for numerically computing the acoustic field.

The equation is derived directly from the equations of conservation of mass and momentum. Following Brentner and
Farassat [ 11], the FW-H equation may be written in differential form as

02

[72c2p'(x, t) - OxiOxj [TijH(f)] - _[LiS(f)] + _[QS(f)] (2)

°_ V 2 is the wave operator, c is the ambient speed of sound, t is observer time, p' is thewhere: [7 2 ---- 12 Ot 2

perturbation density, Po is the ambient density, f = 0 describes the integration surface, f < 0 being inside the
integration surface, 5(f) is the Dirac delta function, and H(f) is the Heaviside function. The quantities Q, Ui and Li

are defined by

O = (_oU_), c_ = (1 - _)v_ + _"_noand C_ = P_ji_j + _._(_.._- v,_). (3)

In the above equations, p is the total density, fl_i, is the fluid momentum, vi is the velocity of the integration surface
f = 0, and Pi3 is the compressive stress tensor. For an inviscid fluid, Pij = P't_ij where p' is the perturbation

pressure and 5ij is the Kronecker delta. The Lighthill stress tensor is given by Tii. The subscript n indicates the
component of velocity in the direction normal to the surface.

An integral solution to the FW-H equation (2) can be written in terms of the acoustic pressure p' = c2p ' in the

region f > 0. Utilizing formulation 1A of Farassat [12, 13], the integral representation has the form

where

;'(x,t) = p_(x,t) + p_(x,t) +;b(x,t) (4)

47rp_(x,t) : / [PQ(y,T)lr_tdS , 47rp_(x,t)= / [PL(y,T)]r_tdS.and (5)
f o f o

47cp_r(x,t) = / [Pr(Y,_-)]r_tdl/\ (6)

f o

The subscript ret means that the quantities must be evaluated at the appropriate retarded or emission time T. The

kernel functions PT, PL, PQ are combinations of flow quantities and geometric parameters. For many numerical
simulations it is desirable to let the integration surface be permeable and place it within the flow. However, when the
surface coincides with a solid body, the terms take on simple meanings. The Q term is known as the thickness

contribution and represents the noise generated by the unsteady displacement of fluid by the body. The L term
involves the noise caused by the fluctuating loading on the body. The term P_r accounts for all quadrupoles outside of

the integration surface (i.e., f > 0). Quadrupole contributions include nonlinear effects and refraction. In most work,
p_r is small and can be neglected. This is important because the quadrupole term involves a volume integration,

whereas p_ and p_ only require an integration over the surface. All quadrupole contributions that are within the
surface are accounted for by the surface integrations. Hence, the far-field pressure at any instance in time can usually
be calculated by integrating the near-field flow quantities over a surface. This allows for very rapid calculations of

noise a great distance away from the source region where the integration surface is typically placed.
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Figure 1. Comparison of measure and computed noise for a four-bladed Sikorsky model rotor. The microphone

locations was nominally 25 deg. below the rotor plane on the advancing side, 1.5 rotor radii from the rotor hub. This is
a descent condition. (a) Measure time history; (b) predicted time history; (c) spectral comparison (-- measured;

predicted)

Rotorcraft acoustics is an area where the FW-H equation has been utilized with great success. The code
WOPWOP[ 13] has been used extensively by industry and researchers to predict helicopter noise. Even for complex

phenomena such as blade vortex interaction (BVI), WOPWOP correctly predicts the acoustic signature when it is
given accurate pressure data as inputs. As an example, figure 1 compares the experimentally observed and computed

acoustic signals[ 14] when experimentally measured surface pressures from a four bladed rotor where used as input to
WOPWOR The spectral comparison in figure 1 shows the agreement is good up to the 32nd harmonic. Similar

comparisons using CFD data as input do not yield such good results. This underscores the importance of having
accurate input data on the integration surface. The acoustic theory is mature enough for such complicated problems,
but more accurate CFD is needed.

SAMPLE APPLICATIONS

Although there are many problems that cannot be solved with conventional methods, appropriate assumptions can
make many realistic problems tractable. This section provides several examples where current methods were

successfully used to simulate important acoustic phenomena.

ROTOR NOISE

Rumsey et a/.[15] used the Navier-Stokes code CFL3D to predict one of the ducted-fan engine acoustic modes that

results from a rotor-wake/stator-blade interaction. A patched-sliding-zone interface was employed to pass
information between the moving rotor-row and the stationary stator row. Figure 2 shows the geometry and 2.7 million

point grid used in the calculation. The code produced averaged aerodynamic results downstream of the rotor that are
in good agreement with a widely used average-passage code. The calculation was designed to capture a single

acoustic mode, and the code successfully generated and propagated that mode upstream with minimal attenuation
into a region of nearly uniform flow as shown in figure 3(a). Two acoustic codes were used to find the far-field noise.

Propagation in the duct was computed by Eversmann's wave envelope code, which is based on a finite-element
model. Propagation to the far field was accomplished by using the Kirchhoff formula for moving surfaces. The

Kirchhoffmethod is used in a similar fashion to acoustic analogy methods, but is less general. Comparison of
measured and computed far-field noise levels are in fair agreement in the range of directivity angles (20-40 deg.)
where the peak radiation lobes are observed for the mode under investigation. Figure 3 compares the experimental

and computed results. Although only a single acoustic mode was targeted in this study, it provided a proof of
concept: Navier-Stokes codes can be used to both generate and propagate rotor-stator acoustic modes through and

engine, where the results can be coupled to other far-field noise prediction codes.
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Figure 4.
spectra.

(a) Vorticity Contours

(a) Vorticity contours from 2-D DNS of flap-edge flow (b) Comparison of computed and experimental

FLAP-EDGE NOISE

A different computational framework was developed to simulate the unsteadiness associated with the vortex
system around the flap of a high-lift system. The vortex system is surprisingly complex, and a steady RANS

calculation with sufficient resolution required 50 CRAY C-90 hours. Clearly, some approximations must be made to
deal with the unsteady problem because a DNS would be intractable. Streett[ 16] simplified the problem by
performing a 2-D, incompressible DNS linearized about the RANS mean flow. Because the vortex system varies

relatively slowly in the streamwise direction, the DNS calculations were performed at several streamwise stations
assuming locally parallel flow. Calculations were performed in a parameter space that included the frequency and a

spanwise wavenumber. Figure 4(a) shows the vorticity contours for a case where the spanwise wavenumber was zero,
and instabilities dominate in the shear layer formed on the under side of the flap. This instability was persistent from

5 to 30 kHz. For nonzero wavenumbers, an instability within the vortex on top of the flap grew rapidly. Although the
DNS simulations show local unsteadiness, they do not reveal how much of that energy propagates to the far-field.

The Lighthill acoustic analogy[9] was used for this purpose. This type of formulation allows the source strengths to
be computed from incompressible flow because all of the acoustic propagation is taken into account by the analogy.

However, the complex geometry in this problem required a numerical solution of the partial differential equation
form of the acoustic analogy. The results of those calculations are compared with those from two experiments in
figure 4(b). The comparison is quite good, and gives confidence that the instabilities identified by the DNS are indeed

generating noise. With the detailed information about the frequencies, wavelengths, and locations of the instabilities
from the DNS, techniques to reduce the noise at the source have been developed.

CYLINDER SHEDDING

To determine the sensitivity of the FW-H method to the integration surface location when it passes through a wake,

Singer et al.[17] examined a circular cylinder in a cross flow. Equivalent calculations were also performed using a
Kirchhofftechnique. This was important because the shed vortices produce large, unsteady fluctuations as they pass
through the surfaces. These fluctuations would be balanced by the quadrupole term in the FW-H if it were included,

but it is much more desirable to avoid the volume integration. Furthermore, the Kirchhoff equation is derived from
the acoustic wave equation and is strictly valid only in the region of the flow where the wave equation is the

appropriate governing equation. This problem tested whether the Kirchoffmethod can be used with near-field data
that includes nonlinear, non-acoustic fluctuations.

Figure 5 renders an instantaneous vorticity field obtained from a CFL3D calculation with a superimposed grid
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Figure 5. Vorticity field computed from CFD. FW-H integration surfaces are at r = 0.5D, r = 1.5D, r = 2.5D, and
r = 5.1D

distribution on the lower portion of the figure. The positions of the FW-H integration surfaces are indicated in the
upper portion of the figure. Figure 6(a) shows the computed pressure signals at the observer for the different

integration surfaces using a Kirchhoff formulation, and figure 6(b) shows the the results obtained with the
FW-H formulation. The use of an integration surface that cuts through the cylinder wake does not appear to adversely

affect the results obtained with the FW-H formulation. However, these variations are very small compared with the
results of Figure 6(a), in which the pressure computed with a standard Kirchhoff formulation for the same problem

with the same integration surfaces varies wildly. This result clearly demonstrates that the FW-H should be used
instead of the Kirchhoffmethod. Furthermore, there is very little difference in the computational effort required for
the two approaches.

TRAILING-EDGE SCATTERING

Calculation methods for acoustic fields that include trailing-edge noise currently are largely empirical [18]. Singer

et al. [17]. investigated the feasibility of directly computing the acoustic field generated by flow over a sharp trailing
edge. A hybrid computational approach was taken wherein the CFL3D solver was used to accurately calculate the

unsteady fluid dynamics over a relatively small region near the surface, and an acoustics code based on the Ffowcs
Williams and Hawkings [10] (FW-H) equation computed the acoustic field generated by the previously calculated

unsteady near flow field. To investigate edge scattering, an airfoil with vortices convecting past its trailing edge was
simulated. A 2.6% thickness NACA 00 series airfoil was placed in a flow with a small, flat plate introduced
perpendicular to the flow at 98% chord. In the presence of flow, vortices roll up just downstream of the flat plate,

alternately near the plate's top and bottom edges.

Figure 7 shows vorticity magnitude contours in the vicinity of the trailing edge at a single time step. The circular

concentrations of vorticity indicate the individual vortices that constitute the unsteady Karman vortex street
downstream of the vortex-generator plate. Cases were run with Mach numbers ranging from 0.2 to 0.5 that produced

regular Strouhal shedding at the plate. The frequency of the vortices convecting past the trailing edge is less distinct
because the vortices shed from the vortex-generator plate often pair and interact with neighboring vortices, as shown

in figure 7.

The FW-H code computed the acoustic field generated by the unsteady aerodynamic flow field. The far-field

signals were obtained at several observer locations. Figure 8(a) shows spectra of the acoustic signals for several
observer positions. The angular measurements are increasingly positive for counterclockwise rotations, with 0

degrees being directed downstream. The figure shows greatly reduced noise radiation directly upstream and directly
downstream. Integration of each acoustic spectrum over the frequencies provides the mean square acoustic pressure.

Variation of the mean square acoustic pressure as a function of Mach number is plotted in Figure 8(b). The symbols
show the data, and the lines are linear least-squares fit to the logarithm of the data. For an observer at 30 degrees, the
mean square pressure varies as the 5.2 power of Mach number. Accounting for the actual rms fluctuating velocity in

the calculations, a theoretical scaling of M 5a_ is implied, which is in close agreement with the computationally
observed scaling of M 52. These computations have helped to verify that the hybrid approach is valid and capable of

accurately predicting fairly complicated, broadband, acoustic phenomena.
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HIGH-LIFT CONFIGURATION

A cooperative test involving NASA's High-Lift Program Element and NASA's Airframe Noise Team was
conducted in NASA Langley Research Center's Low-Turbulence Pressure Tunnel (LTPT). The model tested in the

tunnel is known as the Energy Efficient Transport (EET) model. The EET model tested includes a full-span
leading-edge slat and a part-span trailing flap. To obtain acoustic data, members of Boeing Commercial Airplane

Company designed and built a microphone array that was installed in the wind tunnel. The microphone array and the
subsequent data processing followed techniques developed earlier at Boeing [19].

Figure 9(a) illustrates one unexpected feature of the experimental data. For a slat deflection of 6_ = 30 degrees, a
very large amplitude peak was observed in the acoustic spectrum in the vicinity of 50 kHz. This peak rises almost 20
dB above the signal observed for the case in which the slat is deflected 20 degrees. During the course of the

experiment, efforts to eliminate the high-frequency peak by altering the overhang of the slat were largely
unsuccessful. Only for cases in which the overhang became unrealistically large was a significant change in the

high-frequency acoustic peak observed. Increasing the configuration's angle-of-attack from 10 to 15 degrees, reduced
the amplitude of the high-frequency peak by approximately 10 dB. For some time, no consistent explanation of the

observed phenomena was available.

Khorrami et al [20] provides details of unsteady, two-dimensional (2D), Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes

(RANS) calculations designed to mimic the experimental conditions. In particular, the RANS computation was
specially designed to properly incorporate and resolve the small, but finite trailing-edge thickness of the slat.

Extremely small grid cells were used in the vicinity of the slat trailing edge and the time step was chosen to ensure
more than 120 time steps per period of a 50 kHz signal. Slat deflections of both 30 and 20 degrees were simulated.

These calculations clearly show vortex shedding from the slat trailing edge for the case with a 30 degree slat
deflection. Figure 9(b) shows a snapshot of the pressure fluctuations produced in the flow field. The vortex shedding
virtually disappears for the case of a 20 degree slat deflection.

Singer et al. [21] discuss the aeroacoustic analysis of the unsteady data. As a first approximation, the code
developed by Lockard[22] for computing the 2D acoustic field from 2D CFD data was used to predict the sound field.

Figure 10(a) shows computed spectra based on 1/12 th octave bins for an observer located at 270 degrees. Clearly the
computed noise also has a significant peak in the spectra in the same frequency range as the experiment. This

confirmed that the fluctuations from the slat vortex shedding weren't just hydrodynamic fluctuations, but also
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producednoise.Althoughtheacousticarrayusedintheexperimentwasnotintendedtoprovideanydirectivity
information,thehigh-frequencyacousticsignalwassoloudthatitoverwhelmedtheintrinsicwind-tunnelnoiseand
canbeidentifiedfromthespectrumofsomeoftheindividualmicrophonesusedintheacousticarray.Therelative
amplitudesofthemeansquarefluctuatingpressureinafrequencyrangearound50kHzfromasubsetofmicrophones
havingapproximatelythesamecross-streamlocationarecomparedwithcomputedvaluesinFig.10(b).The
maximumamplitudeofthemicrophonedataisscaledwiththemaximumamplitudeofthecalculation.Thenon-zero
microphoneresponsefar-upstreamisassociatedwiththewall-pressurefluctuationsoftheturbulentboundarylayer
alongthewind-tunnelceiling.ThesefluctuationsarenotincludedaspartoftheCFDcalculations.Slightlyupstream
oftheslatleadingedge,thenoiselevelrises.Themaximumamplitudeoccursinthemid-chordregionfollowedbya
sharpdropinamplitude.Thequalitativefeaturesofthecomputationsagreeremarkablywellwiththemicrophone
data,andthedirectivityresultsaidedintheredesignoftheacousticarrayforasubsequentwind-tunneltest.

ADVANCEDTOOLS

Althoughgreatstrideshavebeenmadeinsimulatingacousticphenomena,thecostsassociatedwithsomeofthe
calculationsareclearlylimiting.TheunsteadyRANScalculationofthe2-Dslatsheddingrequiredover100CRAY
hours.Theprojectionfora3-Dproblemisenormous.It isunlikelythatadvancesincomputerpoweralonewillmake
alloftheneededcalculationsfeasible.Tohelpbridgethegapbetweenavailableresourcesandneededsimulations,
someadvancedmethodologiesarebeingdevelopedthataremuchmoreefficientandaccuratethantraditional
methods.Twomainpathsarebeingexplored.Mostgridsusedtodayarestillblock-structured,andthemacro-element
techniqueisbeingdevelopedtoprovidemoreaccurateinterfaceconditionsthatcanberetrofittedintocurrentcodes
andusedinnewcodeswithhigh-orderfinite-differencespatialoperators.Theothertechniquebeingdevelopedisthe
discontinuousGalerkinwhichprovideshigh-orderonunstructuredgrids.

DISCONTINUOUSGALERKIN
Theprocessofgeneratingablock-structuredmeshwiththesmoothnessrequiredforhigh-accuracyschemesisa

time-consumingprocessoftenmeasuredinweeksormonths.Unstructuredgridsaboutcomplexgeometriesaremore
easilygenerated,andforthisreason,methodsusingunstructuredgridshavegainedfavorforaerodynamicanalyses.
However,theyhavenotbeenutilizedforacousticsproblemsbecausethemethodsaregenerallylow-orderand
incapableofpropagatingwaveswithoutunacceptablelevelsofdissipationanddispersion.Attemptstoextend
finite-differenceandfinite-volumemethodsforunstructuredgridstohigh-orderbyincreasingthestencilsizehave
introducedstorageandrobustnessproblems.

ThediscontinuousGalerkinmethod[23,24]isacompactfinite-elementprojectionmethodthatprovidesapractical
frameworkforthedevelopmentofahigh-ordermethodusingunstructuredgrids.Higher-orderaccuracyisobtained
byrepresentingthesolutionasahigh-degreepolynomialwhosetimeevolutionisgovernedbyalocalGalerkin
projection.Thisapproachresultsinacompactandrobustmethodwhoseaccuracyisinsensitivetomeshsmoothness.
ThetraditionalimplementationofthediscontinuousGalerkinusesquadraturefortheevaluationoftheintegral
projectionsandisprohibitivelyexpensive.AtkinsandShu[25]introducedthequadrature-freeformulationinwhich
theintegralsareevaluateda-prioriandexactlyforasimilarityelement.Theapproachhasbeendemonstratedto
possesstheaccuracyrequiredforacousticsevenincaseswherethegridisnotsmooth.Otherissuessuchasboundary
conditionsandthetreatmentofnon-linearfluxeshavealsobeenstudiedinearlierwork[26,27].

A majoradvantageofthediscontinuousGalerkinmethodisthatitscompactformreadilypermitsa
non-heterogeneoustreatmentofaproblem.Thatis,theshapeofelementsused,thedegreeofapproximation,eventhe
choiceofgoverningequations,canbeallowedtovaryfromelementtoelementwithnolossofrigorinthemethod.
Totakeadvantageofthisflexibility,anobject-orientedC++computerprogramthatimplementsthediscontinuous
Galerkinmethodhasbeendevelopmentandvalidated.However,manyoftheapplicationshaveinvolvedbenchmark
problemsforaeroacoustics[5]withrelativelysimpletwo-dimensionalgeometriesandlinearizedequationswith
uniformmeanflows.Recentworkhasbeenaimedataddingandvalidatingadditionallycapabilitythatisessentialto
theaeroacousticanalysisoflargecomplexconfigurations.

Currentapplicationsofthemethodinvolvethree-dimensionalproblems,thetreatmentofnonuniformmeanflows,
viscousflows,andtheefficientuseofparallelcomputingplatforms.Withthesenewcapabilities,thistoolwillenable
rapidaeroacousticanalysesofrealisticaircraftconfigurations.Whencoupledwithcurrentlyavailablegridgenerators
andlargeparallelcomputers,theentireprocessofmeshgeneration,problemsetup,andcalculationcanbeperformed
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Figure11.Densitycontoursandstreamlinesforflowoveracircularcylinder.TheMachnumberis0.4andthe
Reynoldsnumberis150.Darklinesrepresentmacro-elementboundaries.

rapidly.

MACRO-ELEMENTFINITE-DIFFERENCE
ThemostcommonapproachusedtohandlecomplexgeometriesinCFDistheuseofblock-structuredgrids.There

aremanydifferentvarietiesincludingone-to-onepointmatching,arbitrarypatching,andoversetzonalboundaries,
butallrequiresomesortofmethodtotransferinformationbetweenthedifferentblocks.Mostcodesrelyon
low-orderinterpolationformulasthatcanproducesmallbutobviousartificialdiscontinuitiesintheflowvariables
acrosstheboundaries.Theproblemisusuallymuchmoresevereforunsteadyproblemswhenthegridisnot
sufficientlyfine.Furthermore,interfaceconditionsgenerallydonothavesuitableerrorpropertiesandcontributeto
thenearlyuniversalproblemofcodesnotconvergingtodesignaccuracyforrealisticproblems.Still,therehasbeena
greatdealofresearchintothepropermethodologiesforsolvingdiscreteequationsefficientlyonstructuredgrids,and
structuredgridscontinuetobepreferredforboundarylayerflows.

InadditiontothestandardproblemsinCFD,mostpractitionersinvolvedinunsteadycomputations,including
aeroacoustics,prefertousestructuredmeshes.At severalworkshops[4,5]oncomputationalaeroacoustics,
high-order,finite-differencemethodshavebeenshowntobemuchmoreefficientatminimizingdissipationand
dispersioninpropagatingacousticwavesthantraditionalmethodswithmanygridpoints.However,finite-difference
methodsperformbestonsmooth,structuredgridswhichareoftendifficulttogenerate.Furthermore,high-order
methodsoftensufferfromrobustnessandstabilityproblemsstemmingfromnon-smoothmeshesanddiscontinuous
flows.Blockingallowsstructuredgridstobeusedaroundcomplexgeometries,andmakesit somewhateasierto
makethegridssmooth.However,standardpatchingtechniquesarewhollyunsuitedforhigh-ordermethods,
especiallyforunsteadyflows.Notonlydotheynotprovideadequateaccuracy,theyareoftenunstable.High-order
methodswouldalsobenefitfrominterfaceconditionsthatcouldbeusedtobreakuplargerdomainssothat
subdomainscouldberunondifferentnodesofaparallelcomputer.Withthecontinuedadvancementsinparallel
computerscomprisedofmanyscalarprocessors,thisisbecomingaveryimportantissue.

Inacoordinatedeffort,Carpenteret al. [28, 29] have developed high-order patching conditions with both order and
stability proofs for high-order methods. The individual blocks are referred to as macro-elements. The only
requirement for the grid is that the interface be point matched, or Co, but the derivatives may be discontinuous.

Although not completely general, it does provide some significant flexibility in grid generation and is useful for

splitting up a domain for a parallel computation. Conditions for fourth- and sixth-order explicit as well as
fourth-order compact have been developed. Figure 11 shows density contours and streamlines around a circular
cylinder with a grid partitioned into macro-elements. The Mach number is 0.4 and the Reynolds number is 150 which

produces strong vortex shedding. Notice that there are nearly triangular shaped elements in the vicinity of the
cylinder, yet there is no apparent distortion to the contours or streamlines. The macro-element conditions are general

enough that they could even be used as interface conditions for an unstructured grid.

LOW-STORAGE RUNGE-KUTTA

Although most of the previous discussion has focused on the spatial operators, it is just as important to maintain

temporal accuracy in unsteady problems. Explicit Runge-Kutta time-stepping provides a simple way to obtain
high-accuracy in time, but most of the classical formulas have high memory requirements to store many previous

solutions or residuals. Kennedy et al. [30] have developed fourth- and fifth-order explicit Runge-Kutta formulas that
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onlyrequire2NstorageforN unknowns. This can be a substantial savings in memory, and can also be very

beneficial in the run time on cache-based computers which are often limited by memory access. Furthermore, some of
the new Runge-Kutta methods have embedded lower-order formulas that allow for automated time-stepping by using

the solutions from the two orders to determine if there is too much error and the time step needs to be decreased.

A difficulty with explicit time stepping for unsteady problems is that the time step must be chosen to keep the

smallest cell in the entire grid stable. In boundary layer flows with strong clustering towards walls, this can result in a
time-step orders of magnitude smaller than what is needed for temporal accuracy. Research is ongoing into different

implicit methods that can be used in regions where the grid spacing is extremely small.

SUMMARY

Despite the simplifications used in the examples, the cost of performing many of the acoustic calculations was still
very high. Just obtaining a highly resolved mean flow for a high-lift flap system required 50 CRAY C-90 hours, and

an unsteady RANS of a two-dimensional slat problem required over 100 hours. Nonetheless, some significant insight
has been gained by applying currently available computational techniques to problems of interest. Typically, the

calculations concentrated on resolving certain frequency ranges rather than trying to solve for all of the scales
simultaneously. Because many important noise sources are narrow band, this approach is appropriate. The noise

generated from vortex-shedding at a slat trailing edge is a good example in which this approach was taken, and a
previously unknown noise source was identified. There remain many problems that cannot be solved today, and some
of the efforts at NASA Langley to develop advanced tools that will enable the next generation of acoustic simulations

have been highlighted.
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ABSTRACT

A transient model of the Propulsion Test Article (PTA) Helium Pressurization System was developed using the

Generalized Fluid System Simulation Program (GFSSP). The model included feed lines from the facility interface

to the engine purge interface and Liquid Oxygen (LOX) and Rocket Propellant 1 (RP-1) tanks, the propellant tanks

themselves including ullage space and propellant feed lines to their respective pump interfaces. GFSSP's capability

was extended to model a control valve to maintain ullage pressure within a specified limit and pressurization

processes such as heat transfer between ullage gas, propellant and the tank wall. The purpose of the model is to

predict the flow system characteristics in the entire pressurization system during 80 seconds of lower feed system

priming, 420 seconds of fuel and LOX pump priming and 150 seconds of engine firing. Subsequent to the work

presented here, the PTA model has been updated to include the LOX and RP-1 pumps, while the pressurization

option itself has been modified to include the effects of mass transfer. This updated model will be compared with
PTA test data as it becomes available.

INTRODUCTION

The Propulsion Test Article (PTA) provides a test bed environment to evaluate low cost solutions to booster

technology. PTA consists of Liquid Oxygen (LOX) and Rocket Propellant 1 (RP-1) tanks with a total useable

propellant load of 44000 lbs. The pressurization system is one of the major PTA subsystems. This system provides

helium to the propellant tanks for pressurization, to valves for actuation, and to the engine for purges. A model was

built to verify by analysis that the Main Propulsion System (MPS)/engine helium system requirements are met.

The pressurization system of PTA consists of a LOX tank and an RP-1 tank that are both pressurized by helium. A

mathematical model was required to predict the ullage and propellant conditions for PTA during pressurization for

lower feed system priming, pump priming, and engine firing. The model prediction will ensure that the helium

system can provide adequate helium flow to both propellant tanks and the engine, the temperature levels inside the

tanks remain within acceptable limits, and the propellant interface pressure satisfies the Net Positive Suction

Pressure (NPSP) requirements of its respective pump. The pressurization of a propellant tank is a complex

thermodynamic process with heat and mass transfer in a stratified environment. Ring[l] described the physical

processes and heat transfer correlation in his monograph. Epstein and Anderson[2] developed an equation for the

prediction of cryogenic pressurant requirements for axisymmetric propellant tanks. Recently, Van Dresar[3]

improved the accuracy of Epstein and Anderson's correlation for liquid hydrogen tanks. A computer program[4]

was also developed for Marshall Space Flight Center to simulate pressurization sequencing for the LOX and

hydrogen tanks in the Technology Test Bed. This program employs a single node thermodynamic ullage model to

calculate the ullage pressure based on ideal gas law, heat transfer and mixing. McRight[5] estimated the helium



requirementandsizedtheflowcontrolorificesbasedonchokedflow assumptionsfor thePTAHelium
PressurizationSystem.

Theobjectiveofthepresentworkis todevelopanintegratedmathematicalmodelfromthefacilityheliumsupply
interfacetothePTA/engineinterfacestomodelpressurizationpriortoandduringengineoperation.Themodelhas
fourprimaryfunctions.Theyare:

a. ToverifybyanalysisthattheMPS/enginerequirementsaremet.
b. TopredicttheflowrateandpressuredistributionoftheheliumsupplylinefeedingboththeLOXand

RP-1tanks,
c. Topredicttheullageconditionsconsideringheatandmasstransferbetweentheullage,propellantand

thetankwall,
d. Topredictthepropellantconditionsleavingthetank.

TheGeneralizedFluidSystemSimulationProgram(GFSSP)[6]hasbeenusedtodevelopthismodel.GFSSPisa
generalpurposefluidflowsimulationprogramformodelingsteadystateandtransientflowdistributioninafluid
network.ThetransientcapabilityofGFSSPhasrecentlybeenextended[7]tomodelthepressurizationprocessina
propellanttank.A simple5-nodemodelwasdevelopedtotestthenumericalstabilityandphysicalsensitivityofthe
formulation.ThepredictedpressurantrequirementwasalsoverifiedbycomparingwithEpsteinandAnderson's[2]
correlation.

ThispaperdescribesanintegratedGFSSPmodeloftheHeliumPressurizationSystemofPTA.Themodelextends
fromfacilityinterfacetoenginepurgeandpumpinterfaces.It includesallpiping,fittings,orificesandvalves.Both
RP-1andLOXtanksareincludedinthemodel.Eachpropellanttankhasadiffuserandcontrolsystem.Pressure
andtemperaturearespecifiedattheinterfaces.Thepurposeofthemodelistopredictthepressureandflowrate
distributionin theentiresystem.GFSSPpredictionsof heliumrequirementshavealsobeencomparedwith

McRight's[5] analysis.

GFSSP MODEL

An integrated GFSSP model of the Helium Pressurization System of PTA is shown in Figure 1. The model consists

of 61 nodes and 60 branches. The model contains six boundary nodes, which are listed along with the interface they

represent in Table 1.

Table 1. PTA Boundary Node Locations

Boundary Node

1

61

Interface

Facility

Engine (Purge)

53 Ullage-propellant (LOX Tank)

55 LOX Pump

30 Ullage-propellant (RP- 1 Tank)

32 RP- 1 Pump

It may be noted that the nodes representing the ullage-propellant interface (Node 53 and 30) are pseudo-boundary

nodes. The code uses the calculated ullage pressure at the previous time step instead of pressures provided by the

user through history files. Helium enters into the system from the facility interface through 1.5 inch outside

diameter (OD) tubing. From this main line, helium is distributed into three parallel branches. The first branching

takes place after 128 inches of tubing. This branch supplies helium to the engine for engine purges through 0.75

inch OD tubing. The second branching takes place 305 inches downstream of the first branch. This branch supplies

helium to the LOX tank using 1.0-inch OD tubing. The remainder of the helium line is routed to pressurize the RP-1

tank using 0.75-inch OD tubing. All tubing sizes have a wall thickness of 0.109 inches. The lines leading to the

LOX and RP-1 tanks each have two parallel legs, one of which remains closed during a given operation. The left leg

of the circuit is used to pressurize the tank during lower feed system priming and pump priming operations while the

right leg of the circuit is used to pressurize the tank just prior to and during engine firing. In the model discussed in



thispaper,settingahighresistanceintheappropriatebrancheseliminatedtheflowtothelegnotbeingusedforthat
particularrun.

MODEL RESULTS

The GFSSP model shown in Figure 1 was broken into six separate runs that covered a period of 650 seconds,

beginning at -500 seconds before engine start and continuing to +150 seconds after engine start using a time step of

0.1 second. The first three runs represent the lower feed system priming, the next two runs represent the pump

priming and the final run represents the engine firing. The model was broken into multiple runs to accurately model

the various propellant flow rates required at different stages of operation. These flow rates were achieved by

altering the orifice sizes in branches 1054 and 1031 of Figure 1 until GFSSP predicted the calculated flow rate for

that particular period of operation.

The first run is a steady state analysis, which is used exclusively to obtain an initial solution for use in the first

transient run. Each run thereafter uses the previous run's final time step solution as its initial condition. The second

run begins at -500 seconds and runs for one second to -499 seconds. During this time there is no flow leaving either

the LOX or RP-1 tank. The ullages of each tank are initially at a pressure of 14.7 psia with their respective ullage

pressure control set points set to a nominal pressure of 20 psia with a plus or minus 3 psi control band. The third run

lasts for 79 seconds, beginning at -499 seconds and ending at -420 seconds. The ullage pressure control remains at a

set point of 20 psia while there is now a 0.12 lbm/s propellant bleed flow from the LOX tank and a 0.1 lbm/s

propellant bleed flow from the RP-1 tank. During a test, the RP-1 system is primed before the LOX system, but for

simplicity, both propellant systems are primed at the same time during the analysis.

The fourth run covers a 60 second duration from -420 seconds to -360 seconds. At the beginning of this run the

ullage pressure control set points increase to 67 psia for the LOX tank and 50 psia for the RP-1 tank with a plus or

minus 3 psi control band. The propellant bleed flow rates see an increase to 1 lbm/s for the LOX tank and 0.25

lbm/s for the RP-1 tank. At the end of this run the RP-1 bleed is closed and the system is considered primed. The

fifth run encompasses the remaining 360 seconds before engine start from -360 seconds to 0 seconds. The ullage

pressure control set points remain the same for the first 240 seconds of this run. At -120 seconds prepress occurs

and the set points for each tank rise by 5 psi, resulting in nominal set points of 72 psia for the LOX tank and 55 psia

for the RP-1 tank with a plus or minus 3 psi control band. The propellant bleed flow rate for LOX remains at 1

lbm/s and there is no RP-1 propellant bleed flow during this time.

The sixth and final run covers the 150 second engine firing period from 0 seconds to +150 seconds. Initially, the

ullage pressure control set points remain at their prepress values, but after 3 seconds they drop 5 psi to the run

pressure of 67 psia for the LOX tank and 50 psia for the RP-1 tank with a plus or minus 3 psi control band.

Propellant flow to the engine is 139 lbm/s for LOX and 64 lbm/s for RP-1.

PRESSURE

Figure 2 shows the predicted pressure history of the RP-1 ullage, RP-1 tank bottom, LOX ullage and LOX tank

bottom pressures. The difference in pressure between the tank bottom and ullage is the gravitational head, which

slowly reduces as propellant is drained from the tank. The saw tooth nature of the pressure profiles is due to the

control valves that are set to close or open as the ullage pressures rise above or fall below the prescribed control

band. This is especially evident in the LOX pressure predictions, where the propellant bleed flow and the ullage

thermal characteristics cause enough pressure drop in the tank to cycle the control valve repeatedly. On the other

hand the RP-1 propellant bleed flow is low enough that once the control valve closes there is not enough subsequent

pressure drop in the tank to open the valve again until the next change in the ullage pressure control set point. Thus,

the RP-1 pressure predictions appear as a series of straight lines prior to engine start.

Valve cycling is quite pronounced in both the LOX and RP-1 tank pressure predictions once the engine starts. The

pressure predictions show that during engine firing the maximum tank bottom pressure in the RP-1 tank is 61.5 psia

while the LOX tank bottom pressure achieves a maximum value of 83.5 psia. These maximum values are seen



duringthefirstthreesecondsofenginefiringwhentheullagepressurecontrolsetpointsarestillattheirprepress
levels.It isalsoobservedthatthefrequencyofpressureoscillationis largerin theLOXtankthantheRP-1tank.
Thisobservationisattributabletothehighervolumetricflowratesandtheullagethermalcollapseassociatedwith
theLOXtankascomparedtothoserequiredfortheRP-1tank.

TEMPERATURE

Figure3showsthepredictedullagetemperaturehistoryintheRP-1tank.Initiallywallandpropellanttemperatures
wereassumedequalat70°F.HeattransferbetweentheullagegasandwallisnotverysignificantintheRP-1tank
andasaresultthetankwalltemperatureremainsapproximatelyconstantoverthe500secondsbeforeenginestart
andrisesonlytwodegreesduringthe150secondenginefiring.Ullagetemperature,ontheotherhand,experiences
twosignificanttemperaturespikesinthe500secondsbeforeenginestart.Thesespikesareassociatedwithincreases
in theullagepressuresetpoints(-493sec,-416sec)andtheassumptionthattheheliumentersat 120°F. The
second,andlargest,spikepeaksat96°Fbutullagetemperaturedropsdownto71°Fbeforeenginestart.During
enginefiring,ullagetemperatureincreasesbyabout28°Fduetomixingandpressurization.Ullagetemperature
diminishesslightlyduringtheperiodofvalveclosure.Thisisduetoheattransferfromtheullagegastothewall.

Thepredictedullagetemperaturehistoryin theLOXtankisshowninFigure4.TheLOXullagetemperatureis
assumedtobeinitiallyat-260°Fwhilethetankwalltemperatureisassumedtobeinitiallyat-300°F. Thetank
walltemperatureriseismorepronouncedintheLOXtankthantheRP-1tank,rising43°Foverthecourseofthe
650-secondrun.UnlikeRP-1,LOXullagetemperaturefluctuatesthroughoutthe500secondsbeforeenginestart
dueto valvecycling.Duringthistime,temperaturespikessimilarto thosediscussedwith RP-1, which are

associated with increase in the ullage pressure set points (-494 sec, -417 sec), are evident. The largest LOX ullage

temperature spike peaks at a value of -88 °F but drops back to -255 °F at engine start. During engine firing, the

temperature rise is 173 °F. The higher temperature rise in the LOX tank is primarily due to the fact that the LOX

ullage is initially assumed to be at -260 °F and mixes with helium at 120 °F. On the other hand, the initial

temperature difference between the RP-1 ullage and the helium pressurant is much smaller. The other contributing

factor is the higher helium flow rate into the LOX tank.

MASS FLOW RATE

Figure 5 shows the helium flow rates. Helium flow rate varies over time due to the opening and closing of the

control valves. The flow from the facility interface is distributed to three branches. A nearly constant flow rate

(about 0.4 lbm/sec) is predicted to the engine purge interface for engine purges. The maximum flow rates to the

LOX and RP-1 tanks are about 0.34 lbm/sec and 0.085 lbm/sec, respectively. Table 2 shows a comparison of

GFSSP helium flow predictions with McRight's[3] pressurization analysis model.

Facility
0.825

Table 2. Comparison between GFSSP and MeRight's[3] Helium Flow Rates

GFSSP McRight

(lbm/sec) (lbm/sec)

LOX RP-1 l Purge Facility LOX [RP-1 Purge0.34 0.085 0.4 1.00 0.35 0.1 0.55

The comparison shown in Table 2 appears reasonable considering that McRight's analysis did not consider pressure

loss in lines and fittings and choked flow rate through the orifice was calculated based on a facility pressure of 765

psia. GFSSP calculates pressure drop through the line, therefore the choked flow rate at lower pressure is evidently

less than McRight' s prediction.

The propellant flow rates from RP-1 and LOX tanks are shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the RP-1 and LOX

propellant flow rates in the period prior to engine start. All flow rates were achieved by altering the restrictions

downstream of the LOX and RP-1 tanks to match the flow rates required at that point in time. This was done

because of a lack of proper flow geometry information downstream of the propellant tanks. The observed



oscillationinflowrateisduetotheullagepressurecontrolband.It shouldbenotedthatthismodelisbasedon
prescribedpressuresatinletandoutletboundary.Thisoscillatingflowpredictioncanbeeliminatedbyextending
themodelfurtherdownstreamtoincludethepumpsandappropriateresistancesthepumpsmustovercomeinthe
system.

SUMMARYOFRESULTS

TheGFSSPmodelofthePTApressurizationsystempredictsthefollowingflowsystemcharacteristicsduringthe
150-secondengineoperationperiodoftherunexceptwherenoted.

AverageLOXullagepressure=67.2psia
AverageLOXtankbottompressure=73.0psia
LOXtemperature= 160R
AverageLOXflowratetotheengine=139.0lbm/sec
TotalLOXsupplyinthecomplete650secondrun=324ft3
LOXullagetemperatureriseinthecomplete650secondrun=173R

AverageRP-1ullagepressure=50.1psia
AverageRP-1tankbottompressure=52.6psia
RP-1temperature=530R
AverageRP-1flowratetotheengine=62.4lbm/sec
TotalRP-1supplyinthecomplete650secondrun= 198ft3
RP-1ullagetemperatureriseinthecomplete650secondrun=29R

MaximumHeliumflowratetoLOXtank=0.34lbm/sec
MaximumHeliumflowratetoRP-1tank=0.085lbm/sec
AverageHeliumflowratetoEngineInterface=0.4lbm/sec
MaximumHeliumflowratefromFacilityInterface=0.825lbm/sec

CONCLUSIONS

A detailednumericalmodelofapressurizationsystemconsistingofLOXandRP-1tankswasdeveloped
usingtheGeneralizedFluidSystemSimulationProgram.GFSSP'spressurizationcapabilitywasfurther
extendedbydevelopinganumericalmodelforsimulatingacontrolsystemformaintainingullagepressure
withinaspecifiedlimit.GFSSP'spredictedpressurehistoryshowstheevidenceofopeningandclosingof
valvesduringthedrainingofpropellantfromthetank.Themodelalsopredictsthevariationof valve
cyclingfrequencydueto changesin theflowrate,ullagevolumeandheattransfer.Futureworkwill
includeaddingtheLOX andRP-1pumpsto themodelfor a morerealisticpredictionof system
characteristicsaswellasmodifyingthepressurizationoptionto accountfortheeffectsofmasstransfer
frompropellanttotheullage.Modelpredictionswill be compared with measured data from PTA tests.
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ABSTRACT

Results of the International Space Station (ISS) Node 2 Internal Active Thermal Control System (IATCS)

gross leakage analysis are presented for evaluating total leakage flow rates and volume discharge caused by a

gross leakage event (i.e. open boundary condition). A Systems Improved Numerical Differencing Analyzer

and Fluid Integrator (S1NDA85/FLU1NT) thermal hydraulic mathematical model (THMM) representing the

Node 2 IATCS was developed to simulate system performance under steady-state nominal conditions as well

as the transient flow effect resulting from an open line exposed to ambient. The objective of the analysis was

to determine the adequacy of the leak detection software in limiting the quantity of fluid lost during a gross

leakage event to within an acceptable level.

INTRODUCTION

Within the pressurized elements of the International Space Station (ISS), requirements exist to ensure a safe,

habitable environment for the crew. Internal Active Thermal Control Systems (IATCS), typically pumped

coolant loops utilizing a non-hazardous working fluid, have constraints on touch temperature, maximum

design pressure and leakage. This paper addresses "gross" leakage, or leakage that is much greater than

normal, specification leakage. Node 2 is required to limit the internal heat transport fluid leakage to no

greater than one gallon per gross leakage event 1.

The quantity of fluid expelled during a gross leakage event is clearly defined, however the duration is only

bounded in general terms by the "event." Node 2 utilizes software to control IATCS functions, and thus,

hardware and software response times must be taken into account to quantify the leakage "event." The

applicable software time constraints for gross leakage failure detection, isolation and recovery (FDIR) are as

follows2:

Time Averaged Accumulator Quantity Sensor Data

Data Transfer Latency to INTSYS

1NTSYS Command to Node 2 Latency

Pump Package Assembly (PPA) Response

1.7 seconds

1.0 seconds

2.0secoMs

0.5secoMs

Total Time 5.2 seconds



Therefore,an"event"of 5.2secondsmustbeanalyzedto determinecomplianceof theNode2 IATCS
hardwareandsoftware(FDIR)designswiththegrossleakagerequirement•Thispaperpresentsananalysisof
agrossleakageeventfortheNode2IATCS.

NODE2 IATCS DESCRIPTION

The Node 2 IATCS consists of two separate single-phase, water coolant loops• The function of the IATCS is

to provide heat rejection for subsystem avionics equipment, for the environmental control system and for

subsystems and payloads within elements attached to Node 2. The two IATCS loops consist of a Low

Temperature Loop (LTL), that provides coolant temperatures in the range of 38-43 °F, and a Moderate

Temperature Loop (MTL), that provides coolant temperatures in the range of 61-65 °F. The Node 2 IATCS

is schematically shown in Figure 1.

LOW TEMPERATURE LOOP

l;STBD NAD

RACK RACK

MODERATE TEMPERATURE LOOP

<

JEM,

I I I

>

Figure 1. Node 2 IATCS

Each loop contains a Pump Package Assembly (PPA), capable of providing a mass flow rate of 3000 lbm/hr,

and a System Flow Control Assembly (SFCA) that maintains a constant differential pressure across the

system• Thermal control components include an ammonia/water heat exchanger, a Three-Way Mix Valve

(TWMV), which controls the water supply temperature to subsystems and attached elements, and a

regenerative heat exchanger (LTL only)•

The PPA contains a centrifugal pump and an accumulator that maintains sufficient pressure at the pump inlet

to avoid cavitation• The bellows within the accumulator is pressurized by gaseous nitrogen, actively

controlled by a Nitrogen Interface Assembly (NIA). As will be presented, the accumulator plays a significant

role, in addition to the pump, to the total fluid leakage during a gross leakage event• The accumulator has a

gas side maximum design pressure of 35 psia, and a nominal operational pressure in the range of 18 to

30 psia. The accumulator has a fluid capacity of 680 in 3 + 30 in 3 (2.8 gal. to 3.1 gal.) 3. An accumulator

TFAWS 99 2



quantitysensorindicatesthelevelof waterwithintheaccumulator,andat59%,promptsthesoftwareto
initiatetheshutdownprocedure4.

SINDA85/FLUINTTHERMALHYDRAULIC MATHMATICAL MODEL

The gross leakage analysis is based on the Node 2 Design Review 1 (DR1) S1NDA85/FLU1NT IATCS

Thermal Hydraulic Mathematical Model (THMM) developed by Alenia Aerospazio 5. In order to analyze the

transient, gross leakage event, a plenum at ambient pressure was added downstream of the leakage location,

and inertia effects were added for all fluid lines. The most significant change to the model was logic added to

simulate the transient pressure within the accumulator.

The mathematical model fluid network is constructed of "lumps" and "paths" and a set of governing equations

are developed and solved within SINDA85/FLUINT. Three types of "lumps" exist within

S1NDA85/FLU1NT: tank, junction and plenum. The Node 2 IATCS model primarily consists of tanks (finite

volume) and junctions (zero volume), with a plenum _infinite volume) added to provide a "pressure" sink for

the leakage location.

The algebraic forms of the mass and energy conservahon equations for junctions are:

Zm=O

Eh;+6--0
where:

m mass flow rate

h donor enthalpy

(_ lump energy source or sink term.

Similarly, the governing equations for tanks are differential forms of the mass and energy conservation

equations:

__m - dM
dt

_--_hm+Q-P V+ VC =--_-

where:

M

P

V
V

C

U

lump mass

lump pressure

volumetric flow rate

lump volume

tank wall compliance factor

lump internal energy term.
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ThegoverningdifferentialequationfortubesisaformofNewton'ssecondlaw:

dm A

dt L hJ .2
•F" -]ppo_ 2

AP + HC + FC m m +ACre FK m
2pA 2

where:

AP pressure difference
A tube flow area

L tube length

HC head coefficient (pressure, body force)

AC tube recoverable loss coefficient

FC tube irrecoverable loss coefficient

FK tube head loss coefficient

vPOW flow rate exponent for FC; function of flow regime (ranges from 0,laminar, to 1, fully turbulent)

p fluid density.

Connectors can change flow rate instantaneously, and are governed by a linear algebraic constraint equation:

, / /• n+l _ m -n+l • n

m : A_i- Ap j n+l+ m

where:

i, j upstream and downstream lumps

n current time step

n+l next time step.

The accumulator pressure can vary between 35 psia and 18 psia during operation. The accumulator pressure

has a significant effect on the quantity of fluid expelled during a gross leakage event 6, and must be modeled

as a function of time to accurately predict the fluid expulsion. The accumulator is modeled as a reversible

isothermal process, represented by the equation:

PV = constant = Pig1 : P2V2

where:

P

V

1,2

nitrogen pressure

nitrogen volume

nitrogen pressure and volume at t and t+At.

The nominal pre-charge accumulator volumes are 80% water and 20% nitrogen. Based on the variation of

the volume specification (680 in 3 + 30 in3), the resulting PVconsta_t differs and must be considered.

The volumetric increase of nitrogen, compensating for the volumetric water expulsion, is calculated by:

V2 = Vl-}- V A t
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where:

V

At
volumetric flow rate of water expelled from the system

computational time step.

The transient nitrogen pressure is then calculated by:

P2 = PVconstant/V2

ANALYSIS

Leakage scenarios were developed for both the MTL and LTL. These scenarios assume a critical Quick

Disconnect (QD) seal failure at the Node 2 to attached element(s) IATCS interface. The scenarios analyzed

were:

• Leakage at Node 2 to CAM MTL supply interface

• Leakage at CAM to Node 2 MTL return interface

• Leakage at Node 2 to MPLM LTL supply interface

• Leakage at MPLM to Node 2 LTL return interface

• Leakage at Node 2 to CAM LTL supply interface

• Leakage at CAM to Node 2 LTL return interface.

Steady state and transient simulations were performed for each leakage scenario. FASTIC and STDSTL

solution routines were used to establish nominal, steady-state conditions prior to analyzing the gross leakage

event. The FWDBCK solution routine was used for the transient analysis of the event. The computational

time step was limited to no greater than 0.1 seconds 7.

S1NDA85/FLUINT analysis results for the aforementioned scenarios showed that the "leakage at Node 2 to

CAM MTL return interface" provided the most severe leakage path in which to assess the IATCS system 6.

This scenario was considered for the purpose of this paper.

LEAKAGE AT CAM TO NODE 2 MTL RETURN INTERFACE

This scenario assumes that leakage occurs at the Quick Disconnect (QD) located on the Node 2 side of the

CAM MTL return line. The QD on the CAM side of the return line is assumed to "seal" upon disconnection.

Figure 2 depicts the IATCS MTL nodal network and leakage area. At the onset of the leakage event, nominal

flow through the CAM from the supply line is "shut off" due to the sealed QD on the return line. The leakage

area for the failed QD is calculated based on 100% exposure of the line cross-sectional area (0.3872 in2). The

failed QD is exposed to an ambient pressure of 14.25 psia which coincides with the U. S. Laboratory (USL)

module nitrogen introduction threshold.

TFAWS 99 5
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Two cases were analyzed to assess the effects of accumulator volume on leakage quantity. The minimum and

maximum accumulator volumes (650 in 3 and 710 in 3) were analyzed assuming a nitrogen pre-charge pressure

of 35 psia.

Leakage detection is based on a 59% accumulator water level. PPA shutdown is complete at 5.2 seconds

after detection. If the accumulator pressure drops below 18 psia and remains under 18 psia for 6 seconds

prior to PPA shutdown, re-pressurization from the NIA will occur. However, for these analyses, re-

pressurization was not considered.

RESULTS

Results for the two cases are summarized in Table 2 and shown in Figures 3 through 5 and Figures 6

through 8.

Case Total Initial Initial Time at Volume Accumulator NIA

Number Accumulator Gas Gas Leak Leaked at Pressure at Re-press

Vol. (cu. in.) Volume Pressure Detection Pump Pump Before

(psia) (sec) Shutdown Shutdown Pump

(gal) (psia) Shutdown

1 650 20% 35 3.0 0.91 14.25 No

2 710 20% 35 3.3 > 1.0 N/A Yes

Table 2. Results of Leakage at CAM to Node 2 MTL Return Interface Analysis
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Figures3 through5 showthetransientaccumulatorpressure,totalleakageflowrateandtotalvolumetric
leakageforanaccumulatorvolumeof650in3. FromFigure4,theleakagecontributionfromthePPAis
constant.However,thecontributionfromtheaccumulator(back-flow)decaysrapidlyaftertheinitialspikeas
aresultofthedecreasingaccumulatorpressure.Figure5showsthatthetotalquantityoffluidexpelledduring
theeventisapproximately0.91gallons,whichisincompliancewiththerequirement.
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Figure 3. Transient Accumulator Pressure
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Figures6 through8 showthetransientaccumulatorpressure,totalleakageflowrateandtotalvolumetric
leakageforanaccumulatorvolumeof710in3.Asfromthepreviousresults,thetrendsareidentical.From
Figure6,theleakagecontributionfromthePPAisconstant.Again,thecontributionfromtheaccumulator
(back-flow)decaysrapidlyaftertheinitialspikeasaresultofthedecreasingaccumulatorpressure.Figure8
showsthatthetotalquantityof fluidexpelledduringtheeventis approximately0.92gal,whichis in
compliancewiththerequirement.However,fromFigure6,theaccumulatorpressureisbelow18psiafor
morethan6secondspriortoPPAshutdownandre-pressurizationoftheaccumulatormustoccur.If re-
pressurizationhasbeenaccountedfor,thetotalquantityoffluidexpelledwouldexceed1.0gal.
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Figure 6. Transient Accumulator Pressure
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CONCLUSIONS

For an accumulator pre-charge ratio of 80% water and 20% nitrogen and a pressure of 35 psia, an

accumulator of 650 in 3 (minimum hardware specification) is in compliance with the gross leakage

requirement with the current FDIR software. However, for the same pre-charge conditions, an accumulator of

710 in 3 (maximum hardware specification) does not satisfy the requirement. Since the accumulator volume

variation is a consequence of the manufacturing process, either the pre-charge water volume (80%) or the

software leak detection threshold (59%) must be altered to insure that the requirement is not violated.
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Abstract

Two numerical procedures, one based on artificial compressibility method and the

other pressure projection method, are outlined fbr obtaining time-accurate solutions of

the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. The perfbrmance of the two method are com-

pared by obtaining unsteady solutions fbr the evolution of twin vortices behind a fiat plate.

Calulated results are compared with experimental and other numerical results. For an un-

steady flow which requires small physical time step, pressure projection method was found

to be computationally efficient since it does not require any subiterations procedure. It was

observed that the artificial compressibility method requires a fast convergence scheme at

each physical time step in order to satisfy incompressibility condition. This was obtained

by using a GMRES-ILU(0) solver in our computations. When a line-relaxation scheme

was used, the time accuracy was degraded and time-accurate computations became very

expensive.

Introduction

The primary objective of this research is to support the design of liquid rocket sys-

tems fbr the Advanced Space Transportation System. Since the space launch systems in

the near future are likely to rely on liquid rocket engines, increasing the efficiency and

reliability of the engine components is an important task. One of the major problems in

the liquid rocket engine is to understand fluid dynamics of fuel and oxidizer flows from

the fuel tank to plume. Turbopumps in liquid rocket engines are one of the biggest source

of vibrations. Understanding the flow through the entire turbopump geometry through

numerical simulation will be of significant value toward design. This will help to improve

safety of future space missions. One of the milestones of this effort is to develop, apply and

demonstrate the capability and accuracy of 3D CFD methods as efficient design analysis

tools on high perfbrmance computer platforms. In order to achieve flange-to-flange entire

turbopump simulations, moving boundary capability and an efficient time-accurate inte-

gration method should be build in the numerical procedure. This paper, in particular, is

concerned with the time integration procedure of incompressible Navier-Stokes equations.

The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations pose a special problem of satisfying the

mass conservation equation because it is not coupled to the momentum equations. To

satisfy incompressibility various procedures can be selected depending on the choice of for-

mulations, variables, discretization and iterative schemes. In this paper, two fbrmulations



areconsidered,the first onebasedon an artificial compressibilitymethod and the second
one on a pressureprojection method. The artificial compressibilitymethodI takes ad-
vantageof the advancesmadein conjunctionwith compressibleflow computations. This
approachrelaxesthe requirementof enforcingmassconservationequation rigorously at
eachtime iteration, however,at the expenseof introducing anartificial wavephenomenon.
This approachcanbeviewedasa specialcaseof apreconditionedcompressibleflow tbrmu-
lation. However,the computationalefficiencyis in generalbetter than that of compressible
flow solversat the incompressiblelimit. This approachhasbeenshownto bevery robust
in a wide rangeof applications2-4.

The first primitive variablemethod for incompressibleflow wasdevelopedby Harlow
and Welch5 usingpressureprojection. Numerousvariantshavebeendevelopedsince. In
this method,the pressureis usedasamappingparameterto satisfythecontinuity equation.
The usualcomputationalprocedureinvolveschoosingthe pressurefield at the current time
step suchthat continuity is satisfiedat the next time step. The time step is advancedin
multiple steps(fractional step) which is computationally convenient.However,governing
equationsare not coupledasin an artificial compressibilityapproach.This will affect the
robustnessand linfit the maximum allowabletime stepsize. Sincethis approachis time
accurate,therearecaseswherethe fractional stepsolveris computationallymoreefficient
comparedto the artificial compressibilitymethod5-9.

Various numerical algorithms associatedwith thesemethods have been developed
alongwith accompanyingflow solvers. In the presentpaper, it is intendedto outline the
time integration proceduresof the two methodsdiscussedabove. A new time integration
schemeis alsopresentedfor pressureprojection method. Numericalresultsfrom both for-
mulationsfor the developmentof the twin vorticies1°'11behindthe fiat plate arepresented
in computedresults section.

Artificial Compressibility Formulation

The artificial compressibility algorithm introduces a time-derivative of the pressure

term into the continuity equation; the elliptic-parabolic type partial differential equations

are transtbrmed into the hyperbolic-parabolic type. The artificial compressibility method

by Chorin (1967) can be written as

10p
---+ -o (1)
fl Ot Ox_

Op
- + hi = -ri (2)

Ot Ox_

where t is time, xi the Cartesian coordinates, ui the corresponding velocity components,

p the pressure, /3 artificial compressibility, and h_ contains both convective and viscous

terms. At steady state the pressure term in continuity equation drops out and thus in-

compressibility is recovered. For time accurate computations, this has to be repeated at

each time level to maintain incompressibility at each time step.

In the present study, the time derivatives in the momentum equations are differenced

using a second-order, three-point, backward-difference fbrmula.



3un+l -- 4Un q- Ha-1 = --r n+l (3)
2At

where u and r denote the dependent variable vector and the right hand side vector tbr the

momentum equations, respectively. After the discretization in time, the pseudocompress-

ibilty term and pseudo-time level (rn) are introduced to equations.

1

AT (prt+l,rn+l _ pn+l,rn) = --/iV" U n+l'rn+x

1.5

Z_t (Unq-l'rnq-1 -- UrZq-l'rn) = --rnq-l'rnq-1-- (4)

3un+l,rn _ 4U n q- U rz-1

2At

Here At, At, n, and m denote physical time step, pseudo-time step, physical time level,

and subiteration time level, respectively. The equations are iterated to convergence in

pseudo-time fbr each physical time step until the divergence of the velocity field has been

reduced below a specified tolerance value. This typically requires 10 to 30 subiterations.

The matrix equation is solved iteratively by using a nonfactored Gauss-Seidel type

line-relaxation scheme, 12 which maintains stability and allows a large pseudo-time step to

be taken. Details of the numerical method can be tbund in Ret_. 2-3. GMRES scheme has

also been utilized tbr the solution of the resulting matrix equation la. Computer memory

requirement for the corresponding flow solver (INS3D-UP code) with line-relaxation is

35 times number of grid points in words, and with GMRES-ILU(0) scheme is 220 times

number of grid points in words. Extensive memory requirement tbr GMRES scheme makes

the code unpractical tbr three-dimensional applications. Writing a matrix-free GMRES
solver renmains to be one of the items tbr future enhancemets.

The original version of the INS3D code 2 with pseudocompressibility approach utilized

the Beam-Warming 14 approximate factorization algorithm and central differencing of the

convective terms. Since the convective terms of the resulting equations are hyperbolic,

upwind differencing can be applied to these terms. The current versions of the INS3D-UP

code use flux-difference splitting based on the method of Roe. 15 Chakravarthy 16 outlines a

class of high-accuracy flux-differencing schemes tbr the compressible flow equations. The

third and fifth-order upwind differencing used here is an implementation of these schemes

tbr the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. The upwind differencing leads to a more

diagonal dominant system than does central differencing and does not require a user-

specified artificial dissipation. The viscous flux derivatives are computed by using central

differencing.

Time-accurate artificial compressibility tbrmulation has been used successfully for un-

steady calculations. The only drawback of this tbrmulation is the computational cost due

to subiteration procedure.

Pressure Projection Method

The time integration scheme is based on operator splitting, which can be accomplished

in several ways by combining the pressure, convective, and viscous terms in the momentum



equations.The tractional stepmethodis basedon the decompositionof vector field into a
divergencefreecomponentand gradientof a scalarfield. The commonapplicationof this
method is donein two steps.The first step is to solvetbr an auxiliary velocity field using
the momentumequations. In the secondstep,the velocity field is correctedby using the
pressurewhich can map the auxiliary velocity onto a divergencetree velocity field. The
momentumequationsare discretizedin time using a second-orderimplicit Runga-Kutta
method (RK2) which can alsobe viewedasa predictor-correctormethod.

1 Op _'

At (_ -- _) -- Oxi + h(u_) (5)

and a corrector step

2 / n-b1 0P n-b1 n+l _ __ _}_ h(?t_) ) (6)

where u_ denotes the auxiliary velocity field. The h term in the momentum equations

includes the convective and viscous terms. By using equation (5), equation (6) can be
written as

_i (?t_+ 1 * Op n+l 1
n+l

- _) - o_ + h(_ ) - at(_ - _) (7)

By subtracting equation (5) from equation (7), we obtain

2 (o n+l ' n-t-1

At,. _ -_) =-v_ + h(_ )- h(_) (8)

where p' = p_,+l _ p_. At n + 1 time level, the velocity field has to satisfy the incompress-

ibility condition which is the continuity equation.

V" U n-}-I = 0 (9)

This incompressiblity condition is entbrced by using a Poisson equation tbr pressure.

' Zv.u* (10)V2P = At

The Poisson equation tbr pressure is obtained by taking the divergence of equation (8) and

using equation (9). The only assumption is made in this procedure is that h(u_ _+1) -h(u_')

term in equation 8 is considered small. If the corrector step was explicit, this term would
vanish.

In equations (5) and (7), both convective and viscous terms are treated implicitly.

The residual term at the (,) and (n + 1) level is linearized giving the tbllowing equations
in delta tbrm

+ _ (_* - _) - o_ + h(_') (11)

2I Oh (_t n+l _t* -_- h(_t_)- _?) (12)+ _ - ) - Ox, Xi (_ -



where I is the idendity matrix. Equation (12) can also be written in more familiar fbrm

of fractional-step method by substituting equation (5) in equation (12).

[ ()*]2/ Oh (?/nq-1 0/)' (13)
27 + _ -_*)- 0xi

Equations (11), (10), and (12) give the proposed time integration procedure of the pressure

projection method.

The algorithm tbr the pressure projection method is based on a finite-volume formu-

lation and uses the pressure in the cell center and the mass fluxes across the faces of each

cell as dependent variables. The discretization of the mass conservation equation in finite

volume tbrmulation gives

(S_ •u)j+l,k,_ - (S_ •u)j_+,k,_+

(S_ •u)_,k++,_ - (S_ •u)j,__+,_+

(S_ • u)j,k,_+_ - (S_ •u)j,k,__l = 0

(14)

where S is the surface area vector. The mass conservation equation is evaluated over the

faces of a computational Each term in equation (14) approximates the mass flux over the

corresponding cell face. If the mass fluxes are chosen as unknowns, the continuity equation

is satisfied automatically in generalized coordinate systems. The mass fluxes over the _, _!

, and _ faces of the computational cell are

U _ =S _ • u

U _ =S _ • u

U _ =S ¢ • u

(15)

The continuity equation with this choice of the dependent variables takes a tbrm identical

to the Cartesian case. Theretbre, the mass fluxes are considered as the 'natural' depen-

dent variables tbr projection methods in curvilinear coordinates. The mass conservation

equation with new dependent variables in a generalized coordinate system becomes

- - vj,k-½,l @

U_¢,k,l+½ ¢- 1 = 0
(16)

Treating the mass fluxes as dependent variables in finite volume tbrmulation is equivalent

to using contravariant velocity components, scaled by the inverse of the transtbrmation

Jacobian, in a finite-difference tbrmulation. This choice of mass fluxes as dependent vari-

ables complicates the discretization of the momentum equations. In order to replace u

by the new dependent variables U l, the corresponding area vectors are dotted with the

momentum equations. Then the integral momentum equation is evaluated on different

computational cells tbr each unknown U z. Each cell has the dimensions of A_ x A_j x AC,
1

1 /g,l) (j,/_ q- _,l), and (j,k,l + ½) tbr g e, U r_, gildbut the centers are located at (j + _, ,



U c momentum equations, respectively. The staggered grid orientation eliminates pressure

checker-board-like oscillations in pressure and provides more compact stencils. The deriva-

tion of momentum equations and the solution procedure is outlined in reference 9. Since

each equation is solved in a segregated fashion, memory requirements for GMRES solver

in INS3D-FS is not as big as INS3D-UP code. Required memory fbr INS3D-FS is 70 times

number of grid poins in words.

Computed Results

In this section, numerical results tbr the time evolution of twin vortices behind a fiat

plate are presented in order to verify the time-dependent features of the two algorithms.

In order to investigate different features of the algorithms, several cases are needed to

run with various code related parameters. To speed up this process, a two dimensional

test case is selected here. It should be noted that associated flow solvers, INS3D-UP

fbr artificial compressibility method and INS3D-FS fbr pressure projection method, are

written fbr three-dimensional applications. With this numerical experiment, it is intended

to give some basis fbr selecting a method fbr large three-dimensional unsteady applications

where computing resources become a critical issue.

Computed results from both methods are compared with the experimental data by

Taneda and Honji 1°. The experiment has carried out in a water tank 40 cm wide. A thin

test plate of size H = 3cut immersed in the water was started from the rest impulsively at

the velocity U = 0.495c_/s. Reynolds number tbr this case is 126 based on U = 0.495cut/s

velocity and the plate height H. Computational grid with with size of 181x81x3 is presented

in figure 1. Since INS3D-FS is written in finite volume staggered grid fbrmulation, it

requires one additional ghost cell in each direction. Figure 2 shows calculated velocity

vectors obtained from INS3D-FS at various times. The flow separates the plate at each

edge and fbrms a vortex pair. The twin vortices become longer in the flow direction with
time.

The calculated time history of the stagnation point is compared with experimental

results and other numerical results in figure 3. Symbols represent experimental mea-

surements, solid line and dashed line represent results from INS3D-UP and INS3D-FS,

respectively. Dotted line show the numerical results from finite element tbrmulations of

Yoshida and Nomura 11. The interval fbr time integration was 0.5 sec, which corresponds

to nondimensional value of 0.0825, tbr all computations in figure 3. Eventhough the plate

started impulsively in the experiment, the computations presented in figure 3 have a slow

start procedure. Figure 4 shows prescribed velocity tbr an impulsive start (4a) and tbr

a slow start (4b) used in INS3D-UP and INS3D-FS calculations. Reference 11 also used

same slow start procedure in their calculations. When nondimensional time step of 0.0825

was used with an impulsive start, large discrepancies were observed between numerical

results and the experimental mesurements. This can be seen in figure 5a. When the time

step is decreased, fairly good agreement was observed between numerical results and the

measurements as seen in figure 5b. For the slow start case, the velocity profile shown in

figure 4b is prescribed and the origin of time of calculation is appropriately shiRed from

the time of experiment. This unsteady computations with INS3D-FS (At = 0.0825) was

completed in two hours of CPU time on single processor Cray-J90.



INS3D-UP computationswith line-relaxationschemeis presentedin figure 6. Vari-
ousartificial compressibilityparametersand numberof subiterationswereused.Figure 6
showsthe effectsof numberof subiterationsand the effectsof usingtwo differentartificial
compressibilityparameters/d. When the incompressibility conditions is not satisfied at

each physical time step, numerical results can be erronous in time-accurate computations.

With line-relaxation scheme, INS3D-UP calculations required between 4 hours of CPU

time (10 subiterations at each physical time step) and 14 hours (40 subiterations) on a

single processor Cray-J90 computer. Our observation tbr the time-accurate computations

from this numerical example is that the artificial compressibility method requires a fast

convergence scheme at each physical time step in order to satisfy incompressibility condi-

tion. If this is not satisfied as seen in line-relaxation scheme, the time accuracy is degraded

(see figure 6). In addition, artificial compressibility method with line relaxation scheme

can be expensive tbr 3D time-accurate computations. In figure 7, INS3D-UP results with

GMRES-ILU(0) solver are presented. These results were obtained less than 4 hours on a

Cray-J90 computer. Fairly good agreement was obtained between the computed results

and experimental data. With GMRES-ILU(0) solver, the mass flow ratio between inflow

and exit was always satisfied. In addition, the discrepancies between numerical results

are very small when two different values of artificial compressibility parameter were used.

Figure 8 shows the results from artificial compressibility method with and without Poisson

equation correction tbr the pressure. In artifical compressibility method, after the first

sub-iteration, the Poisson equation is employed tbr the pressure correction. Chain-dashed

line in figure 8 represents the results from this new procedure. With the Poisson equation

correction, the line relaxation results compare well with experimental data and the GM-

RES results with 10 subiterations. With this new procedure, both computing time and

memory requirement are substantially reduced (at least three times).

Concluding Remarks

Unsteady computations were perfbrmed using two different solution algorithms, which

are artificial compressibility method and pressure projection method. When a fast converg-

ing scheme, such as GMRES-ILU(0) solver, was incorparated in artificial compressibility

method, fairly good agreement was obtained between computed results and experimental

data. Our numerical experiment showed that incompressiblity condition was satisfied in

10 subiterations at each physical time step. Memory requirement of this scheme is the

major drawback tbr three-dimensional large applications. However, memory requirement

may not be an issue on the paralel platfbrms, such as SGI Origin 2000. The line-relaxation

scheme in artificial compressibility method becomes very expensive and results in erronous

solution tbr time-accurate computations. For an unsteady flow which requires small physi-

cal time step, pressure projection method was tbund to be computationally efficient since it

does not require any subiterations procedure. However, governing equations are not fully

coupled as in the artificial compressibility approach. This may affect the robustness and

limit the maximum allowable time step size. A new method is developed by combining

pressure projection method with artificial compressibility method. With Poisson solver



correction,the numberof subiteration wasreducedto two iterations at eachphysicaltime
step.
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Figure 1 : Computational grid for
the flow past a 90-degree flat plate.

(plate tickness = 0.03H)
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Figure 3 : Calculated time history
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Figure 4 : Prescribed velocity for
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ABSTRACT

Turbopump weight continues to be a dominant parameter in the trade space for reduction of engine weight.

Space Shuttle Main Engine weight distribution indicates that the turbomachinery make up approximately

30% of the total engine weight. Weight reduction can be achieved through the reduction of envelope of the

turbopump. Reduction in envelope relates to an increase in turbopump speed and an increase in impeller

head coefficient. Speed can be increased until suction performance limits are achieved on the pump or due

to alternate constraints the turbine or bearings limit speed. Once the speed of the turbopump is set the

impeller tip speed sets the minimum head coefficient of the machine. To reduce impeller diameter the head

coefficient must be increased. A significant limitation with increasing head coefficient is that the slope of

the head-flow characteristic is affected and this can limit engine throttling range.

Unshrouded impellers offer a design option for increased turbopump speed without increasing the impeller

head coefficient. However, there are several issues with regard to using an unshrouded impeller: there is a

pump performance penalty due to the front open face recirculation flow, there is a potential pump axial

thrust problem from the unbalanced front open face and the back shroud face, and since test data is very

limited for this configuration, there is uncertainty in the magnitude and phase of the rotordynamic forces

due to the front impeller passage. The purpose of the paper is to discuss the design of an unshrouded

impeller and to examine the hydrodynamic performance, axial thrust, and rotordynamic performance. The

design methodology will also be discussed. This work will help provide some guidelines for unshrouded

impeller design.

INTRODUCTION

Unshrouded impellers are used commonly in compressors and some industrial turbopumps. In rocket

engine applications unshrouded impellers are successful employed on the Pratt & Whitney RL-10 upper

stage engine. The current impetus to unshrouded impellers is the ability to increase impeller tip speed

limits, which in some turbopump designs limit the operating speed of the machine. This would limit the

speed at which the turbopump could operate and consequently set the lower bound for turbopump weight.

The use of shrouded impellers in rocket turbopumps is based on the need to maintain performance levels at

all required operating points in the design. The performance of an unshrouded impeller degrades as the tip

clearance is increased, reference 1. This affects both the discharge pressure capability and the efficiency of

the machine. High discharge pressure, cryogenic, turbopumps typically have substantial variation in

impeller tip clearance from assembly, to chill, to operation. This is due to differences in materials between

housing and rotor materials, as well as deflections in the housings due to pressure loads. The application of

advanced computational fluid dynamic tools to design impellers which are less sensitive to tip clearance is

one of the goals of the NRA8-21 Unshrouded High Performance Impeller Technology Project. Johannes

Lauer, et. al, reference 2, conducted an experimental study on compressor impellers to ascertain what the

design parameter drivers were for sensitivity to tip clearance. The study was not conclusive probably due

to the variation in design parameters investigated, but lead to some insight into potential mechanisms for tip



clearancesensitivity.Thetoolswillalsobeusedtopredictaxialthrustandrotordynamiccoefficientsofan
unshroudedimpeller.

DESIGN METHODOLOGY

The design speed was previously set by a conceptual evaluation of the tip speed capability of an

unshrouded titanium impeller. The selection of head coefficient of 0.53 was selected to success at

achieving wide operating range. Thus, the diameter was calculated to be 15.75 inches. Table 1 lists the

design parameters.

Table 1: Impeller Design Point Parameters

Parameter l Value

-.P_-_m_--_.¢.-°.-d.-._P_-...........................................................................................l................................................................?.2.._.0................................................................

..................................................................1....................................................................................................................................
Impeller Head Coefficient I 0.53

Rocketdyne's LOSSISOLATION program was used to define the blade angles required to achieve the

required head. Rocketdyne's centrifugal detail geometry through analysis tool, eTANGO, was used to

develop the impeller contours, blade definition, initial pressure loading, and grids for subsequent
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Figure 1: eTANGO Design / Analysis Interface

computational fluid dynamic (CFD) analysis of the geometry. Since Rocketdyne's typical impellers are

shrouded, eTANGO was upgraded to incorporate tip clearance regions for the CFD analysis.



Figure1showstheeTANGOenvironmentwiththecontoursandbladedescriptionfora6+6impeller.The
useofthisdesigntoolallowedtherapidgenerationofalltheimpellerdesignsrequiredcompletingthe
ongoingtradesstudy.Theinterfaceisintuitiveandallowsthedesignengineertointeractivelymake
changestothedesignvariablesandseetheimpactonthepressureloading.Thereisdirectoutputfromthis
tooltoaPro/ENGINEERgenericmodelforrapidgenerationoftheimpellersolidmodelshowninfigure2,
fora6+6impeller.

Figure2: Generic Pro/ENGINEER Solid Model

DESIGN TRADES

Decreased performance sensitivity to tip clearance is a necessity to allow for incorporation of unshrouded

impeller technology into rocket engine turbopumps. Based on literature review and tip clearance modeling

assumptions, it was decided that the primary design parameters of interest are:

1. Blade solidity
2. Blade number

3. Blade wrap

4. Axial length
5. Diffusion factor

6. Cant angle

7. B2-width

8. Exit blade angle
9. Head coefficient

Further review of these parameters indicated that three were fixed due to engine balance constraints or need

to minimize changes to the tester. These are:
1. Head coefficient

2. Axial length (shroud contour)

3. B2-width

With the above two parameters fixed, blade solidity, blade wrap, diffusion factor, and exit blade angle are

all varied with change in blade number. This leaves blade number, and cant angle as the remaining

parameters to study. Cant angle is most likely a second order affect on performance and was eliminated

from the study. Although, cant could have a significant impact on structural design to meet increased tip

speed.



The design parameter, which was held for further study, was the blade number. The following blade
numbers were selected for further evaluation: 5+5, 6+6, and 8+8. Table 2 documents the final design
parameters for each design.

Table 2 : Impeller Trade Study Design Parameters
Blade Number

Parameter 5+5 I 6+6 I 8+8

Fiend (2c_ef'f'i_ient 0 q'_ 0 q'_ 0 q'_

Exit Flow Coefficient 0.128 0.118 0.117
Diffusion Factor 0.80 0.60 0.43

._.I_etB!__d_.e_s!_e_..Res._ee_..@___ _.................................................................._ .........................................22.........................................22....................

._.IOft _}!@_.?_._H..e.!ght,ii!f .h................................................................................................1:.6.......................................1:6.......................................1._..6...................

._.T.!.P_._.P.!_m_terd.n__.h............................................................................................................._.5.:.8.....................................1__:.8.....................................1.__:.8.................
B2-Width, Inch 0.58 0.58 0.58
Exit Blade Angle, Degrees 74 49 38

...._[_!a.!.B! ad.e WYa!?_I_.?g_?e_.......................................................................................................................52 ...................................................?_}..........................................................120 ...........................

W2 / W1 (Relative Velocity Ratio) 0.88 0.90 0.90

The impeller grid distribution is shown in table 3, with a typical grid shown in the meridional and blade-to-
blade planes in figure 3.

Table 3: Im _eller Grid Distribution
Nodes

Zone ID (Meridional x Radial x Blade-to-
Blade)

1 7xllx33
2 llxllx29

3 17xllx13
4 17xllx13
5 5x29x33

6 23xllx33
7 33x5x33

UNSHR©UD IMPELLER DESIGN2 (5 _5) BkAD_; TO BLADE OFD GR_D

8
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Figure 3: (A) Blade to blade plane, (B) Meridional Plane
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS

The first impeller analyzed was a 7+7 configuration. Although this configuration is not part of the trade

study space, the results are indicative of what to expect in terms of tip clearance impact. Table 4 lists the

performance variables evaluated. Figure 4 shows the locations at which head and efficiency were

calculated. These preliminary CFD results are consists with the J-2 Oxidizer pump open face and shrouded

impeller test results, reference 3. The test report shows the impeller efficiency drops about 10 points

between shrouded impeller and open face with axial clearance of 10% impeller discharge vane height.

Table 4 : Results of Shrouded and Unshrouded 7+7 Impeller Designs

7+7

Unshrouded Impeller

7+7

Shrouded Impeller

Model Flow Rate, GPM 20,295 19,667

Euler Head (A-B), ft 128,486 141,379

Actual Head (A-B), ft 110,362 137,642

Efficiency (A-B) 0.86 0.974

Static Pressure Rise (A-B), psi 1975 2601

Euler Head(C-D), ft 141,014 153,169

Actual Head(C-D), ft 113,252 141,333

Efficiency (C-D) 0.8 0.92

Static Pressure Rise (C-D), psi 1976 2633

Flow Split (suction / pressure) 52% / 48% 51% / 49%

Leakage Flow, % 5.5% N/A

Figure 4 : Performance Calculation Planes



ROTORDYNAMIC ASSESSMENT

Stable turbomachinery operation depends on the damping of the rotor motion. Currently, rotordynamic

stability parameters are estimated by using bulk flow theories and small perturbation (quasi-steady)

assumptions. A well-established experience base with unshrouded impeller rotordynamic coefficients does

not exist.

To help understand the unshrouded impeller's rotordynamic performance, Enigma's computational

rotordynamic methodology was applied to the unshrouded impeller. This method directly simulates the

rotor whirling motion (no quasi-steady assumptions) and can be, in principle, applied to large eccentricity

whirl problems.

For Navier-Stokes based rotordynamic calculations, the impeller shaft/hub moves with an imposed whirling

harmonic motion, figure 5, and the flow equations are integrated time-accurately until reaction force time

periodicity is observed. The fluid reaction force vector time history is calculated; the force history can then

be post-processed and decomposed into normal and tangential components. Because of the direct

simulation of the moving hub, the flow model must consist of the complete three-dimensional geometry

(full 360 degrees in circumference). A similar approach to access the rotordynamic fluid forces on seals has

been fully described in reference 4.

_y

F_:::aema _il_)_'ce(_t mi aim_m_e eafaece)

F, t

Z

Figure 5: Whirling impeller rotor (hub)

Four whirl cases were computed: forward and backward synchronous, and forward and backward super

synchronous. The effect of whirl ratio on the housing fluid forces are shown in figure 6. Using this

calculation methodology rotordynamic coefficients can be supplied to the rotordynamics community to

evaluate the impact on stability of the machine at all required operating points.
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Figure 6: Computed normal and tangential forces



CONCLUSIONS

Performance degradation due to impeller tip clearance is well documented in literature. Two methods are

available to combat this issue. Maintain tight tip clearances at all operating points or design an impeller

with tip clearance insensitivity. The former is difficult to achieve in a high pressure turbopump due to

housing deflections and material growth and shrink due operating speeds and cryogenic fluid temperatures.

Literature review indicated that blade number variations could decrease tip clearance sensitivity. A trade

study has been undertaken to evaluate blade number impact on performance with varying tip clearance.

Rotordynamic assessment of turbopump stability is of great concern for rocket engine turbopumps. This is

due to the inability to provide high levels of damping in the system at will. A method has been described

for evaluating these forces with unshrouded impellers.
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ABSTRACT

As part of the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration's ongoing effort to lower the cost of

access to space, the Marshall Space Flight Center has

developed a rocket engine with 60,000 pounds of
thrust for use on the Reusable Launch Vehicle

technology demonstrator slated for launch in 2000.

This gas generator cycle engine, known as the Fastrac

engine, uses liquid oxygen and RP-1 for propellants

and includes single stage liquid oxygen and RP-1

pumps and a single stage supersonic turbine on a

common shaft. The turbopump design effort

included the first use and application of new suction

capability prediction codes and three-dimensional

blade generation codes in an attempt to reduce the

turbomachinery design and certification costs

typically associated with rocket engine development.

To verify the pump's predicted cavitation

performance, a water flow test of a superscale model

of the Fastrac liquid oxygen pump was conducted to

experimentally evaluate the liquid oxygen pump's

performance at and around the design point.

The water flow test article replicated the flow path of

the Fastrac liquid oxygen pump in a 1.582x scale

model, including scaled seal clearances for correct

leakage flow at a model operating speed of 5000

revolutions per minute. Flow entered the 3-blade

axial-flow inducer, transitioned to a shrouded, 6-

blade radial impeller, and discharged into a vaneless

radial diffuser and collection volute. The test article

included approximately 50 total and static pressure

measurement locations as well as flush-mounted,

high frequency pressure transducers for complete

mapping of the pressure environment. The primary

objectives of the water flow test were to measure the

steady-state and dynamic pressure environment of the

liquid oxygen pump versus flow coefficient, suction

specific speed, and back face leakage flow rate.

Initial results showed acceptable correlation between

the predicted and experimentally measured pump

head rise at low suction specific speeds. Likewise,

only small circumferential variations in steady-state

impeller exit and radial diffuser pressure distributions

were observed from 80% to 120% of the design flow

coefficient, matching the computational predictions

and confirming that the integrated design approach

has minimized any exit volute-induced distortions.

The test article exhibited suction performance trends

typically observed in inducer designs with virtually

constant head rise with decreasing inlet pressure until

complete pump head breakdown. Unfortunately, the

net positive suction head at 3% head fall-off occurred

far below that predicted at all tested flow coefficients,

resulting in a negative net positive suction head

margin at the design point in water. Additional

testing to map the unsteady pressure environment

was conducted and cavitation-induced flow

disturbances at the inducer inlet were observed. Two

distinct disturbances were identified, one rotating and

one stationary relative to the fixed frame of reference,

while the transition from one regime to the next

produced significant effects on the steady state pump

performance. The impact of the unsteady phenomena

and the corresponding energy losses on the

unexpectedly poor pump performance is also

discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) has developed

a 60,000 pound thrust rocket engine for use on the

Reusable Launch Vehicle Technology Demonstrator

vehicle (X-34). The gas generator cycle engine, also

called the Fastrac engine, uses liquid oxygen and RP-

1 for propellant. The turbopump integrates a single

stage liquid oxygen pump, a single stage RP-1 pump,

and single stage supersonic turbine into a compact

assembly on a common shaft. A cross section of the

turbopump appears in figure 1.



Figure1. Fastrac Turbopump Cross Section

The engine was designed entirely by MSFC

personnel and the turbopump design included the first

use and application of new suction capability

prediction methods and three-dimensional blade

generation codes. In response to previous

experiences with liquid oxygen pumps, a water flow

test to evaluate the suction capability and head

performance of the liquid oxygen pump was

proposed. Using a superscale model of the pump, a

test was conducted in MSFC's Inducer Test Loop

during the first half of 1999 to evaluate the test article

performance at scaled operating conditions in water.

This document is intended to summarize the results

from the experimental water flow test.

TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION

The Inducer Test Loop is a closed loop water flow

test facility with manual set point control of flow

rate, shaft speed, water temperature, and test article

inlet pressure. In operation flow leaves the 300

gallon stainless steel reservoir through an 8 inch line,

transitions to 6 inch line, passes through a flow

straightener section, and enters the test article. High

pressure discharge flow exits the test article, passes

through a 6 inch turbine type flow meter, and returns

to the reservoir. A 6 inch quiet valve provides

remote back pressure control for flow rate

adjustment. Test article inlet pressure is controlled

by pressurizing or evacuating the small air volume at

the top of the reservoir. This reservoir ullage

pressure, coupled with the line losses between the

reservoir and test article inlet and the height of the

water in the reservoir itself, is used to set a wide

range of inlet pressures - from 165 down to 3 pounds

per square inch absolute. The test loop

accommodates flow rates up to 4000 gallons per

minute and is constructed primarily of schedule 40

and schedule 80 PVC. An auxiliary loop removes
dissolved air from the test fluid and maintains water

temperatures between 70 and 100 degrees Fahrenheit.

The driveline consists of a 3-phase, 150 horsepower

motor with a variable speed controller and belt driven

bearing box. Design limit speed is approximately

6000 revolutions per minute, but higher speeds are

obtainable by changing the pulley ratio and belt

material. Bearing temperatures, shaft speed, test

article inlet pressure, flow rate, water temperature,

and discharge pressure are monitored at the facility

operator's control panel and an Orbiscope dissolved

oxygen sensor is used to measure the water dissolved

oxygen content. For all testing water dissolved

oxygen content was maintained at or below 4 parts

per million.

TEST ARTICLE DESCRIPTION

The test article was a superscale (1.582X) model of

the Fastrac liquid oxygen pump and replicated the

primary flow path including the front and rear

leakage cavities. Bearing coolant flow, or back face

leakage, was collected metered, and returned to the

pump inlet through 2 external lines. A cross section

and front view of the test article appears in figure 2.

Figure 2. Test Article Cross Section and Front

View

The stainless steel inducer-impeller shown in figure 3

was fabricated by Turbocam, Inc. and included 3 full

length blades and 3 splitters, resulting in 6 shrouded

flow passages at the impeller discharge. No back

face pumping vanes were included on the test article

inducer-impeller although the prototype includes this

design feature. The stainless steel inducer-impeller

was a replacement for the original aluminum inducer-

impeller which was damaged after approximately 20

hours of testing. High cycle fatigue resulted in the

loss of the tips of each of the 3 inducer blades. The



steelinducer-impellersufferednofatigueor
cavitation-induceddamageduringtesting.

Inducer-Impeller Assembly

Impeller discharge flow was guided through a

vaneless, constant width radial diffuser, rectangular

cross section volute, and conical exit diffuser and

directed away from the pump perpendicular to the
axis of rotation. Table 1 summarizes the scaled and

as-built geometric parameters for the test article.

Table 2 summarizes the prototype and test article

design point operating conditions.

Table 1. Test Article Geometric Parameters

Number of Blades

Inlet Tip Diameter
Inlet Hub Diameter

Reference Blade Length (Hub to

Tip)

Leading Edge Tip Thickness

Inlet Blade Angle at Tip
Inducer Radial Clearance

Exit Tip Diameter

Exit Blade Height

Exit Blade Angle
Radial Diffuser Inner Diameter

Radial Diffuser Outer Diameter

Radial Diffuser Passage Width
Volute Throat Area

Exit Diffuser Cone Angle

Exit Diffuser Cone Length-to-Inlet
Radius Ratio
Exit Diffuser Cone Exit Diameter

3+6

5.177 inch

1.973 inch

1.736 inch

0.019 inch

10.5 degrees
0.021 inch

7.056 inch

0.682 inch

26.5 degrees
7.147 inch

9.487 inch

0.684 inch

6.660 sq inch

6.00 degrees
5.00

4.182 inch

Table 2. Proto_pe and
ll

Parameter

Fluid

Fluid Temperature

Shaft Speed

Inlet Flange Flow- Rate

Impeller Flow- Rate

Inlet Flange Total
Pressure

Back Face Leakage
Rate

Net Positive Suction

Head

Inlet Tip Flow
Coefficient

Suction Specific Speed

(rpm, gpm, fi)

Test Article Design Point
Prototype Test

Article

Liquid
Oxygen

166 deg R

20,000 rpm

880.4 gpm

923.7 gpm

46.0 psia

25.6 gpm

59.2 fi

0.135

27820

Water

90 deg F

5000 rpm

870 gpm

913 gpm

4.7 psia

25.3 gpm

9.2 ft

0.135

27820

All test article hardware except the inducer-impeller

was fabricated of anodized 2219 aluminum by

Dynamic Engineering, Inc. The test article design

inlet pressure, shaft speed, and discharge pressure

were 40 pounds per square inch absolute, 6000

revolutions per minute, and 165 pounds per square

inch absolute, respectively.

INSTRUMENTATION

Steady-state measurements acquired during testing

were used to confirm set point conditions, evaluate

pump performance, and monitor test article health.

Surface static pressure taps were distributed

throughout the test article and grouped into 12 axial

measurement planes. Total pressure probes at the

inlet and discharge flanges were used to establish

flange-to-flange pressure rise and a flow direction

probe at the impeller discharge further defined pump

performance. Flush-mounted high frequency

response transducers were also located at 3 axial

planes in the test article and at 4 locations in the

facility piping for recording of system and pump

pressure oscillations. Accelerometers on the test

article were used to resolve motion of the stationary

components. The approximate locations, types, and

numbers of these measurements appear in figure 4.



Figure 4. Test Article Measurement Locations,

Types, and Numbers

TEST PLAN

The objectives of the experimental water flow test
were to

1. Measure the steady-state pump suction

performance versus flow coefficient and back

face leakage flow rate.

2. Measure the pump steady-state head

performance versus flow coefficient and back

face leakage flow rate.

3. Measure the pump dynamic pressure

environment versus flow coefficient, suction

specific speed, and back face leakage flow rate.

4. Measure pump intra-stage pressures for

verification of design code predictions.

An implied objective was to provide a safe and

inexpensive test article to support potential failure

investigations or redesign efforts. The original test

plan included pump operation as low as 50% of the

design flow coefficient. Following the failure of the

aluminum inducer-impeller, all testing and operation

with the replacement steel inducer-impeller was

confined to a range of 80% to 120% of the design

flow coefficient. Likewise, the installed back face

leakage routing lines included too much resistance,

so operation with higher than the nominal scaled

leakage flow rate was not possible. Test variables

included flow coefficient, suction specific speed, and

back face leakage flow rate. The test article set point

variables were then water temperature, inlet flange

flow rate, inlet flange total pressure, shaft speed, and

back face leakage rate. The as-tested ranges of each

of the test variables appear in table 3 for a shaft speed

of 5000 revolutions per minute.

Table 3.

Back Face

Leakage Rate

Nominal

Completed Test Matrix
Percent Suction Specific Speed

Design Flow
Coefficient

80%

90%

100%

110%

120%

6340 29010

5670 28680

5550 27580

5780 26260

5770 25170

90% 8030 24560

HalfNominal 100% 5660 26000

110% 7530 24700

90% 7820 28200

Zero 100% 7470 27830

110% 8030 26620

STEADY STATE PERFORMANCE

The overall stage total and static pressure rise as well

as the total and static pressure rise of the inducer-

impeller appear in figure 5 versus percent design

flow coefficient. Pressure rise data in figure 5 are

values corresponding to a suction specific speed at or

below 10000 for the nominal back face leakage flow

rate. Data has been non-dimensionalized by the

impeller tip speed and the predicted performance

curve included for reference. The trends are as

expected with steadily decreasing pressure rise with

increasing flow rate. The water flow test article

appeared to underperform slightly at and below the

design flow coefficient with head rise at the higher

flow rates much closer to the predicted. Expressed in

terms of degree of reaction, or the ratio of impeller

static head rise to stage total head rise, the

experimental value at the design flow coefficient was

0.83, indicating excellent conversion of available

dynamic head to static pressure.

Figure 5. Stage and Inducer-Impeller Head

Coefficient versus Percent Design Flow Coefficient
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The experimental pump stage suction performance

appears in figure 6 with stage head coefficient versus

inlet flange suction specific speed. The individual

curves correspond to flow coefficients from 80% to

120% of the design flow coefficient. The trends are

as expected with inducer-impeller designs with

virtually constant head coefficient with decreasing

inlet pressure. The small reduction in steady state

head rise at a suction specific speed of approximately

17000 to 21000 was attributed to the transition of a

rotating, cavitation disturbance at the inlet to a

synchronous, uniform cavity oscillation. Complete

head breakdown soon follows. The approximate

range of the inlet rotating disturbance was from a

suction specific speed of 11500 to 17000 and further

discussion of the observed unsteady phenomena

appears in a later section. The pump design point and

calculated 3% head loss curve are included for

reference. As this curve illustrates, the test article

failed to achieve the desired suction performance in

water at the design flow coefficient with a calculated

margin on net positive suction head of-9% between

the demonstrated and required capability. The

measured variation in head coefficient at the 110%

design flow coefficient was attributed to electrical

contamination of the stage pressure rise measurement

during those set points. All other data included in

this document remained unaffected.

Figure 6. Stage Head Coefficient versus Suction

Specific Speed and Percent Design Flow
Coefficient
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For comparison the inducer-impeller head coefficient

is plotted versus suction specific speed and percent

design flow coefficient in figure 7. No variation is

observed in the 110% design flow coefficient data.

Figure 7. Inducer-Impeller Head Coefficient

versus Suction Specific Speed and Percent Design
flow Coefficient
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A primary design objective was to minimize the

impeller discharge distortion and thereby minimize

the fluid-induced pump sideloads. Figure 8 shows

the measured static pressure distribution at the

impeller discharge versus percent design flow

coefficient. A view slightly further downstream

appears in figure 9 with the static pressure
distribution at the exit of the radial diffuser. Each

location shows increasing influence of the volute

cutwater - located at 24 degrees - with the least

pressure variation at each location at the design flow

coefficient. In each plot the static pressure

coefficient is defined as the local pressure divided by

the plane average static pressure and divided by the

calculated dynamic pressure.



Figure 9. Static Pressure Distribution at the

Radial Diffuser Discharge
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The final check on inducer-impeller performance was

via a single flow direction probe located slightly

downstream of the impeller discharge in the center of

the radial diffuser. Total pressure, static pressure,

and probe-relative flow angle was then derived from

the sensed pressures and the probe calibration results.

The impeller discharge flow angle relative to impeller

tangential versus percent design flow coefficient

appears in figure 10. The predicted discharge flow

angle at the design flow coefficient was 14 degrees

relative to impeller tangential.

Figure 10. Impeller Discharge Flow Angle versus

Percent Design Flow Coefficient

The majority of data was collected at a back face

leakage rate corresponding to the nominal condition.

However, limited performance data was collected at

half the nominal leakage rate and with the external

leakage metering lines closed. The effect of reducing

the leakage rate on stage head rise appears in figure

11 for suction specific speeds at or less than 10000.

As expected the stage head rise increases with

decreasing leakage rate as work previously expended

on the leakage flow is applied to the throughflow.

The inducer actually operates at a slightly lower flow

coefficient as the leakage flow is reduced at constant

pump flow rate and thereby contributes a small

amount to the increase in stage performance.

Figure 11. Stage Head Coefficient versus Percent

Design Flow Coefficient and Leakage Rate

i

Although a small effect on suction performance

appears in the leakage rate comparison in figure 12,
the calculated differences are of the same order as the

experimental uncertainty at these values of suction

specific speed. No conclusion should then be drawn

from these results. Figure 11 is then included to

illustrate the repeatability of the small drop in stage

performance, which appears for each configuration

near a suction specific speed of 17000. This

performance drop, as will be seen in the following

section, corresponds to the highest amplitude of the

synchronous cavity oscillation at the inducer inlet.

Figure 12. Stage Head Coefficient versus Suction

Specific Speed and Leakage Rate at Design Flow
Coefficient
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UNSTEADY PERFORMANCE

Figure 13 shows the progression of unsteady

oscillations versus time as the pump inlet pressure

was steadily reduced at a constant shaft speed of

5000 revolutions per minute (83.3 Hertz) at the

design flow coefficient. At low suction specific

speeds, the oscillation at 3 times shaft speed (3N)



wasmostprominentaswasassociatedwiththe
wakesfromthe3inducerblades.Assuctionspecific
speedapproached11000at88.5secondsthe3N
oscillationtransitionedtoarotatingdisturbance
movingatapproximately1.2timestheshaftspeed
(1.2N)asviewedfromastationaryobserver.This
rotatingdisturbancewasidentifiedasasingle
cavitationcellmovingoppositethedirectionofshaft
rotation.Furtherreductionininletpressurecauses
thesingle-cellrotatingdisturbancetotransitiontoa
stationaryoscillationwithafrequencyequaltothe
shaftspeed.Simultaneouslyahigheramplitude
oscillationappearedwithafrequencyverycloseto
thefundamentalfrequencyofthetestfacilitypiping-
approximately10Hertz.Theselowfrequencyand
synchronousoscillationspersistedasinletpressure
wasreducedandheadbreakdownwasreached.The
potentialfordynamiccouplingbetweenthefacility
andpumpwasrecognizedandattemptsweremadeto
betterisolatethepumpfromthefacility.Allwere
unsuccessfulandthelowfrequencyoscillation
appearedto_%ck-in"with the facility harmonic at all

tested flow coefficients.

Figure 13. Oscillation Amplitudes versus

Frequency and Time at Constant Speed and
Design Flow Coefficient
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Cavitation
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The dynamic coupling between the test article and

facility, combined with the presence of cavitation,

suggested the occurrence of auto-oscillation, if only

for a brief period. Brermen 1 noted severe steady state

performance deficits due to the energy dissipation

during auto-oscillation and the magnitude of the head

loss at the design flow coefficient was approximately

3%. The nondimensional amplitudes of the

oscillations noted in figure 13 and stage head

coefficient appear in figure 14 versus suction specific

speed. Oscillation amplitudes have been normalized

by the dynamic pressure based on impeller tip speed

while head coefficient has been normalized by the

non-cavitated value. For comparison the

corresponding normalized amplitudes from recent

component testing in liquid oxygen are included.

Figure 14. Oscillation Amplitudes versus Suction

Specific Speed
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Auto-oscillation is typically characterized by high

amplitude, system-wide oscillations in pressure and

flow rate. As seen in figure 13, pressure oscillations

during auto-oscillation were highest at the onset of

the phenomena. These oscillations appeared in

conjunction with noticeable facility piping

displacements and low frequency, shock-like

vibrations. However, the period of these high

intensity vibrations and pressure oscillations was

brief and occupied only a very narrow band of

suction specific speed values. The relationship

between the synchronous oscillation and the

appearance of auto-oscillation is still under review,

but the transition of a rotating cavitation disturbance

to a fixed number of cavitation cells oscillating in
unison has been observed in other inducer

performance investigations. Rosenmarm: and

others _'4 observed the transition of a rotating

disturbance to a _unidirectional" or synchronous

oscillations with frequency equal to the shaft speed

just before head breakdown. The relationship

between the uniform cavity or synchronous

oscillation and the corresponding system dynamic

response and the subsequent onset of auto-oscillation

requires further investigation. Regardless, the pump

and system dynamic interaction appears to have

contributed to the inability of the test article to

achieve the expected suction capability. Although

beyond the scope of this document, the significance

of the data in figure 14 for the prototype pump

operating in liquid oxygen should be noted. Despite

the difference in test facility configurations, the

prototype exhibited similar unsteady performance

characteristics with the appearance of a synchronous

oscillation at high suction specific speeds. This may



suggestasensitivityofthepumptodynamicsystem
interactions.

UNCERTAINTYANALYSIS
Anuncertaintyanalysisincorporatingthe
experimentalprecisionandbiaserrorsusingtheroot-
sum-squaremethodwasperformedtoquantifythe
worstcaseuncertaintiesassociatedwiththemeasured
andcalculatedquantities.A95%confidencelevel
wasassumed.Theestimateduncertaintiesforeachof
theparameterspresentedherearesummarizedin
table4. Sincetheestimateduncertaintyassociated
withsuctionspecificspeedisadominatedbythe
nonlinearfunctionofpressure,thequoteduncertainty
forsuctionspecificspeedintable4correspondstoa
suctionspecificspeedof27000.

Table 4. Estimated Uncertainties

Parameter Uncertainty

Stage Head Coefficient

Impeller Head Coefficient

Percent Design Flow Coefficient

Suction Specific Speed

Pressure Coefficient

Impeller Discharge Flow Angle

+ 0.005

+ 0.007

+ 0.05

+ 800

+ 0.04

+ 1.2 degree

CONCLUSIONS

Although this document is intended to merely

summarize the experimental performance of the

superscale water flow test, a few general conclusions

regarding the Fastrac liquid oxygen pump

performance can be made:

1. Steady state stage head rise was lower than

predicted for 80% to 100% of the design flow

coefficient. At 120% of the design flow

coefficient, steady state stage head rise exceeded

the predicted performance.

2. Suction performance in water failed to meet the

desired capability with a margin on net positive
suction head of-9%.

3. Three regimes of unsteady oscillations were

observed, identified, and tracked versus pump

operating parameters, including a brief period of
auto-oscillation.

4. The appearance of auto-oscillation corresponded

to drops in the steady state stage head rise of

approximately 3% at the design flow coefficient.

5. The onset of auto-oscillation was unaffected by

reduction in the pump back face leakage flow

rate.
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THE PERFORMANCE OF ANNULAR DIFFUSERS

SUBJECT TO INLET FLOW FIELD VARIATIONS

AND EXIT DISTORTION

Dr. David Japikse

Concepts ETI, Inc.

217 Billings Farm Road

White River Junction, Vermont 05001-9486

ABSTRACT

A series of studies has been conducted to evaluate the performance of annular diffusers subject to the influence of

inlet swirl, boundary layer thickness, and distortion typical of turbine operation. Exit distortion, as imposed by an

exit collector or hood has also been studied. Both a moderate length and a very short length annular diffuser have

been included in this series of evaluations. Guidelines for design are presented as well as suggestions for CFD

utilization in future designs.

NOMENCLATURE

AR

B

BL

C1, B2

Cp(0_2)

CP(1-2)

@_l-p;
G
Gc
E

L,£

L/Ar

M

-'P2

Pp
R/B1

R, r

rlt- rlh

SLC

g

%, q_2

72

C2

Subscripts:

Area ratio

Aerodynamic Blockage

Boundary Layer Method

Specific diffuser names

Static pressure recovery from upstream to exit stations

Static pressure recovery from inlet to exit stations

Static pressure recovery from inlet to plenum stations

Static pressure recovery (Pexit - Pin)/(PO, in - Pin)

Static pressure recovery along convex wall
Relative eccentricity, e/(r3-r2) -see Figure 19 for symbols

Length scales see Figure 16a or Figures 19 and 20.

Diffuser non-dimensional length

Mach number

Average static pressure at diffuser exit

Average static pressure in exit plenum

See Figure 11

Radius, see Figures 16a, 19 and 20.

Inlet span

Streamline curvature method

Swirl angle measured from meridional direction

Eccentricity, see Figure 19

See Figure 19

Passage exit mean angle with respect to a radial line
Average diffuser exit velocity

0 - upstream station

1 - inlet station

2 - exit station



1. INTRODUCTION

The performance of annular diffusers is important to inter-stage and last-stage elements of many turbomachines.

Recovering excessive kinetic energy in the form of a static pressure rise significantly improves stage efficiency. This

conversion process, however, is influenced by diverse fluid dynamic phenomena as the flow adjacent to walls is

decelerated and also by inlet and exit distortions. Designing and perfecting annular diffusers can be a complex

process. Consequently, a series of consortia projects was organized and led by the author during a 1975 - 1981

period with specific project management and contributions by Japikse (1977, 1978, 1981), Goebel (1981), and Patel

(1977). These results are now available by sponsors' consent and are gratefully acknowledged.

Prior contributions to the diffuser technical literature are numerous and are surveyed by Japikse (1984) and Japikse

and Baines (1998). A short synopsis for turbine design is given by Japikse (1999). Several useful references are

cited herein to provide data comparisons or trends. These include data from Sovran & Klomp (1967) giving the first

annular diffuser map, Stevens & Williams (1980) showing an influence of inlet conditions, Takehira (1977) showing

the influence of wall curvature, and Deych et.al. (1970) showing the influence of flow distortion from an exhaust

hood.

Sovran and Klomp (1967), as shown in Figure 1 prepared early maps of diffuser performance. It should be

understood that the Sovran and Klomp map is a composite of many different tests of their own and tests from other

investigators. The details of those tests may be found in the appendix of the Sovran and Klomp reference. By way

of illustration, several example points are taken from the appendix and overlaid in Figure 2. It may be observed that

these particular overlays are in rough agreement with the general contours, but definitely not

in precise agreement. This variance is to be expected when a generalized map is made as a composite of many

individual or specific results from different investigators. Hence the map should be used for general guidance; for

specific results, one should consider the specific test conditions of specific studies as referenced in the appendix to

the Sovran and Klomp investigation.

i I I

tc , [ --

!,-o,1

"_IAR,

Figure 1 : Annular diffuser performance chart,

B_ = 0.02 (Sovran and KIomp ] 967).

•76 8

zo "

lO

o5

2 io 2o

Figure 2: Sovran and KIomp map showing

several original test points.

The investigation of this present study looked at all of the parameters discussed in the technical literature and

evaluated annular diffusers under extreme conditions of geometric restriction as well as more generous design

configurations. Figure 3 shows the geometric environment in which these diffusers were considered. Case 1 was

the restricted length design frame which was a very tight configuration indeed (essentially permitting one to design a

conveying passage as opposed to a diffuser passage). With extension plates, more radius could be employed and

some additional diffusion might be achieved. The Case 2 design frame permitted a moderate length diffuser to be

designed following more conventional norms of the diffuser literature and technology. Principle results for the

Case 2 configuration are shown in Figure 4. It may be observed that good performance all the way up to a swirl

angle of 40 ° has been achieved and that an exhaust hood (discussed later) has been utilized with no more than one

point of pressure recovery penalty. Similar results for the B2 diffuser, which was optimized for the Case 1 restricted

length design, are shown in Figure 5. For this B2 case, the compromise is quite severe, although 22% pressure

TFAWS 2
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From Centerline r2/rlt = 1.5

(1.8 in)
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rlt (1.2 in)

B2
tlh (U.13 i_

Case 2

Moderate Length

Design Frame

C1

L/tlt = 0.5 (0.6") L/tlt = 2.0 (2.4")

x=O

Figure 3a: Selected design frames.

-o._ o 0.2 o.4 0.6 o.s 1.e 1.2 1.4 t._ l.s 2.0 2.2 2.4

Figure 3b: C1 diffuser configuration showing quasi-orthogonal
numbers for computation.
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Figure 4: System pressure
recovery coefficient as a function of
inlet swirl angle for an optimally
designed single exit hood and the
C1 (moderate design frame)
exhaust diffuser.
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Figure 5a: Cp(0_2/ recovery for the B2
diffuser.
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recoveryhasbeenachievedontheoverallbasis.Figure6 showsa setof wallstaticpressurecalculationsand
measurementsforthisdesignproblem;it isevidentthatverylargelocalpressurerecoverieshavebeenforceddueto
thestrongbendingofthisflowfieldandtheresultantpressuregradients(whichfollowtheEuler-nequation).

-5

-10

-15

$ (P-PVu;IPGG

-20

TEST NUMBER 71

: '. : : : ', : : : : : : ,

x

II
o x

-25

o

-30 o o

8

-35 , , .......

x
x x

x

x x
P

o

o

o

o

-I00 -50 O 50 I0(
% MERIDIORAL DISTANCE FROM INLET

x = HUB B2 DIFFUSER

o : SHHOUD AREA RATIO= 1.31

P = PLENUM SWIRL ANGLE= 0

Figure 6:B2 wall pressure survey without shroud

extension plate, AR : 1.31, M : 0.59, _x: 0°.

2. INLET VARIATIONS (DISTORTION)

Test results for the C1 diffuser, as a function of the inlet aerodynamic blockage, are shown in Figure 7. It will be
observed that the trend follows that of a simple boundary layer calculation to a reasonable first approximation. It is
also clear that pressure recovery drops off substantially with inlet fluid dynamic blockage. One can safely conclude
that fluid dynamic blockage is a first order aerodynamic parameter. This parameter, over a modest variance, can
drop the pressure recovery coefficient by at least ten points.

Figure 8 shows an additional test of the C1 diffuser with the optimum hood (as described later) as tested behind an
actual operating turbine. The inlet velocity profiles to the

x

Figure 7: Measured
recovery levels.

! iii
Bo und2;, Lay_er Modeling

and predicted annular diffuser

.9

•j

.3

E , ' , ' , i , i

Tr_z_• _)r ,_co s,,,ili _:onve_tionnl it.let hound_r/ Sawer

• Data points for dlttuser operation bohinc turbine staqe.

_ 6& , Is 10, 1_, I, I14 1G '18 I

]nlet ,:l_ckaqc. "

I
2O

Figure 8: Comparison of diffuser recovery with
conventional inlet boundary layer blockage and with
operation behind an axial turbine.
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annular diffuser were traversed during operation and fluid dynamic blockage was calculated. The measured

pressure recovery during operation behind the rotor is displayed in Figure 8 versus blockage and the data trend from

Figure 7 is also displayed. A sensible relationship between the performance on the engine and the performance

deduced from the laboratory is shown.

The role of fluid dynamic blockage is an important one for diffusers in general. However, it is a little bit more

difficult to discern the true trend, uniquely, for the annular diffusers due to the strong presence of swirl, curvature,

inlet turbulence, and vorticity which always accompany a realistic production annular diffuser. Figures 9 and 10,

which were prepared based on data from Stevens and Williams (1980) show some of the difficulty. Initially, the

data shows a drop in performance with increasing blockage just as Figure 7 revealed. However, these investigators

operated with a very long inlet duct, as one test option, so that nearly fully developed flow could be created.

Consequently the data trend hooks back on itself and the pressure recovery again rises as blockage increases further.

Part of this effect is surely due to increased turbulence and vorticity in the passage as fully developed flow sets in.

This is partly supported by the use of outer wall turbulence generators as shown in Figure 9, which also raised the

pressure recovery. Inlet turbulence grids also had a similar effect as the data with the circles in both Figures 9 and

10 illustrates. Hence the actual performance evaluation of an annular diffuser is extremely difficult. At the time of

this writing, no computational method exists which can deal with all of the variances known to exist for an annular

diffuser; likewise, no one has correlated all of these effects into simple database procedures at this time.

,GO

O

d_
O_

O

Figure 9: Pressure recovery for AR = 2, straight

centerbody annular diffuser, L/Ar = 5. Hexagonal

symbols denote low turbulence wall boundary

layer blockage. Squares denote tests with outer

wall turbulence generators. The circle denotes a

test with an inlet turbulence grid.

,2

o

_3, CZ

Figure 10: Pressure recovery for AR = 2, straight

centerbody annular diffuser, L/Ar = 7.5. Symbols as

per Figure 9.

An additional study of annular diffuser performance for turbines was reported by Takehira et al. (1977) based on

work sponsored by Kawasaki. Their geometry is shown in Figure 11. This diffuser is in strong contrast to the figure

shown in Figure 3b where all of the curvature was located at the inlet. The advantage of designing with inlet

curvature, as opposed to exit curvature, is discussed by Japikse and Baines (1998, 1984), pages 1-10 through 1-13.

The results of the Takehira study are shown in Figure 12 as the dark elliptical symbols. The first three symbols fall

in the bottom range of the results obtained from the C1 diffuser study corresponding to the Case 2 moderate length

design frame of Figure 3b. The value with a longer radius, R/B1 = 8.4, where the effects of curvature are greatly

reduced, fall in line with the C1 diffuser studies. The value shown at 100% recovery for their straight wall annular

diffuser is clearly erroneous since this level of recovery cannot be achieved unless the fluid is inviscid and the length
is infinite.

Computational techniques have been applied to the evaluation of annular diffuser performance. Calculations with

simple boundary layer codes and two-dimensional core flow solvers are now illustrated. Good results have been

achieved. An example of such calculations is shown in Figures 13 and 14. Good agreement with the C1 diffuser

performance, Figure 13, and the more challenging geometry of B2, Figure 14, has been reported for higher Mach
numbers as illustrated.
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Figure 11: Geometrical
characteristics of annular

bent diffusers (Takehira
et al. 1977).
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Figure 12: Comparison of Takehira's curved wall annular diffuser data

with state-of-the-art reference bands. C_ = overall diffuser recovery,

C_c = local diffuser recovery along convex wall. The C1 diffuser data
falls above the Takehira data in the reference band.
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pressures at AR = 2.30 and _ = 0°, M = 0.30
with annular predicted pressures, Case 90.
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Figure 13b: Comparison of C1 diffuser
pressures at AR = 2.30 and _ = 40 °.

M = 0.50 with annular predicted pressures,
Case 93.
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Figure 14a: Comparison of B2 diffuser pressures
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Figure 14b: Comparison of B2 diffuser pressures
at AR = 1.31 and _ = 40 °, M = 0.56 with
SLC + BL predicted pressures, Case 76.
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Figure 15: Measured and CFD coupled wall static pressures for the C1 annular diffuser. Case a is
believed to be fully turbulent flow; cases b and c are believed to have transitory flow.
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Obviously, modern designers prefer to use CFD codes; Figure 15 shows some CFD results with good agreement at

high Mach number (top figure). However, as the Mach number is reduced, the agreement becomes less satisfactory.

This problem is due to the transitional behavior of the flow and at lower Mach numbers lower Reynolds numbers

also exist which correspond to transitional wall shear layers. CFD can be done only in fully turbulent flows, and can

be used to study sensible system phenomena such as the effect of velocity profile and swirl distribution leaving a last

turbine blade row and entering an annular diffuser. If desired, a complete exhaust hood can be modeled so that the

complete coupling effects can be evaluated. System studies of this type are highly recommended for CFD

examination at the present time. However, transitional boundary layers still elude the modem CFD modeling

specialists.

3. HISTORICAL HOOD STUDIES

Frequently, it is necessary to collect the fluid exiting from an exhaust diffuser and turn it by approximately 90 °. An

extreme pressure distortion can therefore be expected under certain design conditions and with various turbine

performance penalties associated. If an exhaust diffuser is employed, the performance of the diffuser can be

4":

r'h _* tie 0',9K

:I* " rlh

r_h/rl_ - hub _ip _tio - 0.8
K- I

Cp 0.7tlt _ rlh

L 4

_4 " _It - rlh 0.6

L 5

_5" rl_ - :lh

_ =rlh/Tlt+l

1.2 % k -lo

u%oO -
, 8

g

°.6-
0.4 I I , I , _'--" I

2 3 4 5 6

£4=£4/rlt-rlh

Figure 16c: Variation in the total loss factor

1-Cp depending on axial hood dimension / 4 and

K for annular diffusers with a hood. Cp includes

the diffuser plus hood. (Deych et al. 1970)

Increas&ng rlh/rl_

0.5 I ' _ I

4 6 8 ,13

. Zlh/rlt,.-" 1 . tlh ,, rt._

, - rlh/r_t r,t - r,h

Figure 16b: Cp versus K for straight annular

diffuser (Deych et al 1970 )
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I
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g4

Figure 16d: Effect of radial hood dimension

L 5 = Ls/(rlt- rlh ) on the efficiency of exhaust

ducts (Deych et al 1970)
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adverselyimpactedbyaninappropriateexitdevice.Figure16showssomeofthekeyresultsfromDeychetal.
(1970)for straight-wallannulardiffuserswithexhausthoodsof variousdimensions.Clearly,highlevelsof
recoverycanbeachieved.Conversely,recoverycanbereadilydestroyedif theflowstatesarenotcarefully
evaluated.

FurtherexamplesofexhaustdiffuserperformanceareevidencedinFigures17and18fromthestudybyJapikseand
Pampreen(1979).Inthatstudy,flowvisualizationwasconductedtodeterminethebasicflowpatternsasshownin
Figure18.Comervorticeshavedevelopedwhichconvectthefluidfromthebottomofthecollectoralongthesides
andontothecollectordischarge.

06 ; , '. ..... ".' i

>." /-

4 /I / Z /

Q= O B //////

_.,,11._ l/Ill/

i _1¢ 2./I/'///
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.J

0 ± ! . _ I ....... '
0 4_ _(_ 17_(3 I_0 200 24Q 2_Q 32(3 "_g

Figure 17: Angular distribution of shroud exit static pressure recovery

based on mean-inlet conditions; exhaust diffuser with single exit
collector, (Japikse and Pampreen, 1979)

Figure 18: Flow patterns in the exhaust diffuser with a single-exit exhaust collector. The hub surface, left
hand view, shows collector induced streamline distortion at the diffuser discharge and a complex vortex

rising along the R.H.S.; the diffuser inlet is undistorted. The collector bottom region, right-hand view,

reveals evidence of a three-dimensional vortex structure at the bottom and implies complex flow pathlines

away from the surface.
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4. EXIT HOODS AND DISTORTION

A further, and highly diverse, investigation of both single and double exit hoods, was planned by Japikse and Patel

(circa 1976-1977) and conducted and reported by Patel (1978), with supporting notes by Japikse (1978). This

investigation used the annular diffusers presented previously by Japikse (1977) was extended by and Goebel and

Japikse (1981). The diffusers are different from those covered by Deych, above, in that they were designed to

recover rotor exit swirl, and hence had substantial radial extent, as noted above. This study of hood performance,

consequently, considered the effect of flow field swirl as well as other important fluid dynamic parameters.

The basic hood geometry is shown in Figure 19 (Figures 19-29 are from Patel, 1978) with various designations for

important hood geometry, including eccentricity which is denoted by _. The direction of flow field swirl (+c0, as

utilized during the test program, is also shown in Figure 19. Geometry for the double exit discharge hood is shown

in Figure 20 and this configuration has much less variance than the Figure 19 geometry. Principle experimental

results for the single exit discharge are shown in Figures 21 and 22 for the concentric spacing of the single exit

discharge, but with various values of L 4 and R 3. The Figure 21 configuration corresponds to a centered discharge,

from an axial perspective, whereas Figure 22 corresponds to the alignment of the diffuser hub wall with the back

wall of the hood. Although it was noted in the investigation that the latter configuration gave the highest pressure

recovery for the diffuser itself, the overall system pressure recovery is slightly impaired as a comparison of these

two figures reveals. The important geometric variables covered in these two figures are the radius R 3 and the hood

width L 4. By achieving a hood width of at least 2.0, the effect ofR 3 is no longer significant and once a value ofL 4

of approximately 3 is achieved, one has obtained nearly the asymptotic limit corresponding to a full plenum

discharge. The reference line of 0.64 shown in these figures corresponds to the prior tests of the diffuser alone with

flow discharge into a simple plenum. These figures provide substantial guidance for the appropriate sizing of an
exhaust hood and allow sensible economic tradeoff studies to be conducted.

Figure 19: Nomenclature for the single exit hood.
f

R3 = I"3/I"2 L4 = Z4/Zl

L2 = _2/gl L6 = g6/r2

L7 = _/r2

Figure 20: Nomenclature for
the double exit hood.
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The influence of impeller exit swirl upon hood system performance is shown in Figure 23. For the cases displayed,
performance only got better with swirl. Eccentricity is also a very important effect as shown in Figures 24 and 25

for the centered and backface aligned diffuser to plenum discharge configurations. The important case, Figure 24,
shows that the performance improves by approximately six additional points when an eccentric
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Figure 23: Variation of system pressure recovery
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Figure 24: Variation of system and diffuser

pressure recovery coefficients Cp(__p) and

Cp(1-2) with Ey.
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configuration is utilized. Excessive eccentricity, of course, carries a strong penalty. This effect was an unexpected

bonus for the investigation inasmuch as performance slightly above the base line data, as taken with a simple exit

plenum, has been achieved. It is therefore clear that one can design a hood which is beneficial to overall system

performance and can be superior to a pure plenum discharge. This is not directly the case for the backface aligned

diffuser exit, as shown in Figure 25, but good effects are still achieved. Incidentally, the other geometric parameters

shown in Figure 19, namely _x, _ 1, and _2 were insignificant parameters concerning the performance of this system.

Unfortunately, no tests were conducted with eccentricity and impeller exit swirl entering the diffuser. These tests

would have been quite interesting, but it is probably safe to assume that the good effects for each phenomenon taken

alone should be additive to give a good overall system performance under the influence of swirl. The study also

extensively evaluated distortion at the exit of the hood and distortion effects upon the diffuser. In the region of good

diffuser system performance, negligible distortion effects were fed back to the upstream rotor location.

As indicated above, two different sizes and styles of exhaust diffuser were considered in the entire diffuser and

exhaust hood investigation series. The smaller diffuser, intended for extremely cramped configurations, was known

as the "B2" diffuser and showed a modest level of recovery on an overall basis. This diffuser was also investigated

in the hood configuration, with results as displayed in Figure 26. It will be observed that a definite penalty is now

experienced due to the presence of the hood. Whereas 0.22 pressure recovery was achieved for a true plenum, the

single exit hood now drops the peak level to approximately 0.05. Furthermore, an L 4 of close to 5 is necessary

before asymptotic values can be reached. This diffuser, when evaluated with the largest size hood, also showed good

response to diffuser inlet swirl and basically showed increasing trends with swirl angle. Eccentricity was again

beneficial, and to about the same net level as illustrated above. This improvement brings the result of the diffuser

and hood closer to the value achieved by the diffuser with a pure plenum, but there is still a noticeable deficit or

penalty for the system.
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0.20
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.......I _ m i
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Figure 25: Variation of system and

diffuser pressure recovery coefficients

Cp(l_p) and Cp(1_2) with Ey for L 2 = (L 4 - 1).
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Further examination of the B2 diffuser was conducted using a double exit hood, to determine if this may provide

some relief to the compromises forced by the single discharge hood. Figure 27 shows that significant improve-

ment in the system performance and values above the diffuser alone (plus plenum) test configuration have been

achieved. A summary of pertinent results for both diffusers, in terms of a hood-to-diffuser exit area ratio is shown in

Figure 27. As this overall area ratio achieves a level in excess of 3.0, the large C1 diffuser shows results closely
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approachingtheplenumtestvalueforthatdiffuser.Ofcoursetestswithaneccentricdiffuserwouldexceedthis
referencelevel.Inthesamefigure,thepertinentresultsfortheB2diffuseraredisplayedandit isclearthatit isnot
possible,withasingleexithood,tomatchthelevelsoftheB2diffuserwith a plenum discharge. However, when

using two exit ports, levels of performance above that of the B2 diffuser with collector are displayed.

It is important to assure minimum area ratio, as Figure 27 suggests. The area ratio for these hoods and diffusers may
be defined as follows:

z43_ 1

Hood exit acea 2r3l 4 R3 * L 4

Diffuser exit area 2er r211cos 72 2- cos 72

1.00

0.80

0.60

0.40

Cp(I-p)
0.20

0

-0.20

-0.40
0

Figure 27: System pressure

function of area ration AR 1.
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_-_-

/ J2 -% .....FORTHAI2/
rl = vori<d _* = 3

I. varied 7 = 3

['4 - ,,aricd = [)

I I I I I

0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 5.6

AR_

recovery coefficient Cpo_p) as a

For the particular diffusers utilized, 72 equals 54 ° for the C1 diffuser and 0 ° for the B2 diffuser. A further area ratio,

which is of benefit to this analysis, can be defined by concentrating on the critical area in the hood, which would

occur either at 90 ° or the 270 ° location for a single exit hood (see Figure 20). In the case of no eccentricity, this area

is simply (r 3 - r2) 14. Forming an area ratio between the area at 90 ° and the sector of diffuser exit area from 0 ° to

90 ° , one obtains the following:

AR 2 lilA90o / _rea of the 0 ° to 90 ° sector at diffuser exit

which can also be rewritten as:

_-r2g 2_ - lgr

mh: ]/4brr2/l_OSr2g 7_osr--7

This area ratio is a local area ratio in contrast to the AR 1 given above which is an overall hood area ratio. By plotting

principle results in terms of this local area ratio, as shown in Figure 28, it is discovered that there is a minimum AR 2

of approximately 0.8 which is necessary to avoid serious penalties in the performance of the hood. In fact, a value

TFAWS 12



somewhathigherwouldberecommendedwheneverpossible.Finally,ahood(static)pressurelosscoefficientcanbe
definedasfollows:

P2 - Pp
Lhood -- __1 --2

_-PC 2

The value of the diffuser exit velocity C 2 must be estimated knowing the pressure recovery coefficient of the

diffuser alone. When this is done, a hood loss coefficient as shown in Figure 29 is obtained. Interestingly, the data

for each diffuser falls essentially on the same curve! It may be hypothesized that the effects of diffuser exit or hood

inlet dynamic head have now been scaled out and that this parameter is controlled substantially by the area ratio. As

with Figure 27, it appears that an area ratio on the order of two is preferable to obtain minimum system losses.

I I
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Figure 28: System pressure recovery coefficient

vO-(1-p)as a function of the area ratio AR 2.
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Figure 29: The hood loss coefficient Lhood as a

function of the area ratio AR 1.

Further tests were conducted by using a splitter plate as displayed in Figure 30 or a boat-tail strut as shown in

Figure 31. Neither of these devices had any significant impact on the best performing configurations discussed

previously. Occasionally, they had some positive effect on some of the lower performing geometric configurations.

Hence, these are options for strengthening a hood structure.

These hood results, drawing largely on the reference work of Patel (1977) and the cited supporting work, greatly

augment the database supplied by Deych (1970). It is clear that the designer must take great care in laying out an

exhaust hood for a high-performance exhaust diffuser system, but it is equally clear that good data are available to

guide an intelligent choice of these design parameters.
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Figure 31 Schematic of the single exit hood with
a "boat-tail" strut.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A series of annular diffusers has been designed subject to available technology and then tested according to

influences of inlet boundary layer variations, passage curvature, inlet swirl and exit collector (hood) distortion

effects. The following has been noted:

1. overall performance compares sensibly with the findings of Sovran & Klomp (1967);

2. performance changes dramatically with inlet boundary layer thickness, much as found for conical and channel

diffusers, and strongly with means of artificial boundary layer thickening (trips, vortex generators, etc.) which

cannot be predicted today;

3. curvature late in a passage is worse than curvature early in a passage;

4. swirl can help the performance of an annular diffuser if it is sensibly distributed and helps to unload the wall

curvature effects;

5. the key to exhaust hood design is either very large collector size or a very special combination of design

parameters, which should always be checked experimentally;

6. core flow and boundary layer calculations have successfully modeled bulk design effects such as gross

blockage, passage shape, and inlet swirl; and,

7. fine scale CFD modeling has clarified some gross flow phenomena but cannot resolve many detailed
observations.
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ROTOR DESIGN FOR THE SSME FUEL FLOWMETER

Bogdan Marcu

Boeing

Rocketdyne Propulsion and Power

ABSTRACT

The present report describes the process of redesigning a new rotor for the SSME Fuel Flowmeter. The

new design addresses the specific requirement of a lower rotor speed, which would allow the SSME

operation at 115% rated power level and above. A series of calculations combining fleet flowmeters test

data, airfoil fluid dynamics and CFD simulations of flow patterns behind the flowmeter's hexagonal

straightener has led to a blade twist design c_ = c_(radius) targeting a kfconstant of 0.8256. The kfconstant

relates the fuel volume flow to the flowmeter rotor speed, for this particular value 17685 GPM at 3650

RPM. Based on this angle distribution, two actual blade designs were developed. A first design using the

same blade airfoil as the original design targeted the new kfvalue only. A second design using a variable

blade chord length and variable airfoil relative thickness targeted simultaneously the new kfvalue and an

optimum blade design destined to provide smooth and stable operation and a significant increase in the

blade natural frequency associated with the first bending mode, such that a comfortable margin could be

obtained at 115% RPL. The second design is a result of a concurrent engineering process, during which

several iterations were made in order to achieve a targeted blade natural frequency associated with the first

bending mode of 1300 Hz. Water flow tests preliminary results indicate a kfvalue of 0.8179 for the first

design, which is within 1% of the target value. The second design rotor shows a natural frequency

associated with the first bending mode of 1308 Hz, and a water-flow calibration constant oflC = 0.8169.

NOMENCLATURE

U

Ca

W

i

CD, eL

P

b

Kf

Kfw

blade tangential velocity

fluid axial velocity

fluid relative velocity

blade stagger angle

angle of relative fluid velocity

flow incidence angle on the blade

drag and lift coefficients

fluid density

blade chord length

flow meter calibration constant for engine operation

flow meter calibration constant determined from water flow test



1.INTRODUCTION

TheSpaceShuttleMainEngineusesaturbinetypeflowmeter[3]tocontroltheamountoffueldeliveredto
theengineandthemixtureratiobetweenthefuelandoxidizer.Theflowmeterislocatedinaductbetween
thelowpressurefuelpumpdischargeandtheintaketothehighpressurepump.Themetertranslatesthe
volumeflowoftheliquidhydrogenbasedonitsrotorspeedandacalibrationconstant,denominatedasKf
whichrelatesthefuelvolumeflowratetotherotor'srotationalspeedKf= 4*RPM/GPM,whereRPMis
therotorspeedinrotationsperminuteandGPMthefuelvolumeflowrateingallonsperminute.
Theoriginalflow-meterdesignemployedaflowstraightenerwithasetofvanesformingchannelswith a

square section, a configuration referred to as the _egg-crate" housing. This straightener was replaced by

another design, with vanes forming a set of channels with hexagonal cross-section. In this new

configuration, the flow meter rotor is mounted closer to hexagonal vanes, at approximately 1 inch distance

(previously, in the egg-crate straightener housing it was mounted at approximately 2 inch distance). Over

the years of SSME operation, a certain behavior was observed in the flow-meter operation [1]: at certain

regimes, an apparent shift seems to occur in the Kf value, without a real change in the volume flow rate.

The Kf shift phenomenon also appears to be associated with a fluctuation in the rotor's speed. Such

fluctuation may be of high frequency, but since the rotation is only measured 4 times per one complete

revolution, some aliasing phenomenon appears to occur in the measurements. Hence, the term of _aliasing"

has been associated with the rotor speed fluctuations, occurring simultaneously with the Kf shifting.

Extensive work has been done to investigate these phenomena [2]. It was found that when the blade passes

one of the wakes in the flow pattern generated behind the hex flow straightener, there is a momentary stall

flow regime on the blade which slows down the rotor. The occurrence of successive stalls may produce the

Kf shifting phenomenon, associated with a high frequency oscillation in the rotor speed reffered to as

_aliasing". The rotor wake interaction is stronger for the new hex housing due to the proximity of the rotor

with respect to the straightener exit.

Another issue of concern generated by the new hex housing is a strong symmetry pattern in the flow field

behind it, especially 12N and 18N symmetry patterns. Such symmetry patterns generate a blade excitation

with frequencies approaching the flow meter rotor blade natural frequency associated with the first bending

mode (-830 Hz) if the rotor speed is approaching 4000 RPM. For this reason, the fleet flow meters have a

limitation in speed at 3800 RPM in order to maintain a safety frequency margin. In many cases, this

limitation precludes the SSME reaching 115% Rated Power Level.

2. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

The hexagonal housing is being modified by cutting the back face of the straightener vanes at a 21 degree

angle. In this manner, the spacing between the vanes and the rotor is increased from 1.05 inches to 1.95

inches at the tip of the blade, while remaining 1.05 inch at the hub. Also, the flow meter rotor is re-

designed in a manner destined to achieve a lower rotational speed. The requirement is to achieve a

maximum rotational speed of 3650 RPM at 115% SSME rated power level, for which the nominal fuel

volume flow rate is 17,685 GPM. For this regime, the flow calibration constant must have the value Kf =

0.8256. A slightly lower value is admissible.

This report addresses the rotor re-design effort.
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3. BLADE GEOMETRY

3.1. ORIGINAL BLADE GEOMETRY.

A complete set of manufacturing design details of the original

rotor has been made available for the redesign project.
However, while such design details allow for a proper part
fabrication, they yield insufficient information for the

purpose of inferring the fluid dynamics criteria on which the
design is based. Since these criteria were not available in the
original design, they had to be reconstructed by processing the
fabrication design data (blade sections defined at different
radii) in combination with calibration data obtained from

testing fleet rotors. Given the fact that a significant number
of rotors were known to have small dimensional errors from

manufacturing, data from a large number of rotors was

necessary, with the hope that the statistics of the test results
will generate mean values corresponding to a nominal design.
Since the number of rotors with well documented test results

was not large, data was selected for 10 rotors with good

operational history (never recorded any anomaly in
operation).

Figure 1. The flow meter rotor.

In order to organize a fluid dynamics design concept for the flowmeter rotor, one must understand a
significant difference between a typical turbine destined to produce power, and the turbine flowmeter rotor

at hand. A typical turbine rotor operates by organizing the working fluid flow within the channel formed
between two adjacent blades in a way that maximizes loading, with a high degree of turning of the fluid, and
with a strong interaction between the blades of the rotor. The flowmeter rotor on the other hand (shown in
Figure 1), uses only 4 blades that operate practically independent of each other, as isolated rotating

airfoils. If the rotor were to operate in a smooth, uniform incoming flow, its blades should operate at very
small incidence angles at every radius. The situation is depicted in Figure 2. The incoming flow has a
uniform axial velocity Ca and the rotor blade has the tangential velocity U as shown. Adding the two vector

velocities results in the relative velocity with respect to the blade, W. The blade stagger angle _ is not

aligned with the relative velocity angle 13,as the relative velocity impinges on the blade's leading edge at a
small incidence angle i. Since the blade profile is symmetric the small incidence angle is necessary for the

flow around the airfoil to produce some lift, besides drag. Only the tangential components of the forces
acting on the rotor blade are of interest. The blade will adjust its tangential velocity in a way that will
produce a very small incidence angle i for which the tangential component of drag and rotor bearings

U

LIFT

I Rf
/
t

i
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Figure 2. The blade load and force decomposition on the rotor blade.
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friction resistance Rf will be compensated by the tangential component of lift. This model leads to a

variable blade stagger angle which varies with the blade radius in a proportional manner if the small

incidence angle is neglected, therefore we are seeking a relation of the form c¢ = _(R), where R is the

blade radius. This relation depends on the required rotor speed at a given volume flow, and on the necessary

incidence angle i at each blade radius. If we take under consideration the boundary layer development on

the shroud and hub end walls, the incidence angle i then depends on the incoming flow axial velocity

distribution with radius Ca =Ca(R). Things are complicated more by considering the presence of the wakes

in the incoming flow, which add a tangential dependency Ca=Ca(R,0), where 0 is a tangential angular

coordinate. Such dependency further generates transient features that render the analysis too complex to

obtain immediate useful results.

Therefore, let us consider an upstream flow that is characterized by a uniform axial velocity and no swirl.

Based on this assumption, one could calculate a volume flow and a rotational speed of the original design

rotor, at which the flow incidence i on the rotor blade is zero or close to zero at each radius. Is such a

rotational speed is found for any given volume flow, the calculation verifies a free-vortex blade design.

However, such calculation does not imply a stable rotation at the rotational speed calculated and no

equilibrium of forces on the blade is assumed. This topic will be discussed in the next section.

By processing the original design blade profiles given at four radii, the blade stagger angles were obtained

and used for the aforementioned calculation. The results show indeed a free vortex blade twist, with a

theoretical flow calibration constant of Kf = 0.8777, and close to zero incidence angles, as indicated in the

following table, third column.

Table 1.

Blade Radius

(% of blade height)

8.6

38.3

68.0

97.7

Blade angle

(degs)

4.9

9.06

13.13

17.06

Flow incidence angle i

(for idealized, uniform

_pstream flow - des_)

-0.0049

0.0016

-0.0011

0.0044

Apparent flow incidence

angle i (see Fig. 4)

(calibration data - de_)

0.04

0.07

0.10

0.13

In operation, the upstream flow is not perfectly uniform, but distorted by wakes behind the hexagonal flow

straightener, which together with the end-walls boundary layers generate an unsteady character of the

incoming flow Ca=Ca(R,0,t), in both tangential 0, and radial r directions. A good way to obtain an average

flow calibration constant is to use all data points available from the calibration of the selected fleet rotors,

and compute a calibration constant based on the mean square linear fit through the data. Figure 3 show this

computation: the horizontal axis indicates the rotor speed measured in pips per second (a pip is a passage of

one blade through a magnetic field of a sensor, hence 4 pips per rotation), while the vertical axis shows the

liquid hydrogen volume flow through the meter, in gallons per minute. The dark line on the plot is a linear

fit through the data points, yielding a flow calibration constant of Kf = 0.8708, while the light colored line

corresponds to the idealized case of perfectly uniform flow upstream and zero flow incidence on the blade

at all radii, for which the calibration constant value is Kf = 0.8777 as explained.

The difference between the two lines in figure 3 is very small, corresponding to calculated flow incidence

angles shown in the fourth column of table 1. The largest flow incidence angle is calculated at 97.7%

radius, a value of 0.13 °. It is necessary to emphasize the fact that the flow incidence angles indicated in

column 4 of Table 1 are not actual physical flow angles with respect to the blade, since the flow field at the

blade leading edge is distorted by wakes and end-wall boundary layers as explained already. These

incidence angles represent a model based on the forces and velocity diagram shown on Figure 2, a model

intended to be used for redesign. The rationale behind these values is as follows: A dimensional average of

the selected fleet rotors is very close to the original rotor nominal design, as the possible small
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manufacturing errors statistically cancel out. The linearly fitted calibration data shows how fast does this

virtually nominal rotor turn, for a given fluid volume flow. Assuming that this measured volume flow were

perfectly uniform with no swirl, wakes or BL 's present, and a rotor with nominal design were rotating with

the measured speed (also from the linearly fitted calibration data), the flow incidence angles on the blade

at the four specified radii would be those in column 4 of Table 1, denominated as apparent flow incidence

angles.

The apparent flow incidence angle values listed in Table 1 are averaged over the entire pool of results

shown in Figure 4. By knowing these values, a first approach to the design of a new rotor would be to

simply retwist the blade at different stagger angles for the idealized case of zero flow incidences, then

empirically add the apparent flow incidence angles to the blade stagger angles at each radius. However,

data used for these calculations is obtained from the current flow meter configuration which uses the

straight back hexagonal flow straightener. The wake flow structures behind the straightener has a significant

influence on the measured flow calibration constants, and therefore a significant influence on the calculated

apparent incidence angles. The new rotor design is destined to be mounted behind a cut-back hexagonal

straightener, with a different wake flow pattern. For this reason, a more elaborate method is necessary for

the new design, while using the apparent incidence angle presented in this section as a means of

verification.

3.2. NEW BLADE GEOMETRY.

As specified in the previous section, by "blade geometry", in this study, one means a blade profile stagger

angle variation with radius, i.e. a relationship of the form _ = _(R), where R is the blade radius and _ is the

blade angle (see Figure 2). The blade profile is symmetric at all radii, and the blades work independently

from each other as rotating airfoils. The blade twist resulting from this relationship must provide a flow

calibration constant of Kf = 0.8256, as explained in section 1.

Figure 5. Axial fluid velocity field (CFD) behind the flow straightener, at a

distance corresponding to the rotor blades leading edges locations.
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Thedifficultyinchoosingthenew_=_(R)designcomesfromthecomplexflowpatterngeneratedbehind
thehexagonalflowstraightener.Differentstudies[1,2]haveshownthattheproximityof theflow
straightenertotherotorbladeleadingedgesoftengeneratesanomaliesinoperations,suchasshiftsinthe
flowcalibrationconstantassociatedwithaliasing.DetailedCFDanalysis[2]hasshownthecomplexityof
theupstreamflowpatternsandexplainedtheKfshiftasresultingfromaperiodicalquasi-stallphenomenon
inducedbythestronginteractionbetweenthewakesattheexitofthehexagonalflowstraightenerandthe
rotorblades. Suchinteractionswereshownto diminishsignificantlywith the spacing between the

straightener and the rotor. For these reasons, the design of a new rotor has been conceptualized in

conjunction with a modification of the hexagonal straightener, whose exit plane is being cut back at a 21 °

angle, increasing the distance from its exit to the blade from 1.05 to 1.95 inches at the tip of the blade. At

the rotor hub, the 1.05 inch distance is maintained. Therefore the new blade design must account for the

flow pattern behind the new straightener configuration in order to obtained a proper blade twist and

provide the reduced rotor speed required.

The calculations presented in section 3.1 have shown that the original rotor blade design is essentially a

free-vortex design. However, in order to obtain a precise rotor speed at a given volume flow, the designer

must allow for a small alteration of the free-vortex blade twist, in order to account for the effects generated

by the flow non-uniformity. Such effects are quantified by the apparent flow incidence angles also

presented in section 3.1. In order to obtain such quantification for the cut-back straightener configuration

both water-flow rotor test data with a prototype hex housing and CFD computations are used.

Figure 5 shows a CFD generated flowfield behind the cut-back hex straightener in the form of axial fluid

velocity distribution C,=C,(R,0), shown in the transversal plane containing the rotor blades' leading edges.

axial fluid Velocity. f t/see

Figure 6. Radial distribution of the fluid axial velocity, plotted every 2.5 degrees for

a 120 degrees sector. Data is extracted from the flow field shown in figure 5. The

thick dotted line represents an average per one rotation in the tangential direction.
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In this simulation, the rotor and its influence on the

upstream flow is removed. Figure 6 shows, superimposed,
several plots of the axial flow velocity distributions in the
radial direction extracted every 2.5 degrees in the
tangential direction from the flow field in figure 5.

Basically these are the axial flow patterns that are "seen"
successively by the rotor blade as it sweeps the flow field
in its rotation. The average per one rotation in the

tangential direction of the axial fluid velocity Ca = Ca(R )

is represented in Figure 6 by the thick dotted line . By
examining this radial distribution of velocity one can
understand that for a rotor blade twisted according to the

free-vortex law, at any given instance, there are significant
variations in fluid flow incidence angles i along the
tangential direction, and at all radii. The incidence angle i

can have positive as well as negative values within one
complete rotation. Thus, at every moment, there are
sections of the blade producing tangential forces in the
direction of rotation, and other sections producing
resistance. At each of these instances the flow around the

entire blade is very complex, requiring significant
resources to be resolved by real time CFD. The prohibitive

cost of such resources in both equipment and man hours
requires a different more practical approach.

Figure 7 summarizes a calculation model that combines
the aerodynamic principles expressed in Figure 2 with the

b

dR

R

Figure 7. Force balance calculation on a
rotor blade.

available CFD data, and anchors them using test data. The rotor blade is divided in 32 horizontal bins as

shown in the figure. Each bin produces, locally, either positive or resistive tangential force dFT, which, in
turn, produces a positive or negative torque

dT= dFT R (1)

The localized bin tangential force dFT, is a projection of the local drag and lift forces along the tangential
direction (as shown in Figure 2) and a portion of the resistant bearings friction torque, which is small and
can be neglected.

dFT = lpbdRW2 x [CL(R)cos(13(R))- {CD(R)sin(13(R)) ] (2)

Here, b is the blade's width, R is the radius of the local bin, dR is the bin's radial width, _(R) is the blade

stagger angle, CL and CD are the local lift and drag coeficients -- which depend on the local relative fluid

velocity W(R) and local incidence angle i(R) -- and 13 is the fluid density. For a given axial velocity
distribution Ca=Ca(R), a relative velocity distribution W=W(R) results by vectorial addition with the

tangential velocity U(R) = R x co, where co is the rotor's rotational speed which achieves a stable, constant

value when equilibrium is achieved on the blade:

Rtip

dT = 0 (3)
Rhub

The model is anchored for the Ca=Ca(R) distribution indicated by the average velocity profile in Figure 6,
and the rotation resulting from several water flow tests of a cut-back hex straightener using three separate
rotors which indicate a Kf value of 0.871. The NACA 0016-64 airfoil CL and CD coefficient values are

used in this calculations, since this NACA profile is closest to the original rotor blade profile from the
available literature. It is important to note that in the model anchoring process one must account
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empirically for several details associated with the physics of the problem at hand which are not accounted

for in the model. Such details are: i) the nature of the working fluid is different from the fluid for which

standard CL and CD are known, ii) the incident flow is characterized by intense fluctuations which alter the

aerodynamic performance, iii) the three-dimensional character of the flow is neglected, locally, for each bin.

The factor g in equation (2) is the anchoring factor. The choice of placing this factor in association with

the drag force term is based on the consideration that, given the flow fluctuations, it is to be expected that

the drag on the blade profile be actually larger that the literature indicates, while lift forces will be smaller.

CFD analysis [2] of the Kr shifting phenomenon seems to be indicating the same trend. However, _ values

do not reflect a quantification of drag amplification, and must be regarded as purely empirical values

destined to anchor a model and be used in the design process.

Using the average Ca=Ca(R) velocity distribution in Figure 6, the measured Kr = 0.871 flow coefficient

is matched by choosing _ = 32.0. Simulations show a very small sensitivity of the calculated Kr value with

respect to _ , and therefore a good tuning capability of this parameter. Using g = 32.0, the new blade

stagger angle _ = _(R) distribution is calculated based on a free-vortex blade twist altered by a small

incidence angle distribution i = i(R), found by repeated iterations. Figure 8 shows the new blade stagger

angle design, plotted together with the original blade stagger angle design for comparison. The difference

between the old and the new design is small: only 0.84 degrees at the blade tip.

...... originai design _ ....
...... new design .,,,/-/ .....

14 ........... .,i _/": '
S

m .... _ = i i i

Z 2/" :
ie-

t ,

_._,,_.....
S'ii i

/,5 ,_

0,6 08 1 ! .2 !4 1:6 1.8 2 2_2 2.4 2:6
blade radius, inches

Figure 8. Blade stagger angle distribution
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3.3.ROTORDESIGNCONCEPT1

Havingdeterminedthenewbladeradialtwist,thefirstdesignconceptusestheoriginalbladeprofilein
shapingupanewbladeusingthenewstaggerangledistributionshowninFigure8. Theoriginalblade
designisgiveninthespecificationsatfourradialstations(expressedinpercentagesofbladeheightinTable
1 by coordinatepointsx, y. Thedatahasbeenprocessednumericallyandtheprofilehasbeen
mathematicallyreconstructedbasedoncircleelements(0.016inchradiusand0.005inchradiusforthe
leadingandtrailingedgesrespectively.) andsetsof thirdorderpolynomials.Figure9 showsthe
reconstructedprofile,whichhasachordlengthof 0.747inches,andamaximumthicknessof 16%(relative
thicknessexpressedinpercentsofthechordlength)at40%ofthechordlength.Forcomparison,theNACA
0016-64profileisplottedinthesamefigure.

O.05F ....:22_ _-_ ....... " . ..... q

0 .......................................

-0.05

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

NACA 0016-64
Actual rotor blade

Figure 9. Rotor concept 1 and NACA 0016-64 airfoils. The rotor blade has been

mathematically reconstructed from the x,y coordinates given in the original design
documentation.

For the concept 1 rotor, the new blade natural frequency associated with the first bending mode is

approximately 830 Hz. For a successful design, the rotor must not exceed 3650 RPM at a fuel volume flow

of 17,685 GPM--which defines the regime at 115% SSME Rated Power Level--thus allowing for a 12%

frequency margin with respect to the 12N symmetry excitation mode associated with the wake flow

structures behind the hexagonal straightener. The 3650 RPM is a slow speed for such high volume flow,

rendering the design calibration coefficient Kf = 0.8256 very sensitive to any alteration in the blade stagger

angle. For 3650 RPM, at the blade mean diameter the relative flow velocity has an average angle of 9.6 °,

while the blade's stagger angle is 9.9 °. Given the blade profile accepted tolerance field for the original

design of +0.003 inches, a biased manufacturing within the 0.006 inch tolerance band as shown in Figure

10 can produce a stagger angle error of 0.46 °, i.e. an error of 4.7%. This possible error places the rotor

speed value in the 3475-3825 RPM range, which, for the right end of the range, not only reduces the

frequency margin to 7.8%, but also exceeds the 3800 RPM limit. For these reasons, the flow of

information from the design concept to the manufacturing of the hardware must be carefully controlled.

Such control is exerted by following the path of essential design information and ensure that minimum or no

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

D Actual airfoil D Tolerance field

Figure 10. Stagger angle error due to biased manufacturing of the rotor airfoil, within the

accepted tolerance band.
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alterationoftheoriginalconceptualdesigngeometryoccurs.Thebladegeometryisimportedintothesolid
modelingsoftwareviaASCIItranslationfiles.Theairfoilgeometryisthereforemaintainingit's original
mathematicaldefinition.Furthermore,airfoiltolerancebandisdecreasedfrom+0.003 to +0.002. The solid

model of the rotor is further translated into an IGES ASCII translation file, and imported into the CNC

software for manufacturing. Once in the manufacturing phase, information control of the geometry is

weaker, and depends on the quality of the supplier's technology. For this reason, a feed-back loop into the

information control is organized by extracting inspection-specific geometry data from the solid model, and

inspect the final product. In this manner, the solid model becomes a process reference element to which the

final product is compared. The details of this information loop will be the subject of a future report.

The rotor concept 1 has been manufactured and water-flow tested, in conjunction with three types of flow

straighteners: i) the original egg-crate straightener, ii) the current design hex straightener and iii) the cut-

back hex straightener. The water-flow calibration constants obtained are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Rotor Concept 1 water-flow test results.

Type of upstream straightener Water-flow calibration coefficient

Egg-crate 0.8180 + 0.94%

Current design hex 0.8456 + 0.7%

Cut-back hex 0.8179+0.18%

The water-flow calibration coefficient obtained for the cut-back hex straightener is Kfw = 0.8179, which is

approximately 1% lower that the targeted value of 0.8256. Since the calculations were made for

incompressible volume flows, this value should remain the same for engine operation . Nevertheless, in

operation, the changes in Re number (a five fold increase) and nature of the fluid will slightly increase the

value of the calibration constant, as the fleet testing experience shows. A quantification of this increase is

difficult to predict.

3.3. ROTOR DESIGN CONCEPT 2.

The second design concept follows the same radial twist

additional objectives:

for the blade geometry, while targeting two

• An increase in the blade natural frequency associated with the first bending mode to 1300 Hz. For this

frequency, at 115% RPL there is a 16% frequency margin above the excitation frequency associated

with the 18N wake flow symmetry behind the hex straightener. Since 18N is the highest symmetry

number, the blade natural frequency is above all excitation frequencies associated with the upstream

flow in operation.

• An optimization of the flow around the blade in a manner that minimizes the effects of the strong wake

structures at the hub-- where there is only 1 inch separation between the rotor and the cut back hex

straightener---and increases the role played by the flow around the upper half of the blade, located in a

less perturbed flow field.

Both objectives are to be achieved by a tapered design of the blade geometry employing a variable blade

chord length and a variable airfoil relative thickness from hub to tip. The design uses the modified NACA

Four-digit series of airfoils whose relative thickness varies linearly from 24% at the hub to 13% at the tip.

The chord length varies also linearly with radius, scaling the original design chord length by 109% at the

hub and 100% at the tip. Figure 11 shows 8 radial sections of this design, by comparison to the original

profile. The final design was obtained after 14 iterations, each iteration consisting of a mathematical model,

translation and import into a solid modeling software, followed by export into a stress and natural frequency
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analysissoftware.Themanufacturedrotortestedonly5Hz differencefromthepredicted1308Hznatural
bladefrequencyassociatedwiththefirstbendingmode.

012 ......... 04 0i6 08

0 02 0i4 0:6 0:8

0;1 .....

01 k: __> .....

0 02 0:4 0.6 0.8

0 0:2 0:4 0i6 08

,0:1
0 01:2 0:4- :0i6 018

0 :02 0.4 0!6 0:8

0 02 Oi# 0i6 08

0 0_2 0i4 0:6 0:8

Figure 11. Rotor Concept 2 blade geometry shown at 8 equally spaced radial sections. The blade chord

length varies linearly from 109% of the original chord length at the hub to 100% original chord length at

the tip. Airfoil relative thickness varies linearly from 24% at the hub to 13% at the tip. Airfoils are modified

NACA Four-digit series.
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Atthetimeofwritingthisreport,onlypreliminarywaterflowtestsofthesecondrotordesignareavailable.
TheresultsareshowninTable3.

Table 3. Rotor Concept 2 water-flow test results.

Type of upstream straightener Water-flow calibration coefficient

Egg-crate 0.8154 + 0.44%

Current design hex 0.8436 + 0.1%

Cut-back hex 0.8169 + 0.1%

The numbers are very similar to the results obtained for rotor concept 1, slightly slower. The same

observations made at the previous section regarding the change in flow regime for engine operation should

be noted here as well. Preliminary real-time measurements from the magnetic detectors show a very smooth

rotation for concept 2 rotor.

CONCLUSIONS

A new rotor design has been conceptualized for the SSME fuel flowmeter, in conjunction with a

modification of the hexagonal flow straightener destined to increase the spacing between the straightener

vanes and the rotor's blades at the rotor's blade tip. The design requirement, essentially a slower speed,

will allow operation of the SSME at 115% rated power level and beyond. The new design is obtained by a

retwist of the rotor blades, following a calculated radial distribution of the blade stagger angle c_=c_(R).

Based on the same stagger angle radial distribution, two design concepts have been finalized, prototyped

and water-flow tested. The first concept follows the new blade twist using the same blade profile as the

original design. The second concept uses a tapered blade design which increases the blade natural frequency

associated with the first bending mode to 1308 Hz, while optimizing the flow around the blade, generating a

smooth operation. The water flow tests indicate a flow calibration constant within 1% of the targeted value.
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THE OFF-DESIGN PERFORMANCE OF A CAREFULLY

INSTRUMENTED RADIAL INFLOW TURBINE
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ABSTRACT

The performance of a common radial inflow turbine, operating with a nozzle-less inflow volute and an exhaust

diffuser, has been evaluated. Experimental techniques are discussed and test problems are reviewed. Internal data

have been acquired for each sub-component. Fundamental questions about data interpretation are addressed.

Suggested parameters for sub-component and overall data correlation are given. Important trends of basic loss and

diffusion parameters are presented. Suggestions for additional studies are offered.

NOMENCLATURE

A

b

Co

ef

f
i2

L

LC, K

ill

N

P

Po

Q
f

To

G
U

Area

Passage height (span)

Isentropic expansion velocity based on enthalpy and Equation 13 or 16

Expansion ratio, P00 / P4 or Poo / P4

Multiplicative loss adjustment factor

Impeller incidence

Length

Loss coefficient, see Figure 7
Mass flow rate

Rotational Speed

Static pressure

Total pressure

Heat flux

Radius

Total temperature

Operating clearance

Wheel speed; usually U 2 by implication

GREEK SYMBOLS

a4

q

0

Absolute swirl angle

average of four core probes in Figures 9 and 10

Radial and circumferential average in Figures 14 and 15

Blade angle; degrees from meridional surface

efficiency, also diffuser effectiveness (Cp/Cp, ideal)

Blade angle, degrees from meridional
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STATIONSANDSUBSCRIPTS

0 Upstreamstagnation,throat
1 Voluteexitstate
2 Impellerinletstate
3 Impellerexitstate
4 Diffuserexitstate
D Diffuser exit state

r referred state; also _corr'

ts total-to-static

1. INTRODUCTION

The radial inflow turbine is an essential element of every low cost automotive turbocharger, produced in the level of

three to five million copies per year around the globe. It is also used for small gas turbines and cryogenic expanders.

It has received some extensive investigation over the past 50 years but receives very little research at the present

time. Modeling of the radial inflow turbine is achieved with moderate accuracy, but as shown below, numerous

questions concerning the fundamental performance of radial turbines still exist and have not been dealt with in the

technical literature. This investigation establishes the base of current understanding for radial inflow turbines and

presents extensive data from one thorough investigation of a radial inflow turbine including internal fluid dynamic

and thermodynamic measurements as well as accurate overall measurements. This paper is presented with the

permission of original consortium sponsors, which is appreciated.

2. PAST TECHNICAL CONTRIBUTIONS

A large number of technical contributions to the radial inflow turbine technology have been presented in various

forms. These have been reviewed in detail by Japikse (1982) [1] and the literature survey has largely been

incorporated in subsequent presentations by Baines (1999) [2] and others. Highlights of the original literature

survey are summarized. The technical literature for radial flow turbines was found to fall almost exclusively into

four categories, as follows:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Investigations by NASA

Investigations by American Industry:

Various English contributions, principally from Universities, and,

A useful variety of Japanese contributions.

The principal driving force for conducting these investigations was to study the radial inflow turbine for small gas

turbine application (up to helicopter size engines), for turbochargers, and for space power applications. The

strongest consistent industrial requirement, throughout the past decades and up to the present time, has clearly been

the turbocharger application.

The reported survey of the technical literature revealed several significant observations:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Most of the reported measurements concerned overall power absorbed, and hence efficiency, plus

referenced flow versus expansion ratio.

The most common internal measurement was a single impeller exit radial survey with a three-hole probe

where total pressure and swirl angle were measured.

Other internal measurements were virtually non-existent in nearly all studies.

Most studies concentrated on simple design difference investigations such as changing operating clearance,

changing blade number, changing axial length, or some other simple direct design variation.

The four preceding observations can be readily reconfirmed by the interested reader upon reviewing the literature

surveys referenced above. Due to the absence of detailed internal data, all of the prediction models have failed to

confirm their integrity by comparison to station-by-station velocity triangle, loss, and recovery measurements.
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Instead,variousadjustmentfactorswithinthe_models'havebeenmanipulatedat will to obtaingoodoverall
agreementonflowrateandefficiencywiththehopethattheadjustmentin internalcoefficientsmighthavesome
basisinrealityandmightsuggestagreaterlevelofunderstanding.Nonetheless,lackingdetailedinternaldata,there
isnobasisuponwhichtheinternalmodelscanberigorouslyconfirmedorrefuted.A particularlycurioussituation
existsintheexitsurveyswhichhavebeenreportedinthepaststudies.All thesurveysshowedsignificantvariations
inexitswirlangle.Thesevariationsweredistinctlydifferentfromwhatmighthavebeenexpectedfromflowcodes
whichwereavailableatthetimeof theinvestigations.In allcases,however,noeffortwasmadetomeasurethe
staticpressuredistributionattheimpellerexitandfundamentalunderstandingof aswirlingflowshouldleadan
investigatortounderstandtheneedformeasuredstaticpressurevariationstoaccompanytheswirlanglevariation.

3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the present investigation were to learn how to obtain good, reliable measurements inside a radial

inflow turbine and to establish recommendations for future investigations. Additionally, it was desired to actually

obtain a good set of measurements and interpret the measurements into fundamental modeling parameters for a

single turbine stage.

To meet the objectives set forth, a radial inflow turbine was obtained and developed into a test facility. Figure 1

shows a contour outline of the radial inflow turbine showing the principal meanline dimensions. The impeller was

comprised of radial elements and has a 0 ° inlet blade angle. Only the exhaust diffuser was modified slightly from

the original configuration; specifically, the surface of the diffuser was machined to conform to exactly the

dimensions shown in the figure, so that a proper machined surface would be available to facilitate repeatable

measurements in the future (in other words, the rough cast surface was removed and replaced by a reliable,

machined surface). Figure 2 displays the test facility created for the purpose of this investigation. Flow was

delivered to the turbine test rig from a combustor in which kerosene was burned with compressed air. Inlet

temperature could be controlled over a wide range of temperatures, as discussed below. The inlet state was found,

by several casual traverses, to be quite uniform and well mixed-out. A set of three different inlet total pressure and

three different inlet total temperature measurements were made as well as static pressure and flow rate. Rotational

speed was measured as well. The entire turbine assembly was carefully insulated to minimize heat loss from the test
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rig. Several different options for exit flow field traversing were considered. Initial consideration was for traversing

close to the impeller exit, but mechanical interference with the hub attachment (a common nut) ruled out this

possibility and subsequently it was decided to traverse downstream of the exhaust diffuser. Four different

circumferential positions were traversed giving a total of 8 different radii representing the exit flow field. Total

pressure and absolute flow angle were initially measured (following the common technical literature of the day) and

subsequently static pressure was also measured, as discussed below. In order to get a good exit total temperature,

three elements of a Koch mixer were used as shown in the figure. This allowed a 99+% mixing completion to be

achieved with a very uniform total temperature at the discharge. By using this total temperature (actually an average

of six shielded probes), and the inlet total temperature, plus appropriate calibrations, a very accurate measurement of

temperature drop could be achieved.

/

Figure 2. Radial turbine instrumentation.

In order to confirm the adequacy of the techniques utilized, a heat loss calibration was conducted. After removing

the impeller and replacing it with a stationary hub flow deflector, the inlet and outlet temperatures were measured

over a period of time. It was found that thermodynamic equilibrium could be achieved with all temperatures

stabilized within approximately two hours. Additionally, a small drop in temperature from the inlet to the outlet was

measured which was attributed principally to heat conduction down the shaft and through the bearing housing and

also through the insulated walls. These tests were conducted while maintaining a steady flow of oil to the bearings

(not rotating) at typical oil temperatures. The major results are shown in Figure 3. It should be mentioned that

similar tests had been previously conducted on a different test rig (although principally to determine the flux of heat

from the turbine into a compressor which was being tested). The results showed (not at all surprisingly) that a very

linear relationship of the temperature difference, as suggested in Figure 3, would be achieved. For the present test,

data was recorded at only two temperatures. The 800°R gas temperature corresponds to the lowest temperature

which could be held with the combustor operating stably. The 580°R temperature corresponds to no combustor

operation and simply the discharge temperature of the compressed gas leaving the supply compressors. Based on

the prior data, a simple linear interpolation between these two conditions was used to estimate the amount of

correction. Prior tests have also revealed that hot turbine operations should not be considered: the heat loss would

be too great and the correction factor would amount to a significant percentage of the measured temperature drop

through the turbine. By controlling operating temperatures in the lower range suggested by Figure 3, and carefully

scheduling the tests, the maximum correction was usually held at less than 0.5 ° and the resultant uncertainty is

probably no more than plus/minus one or two tenths of a degree Rankin. Consequently, the thermal adequacy of the

test rig was reasonably demonstrated. It should also be mentioned that the temperature measuring probes were all

half shielded thermocouples which have a known calibration characteristic for recovery factor and, consequently,

good corrections for local Mach number were readily possible.
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Figure 3. Turbine housing thermal calibration with

impeller removed (zero on ordinate is no heat loss).

Figure 4. Turbine supplier's performance

map and scoping calculations of this study.

Prior to conducting tests, careful sensitivity calculations were made in an attempt to discern which parameters might

be of greater significance for detailed investigation. Figure 4 shows a set of measured results from the manufacture

of the turbine with scoping calculations conducted by the author. The calculations used an early meanline

performance code using common modeling techniques referred to later. The investigations clearly illustrated an

unexpected sensitivity: small changes (not revealed in Figure 4) to the exit modeling conditions could significantly

change the interpretation of the velocity triangle at the impeller inlet. In other words, by considering alternative

models at the impeller exit, one could introduce a variety of different possible interpretations at the rotor inlet. This

sensitivity had simply been overlooked in prior investigations since little attention had been given to station-by-

station measurements and nearly exclusive attention was placed on the overall performance characteristics while

taking great liberty to adjust any internal parameters desired (usually the rotor inlet conditions with indifference to

the exit conditions).

Additional instrumentation included three-hole probes fixed at a location just upstream of the impeller inlet at mid-

passage. These were located at four different circumferential positions corresponding to different sectors of the

volute. It was originally desired to traverse the flow field at this location, but inadequate consortium sponsorship

limited the degree to which measurements could be made at this location. Consequently, the four fixed probes were

utilized in an effort to determine core, and possibly maximum, values of flow parameters at this location. This

proved to be an exceedingly difficult measurement as noted below.

With these issues in focus, the test hardware was built and taken through a shakedown evaluation. The original

shakedown evaluation of two hours produced data which reflected most of the expected trends and conditions for the

planned test. However, strange signals from the fixed total pressure/yaw angle probes upstream of the impeller

required careful examination. This examination revealed that the probes had simply been destroyed by particulate

erosion in the two hours of testing with a small amount of damage to the impeller and volute. Consequently,

significant efforts were expended to remove particulates from the test field. This required a startup period for the

combustor with hot gas discharge bypassing the turbocharger for a startup transient of one or two hours and then the

flow was brought into the impeller. Additionally, a particle separator was introduced upstream of the test rig. The

resultant flow was much cleaner and a new rotor and volute housing showed only limited distress after many, many

hours of operation. Additionally, the four fixed probes were replaced with Inconel probes (the original being
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stainlesssteel)andtheselastedthroughoutmostof theresultanttestprogram(althoughoneor twoprobesdid
eventuallyfailneartheendoftheproject).Theshakedowntestswithunexpectedbutessentialmodifications,did
establishthemeansforobtainingaccurateandreliabledatawhichcouldbeusedforgoodmodelbuilding.

Samplesofkeydataarepresentednext.Figure5displaysstaticpressuremeasurementsconductedatkeystations
throughandaroundtheradialinflowturbine.Thesamedataaremeasuredateverysingletestpointfortheentire
investigation;onlyoneispresentedhere.Thehighestpressureistheinlettotalpressurefollowednextbytheinlet
staticpressure.Beneaththisaretwolevelsof staticpressure,showninacircumferentialvariation,whicharetaken
aroundthevolute(orscroll).Thehighervalueisontheoutersurfaceofthescroll,wherethestaticpressureshould
behighestbytheEuler-nequation,andthenextoneisonthesidewallof thevolute.Thesevaluesarenot
completelyuniformshowingthatthevolutedoesnothavetotallyuniformstaticpressureinacircumferentialsense,
ataskwhichwouldbeextremelyhardtoeffectinanyvolutedesign.At theimpellertip thereisaverycareful
measurementof staticpressurewithtapsatevery45°, andmorecloselyspacednearthetongueofthevolute.A
definitevariationofthestaticpressureatthislocationcanbeobservedandthisisaresultofdistortionfromthe
volute.At theimpellerexit,thestaticpressureis measuredalongtheshroudsurfaceanddisplayedwiththex
symbol.It isthelowestcasingpressurerecordedandfallsbelowthedownstreampressure(whichhasalsobeen
usedtonormalizeall thepressuresofthisplot). It thereforeappearsthatthereis,in fact,astaticpressurerise
throughthediffuser,atleastalongtheshroudstreamlineasthesetapswouldindicate.

Onemustbecarefulin interpretingthevariationof staticpressurein thevoluteparticularlyconcerningthesudden
dropinstaticpressurealongtheoutersurfaceassuggestedatthelocationof90°. A carefulexaminationofthis
particulartapwasmadeandit wasobservedthatthepressuretapfellintoapocketof castingporosityalongthe
insidesurface.This,ofcourse,wouldintroducenoticeableerror,severalpercentof dynamicheadatleast,and
thereforewouldgivelargeruncertaintyinthismeasurementthaninothermeasurements.Thevoluteouterpressure
measurementsaresubjecttothisuncertaintysincetherewasnowaytoenterintothevoluteandsmoothoutthe
surface.However,theimpellertipandexitpressureswereextremelyaccuratepressuretapsdrilledintoamachined
surface;hencethesemeasurementscanbeconsideredtobeofcommonaccuracy(+0.05-0.08psia).

Figure6displaysasampleofimpellercoverstaticpressuredata.Inallcases,asmoothaccelerationwasnotedwith
negligiblecircumferentialvariationsinpressure.
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measurements at various key stations
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Figure 6. Impeller cover static pressure variation.
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It wasdesiredtolearnasmuchabouttheflowangleatthevolutedischarge,thatis theimpellerinlet,aspossible•
Unfortunately,onlycorevaluescouldbemeasuredbutthesearestillverybeneficial•Thecorelosscoefficientwas
consequentlycalculatedforthevolute(whilemakingnocommentsaboutthehigherlosseswhichmustbefound
closertothewalls)asdisplayedinFigures7and8. Thesecondfiguregivesanearlyconstantvariationwithrespect
toU/C0,butforreasonswhicharenotimmediatelyobviousfromtheseplots,thereisamaximumin lossatthe
expansionratioof2.2withadrop-offatthehigherexpansionratioof2.8.It isclearthatthecoreflowfromthe
voluteinletflangeuptotheimpellerinletisnotisentropicbutthatsmalllossesontheorderof2%to4%oftheinlet
stagnationpressureareevident•Lossesnearthewallswouldlikelybemuchhigherduetolocalboundarylayer
effects•Thus,eventhoughthisvoluteservesasanozzlewithcontinuouslyacceleratingflow,thedevelopmentof
strongboundarylayers(withskewedorsecondaryflow)alongthesidewallsissubstantialandreachesalltheway
acrosstothecoreregionoftheflowfieldgivinglossesineachofthefourmeasuredlocations•Noneoftheprobes
showedanisentropiccoreunderanyoperatingconditions•

• $

,4

Figure 7. Volute core loss _-_ versus U/C0.
• ]_02 /)2 --

• ;,:)

_-_ 2,1 ¸

G

Figure 8. Volute core loss (Apo/Poo) versus U/C o.
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Additionally,themeasured(coreregion)swirlanglesaredisplayedin Figures9 and10. Theanglevariation
proceedsfromapproximately69.5°atlowexpansionratiouptoapproximately73.5°atthehighestexpansionratio
withatendencytoincreaseinanearlymonotonicform.However,themeasureddatadoshownoticeablevariation
withU/C0. Figure10givesareasonablefirstestimateof thegeneraltrendsonanaveragebasis.Thestrong
variationathighvaluesofexpansionratiowouldsuggestfurtherinvestigations.
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Figure 9. Volute exit swirl angle versus U/C o . Figure 10. Volute exit core swirl angle

versus stage expansion ratio.

Impeller exit flow field traverses were conducted for a set of six different operating points (discussed below) and

required more than one week of continuous testing to log these data. Clearly, said data was not recorded for every

single testing point, but only the select points due to economic limitations. It was felt that these data were important

to anchor the results of the entire investigation. After the investigations were conducted, which unfortunately

followed the current practice of the industry of recording swirl angle and total pressure, it became clear during data

processing that an important link was missing: the static pressure must also be measured. Consequently, one test

case was repeated as shown in Figures 11, 12 and 13 presenting the total pressure, the flow angle and the static

pressure. These data clearly show that the static pressure is not constant but drops substantially toward the

centerline of the test facility as a consequence of the strong swirl distribution. The static pressure variation is clearly

important and must be at least recognized if proper data processing is to be achieved. To obtain this particular

measurement, the three-hole probe was used in reverse and was calibrated for base pressure. Knowing this basic

trend, corrections could be made for the comprehensive traverses conducted at the selected six operating points.
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Figure 11. Radial turbine exhaust
survey - total pressure.

Figure 12. Radial turbine exhaust

survey - flow angle.

Figure 13. Radial turbine exhaust survey

- static pressure.
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Figure14showsanexitstaticpressurecorrectionfactorthatwasdevelopedforthediffuserexitasafunctionofexit
swirl.Thisvaluewasachievedbyadjustingthelevelof staticpressureusedintheintegrationofthetotalpressure
andswirlangleinformationfromthetraverseswhilesatisfyingthelocalmeasuredmassflowrate.Theinvestigation
oftheexitflowfieldviathetraversingshowedthattheoneoversight,inpastinvestigationsandinitiallyin this
investigation,wasthelackofattentiontothestaticpressuredistributionintheexitpipe.Whenthisparameterwas
sensiblyadjusted,massflowagreementwasobtainedandarationalcorrectiontothestaticpressurewasimplied.
Thisalsoresultedin improvedvaluesof exitswirlangledistributionsincetheweightingof themassaverage
parametersisconsequentlyaffected.

TheFigure14correctionfactorwasusedwiththesixtraversepointsasindicatedand,additionally,everyothertest
pointonthemaphadasinglepointrecordedusingthestation4cobra(traverse)probeinaJTxedradialposition.The
fixedpositionhadbeencarefullyselectedto beaveryrepresentativepointoftheflowfieldwhichverynearly
replicatedthemassaveragevaluefromthesixtraverses.Onlytheslightestcorrectionwasnecessarysincethe
locationforthefixedprobewaswellchosen.Asaconsequence,allofthedataforboththefixedprobeandforthe
detailedtraverses,givingadiffuserexitswirlangle,aredisplayedinFigure15. It canbeobservedthattheswirl
distributionatthediffuserexithasbeensensiblymapped.Thesixdifferenttraversepointsindicatedtrendswithin
+3 °, an error which is quite modest on a trigonometric basis. Incidentally, it should be mentioned that the six

traverse points were conducted at four different expansion ratio levels and, at the design expansion ratio of 2.2, also

at three different values of U/C 0 varying from 0.65 to 0.72 to 0.81. Due to the particular style of load control in the

test rig, it was possible to independently control U/C 0 while testing at a particular expansion ratio.

+1.0 I

u/e =. 8

o 0Is:%.... _" ......I-,°

er=2.8

,C

er=2.2

U/Co=. 7 2

10 20 30

I_l

Figure 14. Possible diffuser exit static pressure

correction factor as a function of _ and U/C 0.

2_

I0

I0

-20

Figure 15. Deduced impeller exit flow angles as a

function of U/C o and er.
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4. DATA EVALUATION

Using the data obtained from this investigation, a series of loss calculations and flow state calculations were

prepared. These, of course, required certain modeling equations as discussed now. Figure 16 shows a Mollier

diagram that reveals the isentropic incremental basis for conducting loss calculations. This is one of the cleanest and

most consistent methods of evaluating internal state changes for a radial flow turbomachinery stage. Table 1 shows

the related equations. The denominator of incremental loss expressions is shown as equation 12 and the increments

are based on the isentropic enthalpy or temperature at each intermediate state of the expansion process. Of

particular note is the state 2m which corresponds to a mixed-out state at the impeller inlet. Equation 7 reveals part

of the modeling picture: Mizumachi (1960) [3] suggested that a fraction of the kinetic energy associated with the

velocity component normal to the blade would be lost irreversibly and would manifest itself as a total pressure loss

and a static enthalpy gain. Other investigators assumed that 100% of this component was lost. At a later time, it

was suggested that the component under consideration was not the component associated with the approach

incidence but rather an effective incidence which would represent the difference between the gas angle and some

special optimum flow angle. A reasonable deduction of the optimum flow angle might be the condition under which

the blade tip is unloaded with the use of substantial approach (usually negative) incidence. The origin of this

suggestion is no longer clear, but it may have started indirectly from an approach by Todd and Futral (1969) [4] or

in a presentation by Japikse (1981 and 1986) [5,6]. Hence this model involves two parameters, the value _opt and the

'f' coefficient from Mizumachi. Modeling Station 2 can also be effected substantially by understanding properly the

value of P02 at the volute exit. Recognizing that a substantial velocity distribution exists at this location in the

absolute frame, and that this distorted profile may not produce a full measure of useful work extraction in the

relative frame, it is quite possible that a substantial mixing loss is implied by the character of the velocity profile at

the volute exit. Thus, for purposes of evaluation, it can be hypothesized that a mixing calculation should be

conducted at the volute exit to represent the degradation of the velocity profile at this location. Of course, the true

profile has not been measured (or computed), but the core value has been modeled in a simple sudden expansion

mixing calculation. Thus a classic Borda-Carnot mixing calculation can be made to obtain a value of P02,m which

reflects profile mixing as well as the core loss. Other efficiency definitions are shown in Table 2.

Figure 16.

Total State
..... Static State

P00 P02 P02....
P2

/ S/
,_ ,f f

Basis for isentropic incremental loss calculations.
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TABLE 1

STRATEGY 1 INCREMENTAL ISENTROPIC CHANGES

l)" Anscroli = (T0:0-T02,S):/X

2) &_rotor, tot = (T02,S-T03,S "(T02"TO3))/X

3) &_ =_incideece (To2,S'T02_, S)/X

4) A_rotor

5) &_4iffu_er

where

6) r02,S

7) T2m

= (T02_,s-To3,s-(To2-TO3))/X

= (TO3,s-To4,s)/X

) (k-l) Ik
= T00 (PozlP00

: T2 + f W2 _ sin_(i ) k-',l2k:_8

(f_l.O, 0.75, 0.5)

8) P02m,S

9) Y02m,8

I0) Y03,S

ii) T04,S

12) X

i = _-6
opt

= P2/(T2 /T00)k/(k-1)

T00(P0_m,S/PO0__ , (k-l)/k

= _ , l , (k-l)/k
ZOO _POY P00 )

Too'P04" P00)< I (k_l) Ik

= T00-T04,S

TABLE 2

STRATEGY 2 ISENTROPIC EXPANSION BASIS

Scroll:

13) nscroil _

14) nrotor =

15)

16)

_'2ZC2s (TOO-T2,S) k-l'

(k-l)Ik

T2, S = T00fP2/P00)

3,S = k-:i (T2-T3,S) "2 _2 _3

. (k-l)Ik

T3, $ = T00(P3tP02)
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An additional challenge is manifest in obtaining good values for Station 3. Although Station 4 has been reasonably

well documented by full flow field traversing, it is necessary to back calculate from Station 4 to Station 3. This was

initially done by assuming a fixed value of diffuser effectiveness and then was subsequently modified by using

conservation of mass, conservation of angular momentum, conservation of energy and a simple density relationship.

This allowed a simple back calculation from Station 4 to Station 3. Although a small amount of angular momentum

is surely destroyed between Stations 3 and 4, testing of a wide variety of swirl producing and swirl controlling

devices suggests that the angular momentum destruction over this short distance would be limited to simply 1% or

2% and might be neglected. (If desired, bracketing calculations could be conducted to reconsider this small

variation.)

It is important to maintain a proper work balance across the impeller. The work balance must reflect the measured

enthalpy drop on the one hand and the change in UC(_ on the other hand. The value of UC(_ at the impeller exit is

distinctly smaller than the value at the impeller inlet, but not at all negligible. Fortunately, a good understanding of

the C(_ values at Station 4 is available from the six traverses plus Figure 15 and reasonable estimates at Station 3 can

consequently be rendered with only a small residual uncertainty. This allows closure on the value of C(_2. It was

quickly found that this value was noticeably different from the value of C(_2 which might be estimated from the

swirl angle measured at the central or core location at volute exit. This is not surprising since the core value might

only be indicative of one extreme value of swirl angle at the volute exit and would not reasonably be expected to

reflect a true average. Consequently, the value of C(_ 2 was computed from the work input (measured to better than

1%) and the exit angular momentum. One of the most fundamental differences between this investigation and all

prior radial inflow turbine studies is the careful attention given to issues involved at the rotor exit before an attempt

was made to establish a value of C(_ 2.

With the preceding concepts established, it is now possible to present a wide variety of measured results. Results

are presented in plots against stage reaction and sometimes U/C 0 . Both reaction and U/C 0 were frequently used

throughout this investigation, but better data trends were usually obtained with reaction rather than U/C 0 . It is

recognized that the latter has been frequently employed in radial turbine literature and that reaction has only

occasionally been used; nonetheless, the present study established a definite, although slight, preference for reaction

as a plotting parameter.

Figure 17 shows a first comparison. Efficiency is shown plotted versus reaction and U/C 0. In Case A the results are

based on just a simple calculation from inlet flange to stage exit flange using the exit static pressure along the exit

pipe wall. In other words, no attention was paid to detailed internal stage parameters. In Case B, however, all the

aforementioned considerations were rendered and for this particular plot, the influence of exit static pressure

correction is reflected in the data, meaning that a corrected core value of exit static pressure, based on the swirl

profile, has been utilized. This changes both the value of calculated reaction (slightly) and the efficiency

(modestly). In some cases, it lowered the efficiency slightly and in other cases it raised the efficiency slightly.

Probably the most profound observation is the shift of the very high to much higher values of reaction. Indeed, the

high expansion ratio data have always been a little unusual throughout this entire study and the one parameter which

seems to shed some light on this set of data is reaction. This is the highest reaction data of the present investigation.

Although many investigations of other radial inflow turbines present efficiency as one simple trend line as a function

of U/C0, this was never found in the present study and always some variation with expansion ratio was found from

one er line to the next. There is, of course, no fundamental reason why this cannot occur in a true compressible flow

problem for a highly loaded turbine stage. Also shown in Figure 17b are the same results plotted versus U/C 0 and it

may be noted that the high expansion ratio data falls in a strange location relative to the other trends.
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Figure 17b. Measured turbine efficiency,
total-to-static versus U/C0. Case A.
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static, versus reaction. Case B.
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Measuredflowversusspeeddataatvariouslevelsof expansionratioareplottedinFigure18,followingaform
commonlyusedbythemanufacturerofthisparticularturbinerotor•It is insensibleagreementwithdatatakenby
themanufactureraswell.

Figure 18. Measured turbine flow characteristic.

The isentropic incremental loss for the volute or scroll is shown in Figure 19. In the first case (Fig. 19a), only the

simplest method of calculation was employed where the static pressure at the volute exit plus a velocity based on

continuity and the core flow angle was used to close the set of calculations• By contrast, a much more careful

calculation, where the core conditions at the volute exit were used to establish a blockage value with a subsequent

Borda-Carnot sudden expansion mixing loss are used to establish the Case B total pressure loss for the volute• In

this case, all four sets of data form a very sensible loss bucket with minimum values at a reaction level at a range of

0.65 to 0.7. Higher and lower levels of reaction show distinctly higher loss levels• The fundamental difference in

the Case A and Case B presentation, of course, is a reflection of the detailed consideration given to the interpretation

of data through sensible modeling• The second case is far more plausible• Figures 19b and 19c suggest that reaction

is better than U/C 0 for correlating.
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Likewise, interpretation of impeller losses can be made using the core values of Station 2 for Case A and including

the diffuser with the impeller for the Case A calculation, as shown in Figure 20a. With the more detailed

investigation, where Station 3 is carefully back calculated from Station 4 and Station 2 includes the mixing

calculations, a more definitive rotor loss bucket is achieved as displayed for Case B (see Fig. 20b). This loss bucket

is now quite tight and the two intermediate levels of expansion ratio define the bottom of the bucket whereas the

highest and lowest expansion ratios define the wings of the bucket. The minimum occurs at a reaction of

approximately 0.65. The same information can be presented in terms of approach incidence with the same modeling

conditions as previously given; see Figure 21. Case B, of course, is preferred due to the careful attention given to

splitting out detailed losses. It appears that the optimum performance falls at an approach incidence of

approximately -40 °, a condition where the blades may very well be substantially unloaded and rotor secondary flows

may be minimal. However, the high expansion ratio data has not collapsed to the same low level as the other three

cases.
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A separate incidence loss can be computed based on the historical approach used by Benson, Mizumachi, NASA

and others based on the perpendicular component of relative kinetic energy. For both Case A and Case B modeling

these results are shown in Figures 22a and 22b. This is strictly an analytical estimate of what others have suggested

could be an incidence loss, or perhaps an incidence effect on impeller internal secondary flow losses• If this full

component (which is hypothetical) is removed from the rotor loss, than a revised rotor efficiency is achieved. The

results are shown in Figures 22c and 22d as a resulting rotor loss coefficient• Clearly, there is a problem in this

modeling• For Case B, the values go negative and the correction is overstated• Case A should not be considered a

preferable condition since it is artificially high by ignoring the mixing losses in the volute and including the loss of

the diffuser in with the impeller• The same results can be observed, as a function of approach incidence, in

Figure 23a and 23b for Case A and Case B, respectively• The fact that the rotor loss has not been flattened out by

removing the incidence for Case B is suggestive of the fact that not only is the correction overstated, but may be

inappropriately applied• This issue is returned to later•
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Figure 22a. Full 1/2W2n efficiency decrement

(i.e., secondary flow portion) as a function of

reaction, Case A.
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decrement (i.e., with full 1/2W2n secondary flow
component removed) as a function of reaction,
Case A.
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decrement (i.e., with full 112_12 n secondary
flow component removed). Note the over
correction at high-incidence, Case A.
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decrement (i.e., with full 1/2W2n secondary
flow component removed) as a function of
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The issue of rotor modeling can be extended by looking at the two variables in the historical incidence loss model of

Equation 7. Observing that a f3op t of approximately -40 ° is sensible, a series of calculations were made with this

value included. The resulting rotor efficiency (Equation 14) is shown in Figures 24a, 24b and 24c plotted versus

reaction, U/C 0 and incidence, respectively. In this case, a very sensible rotor efficiency relationship is found with a

peak at approximately 0.6 to 0.65 on reaction or approximately 0.72 - 0.75 for U/C 0. These trends are encouraging

as a fairly tight data variance is observed and the optimum corresponds with values expected from various turbine

studies in the past. Plotting efficiency versus incidence, as shown in Figure 24c, shows a peak at approximately -40 °

which may well be the condition of the unloaded blade tip. Once the isentropic efficiency increment is computed

and displayed versus incidence (see Figure 25), it may be observed that a tight variance is obtained, but not a truly

flat characteristic. In order to flatten this trend, a different value of f3op t at each expansion ratio would be required.

Further studies were conducted resulting in the data of Figure 26 where nearly constant trends are observed for two

of the expansion ratios with the third one falling quite high. In this case, f3op t was varied at each expansion ratio

line and an optimum value could not be found for er = 1.5, a value -55 ° was found for er = 1.8, a value -50 ° was

found for er = 2.2 and a value for -45 ° was found for er = 2.8. Initial studies to change the coefficient of the term

(labeled as f in Equation 7) did not yield meaningful results due to a lack of sensitivity in the data. This should be

re-examined with additional data from other cases as this may be an important variable to bring all the trends

together.

Figure 24a. Rotor efficiency versus reaction,
Case B.

Figure 24b. Rotor efficiency versus U/C o,

Case B.
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Figure 24c. Rotor efficiency versus incidence,
Case B.
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Figure 25. Rotor passage efficiency with 1/2W2n

removed using I_optimum = -40 °. Note near
constancy of er=2.8 data; for lower er's, a

different I_op_imumis needed, Case B.
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Figure 27. Computed exhaust diffuser eNciency

decrement; Case B. Note that there is no Case A

by definition.

In turn, the exhaust diffuser losses are computed and only the Case B results can be displayed (by definition Case A

ignored the question)• It will be observed that estimated losses through the exhaust diffuser are between

approximately two and four points of stage efficiency• This is a modest loss and corresponds to a rather short

diffuser. The leaving kinetic energy from the diffuser is displayed, in terms of stage efficiency, in Figure 28 for

Case A and Case B. In this case, the results are understandably quite close together• Approximately two points of

stage efficiency exist in kinetic energy at the diffuser exit. This does not mean that the diffuser performed well.

Additional studies were made to understand the performance of the exhaust diffuser. After correcting the static

pressure distribution at Station 4 to a realistic level based on the existence of swirl, and back calculating to a sensible

average value at Station 3, both static pressure recovery and total pressure loss for the diffuser could be computed•

These are shown in Figures 29 and 30, respectively, plotted versus the swirl angle• A tight data variation is obtained

and it is reasonably consistent with good diffuser performance as a function of inlet swirl (see Japikse (1999) [7]).

Parameters can be plotted versus each other in a very important relationship where total pressure loss is related to

static pressure recovery following the relationship of K = @i - @ (see Japikse, 1984 [8]). These data are shown in

Figure 31 for the present diffuser• Lines of constant diffuser effectiveness are shown as rays emanating from the

virtual origin and three lines corresponding to 0.2, 0.33 and 0.5 for diffuser effectiveness are shown• It is clear that

this diffuser has an effectiveness between approximately 0.2 and 0.4. Based on the carefully measured values of p3

and P4 with deduced corrections for the static pressure profile across the flow field, it appears that reasonable

pressure levels have been established and sensible calculations of @ have been achieved. It may be definitely

concluded that the diffuser is recovering, even with the very erratic inlet total pressure distribution (see Fig. 11),

static pressure, and swirl angle distribution• However, the very low diffuser effectiveness, 0.2 to 0.4, is surely

amongst the lowest levels of diffuser recovery of any common industrial diffuser (note: a classic Borda-Camot

sudden expansion mixing has a peak diffuser effectiveness of 0•667)•
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Figure 29. Diffuser pressure recovery

versus _3, Case B.

Figure 30. Diffuser loss coefficient versus

_3, Case B.
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Figure 31. Exhaust diffuser loss

recovery, Case B.

versus

The determination of aerodynamic blockage at several key points in the stage was an important outcome of the

present investigation. In order to calculate the sudden expansion Borda-Carnot mixing loss at Station 2, the local

static pressure, total pressure, swirl angle (for the core flow) plus conservation of mass and total temperature were

used to close the continuity equation and obtain a local blockage factor. This has been done for Case B as shown in

Figures 32a and 32b. In Case A, only the blockage was calculated without any mixing calculation; in Case B the

actual mixing calculation was conducted. It would be observed that the level of estimated blockage is definitely

affected by the modeling approach employed and that the blockage is on the order of 50%, a result which is not too

surprising when one considers the general character of this flow field. It is interesting, however, that there is a

minimum at a reaction of approximately 0.65. The same results were also considered with blockage versus flow

angle as shown in Figures 33a and 33b for Cases A and B, respectively. Although no definitive trend is shown, an

examination of the Case B results suggest that perhaps there could be some parametric variation implied as a family

of trend lines through the data sets. This has not been ascertained as yet, but would be an area for further

investigation.
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Figure 33a. Volute exit blockage as a
function of volute exit swirl angle, Case A.
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Figure 33b. Volute exit blockage as a
function of volute exit swirl angle, Case B.
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The efficiency of the volute alone can also be computed and is displayed in Figures 34a and 34b as a function of

reaction and U/Co, respectively. As with other parameters, optimum values at approximately 0.6 and 0.72,

respectively, have been observed. Again, reaction gives a better overall correlation of the variables. Likewise, a

swirl coefficient can be defined for the volute as shown in Figures 35a and 35b when reaction and U/C o are used as

plotting parameters. Once again, reaction has given a slightly superior modeling parameter.
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Finally,it is interestingto compareimportantmodelingparametersfrombeforetheinvestigationwithrevised
estimatesaftertheinvestigation.Figure4showedthetrialcalculationsthatweremadebeforetestswereconducted
inordertoestimateimportanttrendsforfuturestudy.Table3displaysafewoftheimportantmodelingparameters
whichwereusedbothbeforeandafterthetestseriestomodelthestage.Itmaybeseenthattheoriginalestimatesof
manytestparameterswereonlynominallycorrectbasedonpriorexistingtechnicaldata.Indeed,havingcarefully
measuredinternalparametersandthenrefiningthelevelsof rotorefficiency,diffuserpressurerecovery,swirl
coefficientandotherparametersforcedustorealizetheimportanttrade-offbetweenthedifferentvariablesandthe
necessityofmeasuringinternalflowstatesinordertodefinethesewith reasonable rigor.

TABLE 3

BASIC STAGE MODELING PARAMETER

Parameter

r}scroll

Measured Value

0.825 + 0.025

Original "Estimate"

(Before Testing)
N/A

SC 0.90 + 0.02 0.85

B 1 0.06 + 0.02 0.20

_2 optimum

i] rotor

-45 ° to -55 °

0.725 + 0.025

0.20 + 0.05
CpD

-10 ° to -20 °

0.82 to 0.98

0.30

5. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the work presented herein, a number of important conclusions have been reached for this study. They may
be summarized as follows:

]. Accurate measurements of stage and component performance can be achieved by thorough instrumentation

of a radial inflow turbine stage including flow field traverses at the impeller inlet, and the impeller or

diffuser discharge, supplemented with static pressure taps at impeller tip, the impeller exit, and the diffuser

exit, as well as the inlet station, augmented with inlet total pressure total temperatures upstream of the

volute inlet and downstream total temperatures following a Koch mixer. By operating in sensible ranges of

inlet temperatures, very accurate measurements of the work input can be achieved with a thermally

calibrated rig.

2. Traversing the rotor exit requires measuring the static pressure distribution as well as the total pressure

distribution and the yaw angle pressure distribution. At least six circumferential positions are
recommended.

Reaction serves as an excellent correlating parameter for the various overall and internal parameters

characterized in the performance of this radial inflow turbine stage. The alternative parameter, U/Co, is

also an excellent parameter that did not collapse data as well as reaction level.

4. Breaking the component losses into isentropic incremental efficiency decrements is a good way to examine

sub-component performance.

5. The historical incidence loss model, which debits the impeller for a loss in proportion to the normal

component of inlet relative velocity-based kinetic energy, offset by some optimum angle, appears to work

sensibly for an important part of the impeller loss process. However, a preferred value of _optimum has not

been established and values for _opt vary substantially, easily in the range of -40 ° to -60 ° for this study.

Further investigations concerning the condition of unloading the impeller blade at inlet need to be

conducted, both experimentally and analytically with CFD.
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6.

7.

The volute can be well modeled with a nominal isentropic efficiency of 0.825 +0.025 with a modest

variation with reaction or U/C o. It also has a swirl coefficient of approximately 0.9 + 0.02. These

modeling parameters could likewise be deduced for a number of other stages if good data are taken and

overall modeling parameters could consequently be correlated with additional geometric variations

considered in the database. Inlet blockage for the volute is approximately 6 +2%.

The exhaust diffuser definitely recovers and shows a pressure recovery coefficient of approximately

0.2 + 0.05. This diffuser performance corresponds to a very low effectiveness of 20% to 40%. The

diffuser is operating with some useful effect even though the inlet profiles are highly distorted, even

including reversed flow at inlet under certain operating conditions.
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